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OF THE U. S. ARMY AIR FORCES

July Brief
As THIS ISSUE of AIR FORc!' goes to press. the
British Air Min istrv .mnounccs formation
of a
tactical air force for all home-based
aircraft of
the RAF. The new command, which has absorbed
the RAF Army Cooperation Command, is a direct
outgrowth of the highly successful role played by
the Northwest African Tactical Air Force in driving the Axis forc~s out of Africa. This role is described fully hy Brigadier General Laurence S.
Kuter, who served as American
Deputy Commander of the Northwest
African Tactical Air
Force, in the article, "Air-Ground
Cooperation
in
J'\nrth Africa,"
appearing
on Page 4. Gcncr.rl
Kuter formerly was Deputy Chief of the Air
Staff. He prepared this article while in Washington on temporary duty following the surrender of
the last remnants of the Axis forces in Tunisia.
THREE eTHER FEATURES in this issue of the
service journal reflect additional
phases of AAF
participation
in the North African campaign. The
co-pilot of a heavy bomber describes his thoughts
and experiences
during the first AAF raid on
J',;aples in an article on Page 7. The stury of how
ground crewmen of a 1:)-26 Group had to use every
stunt in the book and then some to keep their
planes in the air during the early days in Tunisia
is t,)ld on Page 12 in an article by Lieutenant
Gurdon
H. Coc. This month's
cover, showing
men at chow in Nnrth Africa, is augmented
by
two pages of pictures (19 and 20) depicting the
life of AAF pcrsonnel at our airdromes and hases
in th.ir theatre.

of the Axis forces in
North Africa has permitted a decided incrca-«: in
Allied air attacks on southern Europe, there has
been an even greater acceleration
of American
and British raids on the continent from bases in
the British Isles. Aircrew members who may be
picked for the assignment to Britain will be particularly interested in "Have the Best Crew of
Them All," on Page 14. In this article live members of a 13-17 crew----pilot, navigator, bombardier,
radio operator and top turret gunner discuss their
specialties based on experience gained in bomhing
raids over Europe. The co-authors,
members of
the first bomber crew returned as a unit from the
European
theatre,
wmpleted
OT1;
.rr \1(f,dla
\X/alb, \X';\shingtofl, last <ununcr.
WHILE

THE CLEAN-UP

civilian pilots of the Air
are described on Page 9 in

THE GLOBE-CIl'CLING

Transport
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Couuu.md

an article by Colonc l Harold R. Harris, C'''l1manding Officer of ATes
Domestic Tr.msport.rtion Divisiun. The author reports that the-ir uniforms aren't well enough known by AAF personnet and suggests that these c.ur icr conrr.« ..r
airmen be recognized
as veterans whu prob.ihl,
bave "furgotten
more about flying than yuull
ever know." Colonel Harris, a pilot oHicer in the
Jirst World War and forme-r test pilot, tc-ll-, of
s.unp!« experiences
ATC pilut, have had in the'
months they have been operating
the round-theworl.] service. \l(flwn Colonel Harris ,,"as re'l:allnl
to active duty with the ATC he had heen .lSs"ciatcd
with
l(-'mg:-rangc
cornmcrci.r!
air tr.in ....
pnrt
since 192H. Several years earlier, he had hL'CIl
chief of the flight test secti,,,] "f the Air C'll'I')
Experimental
[,iele! at Day tun. Ohiu. In 1')2(, h,
held thirtrcn world aircraft recllrll .... at unc- time.
BUT, {)f «()ursc, civil i.in ATe I'il(lt:-.
.ircnt t i«
only airmen flying the OCeans tlu-sc days. AAF
ofhccrs and 111<:11 arc ferrying
plallt's
daily to tlu.
comhat theatres a ll over the worl.]. One of the
must vital of these Icrrv routes is that across the
South Atlantic, and one- of the most import.mt
phases of the trip is the hriding piluts .ui.! the-ir
crews get at Morrison Field, the "Grand Ccnt r.rl
of this southern fun. A dcscriptitlIl
of briefing
.it
Morrrson
has been written
for Am FO!(CE hI'
Captain T. W. Finnie, Group S-2 utticer at th~
field. His article appears on l'a,V;<:2S.

terr"r in the
~11;lkL""" and
man-eating
plant life
lkhunke'e!
by the Arctic, Dese-rt and Tropic lnforr-na,ion Center this month in the .urir!«, 'T"l'lodin!~
the
Jungle Myth," on Page- 22. The- ADTIC cxj xrt-,
advise men who are headed for the i unu!e counrrv
to visit their IOClI LOO before departing and tak~
a good look at what probably will he the onl,
animals and other jungle- critters the) will sec
before they return horne.
WILD AND WOOLLY
jungle- with it:-. ferocious

tales

"f

b','asts, dc ..h.lly
are conxidcr.rhlv

FURTHER .standardization
of the AAF thing
training progran1 and gn ..'..ttcr unifonnit\'
in cad~t
instruction
is anticipated
in the cxt.rhlivluncnt
of
the Central Instructors'
School at Ranclolph Field.
The work of this new school is descrihe-d in the
article, "Taking the Kinks Out of Training,"
.ippuring on Page 54. The author is Colom l Edw.i«!
H. Underhill, director of training at the school.
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Changes in the gunnery program, and other developments
of the month within the Army
Air Forces.
A ERIAL

gunnery occupies a top spot on the
Air Forces "check list." Combat experience has definitely linked shooting ability to the success of missions, and has resulted in some significant
changes III our
gunnery program.
One interesting
change eliminates
the
"career gunner"-the
man who knows only
gunnery and goes straight to combat without first acquiring a technical skill.
This doesn't
affect the St,ltuS of the
"career boys" who have already learned their
gunnery, many of whom arc now shooting
it out with the enemy, but hereafter gunnery
training will always follow technical training. Until recently you could take gunnery
training before or after the technical.
It has been found that a gunner, like a
ball player, must have continual practice to
maintain his shooting eye. This shift in the
training
schedule
will enable trainees to
start gunnery after other training has been
completed
and then continue
to practice
through OTU and on into the combat area.
Back in December
gunnery
was made
mandatory
for radio-operator
mechanics,
elirplane mechanics
and airplane armorers.
Other changes now taking place are designed to increase the practicability of training. Instead of the five or six weeks' course,
for instance, a seven weeks' course is being
instituted.
It will include four solid weeks
of firing from ground and air at all conceivable types of targets.
In addition, schools are practically abandon ing written examinations
in favor of
actual demonstrations
of:ability,
the reason
being that men with academic proficiency
were not always foundto.have
an equivalent
manual dexterity. Increasingstress
is being
placed on manual ability, although thorough
knowledge
of an academic type is still necessary. The manner in \y.hicb.. You flip your
hands
around
is rather important
when

n
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you're being tested on your ability to correct
malfunctions at 25,000 feet with mittens on.
Here arc a few of the more important
accomplishments
demanded
of students of
the Flying Training
Command's
flexible
gunnery schools before graduation
and assignment to OTU and RTU:
Detail strip the gun, blindfolded,
without
special tools, and, after the instructor has
mixed up the parts, accomplish the following while reassembling the gun: pick out the
part, name it and describe what is broken
on two or three broken parts, intentionally
placed with other parts by the instructor.
While blindfolded:
enter and leave the
turret correctly, quickly and with minimum
physical exertion;
locate all switches, turn
them on in proper sequence and start the
turret without delay.
Show ability to estimate range at 300,
600 and 1,000 yards for all enemy aircraft
taught in Aircraft Recognition.

dress he gave was ncar by. Upon arrival the
lieutenant
lined up his men outside, each
with towel in hand, and went in to make
the necessary arrangements.
It didn't take
him long to discover that the establishment
was a II/eli.101l de joie. We understand
an
orderly retreat was accomplished,
and the
original objective attained. (For this one we
are indebted to Lieut. D. R. McGoldrick,
APO 520, New York City)
THE ENEMY WILL

REGRET

We have just received a report on Staff
Sergeant Shorty Gordon, hero of the article
"Angels
Don't Shoot Guns" in the June
issue of AIR FC)J(cF. As you may remember,
a postscript to that article stated that Shorty
was missing from a raid on Germany <lnd
believed to have bailed out over enemy
territory.
It has now heen definitely estahlished that
Shorty is a German prisoner of war.

WASHOUT

One of our favorite
little stories concerns
a lieutenant in a heavy
bombardment
group in
North Africa who took
a truckload of enlisted
men into town for a
dip in the public bath.
Being a bit vague about
its location, the lieutenant stopped a native
and asked for di rections. But the Frenchman knew no English
and theAmerican knew
no French. So the lieutenant
did a pantomime, going through
all the motions of removing his clothes and
taking
a bath.
The
Frenchman
watched
the act closely, glanced
at the eager faces of
the men, then smiled
broadly in perfect understanding.
The ad-

Peashooter

1
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Nose, engine
Transportation
NEW

TRANSPORT

cowling,
fuselage
and rudder of planes
Division,
ATC, now have
identifying

COMMAND

MARKINGS

Certain yellow plane markings have been
adopted
by the Domestic
Transportation
Division of the Air Transport Command to
make their planes engaged in training and
cargo operations
more easily recognizable
from the air and ground. (See CIt! a!JolJe.)
All planes of the Command
used in
transition transport training, as well as those
ships in the United States and on domestic
routes from Brownsville to Panama engaged
in cargo operations, will have their vertical
tail rudder painted yellow with eighteeninch-high
black figures giving
the ship
number. Girdling the fuselage just behind
the cargo or loading door will be a 42-inch
yellow band, with the circular insignia of
the Air Transport Command painted in the
center of the stripe on both sides of the
plane. Between this yellow stripe and the
tail assembly will be the white and blue
circular star insignia of the AAF.
The engine cowling on all ATC planes
in this category will be painted yellow and
each ship will have a yellow diamond on the
nose, approximately
twenty by forty inches
in size with four-inch-high
black figures. In
the case of twin-tailed
types both tail rudders will be painted yellow. For general information,
the various types of training
planes common to Air Transport Command
operations are the C-53, C--19, C-iH, 13-25
and AT-17.
These markings, the Air Transport Command points out, are not to be confused
with the yellow identification
markers in
use by the Troop Carrier Command.
The
outstanding
differences are that on Troop
Carrier Command planes the stripe girdling
their planes is farther back on the fuselage
and the wing tips are painted yellow.

used by Domestic
bands
of yellow.

sidered the top authority on such matters,
had made eleven previous awards but this
was the first time a military organization
copped the honors. All the others had gone
to industrial firms.
The award is based on maximum production with minimum
loss of manpower.
In
this case, it meant the maximum production
of pilots with the minimum loss of life. The
clincher was the fact that 95 percent of
Army Air Forces trainees
complete
the
training phase of the program without an
in J my.
THE EVES OF TEXAS

It requires no provocation
at all for a
Texan to leap to his feet, clear his throat,
and burst forth into what he considers the
national anthem, "The Eyes of Texas Are
U pan You." This is a little tale about two
such eyes, and rather sharp eyes at that.
Our hero is Staff Ser,~~eant Raymond
C.

Matthews,
Jr., of the 404th Base Headquarters and Air Base Squadron, at Texas'
Fort Worth Army Air Field.
The story begins with a jangling telcphone in the office of Captain R. E. Dysart,
former Fort Worth Chief of Police, now
Civilian Chairman of the Office of Civilian
Defense in that city. The caller identified
himself as Sergeant Matthews, home on a
three-day pass from Tarrant Field (at that
time the name of the Fort Worth Army Air
Field), and said he had spotted an Italian
Savoia-Marchetti
HI bomber over the city at
about 1,000 feet.
Dysart then checked with the post intelligence officer at Tarrant Field and Matthews
was identified by that office from personnel
records and reached by telephone
at his
home. He substantiated
the report to Intelligence that he had given to Civilian Defense, describing
precisely the recognition
features of the plane- three engines, low
wing monoplane,
tapered leading and trailing edges, rounded wing tips and peculiar
bracing of the tail. Matthews said he had
worked in the aircraft recognition
section
of the ground school at the station and.
despite
the improbability
involved,
was
positive of his identification
of the foreign
aircraft. In fact, he became downright
insistent.
Well, as you might have guessed by now,
Matthews
really knew his stuff. It was
definitely
established,
through
higher
Civilian Defense
Control
sources, that a
Savoia-Marchetti
HI had actually been over
Fort Worth. A checkup revealed that the
ship had taken off from Brownsville, Texas,
for Meacham Field, Fort Worth, developed
landing wheel trouble and could not land
at Fort Worth but later made a successful
landing at Dallas.
Just what mission the Italian
was

THE WINNAH

The somewhat popular opinion that wartime expansion of flying had led to a relatively large number of training
accidents
within the Army Air Forces got a solid kick
in the teeth last month when the Air Forces
received the safety award of the National
Safety Council.
The Safety Council, 32 years old and con-
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"Now

to think

of something

clever

-

like

'Sa";.wil'ti:.llk
l

aame!'

"
-~FRI"Z

WILKINSON

performing
was not announced,
but it's no
secret that captured enemy aircraft are being brought
in from the combat areas for
purposes of study.
Anyway, we have added Sergeant Matthews to our personal heroes file and hope
there are more like him.
SKIRTS

We're not so sure about this one, but
anyway it's Technical Sergeant Joseph F.
Marling's story, not ours. Hy way of introduction, he served as engineer on the B-17
"Yankee Doodle" and has more than fifty
combat missions to his credit in the Asiatic
Theatre. On a certain overwater mission, reports Sergeant Marling, they flew low over
friendly natives in canoes. The girls in the
canoes wore only grass ski rts, and there was
such enthusiastic handwaving
both from the
air and water that a return run W,iS made.
Enthusiasm
mounted on all sides, but the
girls stole the show by removing their skirts
and waving them high in the air at the boys.
How low can you fly a B-17, anyway?
"How

OUR

ARMY

GREW

WINGS"

TIPS FROM THE ARCTIC, DESERT AND TROPIC INFORMATION CENTER

I

DEART

It happened on a sand-waste
Under a rare, cloudy sky, a
up a conversation
with an old
his micldlc-aged
son. .. Looks
observed. The old mall smiled
think not, but I hope so, /01'
I have seen it rain ... "

NOTE.

of Cyrenaica.
Tommy struck
liedouin
and
like rain," he
skeptically:
"I
III J .r01l'1
sal:e,

average ey~, it looks like a bright orang~ color.
It shows up better on snow 'lOd green surfaces
than any other sh.r.l«.
Signalling
d~vic<..s,
markers, ctc., used in Arctic regions should
lx- "flame scarlet" in color. Bright orange
crepe paper, the kind you em get at any fiveand-dime store, makes a g()od tcrn pornrv signal when stretched out; it packs away tightly,
is light and easy to tote along.

PACIFIC 'CHASER:
Some of our fighting
in New Guinea have discovered
that a
certain species of crab carries under his shell a
small pouch filled with pure, distilled
water.
The exact species of the crab isn't known to us
at the present
time, but an appropriate
name
might be the "Oasis Crab."

DRINKING HABIT. Coral absorbs water like
a sponge. The deeper layers are saturated
with
salt sea-water,
but the upper surfaces are fresh
with absorbed rainwater.
Sip from the surface,
say South Seas natives.

HOT STRATEGY. Americans
stationed
in
Iraq, the gr~'lt "l.md bridg~" betwee-n Europe
and India, have discovered that strategy applies
to more than warfare in Moslem countries. For
example,
they've found out that when they
are offered a third cup of coffee by their host,
it's not a gross display of wealth or shee-r disregard of the rationing
system, but a polite
Moslem way of pointing out that the visit has
definitely come to an end.

STAR GAZING. Here's the ABC of desert
navigation
as practiced by the Arabs: When
travelling
at night, they tak~ their directioos
from the pole star, selecting .mothcr star in
the direction in which rh.-v d~sire to travel.
At intervals, they pick anotl;~r star in the same
general direction,
since all stars move westward.
Some-t imes a guid~ will doze while
walking and follow one star too long. It's a
sure way of g(-tting lost.

ARCTIC BOMBERS. In the summer,
mosquitoes are thicker above the Arctic circle than
anywhere
south
of it, the tropics includedthicker and hungrier.
Even in warm weather
fighting men have to dress completely
for protection
against
the assault
of this impressive
and harrassing
air force. Men go about completely clothed, down to gloves and headnets,
and that means
sweating
under the 24-hour
summer sun. But it's either sweat or be Jet!

SNAKE-LORE. The movements
of "trained"
cobras, supposedly
in response to the strains of
seductive
music, are not the result of the music
at 01/, but of the Li'l Egypt movements
of the
snake-charmer.
The cobra con't hear airborne
sounds, hut it watches and moves with the mo ..
tions of the charmer.

men

Our Army grew its wings the hard way.
A detailed account of the struggles, disappointments,
tragedies and triumphs of that
small band of enthusiasts who were willing
to risk their necks for the future of military
air power is contained in a new book, "How
Our Army Grew Wings." The authors are
Charles de Forest Chandler,
late Colonel,
U. S. A., and Frank Purdy Lahm, Brigadier
General, U. S. A., retired.
The authors are well qualified to write
of airmen and aircraft before 1914, which
is the period of military aviation covered
in the book. Colonel Chandler was the first
Chief of the Aeronautics
Division of the
Signal Corps. General Lahm was the Army's
first airship pilot, and Major General in
command of the Gulf Coast Training Center
at the time of his retirement in 1941. Both
were members of the board which tested
and accepted the Army's first airplane.
The book ($"'.75)
is published
by the
Ronald Press Company, New York City.
FOR

PILOTS

OF WORLD

WAR

I

We've been asked to tell old-timers that
membership rolls are now open in the Order
of Daedalians,
an organization
composed
exclusively of commissioned
World War I
Army heavier-than-ai r pilots. Anyone who
held the "R.M.A."
or "J.M.A."
rating with
its silver wings prior to the armistice on
November II, 1918, is eligible for membership. Pilots who remained on active duty
pioneered
the fraternity
under the leadership of the late Hrigadier General Harold
L. George,
who assembled
the original
charter members constituting
Flight No. 1
at Maxwell Field in March of 1934. However, the movement is now open to all who
have the above qualifications.
Anyone interested can obtain
additional
information
by writing its Wing Headquarters,
Room
4C 870, Pentagon
Building, Washington,
D.
THE
EDITOR.

JUNGLE JITTERS.
Linding in jungle rivers
has given many a pilot a pain in the neck.
When looking from one bank of a river to the
other, a mirror-imag~
of the foliage and sky
may be so perfect that the waterline can't be
discovered.
This phenomenon
of dead calm
is (011111100.
It's tough to judge your altitude
when Llllding; you don't know whether you're
fifty feet or lifty inche» above the water surfac~. Ripples caused by houts br~ak th~ mirror-like image and may help the pilot gauge
the surface.
Pilots can also buzz down and
let the prop-welsh create a ripple.
COLOR SCHEME. In many parts of the Arctic- --such as treeless regions, SC;l areas or inland
ice- -distinctive
landmark s are few. Man-made
landmarks are therefore often of special importance; one color in particular has been seleered as the most effective for recognition
purposes.
It is called "Flame Scarlet" and it
was developed by the Bureau of Standards for
the first Byrd Antarctic
expedition.
To the

SKY MAPS. With experience,
a pilot can tell
from the color reflection on an overcast
Arctic
sky the general type of country lying ahead and
beneath
him. Dark patches on the overcast
indicate open water,
bare or snow-free
ground.
Often,
on ocean
flights,
islands
will reveal
themselves
in reflections
on the overcast.
GAS DOPE. In desert upcr at ion s, extreme
care is take-n with high octane fuel at tcmpcrat urcs of I I () degr~~s or more in the shade.
To avoid sparks, gas drums often are opened
wi til bronze or other non-sparking
tools. Also.
the plane is grounded,
as are the refueling
funnel and nozzle.

The Arctic,
Desert
and
Tropic
Information
Center
welcomes
from all Army personnel
with knowledge
of the non-temperate
eration.
Submit to: Arctic, Desert and Tropic Information
Center,

contributions
theatres
of opEglin Field. Fla.
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•
the campaign in North Africa
came to a close, with thousands
of
Germans and Italians voluntarily streaming
through the dust toward our prisoner cages,
the Allies had won a victory marked by the
highest type of coordination
in manpower
and weapons.
There had been complete unison among
British, American and French fighting elements.
There had been concerted action by all
air, ground and sea forces.
There had been, particularly,
an effective teaming of air and ground strength
right in the battle area- -with air power
providing
infantry
and armored divisions
with a measure of aid and support probably never before attained.
To officers and men of the Army Air
Forces, this air-ground
cooperation
was
among the most significant developments
of
the war to date. It was achieved by the introduction of a new type of air combat unit
-the
tactical air force.
Estahlished
during the campaign
itself,
this organization
allowed for the employment of air power in a concentrated
mass,
striking at such time and at such points and
with such speed as to be most valuable in
the over-all operation. It prevented the misuse of air power, the scattered, inefficient
employment
of planes and personnel
so
likely to occur under old conceptions of air
support.
It is intended that the lessons learned and
the successful methods
developed
in airground cooperation
shall be translated into
the broad American air effort as quickly as
possible.
During
the Tunisian
Campaign,
Air
HEN

W

4

Marshal Tedder, under General Eisenhower,
commanded
the Air Forces in the Middle
East, in Malta and in Northwest
Africa.
Lieutenant General Spaatz commanded all
of the Northwest
African Air Forces, the
fighting elements of which were the Strategical Air Force under Major General Doolittle, the Coastal Air Force under Air Vice
Marshal Lloyd, a Photographic
Win,,; under
Colonel Roosevelt and the Northwest African Tactical Air Force under Air Marshal
Coningham.
This discussion concerns the {lir-grmmd
coop eratlon between the top air unit in the
battle area, the Tactical Air Force, and the
top ground unit in the battle area, the 18th
Army Group.
Because this discussion concerns 0711y the Northwest
African Tactical
Air Force in the battle area, it should not
be inferred that the magnificent
work of
the Northwest African Strategical Air Force
on the ships, ports, docks and distant air
bases on which the Axis forces in Tunisia
depended was not appreciated by our battle
area air and ground forces.

MosT certainly,

our victory was directly
influenced
by the Strategical
Air Forces'
shattering
blows on more distant
links
in the Axis armor and on the Northwest African Coastal Air Forces' effective
protection of our ports and coasts and, naturally, on extraordinary
efforts by Major
General
Dunton's
Air Service Command
and Colonel Ray Dunn's Troop Carriers.
Our battle area air force is only one of several air forces which can claim a portion of
General Eisenhower's
Allied Force victory.
The Tactical Air Force is a completely
new idea in the organization
of an air force

fighting in the field alongside of an army.
The idea was not evolved from book study
or by theorists. Its conception, together with
the details of its organization,
grew gradually and as a direct result of long and bitter
battles stemming
back to the air-ground
efforts of the British crossing the Western
Desert. During the years of that fighting, a
series of failures illustrated
errors in airground cooperation
and a series of successes indicated effective methods.
In the
Tactical Air Force we combined the desirable features learned in the Western Desert,
and we believe we have eliminated
the
errors that had previously been made.
The concept of air-ground
organization
in the Tactical Air Force and in the J xth
Army Group can be traced back to June,
19"'0, when the RA F could oppose a large,
powerful
and more modern
Italian
Air
Force in Libya with only a handful of obsolete aircraft. This tiny RAF force not only
held its own but eventually swept to complete victory when General Wavell,
now
a Field Marshal, advanced for the first time
across Cyrenaica.
In that operation
the Italian Air Force
in Libya operated under the direct command
of the Italian Ground Forces. The Italian
Air Force ronscqucntlv
was used in penny
packets at the order of local army commanders to give protection
to their own
local sectors.
In contrast,
the RAF, employed as a true air force and in concentrated
mass, completely
destroyed
some
1100 Italian ai rcraft.
By the campaign of J 941-1942, the British had a large and efficient air force in the
desert, this time opposed by the Luftwaffe.
Several factors, principally
the drain on
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•
the British ground
forces resulting
from
their requirements
to move large units to
the Far East, resulted in the long and now
famous retreat to Alamein.
Even though
Rommel
was continually
pressing
the
ground
forces back at this time, the air
was largely controlled
by the RAF in the
Western
Desert.
The RAF was responsible to ;1 great degree for the fact that Rommel did not annihilate the British Army at
this time and was finally halted at Alamein.
During the lull that followed at Alamein,
Air Vice Marshal Coningham,
then commanding
the RA F units in the Western
Desert, put the final touch to his training
and tactics and rebuilt his numerical
and
qualitative
strength.
The air force which
was launched against Rommel in connection
with the success of the Sth Army at Alamcin and which
pursued
the defeated
enemies across the desert to Tunis was in
effect the first full flowerina of a tactical
ai r force, although
at that 'time it didn't
hold that name.
On February
18, when the Northwest
African Air Force was formed, Air Marshal Coningham,
promoted
and knighted
after Alamein, was placed in command of
. all air forces fighting
in the battle area
alongside
the armies.
Our Tactical
Air
Force, therefore,
composed of both British
and American units of fighters and bombers,
was the first expression
in actual practice
of the years of experience
gained by the
RAF in the only theatre in which allied air
units have fought the enemy alongside the
ground units in the field. It was the quiutessence of battle experience,
the result of
many mistakes, many tri,tls and at last resounding success.
It was something far superior, as proved
by results,
in organization
to anything
which the Germans had ever evolved. It is
an example on a big scale of the encouraging fact that the A Ilied commanders
arc
clearly able to utilize the experience gained
by hard fighting in this way. It is the pattern of the future, the way in which air
power in collaboration
with armies in the
field will beat the enemy and win the war.
Doubtless, in the course of time and future experience, changes will be made, but
the basic conception of a Tactical Air Force
as the air power in the actual battle area
will probahly remain until the end of the
war as tried and proved.
The function of the tactical air force is
one of working in partnership
with other
components
of air power, with the strategical homhing force which uses the longest
range bombers on relatively long-term targets. such as munitions establishments,
supply ports, and the like. The tactical air
force works with the coastal air force which
is intent on cutting the enemy's supply route
bv sea and in protecting
our own.
The
tactical air force is concerned with the hattIe
itself immediately
in the battlefield.
It is easy to say that such an air force
gives air support to the army, but the word
"support"
has now so many old-fashioned
and wrong implications
in the public mind
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How the Tactical Air Force
functioned in the North African
campaign, and its potential
influence on future 0 perations
that it is much better not to use it. The word
"support"
always makes people think of
air power used as an ancillary wC<lpon of
the army or navy; in operations which are
primarily land or sea. It brings to mind
a picture of bombing to extend the range
of arti Ilery, and particularly
of squadrons
of fighters at the immediate imperative call
from ground
commanders
of relatively
small sectors to attack enemy troops immediately in front of them or to defend their
own troops from enemy bombers.
The local ground commanders obviously
cannot have any knowledge of what is happening over the wide area of the land battle and of the air battle. So this conception
obsrures the inevitable two phases of the
modern battle-the
air phase and the combined air-ground
phase. The narrow conception of air support is firmly imbedded in
the public mind and particularly
in the
mind of the inexperienced
soldier who is
having his first taste of enemy bombing
or strafing.
That method is precisely the
method by which the Italians threw away
their air force with no gain in Libya. Although it is the method by which the Germans advanced throuuh France, when air
opposition
was very ;:ant, it is surely the
method which was found to he totally obsolete and leading more tow:' rd defeat than
victory in operations against a well-trained
army and a well-trained
air force in Africa.
It is much better to speak of collaborat ion
between the army and the tactical air force.
The army strikes from the ground, the tacStuck in the mud! This is a problem
whose
solution
requires
plenty
of elbow
grease.

tical air force strikes from the air. The
method
by which
this coordinated
airground effort is applied is best illustrated
by the workings in the combined air-ground
headquarters
in the battle area in Tunisia,
In a tent camp in the Tunisian mountains,
the air and ground commanders
lived and
worked
side by side. One was General
Alexander, controUing and coordinating
the
1 Sth Army Group which consisted
of the
8th Army, the 1st Army, 2nd U. S. Corps
and the 19th French
Corps.
The other
commander
was Air Marshal Coningham,
controlling
and coordinating
the Tactical
Air Force which consisted of the Western
Desert Air Force in the South and two
fighter forces
in the West
which
were
backed up by a tactical bomber force. General Alexander
controlled
the land forces
in the hattie area. Air Marshal Laningham
controlled the air forces in the battle area.
two commanders
lived together
in
intimate
daily consultation.
They made
their plans together, each stating what his
force could contribute
toward the general
victory.
They worked
in complete
harmony. They both knew that only the long
reach of air power could achieve the quickest triumph
in Tunisia,
which was a destruction of the enemy rather than pushing
him out of Africa.
So General Alexander
on his rart moved his ground units steadily
forward to capture and protect the air fields
needed to tie down and then drive forward
to c;lptu re the enemy.
Air Marshal Coninnhnm's
effort was in
two distinct phases. First, the requirement
that he reduce the enemy air to practical
impotence, and after that to throw the full
weight of his air force aI;ainst the enemy
army. The importance
of those two commanders of land and air forces living side
by side in the same camp, eating in the
same mess and planning and operating daily
on equa] terms in close collaboration,
cannot he overstressed.
The successful stages of the Tunisian
battles follow much the same pattern. Fi rst
carne the Sth Army push through
the
Mareth positions.
The Mareth hattIe actu-
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Loading bombs on a P-40 of a Fighter Group
in North Africa.
Note
daisies
in the field.
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ally began with an air blitz on enemy airdromes.
Prior to the attack of the 8th
Army, Air Marshal
Coningham
concentrated his entire air force on the enemy
airdromes.
After the strength of the German air force had been materially reduced
by this blitz, he kept the northern
and
central
air units
operating
exclusively
against the German
Air Force which relieved the Western
Desert Air Force and
the 8th Army of any concern over German
opposition in the air. This left the Western
Desert Air Force free by day and by night
to employ hundreds of bombers and many
squadrons of fighter bombers to search out
individual
enemy concentrations
and divisions and operate with great effectiveness
in the immediate front of the ground units
of the 8th Army.
At the crisis of the battle in front of
EI Harnrna,
the Hurricane
tank-busters
were thrown in. The enemy broke and retreated.
In this particular
operation,
the
14(;th Panzer
Grenadiers
Division
was
caught moving on a road and rendered
completely
ineffective by air attack alone.
After a short pause the 8th Army attacked at Wadi
Akarit.
Again the air
units in the north and center were concentrated on the German
air establishment.
Once more the Western Desert Air Force
was free to work at a maximum
intensity
on the German forces in the Wadi Akarit
position.
Again the enemy retreated,
this
time more quickly than was expected, to
a semi-circle position from Bizerte to Enfidaville.
At this point it was the turn of the Western Desert Air Force to draw away what
was left of enemy air power while the Tactical Bomber Force lent their strength
to
the attack by the First Army and the Second U. S. Corps.
The battle for the capture of German
forces in Tunisia began, not on April 22,
on which date the ground
forces pushed
off, but on the night of April 18-19 when
we employed ninety night bombers against
German airdromes.
We had guaranteed
to
reduce the German
air force to relative
impotency by dawn of the 22nd. Our operations for the next three days are already
well-known
in the American press. It was
during
these days, of course,
that the
]U -') 2s and many of the escorts were destroyed.
Our total efforts destroyed
112
German
airplanes
those two days.
The spectacular
destruction
of the 20
ME-323 6-engine transports
on April 22,
which incidentally were carrying the equivalent of a German
regiment
into Tunisia,
was the continuation
of our plan to knock
the Luftwaffe down and keep it down during the period of the ground movement
forward.
During
this period there were
terrific, spectacular
and important
air victories which, however,
in the long run,
were not so important
as the steady weight
of air attack that the Tactical Air Force
was turning on the enemy troops in front
of the 1st Army. On the 22nd and from
then on we had free fighter squadrons sit-
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ting over the German airdromes daring the
German to get up. On the 22nd and 23rd
he did try to get up and was knocked
back down. During this period, he was kept
down by a small proportion of our fighters.
The great balance of our force at this time
was steadily in front of the main effort of
the 1st Army.
The weight of daily attack during this
period increased each day and was heavier
than any air force had ever delivered
in
battle in collaboration
with an attacking
army. Our air units were placing in front
of the main effort of the 1st Army a heavier
concentration
than had been employed at
Alamein.
This air effort increased
to a
crescendo on May 6 on the final drive from
Medjez el Bab to Tunis.
On that day we
delivered 2,146 individual airplane sorties,
the great majority of which were bomber,
fighter-bomber
or strafing missions on a
6,OOO-yard front before the main effort of
the 1st Army.
This continual
rain of
bombs in front of the advancing divisions
had the effect of blasting a channel from
Medjez cl Bab to Tunis.
You know the
result of that drive. General Alexander's
view of the effectiveness of that effort is
expressed
in a single sentence of his on
Mav 8 to the Tactical Air Force: "Without
your support this drive would just not have
been possible."
fact that each step in this hattIe was
a carefully planned one and that the results
of each step were exactly the results that we
expected to accomplish, hath in the air and
on the ground, is most reassuring.
There
were no accidents.
None of the rs-sults
came from chance happenings.
This battle
is clearly the result of carefully detailed and
coordinated
air and ground planning
and
execution.
One result of this particular battle is believed to be of great significance for the
future.
That result is briefly stated in the
fact that the first 25,000 German prisoners,
whom we saw in our 2nd Corps Cage on
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May 9, consisted of selected Nazis from
two S S Divisions,
the Manteuffel
and
Hermann Goering, and German soldiers of
the highest
state of training
from one
Panzer Division.
If these men were not
the cream of the German
armed forces
they were surely well above the average
Nazi.
They apparently
had been ordered
to fight to the last man, to eat the last
biscuit and fire the last round
for the
glory of Hitler and the Fatherland.
They
did fight well and bitterly.
However, when
it became clear to them that they would
lose that battle, they immediately
surrendered without further ado. They surrendered great quantities of food. They had
much ammunition still remaining. Although
their units had disintegrated
their individual morale was high.
As prisoners
arrived for admission
to
the 2nd Corps Cage, many of them driving
up in their own motor transport
or moving in enormous columns where there was
no effective guard at all, they were assembled in groups of one hundred by German
officers, and marched off like guardsmen,
singing German marching
songs, into the
cage. Surely if this picked bunch of Nazis
hauled down the flag and surrendered
after
it had become clear to them that they had
lost the battle, our course toward defeat
of Germany is assured.
The effectiveness
of our bombing
was
graphically
illustrated
in Ferryville,
III
Bizerte, in Tunis and particularly
on the
road from Bizerte to Tunis.
Bizerte was
a town and port full of establishments
being used effectively by the Germans.
We
attacked Bizerte with the intention of blotting it off the map. On May 9 when General Alexander,
Air Marshal Coningham,
General
Bradley
and I drove
through
Bizerte, we drove around for over an hour
and found not one single inhabitant
of
the city. We saw no single building, however small, which was unscathed.
On the
other hand, the town of Ferryville was one
which we knew to
(Continued on Page 33)

A flight of bombers sets up a flurry of sand during take-off.
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O'{ a long time we had been anxious to
get a kick at the shin of the Italian boot.
From our secret airfield in French North
Africa our B-17 Group had bombed targets
in Tunis, Sardinia and Sicily, but we had
been looking forward to our first visit to
Italy as a memorable landmark in the Mediterranean campaign.
Awakened
at seven o'clock on a Sunday
morning,
we were told to eat breakfast
quickly as there was an early briefing.
For
breakfast we had pancakes, fresh eggs, cereal and coffee. We then piled into trucks
for the ride to the old granary which had
been taken over as the Group's headquarters.
We knew that the planes had been loaded
with fragmentation
bombs so speculation
ran high as to whether the target was an
airdrome or a troop concentration.
The intelligence
officer in charge of the
briefing stepped on the platform and picked
up the pointer.
Somewhere in the room a
news cameraman's
photo bulb flashed.
"The target for today is the Capodichino
Airdrome
s eve r a I miles Northeast
of
Naples
This was it-the
target we had been waiting for. The briefing officer went on:
"
flying over Capri ...
Mount Vesuvius ... "

F

was little sound in the room while
the target information,
the amount and positiou of anti-aircraft batteries, and the number of enemy fighters we would probably
encounter
were revealed.
The navigators
checked on routes. The weather man gave
his report on the weather out, the weather
to be expected over the target and on our
return trip. We synchronized
our watches.
The briefing was over.
After we had drawn our maps, trucks
drove us out to the dispersal area where our
planes were warmed up and ready to take
off. Since it was to be a long mission the
mess hall had sent out a box of food for
each crew and a candy bar for each man.
At 8:45 we took off, circling the field
several times while other groups joined us,
making a total of about a hundred planes.
The sky seemed full of grey B-17s. Then
the swarm of planes assembled in formation
and headed toward the coast.
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A flight

of 8-17s

(above)

returns

after

inflicting

Captain
L. V. Casey was the pilot of
"The Gremlin."
1 was co-pilot and we were
to fly on the squadron
commander's
left
wing.
The sky was clear although there was a
slight ground haze. We passed over the
north coast of Africa at about IJ,500 feet.
Directly below was a small fishing village
clustered at the foot of a mountain.
The
Mediterranean
was calm, clear, and the most
remarkable blue I have ever seen. Near the
coast, it was easy to distinguish the shallow
water covering the reefs and bars.
Once clear of the land we tested our
guns. The sharp rat-a-tat-tat of the practice
shells sang out above the noise of the motors. Soon the steady drone of the engines
became ,1 part of the silence and we were
unconscious
of it. The bright sun was reflected on the metal of the planes.
The monotony
of our crossing
was
broken by chatter on the interphone,
Spam
sandwiches, and Casey and r spelling each
other at the wheel. Ou I' cou rse was directly

this damage

on the

Naples

harbor.

between Sicily and Sardinia. Although
we
were flying at only 1,000 feet the haze almost hid Sardirtta and we couldn't see Sicily
at all. Clouds far off in the distance marked
the coast of Italy. At a signal from our
group leader we started to climb.
We went on oxygen at 10,000 feet. At
20,000 we were well in sight of the coast.
Below us was the Isle of Capri, a barren,
rocky island with several small white villages perched on the shore. A thin spiral of
smoke drifted up through the clouds. This
was Vesuvius.
As we passed over the coast of Italy, we
were at about 25,000 feet. In clear view
below were small, neat Italian farms, then
the city of Naples, the airdrome, and even
the insane asylum we had been warned not
to hit. Approaching
the target, we stayed
about 25,000 feet for a minute or two and
then dived down a few hundred feet, turning towards
the target and opening
the
bomb bay doors at the same time. We were
on our bombing run.
The engines were purring smoothly. Casey
was flying and I had nothing to do but look
around and watch the excitement.
Off to
the left, I could see the other groups dropping their 500-pounders
on the docks and
railroad yards. Clouds of smoke rose from
the explosions.
The other groups were attracting quite a bit of inaccurate flak, hundreds of large black bursts.
Then I could see bomb clusters from the
other two planes of our element start to
drop. That meant that our bombs would he
dropping
too.
(Continued on Page 32)
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Here's a hot weather teaser to test
your knowledge of a variety of Air
Forces questions. Credit five points
for each correctly answered, and if
you score 100, yell for promotion.
Ninety is excellent; 80 good; 70, fair,
and 60 is below par. Answers are
on Page 32.
7.

The total weight of an airplane is divided by its wing
area to calculate
a. The cargo loading
b. The wing loading

B.

14.

Worn by Arctic airmen
A tow target
A wind direction
indicator
A pitot tube cover

15. A theodolite

is used by

a. Pilots
b. Navigators

16.

c. The bomb load
d. The gas load

c. Meteorologists
d. Mechanics

A Navy flying officer with
two broad gold bands on
his sleeve is equivalent to an
Army Air Forces
o. First Lieutenant
b. Captain

At which of the following
commands are both silence
and immobility required?
a. Fall out
b. Rest

A wind sock is
e.
b.
c.
d.

c. Major
d. Lieutenant

Colonel

c. At ease
d. Parade
rest

1. The Army Air Forces' new
A-36 is the dive bomber version of the
a. P-51
b. P.40

c. P-47
d. P-38

17.

a. California
b. Florida

,)«

9.

It is .wise to drink carbonated beverages
prior to
high altitude flights.
a.

10.
2.

Beds in barracks are staggered head to foot in order
to
o. Keep snorers
from annoying
others
b. Prevent the spread of respiratory
diseases
c. Keep the barracks
neat and orderly
d. Uphold an old military custom

3.

True

c. Bombs
d. An inebriated

What is the British name for
this airplane?

20.

What is the British name for
this airplane?

How far below the top of the
shoulder seam should the
Air Forces shoulder sleeve
insignia be worn
a. 1 inch
b. '12 inch

c. 1'12 inch
d. On the seam

All steps in marching executed from the halt begin
with the left foot.
o.

b. False

True

Which word is inappropriate
in this grouping?
a. Benzene
b. Carbon

6.

,

19.

heiress

11.

5.

A profile interrupter
a. Automatically
switches
from full rich
to lean mixture at the proper time
b. Prevents a turret gunner from shooting into the tail, the propeller
or the
other surfaces of his own plane
c. Cuts off the oxygen supply on reaching the ground
d. Prevents a mechanic from putting too
much air in the tires

b. False

upper left coat pocket
upper right coat pocket
recipient's
neck, susribbon
the left coat pocket

c. Texas
d. Arizona

The expression "Full Rich" is
associated with
a. Payday
b. Gasoline

4.

lB.

When presented, the Medal
of Honor is usually
a. Pinned on the
b. Pinned on the
c_ Hung
on the
pended
on a
d. Pinned above

Morrison Field is located in

c. Calcium
tetrachloride

hypochlorite

12.

When spoken to a warrant
officer named Jones should
be addressed as
o. Jones
b. Officer Jones

c. Mister Jones
d. Warrant Officer Jones

'-----------_._
8

The wing span of a B-24 is
a. 85'12 feet
b. 210 feet

c.
d.

110 feet
175 feet

13. Grease and oil must never be
allowed to come in contact
with oxygen equipment
a. True

b. False

_._._-
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HE next

time an airplane comes taxiing
up to the ramp at your station and the
pilot steps out wearing
a uniform
with
stripes on the sleeves or bars on the shoulder straps of his shirt and with a cap insignia bearing the letters "ATC"
don't ask
him as a soldier did recently at one of our
South Atlantic bases, if he is an officer in
the Australian
Tank Corps.
You'll be seeing this uniform a lot from
now on all over the world. It is approved
by the War Department
for the civilian
crew members employed by the commercial
airlines under contract to the War Department.
Together
with Army crews, these
men are flying cargo, mail and passengers
and are training aircrews for the Army Air
Forces Air Transport
Command.
To be
technical, AAF Regulation
40-4 calls them
"Air Carrier Contract Personnel."
Step up and get acquainted
with one of
them. You'll find he is quite a flyer, usually as good a story teller and a nice guy
with it all. And although
retaining
his
civilian status, he has earned the right to
wear that uniform,
just as much as any
man in the Army Air Forces.
Because today the Air Transport
Command is flying to places that yesterday were
only names on a map--in
India, the Arctic
and China, over North Atlantic, South Atlantic and South Pacific, to give you a general idea. And these pilots of the Command
have a personal acquaintanceship
with the
monsoon in the Far East, the sandstorms of
the Sahara and the milky fog of the Arctic.
Remember the first time they turned you
loose on cross country down there at Randolph or Ellington or Maxwell?
Okay then,

T
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The Air Carrier Contract pilot
wears a different uniform, but
it pays to respect him for the
vital [eb he's doing.
just imagine how these pilots feel when the
Air Transport
Command has orders for a
delivery of high priority material to some
lonely mountain airport halfway around the
world.
As one chief pilot expressed it the other
day at New York's teeming La Guardia
Field:
"A year and a half ago our company made
its first flight from New York to Mexico
City. For a month before the scheduled
departure
everybody in the company from
the president on down was in feverish conference to iron out the details. Recently I
got orders to survey a route to India for the
Army. A couple of days later I went out,
cranked up and took off. There weren't more
than a handful of people who knew anything about it. They were all too busy sending planes to other remote spots to care about
a new route that in ordinary times would
have been enough to give everyone the jitters for a month of Sundays."
The next time you meet one of these pilots
take a good look at him. He was probably
flying the mail or barnstorming
passengers
off golf courses when you were reading
Boy's Life and wondering if you could talk
the old man out of fifty cents to buy some
balsa wood for that new model airplane you
were building.
Like most of them, he probably has a
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minimum
of 2,500 hours of flying time,
with the average being in the vicinity of
4,000 or 5,000 hours. Stack that up against
the average of 300 or 400 hours for the
Army Air Forces pilot.
Chances are he is a reserve officer and
that he graduated from Kelly and Randolph
back in the twenties or early thirties, when
they really braced you, mister.
Nine out
of ten have applied for active duty and been
told by Uncle Sam to stay put. They are
more valuable where they are, flying vitally
needed supplies and personnel
to combat
areas and training new airrrews here at home.
As an A TC man he has his own status
in the organizational
picture of the Army
Air Forces. All air carrier contract personnel are directly responsible to the Commanding General,
Air Transport
Command.
When they are in the field they are subject
to military law and in the event of capture
by enemy forces air carrier contract personnel are entitled to be treated as prisoners of
war. To assure this status they are being
provided with official War Department
Certificates of Identification.
Pilots, navigators, division managers, station managers,
assistant station managers
and all personnel
of equivalent
responsibility will be accorded the same privileges
as commissioned
officers with regard to accommodations,
transportation
and messing,
both within and outside the United States.
Listen to some of the stories these men
can tell as they sit around of an evening.
Like the old timer who returned recently
from way above the Arctic circle. He had
to make a forced landing on a frozen lake
in the wilds of (Continued on Page 24)
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blacked-out
Hawaiian midnight
in
January of 19-12, three B-17s were
wheeled out of bomb-scarred
hangars
at
Hickam Field and rolled to the edge of the
mat. Flight crews, guided by dimmed flashlights, approached the ships. The feeble rays
of their lights played on engine nacelles,
ran up and down landing struts and across
all movable parts of the huge planes.
No item of inspection was slighted.
It
was a thorough,
last-minute
check, for the
planes were 'about to take-off on a trip that
would require top-flight performance. Theirs
was to be the inaugural flight of a new transPacific war-time ferry route for the Army
Air Forces.
One by one the Fortresses taxied to the
end of the mile and a quarter strip. For a
minute or two they sat there, the roar of
their engines rising and falling as the pilots
-Captains
Hobson, Hewes, and Macf'herson-warmed
up the motors and checked
their instrument
panel. Then they turned
into the wind. The first plane started its
run, gathering speed. In a score of seconds
the control tower clicked past the wing tip.
As it reached the last hangar the Fortress
lifted and moments later passed low over
the ghost town of housing units that cluster
alongside the Kameharncha
Highway leading to nearby Pearl Harbor.
Planes number
two and three followed in quick succession.
They were on their way to the battlefront
in Java, hopping southwestward
via a string
of Pacific islands and atolls most of which
had never before seen a land plane. Only
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Kingsford-Smith,
fourteen years earlier, had
ever made a similar trip. Actually, the two
flight lines would differ by hundreds of miles
of latitude most of the way.
Only a few Army men saw the Fortresses
take off. A handful of officers ~- the late
Major General Clarence L. Tinker, Commanding
General
of the Hawaiian
Air
Force; Colonels Albert K. B. Lyman, B. L.
Robinson and Bob Fleming of the Corps of
Engineers, and Colonel Gordon Blake of the
Air Forces watched as the blue exhaust
flames of the B-17s moved out over the cane
fields, turned across a darkened,
sleeping
Honolulu,
then out to sea across Diamond
Head. After the sound of the motors died
away into the night one of the men said,
"\Vell, there go the first planes on the long
road to Tokyo."
Someone mentioned
that
'The Road to Tokyo" would be a good name
for the war-baby.
General Tinker had his own thought on
the subject, and since the name he offered
was a good one and since he was a General,
his suggestion stuck. "I believe we ought
to call it The Southern Cross Airways," he
said.

AND, thus, without fanfare, was born the
aerial sky-lane that today rivals the North
Atlantic
Newfoundland
- British Isles run
and the South Atlantic Natal- Africa routes
in strategic importance. The Pacific line has
been opened more than a year, yet most of
its operating details are strict military secrets.
Most of the bases the planes use have never

been mentioned
in public print in connection with the route; many of the alternate
fields ._- some of them nothing more than
clearings in a coconut grove, others dredged
coral strips --. are names that would send
even a veteran beachcomber
to an atlas.
Most of the bases, both primary and secondary, are far out on the Pacific combat
frontier.
Some of the airports have been
bomber, some shot at from Jap subs.
At Fiji the biggest menace seems to be
mosquitoes.
At one of the New Caledonia
fields the native deer were so numerous they
became a hazard. There's
no record of a
plane hitting one of them while taxiing, but
the deer used to graze right at the edge of
the runway. Sometimes this proved too much
of a temptation
for some homesick nimrod
who would unlimber his .30 caliber and blaze
away. It was good sport, shooting deer from
a side window of a B-17 or from a parked
jeep, and it made good reading
in the
letters back home, but it unfortunately
was
dangerous to the welfare of the encampment,
a few eucalyptus trees to the rear of the hunting grounds.
One of the squadrons, as a result, had to establish
game laws, prohibiting
deer hunting
in camp. "Anyone
wanting to shoot deer will check in with the
sergeant before going out," reads the order.
Some of the South Sea airfields, except
for their cane-field
and coconut settings,
could be a ferry station somewhere in England. P- 38s sit next to ancient tow-target
Vincents.
RNZAF
Hudsons bunk next to
C-47s, De Havilands
and Beau fighters mix
with B-26s, and even Gypsy Moths and
L-5 Grasshoppers
get together.
The South Pacific route was in the planning and construction stage long before we
entered the war. Early in 1941, we had one
"aerial life-line" open to the Far East. It
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Born of the war, this Hawaii-Australia
ferry route has grown into a transport line of mojer importance in maintaining the long Pacific battlefront.
was the above-the-Equator
Hawaii-MidwayWake-Guam
run. This route had been successfully tested by a couple of flights of
B-17s that were sent to the Philippines,
but
it admittedly was of dubious value in case
we got in a scrap with the Japs. The run
was highly vulnerable,
cutting across Nipponese lines of communication
and surrounded by Jap-mandated
bases. It didn't
have much of a chance. That's why Major
Roger Ramey and Captain Brooke Allen of
the Hawaiian Air Force were sent below the
Equator and across the date line early in
1941 to find a better lane for land planes.
They traveled by PBY, steamship and fishing boat and with Dutch and Australian
airmen over much of the South Seas, gathering information,
maps and photos for Colonel Lyman's construction
crews.
Later, another
party headed by Major
Gordon Blake went out from Hawaii to survey mid-Pacific islands. After the Southern
Cross Airways got under operation
General Tinker put Gordon Blake, now a Colonel, in operational
control as his troubleshooter, passenger
agent, freight manager
and communications
chief. Today Colonel
Blake probably knows more about Allied
territory in the Pacific than any other man
in uniform.
In constructing
some of the bases, Col
onel Lyman used British equiprncnr
and
men to get the job done. The work was not
scheduled for completion
until mid-1942,
but when the war broke out the task was
rushed threefold. The pony-express
air line
gained operational
status in record time.
When the first planes went through,
they
refueled
from SS-gaiion
drums and the
crews slept on cots under the planes' wings.
The islands were practically
defenseless.
The whole thing was run on a day-to-day,
plane-to-plane
basis in its first months. The
constant threat of the advancing Japanese,
the rudimentary
nature of radio and technical aids for long cross-water
hops, the
bumpy runways, the temporary flow of supplies to the island dots, made constant personal supervision
a necessity.
No Army
manual covered the problems that arose each
time a plane took off. Yet surprisingly
few
planes were lost in those first days of war.
Since its rugged birth the ferry route has
grown to a transport line of major importance in our successful maintenance
of the
long Pacific battlefront.
Compared
with
those early trips from California
to Australia, in the days when ferry pilots didn't
know for sure whether the Japs would beat
them to the next stop, the present traffic is
doing an enormous job. Dozens of planes
daily are winging over the Pacific. General
Henry H. Arnold's
plane holds the flight
record, 3S hours and 10 minutes, from Brisbane to San Francisco. The best elapsed time
during
the Southern
Cross Airways days
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was made by Consairs Captain Ted Howe,
who flew from Amberly Field to Hamilton
Field in 42 hours and 31 minutes. Captain
McMacon,
another
contract
veteran,
has
made the round trip from the States to Australia and back in five and a half days.
Types of planes that have made the Australia run include
B-17s, B-24s, C-47s,
C-S3s, B-2Ss and B-26s. P-38s have made
it from Hawaii to Australia. The planes are
rlown not only by ferry pilots, veterans of
the Atlantic route, but also by Army pilots,
some of whom have never fiown a body of
water larger than San Francisco Bay.
In its year and a half of operations
the
Southern
Cross Airways, now the Pacific
Wing of the Air Transport Command, has
carried thousands of military and government passengers.
Hundreds of tons of priority war cargo have been sent" down under" to the Solomons and New Guinea

fronts via this route.
Not all the space,
however,
has been given over to G. 1.
Early cargo records, for instance, list one
kangaroo,
transported
to California
from
Australia by Captain Haigains. A General,
needing some uniform material, had some
wool yardage delivered to him via LR-)().
One urgent
request from a wind-i.Iown
stenographer
at Hickam Field for a card of
bobby pins (Honolulu's
flve-and-dime
had
sold out) was filled by Hamilton Field. Colonel (now Brigadier
General)
"Blondv"
Saunders' cigars always received a high priority on the Solomons run. Dogs, rat poison and flit guns were on the early freight
lists. A bathing
suit for an Australian
Colonel's wife was sent from San Francisco.
Some coffee percolators made a rush trip to
Australia shortly after the Americans moved
in, " ...
because Aussie coffee just isn't
CAPTAIN
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made right." Then a second kangaroo was
sent up to California to provide heart interest for the first kangaroo.
Travelers who have made the long trip
recall many famous landmarks,
including
Hawaii's
Diamond
Head
(which,
incidentally, doesn't look like much from the
air). Fiji's "Handle-bars"
Carriker, an Air
Forces captain and genial major domo in
the land of the Bula Boys, belongs in the
Airways Baedeker because of his startling
waxed mustache.
There is the flat coral
island that has its level monotony broken by
one lonesome palm tree. There are the sunsets, some of the Pacific's best, viewed from
the sagging canvas chairs on the veranda of
the Fiji Officers' Club.
of the credit for pioneering
the
Southern Cross Airways should go to civilian pilots flying under
contract
to the
United States Government
and to RAAF
Ferry Command flyers. Captain Ernest W.
Gray of San Diego, California,
is typical of
the commercial
skippers who are keeping
Australia closely linked to the United States.
Gray was a veteran of the Pacific even before we got into the war, having twice
delivered
British-purchased
PBYs to the
Philippines.
He was on his way to Wake
Island the morning the Japs took their stab
at us. He was delivering a plane destined
for Singapore
and was between
Midway
and Wake when he got word to turn back.
He spent that night at Midway, sitting in a
dugout while Jap cruisers and destroyers
shelled the place. Captain Gray returned to
Honolulu and the mainland, but the following March found him on his way again, this
time delivering
a B-25 to Dutch flyers in
Australia.
Today Captain
Gray is taking
C-87s back and forth to Australia.
Captain Stan Young, another commercial
pilot who was on the South Pacific run in its
early days, illustrated the type of flying that
was sometimes needed to get planes through
from one island to another when he flew a
four-engine
bomber
for five hours with
number one and two motors out. He had a
new crew on board, but his experience
brought them through, despite the fact that
to keep his altitude he had to heave all loose
baggage and gear into the Pacific.
The record made by the Southern Cross
Airways in its day and the record the ATe
is making today in moving cargo and personnel foreshadow
a tremendous
Pacific air
transport system in post-war days. A veteran
flyer of the Pacific air route pointed out
what it may be like when he said:
"Even under the inconvenience
and uncertainties of a war we have airfields out
here in the middle of the ocean that compare favorably with many metropolitan
airports in size and ability to handle traffic.
After the war - after we beat the Japs-there will be so many planes !lying across
the Pacific that it will look like the vicinity
of a training field. From the States to Australia in thirty hours or less, and to the
Philippines
or China in a day and half. As
for Japan, she probably won't be worth
flying to."
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a cold gray morning in February
an American bomber base on the
Tunisian front. Shivering groups of men,
flying crews and ground men, lined the
south edge of the field watching the sky
to the east.
Tiny specks that soon grew to be planes
appeared on the horizon. Anxious eyes
counted them, then an excited voice
shouted: "I count nine. They're all hack !"
A buzz of relieved conversation and then
the planes were circling to land. B-26
Marauders, coming in low and hot, like
they always do.
By the time the last plane had landed, the
Major who had led the flight had been
picked up in a jeep and whisked back to
the operations tent.
"Ran onto a big Axis convoy out there,"
he said to the eager crowd around the tent.
"We got two ships, but they sure threw
the flak at us. My wings look like a
screen door."
Already the operations officer was on the
phone giving a brief description of the
raid to higher headquarters. Suddenly, he
put the phone back in its little leather box.
"We're going back after the rest of that
convoy," he announced. "This is one they've
been waiting for, and it's carrying a lot of
important stuff. Everyone of those ships
that gets through now may delay our cleaning up Tunisia by three weeks.
"We'll use different pilots and crews,
but we'll have to put most of those same
planes in the air again."
The operations officer called for the
group engineering officer, Captain Warren
S. Bradford of Kingston, Massachusetts.
"Get at least six of those ships that just
landed ready to go on another mission early
this afternoon," he said.
"Yes, sir," said Captain Bradford.
Bradford hurried out to the planes where
squadron engineering officers, aircraft inspectors and mechanics were looking over
the damage done by Axis marksmen.
He delivered the news of the new mission
to Warrant Officer George O'Dell of Missouri, an engineering officer, and Master Sergeant Howard S. Scott, Jr., of Fort Worth.
"But some of these ships have got a lot
of flak holes, and we've got no metal to
patch them," protested Sergeant Scott. "It's
in some of that equipment we haven't been
able to get shipped up here yet."
"We might put three in the air without
any work, but at least three will need patching," explained O'Dell.
"Then put all your men on those three
and find something to use for patching, anything you can find," said Captain Bradford.
It was several hours later when a G. I.
truck loaded with flying crews, colorful in
their yellow "Mae Wests" and white parachute rigging, pulled up to the planes.
Ground crews were just ending their
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"GEl THE JOB DONE"
work, putting on finishing touches. A pilot
walked over to a little knot of mechanics.
"Say, what did you use to patch those
flak holes in this plane?" he asked.
"I patched some with the bottoms of
five-gallon gas tins," said Tech. Sergeant
John D. King of Fort Worth.
"I used linen patching," exclaimed Tech.
Sergeant Harry C. Engle of Chicago. "It
was the kind of patching they used on fabric planes before they made them of metal."
"Holy smokes," exclaimed the pilot,
squinting at a patch. "Will they hold?"
"Sure," said Sergeant King. "Maybe not
for months, but for a few weeks, anyway."
"I'Il take your word for it," the pilot remarked as he turned away.
And in a few minutes another formation
of B-26s headed for the Mediterranean
"hot spot" between Sicily and Tunis to
knock out more of the shipping needed by
the Axis to supply its Tunisian forces.
That was just one dramatic example of
the way ingenuity and hard, grueling work
by Army Air Forces ground crews during
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the early days of the Tunisian campaign
kept planes in the air despite hardships and
handicaps, and helped lessen German "staying power" in that vital theatre.
Moreover, it's an example of what mechanically adept American boys are doing
to keep planes flying all over the world.
Their motto is: "Get the job done." If
vital supplies go down on sunken ships
or are delayed by difficult terrain and bad
weather, then something else will have to
do until the supplies arrive.
is called impossible until it's
been tried and proven so.
Seldom, if ever, has more been done by
an air force group with less equipment
than by the B-26 outfit about whom this
story is told.
"Yet we actually maintained our ships
for a long while with little more than a
screwdriver and a pair of pliers," said Warrant Officer O'Dell.
"Because of the nature of the campaign,
we began operating in the African theatre
long before we expected to start," he explained. "Much of our tools and equipment
were still in England, and replacements
were hard to get in Africa then.
NOTHING
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"Things
are well organized
here now,
and most new groups coming over are pretty
well equipped
when they land.
But, of
course, there is still plenty of chance to
improvise, and it will never be like aircraft
maintenance
in the United States.
"A kit with between 100 and 200 special
tools is considered the minimum with which
to maintain airplanes of our type back in the
States," O'Dell continued.
"Yet, I remember one day when two of our crew chiefs
(Tech.
Sergeant
Harry F. Beals of San
Antonio
and Staff Sergeant
Robert
E.
Farnsworth
of Akron)
set out to repair a
plane and get it into the air with only a
pair of diagonals,
a crescent
wrench,
a
sc;e",:?river
and a pair of pliers to work
WIth.
Sometimes
there was only one tool of
a special type in the whole group.
That
meant hours of waiting by one crew while
another used the precious tool.
It meant
miles of walking
every day, too, for the
planes were widely dispersed to avoid being
a good target for Nazi bombers.
Spare parts were non-existent
in Africa
in the first months of the Tunisian
campaign.
So, when an airplane came back
from a mission too shot up to be used again
or had to make a "belly" landing, mechanics swarmed over it like vultures. Shot-up
planes served as "warehouses"
of spare
parts for airplanes still able to fly.
An important
part of working
on an
airplane engine is being able to reach it,
but those handy metal crew chief stands
on which mechanics
stand while at work
weren't available when this outfit went into
action.
"Mechanics stood on barrels, balanced on
flimsy sawhorses
and hung
precariously
from wings to work on engines at first,"
O'Dell recalled.
"Then we found that one
of the flight chiefs, Master Sergeant Hubert
Treille of New Orleans, spoke excellent
French.
From a nearby French army unit,
he got some big window frames, and we
made some crude stands from them. Even
then we didn't have too many, and it was
a major tragedy when a bomb got two of
our five stands and two tool kits one morning just before dawn."
Changing
tires on the big planes looks
impossible without the big wing and nose
jacks that are standard
equipment
in the
Air Forces. Yet it was done dozens of times
by ingenious ground crews.
To change a nose wheel tire, they raised
the nose by having ten men get into the
tail of the plane.
Then fifty-gallon
oil
drums were placed on either side of the
nose with heavy timbers between them to
support the nose. With this accomplished,
the nose was lowered onto the timber supports by having one man at a time come
forward out of the tail.
"Once the plane was jacked up like that,"
said O'Dell,
"we'd cross our fingers and
hope another plane wouldn't
t~xi. by too
close and blow it off the blocks WIth Its prop
wash."
To change a main landing gear wheel

Ground crewmen of this 8-26
group in Tunisia scored a victory with screwdriver,

pliers

and a patch of tin.

tire, the men would block up under the
wing to keep the tire up, then dig a hole
under the wheel. After the tire was changed,
the plane had to be taxied out of the big
hole. They nearly burned up the motors
occasionally but planes were always ready
for their missions.
Improvisations
were the order of the day.
They were so common nobody even discussed them.
There were no air compressors available,
so tires were pumped up with a compressor
on a British army gas truck. The men had
to wait for an American
transport
plane
to land at the field if they wanted to pump
up the landing gear shock absorbers.
The
transports carried booster pumps.
Mechanics
"borrowed"
an old French
battery charger to keep up batteries. Several
times, bullet holes in the self-scaling rubber
fuel tanks on the planes were repaired with
a tire patching kit from a G. 1. truck. The
patches last several months, too, although
lOO-octane gas eats up regular rubber cement.
Auto-wrecking
trucks
were
used
to
change the big, SOO-pound propellers
on
the B-26s. But ten men had to exert all
their strength
to raise the prop the last
few inches because the wrecker's
winch
wasn't quite high enough.

Welding
and soldering were out of the
question until a French construction
company arrived to enlarge the air base. Sergeant Treille was pressed into service again,
and soon the contractors were doing all the
welding and soldering for the group.
For a while the big gas tanks on the
planes had to be filled by hand from fivegallon
cans-an
endless,
back-breaking
job. Later, small British gas trucks with
hand pumps were used, but all the gas
from these trucks had to be strained through
a chamois-skin
held by hand.
American
automatic gas-tanker
trucks finally relieved
that problem.
Once an air-oil strut was found to have
a crack in it. Sergeant
Treille
got the
French contractors to solder it-something
unheard
of in plane maintenance
in the
States- -and the strut is still holding.
The lack of tools and equipment
also
affected the armament and ordnance crews.
Ordnance
men often worked most of the
night in the freezing cold and under a strict
blackout to load bombs for the daily missrons.
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weather was a thorn in the side of
the ordnance crews in more than one way.
If bad weather caused cancellation
of a
flight for which bombs had already been
loaded, those bombs had to be taken out
of the bays-always
a ticklish job-and
another type loaded, because a change in
targets usually meant different
types of
bombs would be used.
Loading
and unloading
bombs in the
pitch-black cold of an African winter night
was a job that called for steady nerves. But

Her left wing and engine nacelle riddled by flak,
this 8-26 of the U. S. Army Air forces flies home to a
safe belly landing after a bombing raid in Tunisia.
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One day during a period of bad weather,
the group was asked to bomb an Axis airfield near Tunis despite the adverse flying
conditions.
Pilots were willing,
but the
vital rubber de-icer boots on some of the
planes were in bad shape and needed patching. For an hour the whole group was at a
loss as to where the necessary rubber, scarce
even in the States, could be located in
Africa.
Finally a young mechanic hit on the solution.
Several rubber life vests were torn
up, and the rubber used to patch the de-icer
boots.
The mission
went out on schedule,
caught thirteen Axis fighter planes on the
ground and destroyed them. All our planes
returned
safely through an icy overcastthanks to some worn-out life vests.

no rrussion ever failed to go out because
bombs were not loaded.
Ordnance
crews
headed by Captain
Herbert
Hartman
of
Newton, Kansas, are proud of that record.
Armament men who maintain the deadly
.50-caliber machine guns on the B-26s also
did their jobs well without full equipment.
"If you keep thinking that if a gun isn't
in perfect condition it may cost the life of
one of your buddies, you'll always find a
way to keep that gun in shape," explained
Lieutenant
John R. Campbell of Stanton,
Tennessee.
In all, the record of this one outstanding
medium bomb group shows that the Army
Air Forces' careful training program, plus
Yankee ingenuity,
pays off in seemingly
impossible
feats in the field of operations.
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IN THE
By Capt. William

W

T
J. Crumm, pilot

you've got your B-l7 bouncing
and weaving over Europe like a bucking steer, dodging hellishly close flak and
giving your gunners a crack at swarming
enemy fighters, you realize for the first time
just what they meant back in O.T.V. when
they told you a good crew was the most important
element
in combat bombardment
flying.
Old "Jack the Ripper"-that's
what we
called our B-17E--was
saved from many a
plastering simply because the sharp eyes of
our gunners
detected
an enemy fighter
slipping in from out of the sun, or judged
the accuracy of flak almost before the stuff
began popping.
We hit many a target on
the nose because our bombardier
knew his
stuff and wouldn't
allow all the shells and
machine gun bullets in the world to distract him when he was lining up his sight
during a bombing
run--and,
because our
navigator could hit a landmark on the head
almost with his eyes closed.
We honestly
believe we have the best
crew of them all. And we know that other
crews think they're the best. That's the way
you should feel. Not cocky. But knowing
you are the best because hard work and confidence in each crew member has made you
the best. We don't have any individualists
in our outfit. If you have a man playing for
himself get rid of him because he can ruin
you in combat.
You usually will know between four and
five 0' clock in the afternoon when you are
to take part in a raid the next day. On the
HEN
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morning of the mission you are aroused between 4:30 and 5:.)0 for breakfast and detailed briefing.
About an hour before take-off time, the
pilot and co-pilot report to the ship and personally
inspect
the engineering,
oxygen
equipment,
ammunition,
guns, parachutes,
life vests, clothing and first aid kits, and
they talk with the other crew members. To
me this inspection
check is the most important duty of the pilot. Failure to do so
may lead to unnecessary
turn-back
and
even loss of personnel.

Once in the air and after leaving the
coast of England, your gunners should test
fire their guns. If a gun is out and continues to function improperly after a checkup, the pilot must then maneuver his ship
in the formation to assure maximum cover.
age of the "dead spot" in the firepower.
A turn-back due to gun failure results in
a weakened
formation
and exposes
the
single returning
aircraft to intense enemy
attack. I know of several instances where
a returning
ship has been surprised
by
enemy fighters and shot down. The wise
pilot makes it clear that he does not intend
to turn back because of gun failure or
oxygen trouble so the crew will be kept alert
and careful to check on all details prior
to take-off.
From the time you leave the English
coast, your ship is in constant danger of
enemy attack. Your gunners must stay mentally alert and keep on the lookout for
fighters. It may take only one burst from an
enemy fighter to raise havoc with your
plane.
On several occasions we were attacked in mid-channel
on the way over.
Whenever
there's a lull in activity keep
the crew chatting
over the interphone.
Talk about anything.
This is one sure way
to keep the boys on their toes.
AIR FORCE,
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gl{~dned by crew members
of
c e, 7 d1.5 rlnfJ eIe v en o pe r-et io n o] rnissions
cv e r Gerl"ncrny
and Occupied
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Once over the European Channel coast,
the Iireworks usually begin. Sometimes the
enemy will throw up light flak at first. This
flak is white in color, and white puffs
usually indicate flak with an effective range
of about 15,000 feet. This was always beneath us. Now and then enemy batteries
will throw up flak with pinkish
bursts
apparently
for psychological
effect and as
deterrent fire. Flak with black puffs is the
heaviest and is effective up to an altitude
of about 35,000 feet.
Unless you are going on raids deep into
France or Germany, you seldom encounter
fighter opposition
until you are fairly near
the target area. We found this particularly
true when bombing submarine bases along
the French west coast.
Enemy fighter tactics, as far as our experience is concerned, differ decidedly over
France and Germany.
In our first raids over
Germany late last fall, fighters attempted to
press head-on attacks but they seemed to
lack the experience and finesse of the older
pilots we later met over Western
France.
After several unsuccessful attempts at headon attacks, they would revert to attacking
the tail and beam, coming in from either
side. Fighters seldom used the sun to advantage in our raids over Germany.

If\;

Western France the attacks almost invariably came from between eleven and two
o'clock. The fighters---mostly
Focke-Wulf1 ')Os in Western France in contrast to almost
all types in raids over Germany
-would
climb and fly parallel to our formation at a
distance of some 1,500 yards, just out of
range. They usually approached
in groups
of four, flying in trail. They would fly out
in front of our formation
about two miles,
then peel off and come in head-on, the rate
of closure being about 600 miles an hour.
It was at this point that we could distinguish between an experienced
pilot and
a novice. The veterans would close in to
within 200 or 300 yards before firing and
if they were too dose for a safe break-away,
they would fly directly through
our elements.
You
could
almost
count their
whiskers on occasion. A standing comment
on returning from a raid in Western France
was: "I saw the guy with a red mustache
again today." They came that close. Otherwise, the veteran's tactics were to roll over
and dive straight down beneath the formation, exposing themselves
to am gun fire
for the least number of seconds.
Newer pilots, on the other hand, very
often failed to bring their guns to bear because they would misjudge and overshoot
our entire formation.
Or else they would
break away before they were within effective
range, sometimes
without
even firing a
shot at us.
We found that the most effective type of
AIR
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evasive action taken in formation
against
these enemy fighters was to dive into the
attackers. This would increase the rate of
closure, throw off the fighter's line of sight
and at the same time give our top turret
gunners a crack at them.
In a situation like this a pilot has a threefold job. He must fly a good formation,
which, I might add, is the best life insurance
in the world. German fighters always go
for the loose formations when they can find
them, and a straggler
really catches hell.
Secondly, the pilot must know the direction
of the attacks. And, then, he must maneuver
his ship to bring as many guns to bear as
possible. A good inter phone system is absolutely essential if he is to accomplish
all
three jobs, for there must be split-second
communication
between all crew members.
Not only does he fly in a good formation
but a wise pilot takes individual
evasive
action. He changes elevation, skids, trying
at all times to bring maximum firepower to
bear against attacking planes. However, he
must keep his relative
position
in the
formation-and
tight- -to avoid lagging
behind.
Evasive action must be continued
after
the turn on the target from the initial point,
which is usually about five minutes away,
up to the time the actual bombing run starts.
Then it is up to the pilot to fly as level as
possible, making any corrections in formation smoothly, in order to keep the gyro in
the bombsight from "spilling."
Violent evasive action is frequently necessary both before and after a bombing run.
In a raid on the submarine installations
at
Lorient on January 23, evasive action was
the only thing that saved us at one or two
stages of the mission.
The trip home is usually every bit as
rough as the trip in, sometimes rougher.
So
don't let your men relax for a second. The
pilot must fly a good formation
until he
peels off into the traffic pattern at his home
field.
Other crew members should keep
on their toes right with him.
Remember a well disciplined, hard-fighting unit is hard to beat. Train your crew
to be able to cope with any situation without
losing their heads and you'll have very little
trouble in combat.

By Lt. William C. Leasure, navigator
many tasks that fall to the lot of
the navigator on combat missions are
difficult to realize until he actually gets in
the fight. At least, that's the way we found
it in England.
You realize, of course, before you go out
for the first time that your primary job is to
get the plane over the target and back home
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again. But in many respects, accomplishing
this from a base in the British Isles is anything but the simple application of training
received back home.
For one thing, we found that precision
pilotage is the mainstay of navigation
in
the British Isles and the only navigation
method which gives the accuracy needed for
surccssful precision bombing.
It is imperative, for instance, that the navigator know
where he is at all times, frequently
within
one-quarter of a mile.
and bombardiers
in O.T.V.
who may see service in England should obtain all possible practice in pin-pointing
at
altitudes of 20,000 feet and up-and
from
1,000 to 1,500 feet. Most of our flying was
done at one or the other extremes.
On the average mission it is the job of
the lead navigator to lind the target and for
the most part he employs pilotage.
Wing
ship navigators
do not have to be so
NAVIGATORS

exacting although they should always know
within a few miles the position
of the
formation.
Even during the run from the
base to the British coast, you must keep
the other crew members informed over the
interphone
as to their whereabouts.
And
it is wise to follow this procedure
whenever possible throughout
the flight.
Such
information
as your location, the time when
approaching
the enemy coast, when enemy
fighters may be expected and when the target is being approached
proves a great
aid to morale and tends to aid in welding
the crew together as a team.
This should
be a primary function of the navigator.
I might add that all hands should be
notified
on the return
trip just when
friendly fighters may be expected. This prevents firing on your own pursuit planes.
The bombardier
and navigator
should
know each other well and work together
perfectly.
At altitudes from which we operated, the target could usually be seen
20 to 40 miles away. When you spot the
target you should point out to the bombardier a landmark
near it so he can use
pilotage in lining up for the run.
It is
your job to give him a heading that will
require very little drift correction.
During the last ten minutes on the target approach,
interphone
silence is generally observed by all but the navigator and
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bombardier.
We found that this prevented
needless confusion.
If attacked by fighters during the bombing run, the navigator takes over both his
and the bombardier's
guns, firing from
whichever
station will best meet the attack. When the bombs are away, it is the
navigator's
duty to note the time, heading,
altitude and air speed.
He also must determine
hits and damage,
obtaining
reports from other crew members.
The ball
turret operator
is especially well situated
to report on damage.
During action--or
at any time on a mission, for that matter--the
navigator
must
note on his log any of our planes seen
to go down, the time, location and whether
anyone was seen to bailout.
Reports of
enemy planes shot down also must be
reported by crew members to the navigator
who enters the information
in his log.
Although
a navigator has his hands full
the entire trip, the time spent ncar the
target is a particularly
busy one for him.
After bombs are away and the plane is
turned about on its home course, the navigator must take care to remember flak installations and avoid them. With the lead
navigator pacing the formation
homeward,
wing navigators
have plenty of time for
shooting in the case of enemy fighter attack.
Every navigator should learn his gun as
well as the theory of sighting.
Tracer firing is deceptive and not very satisfactory.
Each navigator cleans his own gun in combat theatres and in this way gets to know exactly how it operates and just what to do
in the event of stoppage.
Although they have more time for firing
on the way home, all navigators in a formation should
know within a relatively
close margin what their position i" because
one of them may have to take over the
lead navigator's
duties if he is wounded
or the lead plane shot down.
From the
British coast to home station ALL navigators must know their position to within
a quarter of a mile, not five or ten.
All
England
looks alike and anyone
of the
navigators
may be required
to take over
the formation at a moment's notice. Moreover, it is particularly
important
to know
your exact position at this stage since sometimes there arc wounded men aboard your
ship or other ships and no time should be
lost in needless guesswork.
Ships which
have injured men aboard shoot a red flare
and are permitted to land first.
Your job is by no means over when your
ship rolls to a landing.
In the interrogation
by inteIligence
officers the navigator
is a
key man for he has kept in his log a complete and exact story of the mission.

HITTING THE TARGET
By

u.

W

Robert L. Kleyla, bombardier

you. have your eye glu.ed to that
bombsight
and are making ready to
shout, "Bombs away!", you can't let a little
thing like exploding flak and enemy fighter
planes bother you too much. But the moHEN
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rnent your load is dropped, you can grab
your gun and start shooting.
That's just about the size of a bombardier's job over a target in France or Germany. However,
unless he docs his primary job well, the bombardier
wastes a
mission, and a lot of good men and equipment have been exposed for no good reason.
Before you leave on a mission it's your
job to have a clear mental picture of the
target you are supposed to hit. If you don't
it's your own fault. At briefing you get a
complete run down on the prospective trip

over the Continent.
Y aLL know the size
and number of bombs, the route in and out,
weather reports and the zero hour or time
for crossing the British coast on the way
out. The group C. O. projects on a screen
maps of the target section and pictures of
the target itself.
The bombardier
is informed of dummy installations,
ways of
avoiding them and hitting the real target.

IN

addition
bombardiers
get together
later for a special briefing, during which
they may request maps and pictures of the
target area to be flashed again on the screen.
They are given the opportunity
to recheck
the meteorological
officer for such data as
ground, air and mean temperatures
at the
target, and pressure tendencies in the target area.
By the time the bombardier
visits the
bombsight vault to get his sight, he should
know all the information
available on the
target for the day. Before take-off, he
should check the bomb load, his sight, the
bomb racks and bomb bay doors, switches
and any other equipment he might use on
the flight.
In order to insure proper performance
of his secondary
job--that
of shooting
enemy fighters--a
bombardier should check
and recheck his gun before the mission.
As your ship gains altitude on a mission,
you convert all data obtained
from the
metro officer. During the early stages of
a flight, I also made a practice of memorizing some of the bombing tables so that
if we failed to approach the target under
exactly the conditions
given at briefing,
corrections could be made quickly and without confusion.
I generally marked possible
variations
in pencil on the disc drum so
they could be made with the least amount

of trouble. By setting all the values possible
in the sight at this time, you have more of
an opportunity
to man your guns.
A bombardier should learn pilotage well.
particularly
from higher
altitudes.
This
knowledge can be put to valuable usc when
the navigator
gives you a landmark
near
the target after you have approached
to
within 30 or 40 miles.
On reaching the
advance initial point in the target approach,
the bomb bay doors are opened.
This is
done for two reasons: Enemy fighters arc
unable to ascertain which target is our objective (there usually are several potential
ones in any given area), and the pilot is
given a chance to correct for ai r speed and
altitude with the doors opened.
In making a bombing run in formation
(which is usually the case), the lead bombardier sights for deflection and range; the
wing bombardiers,
for range only. Then,
too, wing bombardiers
may drop either on
the lead bombardier
or by their own sightings, depending
on instructions
at briefing.
It is your job to observe results whenever
possible and to obtain reports from other
crew members.
At times you carry a camera. At least two or three ships in a formation are equi pped with them and most of
the time they arc operated by the radioman
on instructions
from the bombardier.
On returning
from a mission the bombardier supplies the intelligence ottircr with
the number and types of bombs dropped,
fusing data, results observed, altitudes, time
of attack and the like.
All during our experience
on combat
missions over Europe I was particularly
impressed with the value of plenty of high
altitude bombing practice by the bombardier. Get in all you can in training
because it is su re to payoff in bulls-eyes later.
In addition, you can't get too much gunnery
training.
Learn how to sight properly and
know the nomenclature
and the action of
your guns so you can feel you arc getting
the most out of the shots you are sure to
have at enemy fi!,hters.
The bombardi~r's
got a hot seat on any
combat mission but to me it's the best seat
of them all. You get a peculiar feeling
when the flak starts popping almost under
your nose ancl the fighters come in so close
you begin to think they want to roost in your
lap, but it's all worth it when you drop
your bombs where they'll do the most good.

RADIOMAN IN COMBAT
By Tech. Sgt. Peter F. DeBoy,
radioman
N ENGLAND
the radio operator
isn't a
passenger any longer. Combat has given
him an important twofold job.
On operational
missions from the British Isles he maintains
radio communication while over friendly
territory ancl in
doing so serves as a valuable second to the
navigator.
Away from the British coast.
where complete
radio silence is observed
except in emergency, he is a gunner-and
may become an all-purpose one.

I
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The Army-Sikorsky
helicopter
takes off from a moving
Right, landing again on deck.

tanker.

The Helicopter Gets Sea Legs
An Army-Sikorsky
helicopter recently made
approximately
24 take-offs and landings
on the deck of a moving tanker on Long
Island Sound, marking
the latest step in
the military development
of this wingless
aircraft.
Colonel H. F. Gregory, the Air Forces'
helicopter
expert (author of an article describing the military possibilities
for this
type of aircraft in the March issue of AIR
FORCE),
piloted the ship in the demonstration staged at the reeluest of the War
Shipping
Administration
as a potential
means of combatting
enemy V-boats.
The Long Island experiment
was conducted from the tanker's deck, which offered
a space 78 by 48 feet for take-offs and landings. Immediately fore and aft of this space
were housing and mast superstructure,
leaving only side and vertical approaches.
The first take-off and landing were accomplished
with the tanker comparatively
motionless,
but for the remainder
of the
demonstrations
the vessel was under steam
up to maximum speed.
Colonel Gregory, who has been the project officer for the development
of the helicopter at Wright
Field, not only took the
ship off, flew away from the tanker for
some distance, returned and landed but also
demonstrated
the ability of the helicopter
to hover above the tanker and land in
different positions, on the deck space.
AIR
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With the tanker under full steam,
Sikorsky
helicopter
demonstrates
to hover nearby.

the Armyits ability

The helicopter was equipped with flotation gear which permitted Colonel Gregory
to make two successful landings on water

near the tanker. The ship can land on
a deck as well as water with this equipment since there is no roll of the helicopter
on landing.
This factor was further demonstrated by three flights, each with a passenp;er, from the tanker to shore and back
agam.
The flights took place over a period of
two days, with representatives
of the Army,
War Shipping Administration,
the British
Royal Navy, the British Air Commission,
the Coast Guard and others among the witnesses.
Engineers
and pilots of the Materiel
Command
at Wright
Field had recently
completed
the experimental
testing of the
machine.
Since last summer, take-offs and
landings had been made from a comparatively small raised platform,
so it was no
problem to carryon the same type of flights
from a ship's deck. The only difference
came in the movement of the landing area,
and this factor offered no obstacle, in view
of the helicopter's
ability to rise and descend vertically; fly backward, forward and
sideways; spin like a top about its vertical
axis, and hover motionless in the ai r.
Incidentally, the Long Island Sound demonstration
added two more "f rsts" to the
list held by the Army's helicopter:
the first
take-off and landing of a helicopter
on a
ship deck and the first helicopter
ship-toshore ferry service.
(Continued an Page 18)
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Rear AdmiraI
Howard L. Vickery, vice
chairman of the Maritime Commission and
Deputy War Shipping
Administrator,
issued the following
statement in Washington after the demonstration:
"Under the circumstances existing at the
time of the demonstration
of helicopters'
ability to take off and land on the deck of
tankers, the United States Maritime
Commission and the War Shipping Administration believe that the feasibility of the operation has been sufficiently
proved.
These
agencies are now preparing
a plan for a
small deck to be installed on Liberty ships
without interfering
with the cargo arrangement, which will permit helicopters
to be
used at sea, thus giving the ships added
protection from submarines."

Clover Seed Cleaner
Clover seeds are speeding up the cleaning of pistons and cylinders in the engine
repair shops of the Sacramento Air Depot,
California.
It's the idea of Frank Perry, civilian aircraft mechanic. The seeds, which
will not clog up delicate machinery
parts,
are blown against the parts to be cleaned by
a
small
sand-blasting
machine.-PRO,
McClellan Field.
Shorty
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Slim

Manikins for Plane Designing
Just as a tailor fits a suit to an individual,
AAF engineers
are now fitting airplanes
to the men who will fly them.
Aerodynamic design comes fi rst but no longer
are the tall men or the short men ignored
in designing
turrets, cockpits, emergency
doors and passageways.
Three synthetic men-transparent
plastic manikins--now
are influencing
design
of aircraft installations
to a greater extent
than any other three men in the country.
Each is an average sized pilot, representing
the tallest, the shortest and the medium of
2,954 cadets formerly at Kelly and Maxwell Fields.
These three silent men already have
been responsible
for changes in some installations
of production
model aircraft.
Turrets, for example, have been modified
in the last three months to give air crew
members more room for effective operation of their guns. Upon the recommendations
of the "human
engineers"
who
fathered the manikins in the Wright Field
Aero-Medical
Research
Laboratory,
practically every type of ball and top turret
now has undergone
alterations to give the
gunners more room.
Slim represents
the tall five percent of
our pilots, who average six feet, one and
one-half
inches, and weigh 172 pounds.
Shorty stands in for the short five percent,
who are five feet five and one-half inches
tall and weigh 140 pounds.
The remaining ninety percent, who average five feet,
9.2 inches and 154 pounds, are represented
by Roger.
Slim, Shorty and Roger are used as the
standard
yardsticks now in all plane designs. They are flexible, lightweight
and
sturdy and can wear flying clothes like an
Escluire model.
The trio is used to solve problems of
adjustable
pilot seats, location of instruments where any sized pilot can see them,
proper placement of controls so both shortarmed and long-armed
men can operate
them with equal ease, and of the hundreds
of equipment
items involving
proper eye
level, adequate elbow room, height clearance, passageways
and seats of proper
width, knee room, cockpit roominess, and
so on.
Before Slim, Shorty and Roger were created, aircraft designers were using statistics
and "typical guys" working
around
the
shop.
In such cases, however, there was
too much chance for human error in measurements and the "typical guy" sometimes
turned out to be not-sa-typical.
If an airplane crew does not have room
to perform its duties efficiently in the air,

the plane becomes inefficient.
To get the
maximum
performance
from
plane
and
crew, the AAF Materiel Command
AeroMedical Laboratory
inaugurated
its program of building
synthetic men as yardsticks for aircraft design.
In 1940 a conference
between Colonel
O. O. Benson, Aero-Med Laboratory chief,
and Dr. E. A. Hooton of Harvard University, one of the country's leading anthro
pologists,
laid the groundwork
for Slim,
Shorty and Roger. Some time later, measurement statistics of almost three thousand
cadet pi lots were recorded and classified.
During the research dimensions of variously
shaped heads also were tabulated to assist
in the design of properly
fitting oxygen
masks.
Upon completion of the investigation
the
three average sized pilots were defined and
head shapes reduced to seven typical forms
representing
98 percent of the men in the
Air Forces.
With the specifications
written for the
first time, sculptors were put to work making models of heads and full sized statues
of the average man.
Flexible
manikins
were molded from transparent
plastics.
Now, after three years of extensive research, Slim, Shorty and Roger have been
created and delegated to devote all of their
time to helping
aircraft
designers
make
combat aircraft more comfortable and better
adapted to efficient operation by crew mernbers.-lieutenant
Robert V. Guelich, Wright
Field.

Model air base

in action

at Chanute Field.

Miniature Air Base
Operation of a miniature model airport, 16
by 24 feet, complete with lioodlights,
obstacle lights,
wind
indicator
and radio
towers, is a feature of the final phase of
the Control
Tower
Operators
training
course at Chanute Field, Illinois.
Technical
Training
Command
students
sit on two sides of this miniature field with
AIR
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its hangars, runways, aprons and model aircraft, and communicate
by radio with the
student operator in the model control tower
at one end of the field.
Each student, representing
the pilot of
a plane, has a card stating his problem,
which may involve either coming in for a
landing
or preparing
for a take-off. The
student operator then has the problem of
handling all planes and giving pilots necessary directions
to assure safety and compliance with air traffic regulations.
The miniature
was originally
built by
the 4th Airways Communication
Regulation School at Smyrna, Tennessee, but was
brought to Chanute Field where it was renovated and expanded
after the course was
moved to Illinois late last year.
The Control Tower Operators
course is
under the Department
of Link Trainer and
Teletype,
Captain Ray D. Dallmeyer,
Director. Instruction
is given by First Lieutenant D. L. Morgan and Warrant
Officer
R. G. Phillips, both veteran control tower
operators. -First
Lieutenant
T. V. Watson,
Assistant Public Relations Officer, Chanute
Field.

-------------

Improved Battery Cart
An improved battery wagon has been designed and built at Barksdale Field by Staff
Sergeant O. J. Naquin. It fits any AAF airplane, is suitable for field conditions, and
charges its own batteries. The cart will adapt
to 12, 24 or 28 volts. Made from salvaged
materials the wagon is stenciled to insure correct procedure by "alert crews."-Captain
Harry
B. Barnhart,
Barksdale
Field,
Louisiana.

Wooden Wheels

Starter Wrench

Borrowing the idea from private airplane
manufacturers,
maintenance
shop crews at
the Sacramento Air Depot are using wooden
wheels to replace rubber tires on aircraft
while the planes are undergoing
repair. The
wooden wheels serve to protect the rubber
tires from damaging grease and oil while the
aircraft is on the repair line. Inspecting a
wheel (below) is Clinton B. McElheney, shop
superintendent
in the maintenance division.
- Public Relations Officer, Sacramento Air Depot, California.

To speed up the starting of nuts on bolts
in inaccessible points on aircraft, Corporal
Walter Ott of the Army Air Base at Casper,
Wyoming,
devised a starter wrench.
His
device is expressly
designed
for use on
mounting
bolts of inertia starters and batteries of B-17Fs.
The tool consists of a
II inch shaft,
ten
and one-half inches long and enclosed in a
copper tube. At one end of the shaft is a
knob and at the other a series of three gears
which are turned by the shaft, thus causing
a socket mounted on the third gear to rotate.
The nut to be installed is placed in the
socket, and the knob is turned to start the
nut on the threads of the bolt. The nut is
tightened with a standard wrench.-Captain
James A. Hilton, Army Air Base, Casper,
Wyoming.

:y,

Artificial Horizons
Taking off at night into a background
as
black as the inside of a tomb is no cinch
for an experienced pilot. Add inexperience,
instrument
lag, a fast modern bomber that
won't climb immediately,
and you have a
potential accident.
In fact, a recent Third Air Force study
discloses that these cond itions have caused
crashes because young inexperienced
pilots
unable to compensate
for instrument
lag
have a tendency to let a plane nose to the
ground.
A solution was found that should be of
interest to all bases where a similar hazard
AIR
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exists: Provide the pilot with ground contacts so he needn't go on instruments
until
he gains altitude.
A good deal of credit for development
of the idea is due Lieutenant Colonels Clint
1'. Johnson and J. T. Winstead, Base and
Group Commander, respectively, Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida.
From odds and ends of equipment
a
lighting system was created at this Florida
base which will be duplicated
throughout
the Third Air Force. The system is called
an "artificial horizon."
The lights
were installed
about two
months
ago following
the crash of two
B-26 aircraft, each of which apparently had
been caused by the failure of the pilot to
orient himself with the ground. There have
been no similar accidents since.
The "artificial
horizon"
consists of six
clusters of red lights fanned out at a 20
degree angle for two and one-half
miles
from the runway's end.
The fan arrangement
was selected so the
lights would remain in view of both the
pilot and co-pilot as the rising nose of the
plane restricted forward vision. The length
was calculated to give ground contact during the first minute of flight-a
period of
instrument
lag, cockpit activity, and low
altitude operation.
The light banks were constructed of materials found around the base. Each is made
up of six 20()-watt bulbs painted red, strung
six feet from the ground in a box shape 20
by 3() feet. Two clusters were placed half
a mile out; the next two, one and a half
miles, and the final pair, two and a half
miles. The last two banks are approximately
4,500 feet apart.
To avoid the delay entailed in obtaining
miles of wire to connect the clusters with
the regular power source, the commanders
decided to use portable
generators.
The
base's aviation engineering battalion scraped
together six units and provided the men to
operate them.
The permanent
installations
will be patterned after the Avon Park model, according to Colonel E. H. Walter, commander,
Corps of Engineers, Third Air Force. Minor
modifications
of spacing may be necessary
depending on the type of plane operated at
a station and strings of lights instead of
clusters may prove effective at some locations, he said.
The installations
wiil beco,me a regular
part of a field's lighting equipment,
controlled by a switch in the tower.
"If we save only one bomber," Colonel
Walter explains, "that's a quarter of a million dollars, not to mention the lives. "-Flight Control
Command,
Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.
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INSPECTION. Nothing like broad daylight as an aid in seeking bugs in the blanket.

the familiar

rlURCH. To the accompament of a portable organ,
AF personnel at a forward
.irdrome join in singing Q
lymn at Sunday services.

pastime

EXTRA STRIPE. This is never a chore for the men, but at
home, you don't have seamstresses with handle-bar mustaches.

SNACK.
doughnuts

Bomber crewmen smack their lips over
and coffee, awaiting another missic>n.

EXERCISE. Between missions, members of a
bc>mber group relax at a game of volley ball.
SWEET
better
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DREAMS.

when you're

Your best girl 10c>ks even
operating away from home.

. . David
Dauntless
extricated
himself from the twisted wreckage
of
his plane, only to stumble and grope
into a green hell of tangled vines, teeming
with insects.
Unnamed
terror
gripped
him as he faltered
into the
clutching
net of a fearful spiderweb.
Struggling to free himself, he sensed the
new menace of a giant tarantula
near
his face. Overhead,
he saw the cruel
body of a boa constrictor
uncoiling its
lethal length. Somewhere
in the bush, a
jackal screamed.
Cold sweat beaded
on his brow as he lay helpless on the
dark, steaming
earth, awaiting
a slow,
tortured, certain death ..•• "
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might well be the words of backroom fiction writers who have never
been near the jungle, or of publicity-seeking professional
travellers who boost their
stock by coloring the jungle with an aura of
glamour and terror. Take the word of competent scientists and explorers
with firsthand experience-it's
strictly hokum!
Plenty of people, aside from the natives,
have lived unromantically
and without incident for years in jungle regions. Those
who visit the jungle return with an almost
unanimous conviction that it's a much more
pleasant and safe place in which to live than
most of our big cities.
The truth is that fear of the jungle, like
most fears, is caused by an ignorance of the
facts. This fear is largely the result of tall
tales from unreliable sources. What arc the
jungle fears" There is the fear of animals
-of
snakes, crocodiles, spiders, wild beasts,
bats and insects. Then there are fears of
poisonous plants, of disease, of cannibals,
of suffocating
heat, of the impenetrability
of the jungle "wal]."
Let's look at the facts through the eyes
of experienced
naturalists
and explorers
who know the jungle intimately.
Let's take
up the "dangers,"
one by one, and "lay
their ghosts."
It is quite true that tropical
jungle areas have a greater variety of animals than any other type of region but their
aggregate number is relatively small. And
contrary to popular notion, dangerous animals are rare and even these are timid in
the presence of man.
Snakes, of cou rse, are the number one
jungle fear. The concensus among men who
know is that the chances of being bitten by

T
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a poisonous snake in any tropical region are
actually smaller than in many parts of the
United States where rattlesnakes
or water
moccasins are found. Many of the tropical
islands are actually free of poisonous snakes,
and even where they do exist, they're seldom seen. Normally,
one may expect to
see only one snake a month even when
wandering
through
the jungle each day,
and the chances are that this one will not be
poisonous,
Scientists who go out deliberately to catch snakes experience considerable
difficulty in finding them. Some years ago,
a large party of some seven hundred men
travelled
through
a wide area of New
Guinea and in a year's time, not a single
member of the party was bitten by a snake.
Pythons may be seen but they do not attack
humans; no snake of the constrictor variety
in the South Pacific islands is big enough
to harm a man.
Some snakes in tropical jungles are poisonous, but they are easy to avoid and ordinary precautions are sufficient. Be especially
careful when clearing ground for a camp
site or trail, or when gathering firewood in
the brush. Don't put your hand into dark
crevices or behind rock ledges. Don't walk
barefooted.
You'll be given detailed
instruction on suitable clothing to wear to protect yourself against snakes, along with a
first aid kit for treatment in the exceedingly
rare event of a bite. A last word on snakes;
Visit your local zoo before you depart for
the tropics and have a look at the only
snakes you may sec until you return home.
You've heard a lot about poisonous lizards in the tropics, but they're like ghosts,

often reported but never caught. The only
poisonous lizard in the world is the Gila
monster
which lives in the southwestern
United States. Large tropical lizards may
look very fierce but they're actually quite
harmless.
If you come across a lizard when
you're lost in the jungle, consider yourself
lucky. It makes good eating. The smaller •
lizards you'll sec scampering around in the
forest or even in your tent are about as
noxious as your maiden aunt's canary. Even
if you deliberately
make one bite you, its
teeth aren't strong enough to pierce your
skin. A mouse is a dangerous
beast compared with the jungle lizard.
Man-eating
crocodiles represent another
much overrated danger. They're big, to be
sure, but they have minute brains, very little
initiative
and certainly no courage. They
rely for protection on their very tough hides
rather than on their ferocity. As you approach them, they'll get out of your way.
Only if you deliberately
try to provoke or
capture a crocodile will he put up a fight,
and then the danger is more from the swift
stroke of his strong tail than from his rather
weak bite. A crocodile swallows
its food
whole and for this reason it won't attempt
to attack any animal too large to swallow.
To take on even a small man a crocodile
would have to be more than fifteen feet
long, a size rarely seen. Usc reasonable caution; don't approach a crocodile too closely,
and you'll have nothing to fear.
Now for the fable of the "dangerous
wild
animals."
About the only carnivorous
animals you'll find arc in Africa; in Sumatra,
Bali, Borneo and southeastern
Asia there arc
tigers; the South Pacific has none. You'll
AIR FORCE,
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have to be a mighty good hunter even to see
one of the big cats (outside a game reservation).
Even if you should meet one, he'll
make himself
scarce.
Large animals are
dangerous if cornered or if you startle them
suddenly, especially the females with young.
But these are rare circumstances.
Don't
bother
the big animals and they won't
bother you.
But what of the other jungle "terrors"?
What of the vampire bats, tarantulas,
scorpions, leeches and army ants?
Like the
snakes, they're
real enough,
but they're
much less fearsome than the Sunday supplement explorers would have you believe. One
scientist deliberately exposed himself to the
attack of vampire bats and was so little disturbed or frightened
that he had considerable difficulty staying awake long enough to
observe the results. It is true that their bite
is painless, and that they can draw a small
amount of your blood while you sleep. For
that reason, if there are bats around use
screens if you have them.
But the bats
won't leave you a bloodless
corpse. The
worst they may do is act as sleeping sickness carriers and this is rare.
Old wives' tales have it that the "tarantula" found sometimes on bananas from the
tropics is capable of a bite that results in
quick and certain death. Very large spiders,
averaging two to three inches in diameter,
are found in burrows in the ground, but

salt available, apply a pinch to the pest. A
touch of a lighted cigarette or a swash of
alcohol also will make it let go. Disinfect
the site of the wound. When you have a
companion handy, it's a good idea to strip
daily to examine each other for the presence
of leeches or ticks. Get them off before
they have a chance to imbed themselves.
Army ants move about the jungle in long
columns hunting for insects and other food.
They are swarming killers who can devour
anything small in their way that will not
resist strongly. Unless you are helpless, absolutely the worst that can happen to you
is a few stinging nips. If you get out of
their way the army ants won't trail you
through the brush like a pack of hunting
dogs. And don't worry about being set upon
and devoured in your sleep; you will be
wide awake at the first bite and have plenty
of time to move away.
Poisonous
plants of the contact variety
do exist in the jungle but none of them is
as common or as virulent, as the abundant
poison ivy and poison oak found in the
United States. At the worst, you'll get a
painful rash. You may happen on thornbushes
and nettles,
but once you get
scratched you'll learn to recognize and avoid
the offending growth. Watch the scratches.
Disinfect them immediately
if practicable.
A secondary infection in the tropics is likely
to be more serious than one at home. Learn

they quickly retreat into their hideouts when
you approach. Centipedes,
scorpions, tarantulas and spiders may bite you. Generally,
the worst you can experience is severe pain
and some swelling, which will disappear in
a few hours. The bite of certain large
spiders in Australia may prove fatal but the
spiders of America and Africa with one exception are not dangerous to a normal individual. The one exception is the notorious
"black widow," a rather small and harmlesslooking black spider with a red hour-glass
figure on her underside.
This spider has
caused a few deaths, and, believe it or not,
in the very healthy climate of California
rather than in the "dangerous"
tropics. You
can take some simple precautions
against
spiders and tarantulas
that should protect
you. Before you lie down at night, look
over your bedding carefully. Before you put
your shoes on, shake them out; they're a
favorite resting place for scorpions.
Leeches are common in the tropics in wet
or swampy places and are often a nursanre.
Their bite is harmless but the small wound
they make may become infected and cause
a sore. It is well to wear leggings or to tie
the trouser legs snugly to protect yourself in
areas where leeches are present.
If a leech
does attach itself to your skin, it is easy to
remove. Don't tear it off, because the head
may remain imbedded in your skin. Flick
the leech off with a knife or if you have

the technique of moving about in jungle
growth. A slow, deliberate, snake-like movement is best.
Blundering
forward
only
leads to bangs on the head and thorn
scratches under the chin. You'll go faster if
you watch your step. Keep your head forward with your chin in. Part the jungle;
don't try to push through it.
Your first night in the open or in a tent
in the jungle may give you the "heebiejcebies."
The forest is alive with sound,
with all manner of howls, shrieks, screams
and eerie echoings. There some birds rattle
out a machine-gun
tattoo on tree trunks.
The magnificent peacock makes a horrible
noise. Monkeys may howl or roar like lions.
Dead trees may fall and snap like pistol
shots. Don't get the idea you're going to
be jumped and mauled.
Animals looking
for food don't advertise. The loudest and
most terrifying noises are made by harmless
bi rds and monkeys. A cat fight on your back
fence at home doesn't scare you. Get used
to jungle sounds at night; they have about
the same significance.
Now what about tropical diseases? The
average fighting man imagines himself coming back from the tropics shivering with
fevers, rotting with parasites and suffering
from the ravages of dysentery and cholera.
The truth is that a man can stay reasonably
healthy in the tropics provided he observes
a few simple precautions.
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In many jungle and tropic areas, mosquitoes are thick and malaria is a serious
problem,
although
the scourge is by no
means universal.
If you find yourself in a
mosquito
area, sleep under your net and
take quinine or atabrine at the direction of
your medical officer. Be especially cautious
at night when mosquitoes are at their biting
worst. Keep your face and head covered
and if you have them, wear mosquito boots
and gloves.
Don't scratch mosquito bites.
Malaria may be an uncomfortable
ailment
but with modern treatment and medicines,
there's not much to fear from it.
Dysentery and cholera are intestinal diseases which you put into your own mouth.
If you're careful about sanitation and the
cleanliness of the food and water you consume, chances are you won't get them. Unless you are lost and starving, eat only food
coming from cans or freshly cooked in your
own mess, or fruit (thick-skinned)
that you
have peeled yourself. Watch the water you
drink. Mountain streams distant from human habitation
are safe. However,
unless
you know that there isn't a native hut a
mile or two upstream, always boil the water
you drink or sterilize it with chemicals.
News on tropical climate frequently
has
been distorted. The weather is warmer as a
whole on a yearly basis than in the temperate zone to which you're accustomed, but
actually the temperatures
are not excessively
high. The heat is simply more persistent
and continuous,
and in humid areas it may
be somewhat uncomfortable.
Yet, seasoned
jungle travellers tell us that they have found
Washington,
D. C., in the summer much
more oppressive
than any jungle they've
ever visited.
Chilly nights are not uncommon in the tropics.
Now a word about the native "terrors."
Cannibals and headhunters
are a thing of
the past. You may find natives hosti le to
small parties in the interior of Dutch New
Guinea and in the Admiralty Islands.
But
for the most part, primitive
jungle tribes
have come under the influence of missionaries practically everywhere.
The best evidence is represented
by the invaluable
assistance given our flyers who have been
forced down in jungle areas. Most natives
know they will be rewarded for the aid they
render. Just remember to respect native customs; try to conform to their manners, or
at least be tolerant
of them.
Let their
women alone. It's a good idea to find out
something about the natives in the area in
which you will operate.
A little understanding of their habits and language may
help save your life some day.
While the tropical jungle will be very
different from your home environment,
the
same principles of precaution
apply. You
soon learn how to live in the tropics but
it's best to go there with foreknowledge.
Take all the "terror"
stories you've heard
with a grain of salt. Knowledge
and common sense will see you through.
i:i:
( Additional
re,<ding on ibis subjcct : "Jungle
tlnd Desert Emergencies,"
diJ/rifmted
by the
Flight Cantrol Commuud, --Ed.)
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HE'S REALLY QUITE A MAN!
(Continued

from

northern Canada and he was there with his
passengers for .39 days before the weather
permitted rescue crews to get them out. For
a month this pilot, his crew and his passengers had been supplied with food supplies
by parachute.
Equipment
was dropped
which permitted
them to cut out a runway
on the ice of the frozen lake. After their
rescue, crews went in and flew the forced
down C-87 off the ice.
Both the pilot and plane are still in the
North Atlantic service, each of them graphic
examples of the closely meshed coordination
between the civilian and military personnel
of the Air Transport Command.
If you've ever flown one of the commercial luxury airliners
you'll remember
up
above the instrument panel where they had
.thc cigarette lighter, just like the one on the
" dashboard
of your car. Down over the
South Atlantic recently one of these old airline pilots absent-mindedly
reached up above
his head for the lighter.
Before he could
drop the cigarette from his mouth the right
motor conked out on him. He had forgotten
that on ships heing delivered to the Army
such luxury items as cigarette lighters arc
non-essential.
Where the lighter used to be
is the control for feathering the props.
Little incidents like that keep them on
their toes.
They have no guns on their planes even
though they arc often flying through skies
patrolled by enemy planes.
"Yeah, we think about it some," one vet-

Page 9)

eran million-miler
told me. "Hell, we even
got it planned to stick broom handles out
through the cargo doors to make' em think
we got machine guns if we ever get jumped.
Maybe it'll scare' em off."
As a matter of fact the only armament
they carry is a forty-five for their life raft
and a Very signal pistol.
Not much use
against cannons or lead-spitting
fifties. But
the Air Transport
Command will tell you
that their job is to deliver the goods and
armament weight reduces precious pay load.

Sometimes
their cargo is as dangerous
as
enemy planes in the sky. One pilot tells the
story of carrying a load of 6,000 pounds of
short fuse detonators, which is just about as
dangerous as coming home to your bride of
three weeks and telling her you dropped the
family bankroll in a friendly game of poker.
"We showed up at this base," he says,
"and the dispatcher tells me there are three
Generals waiting to hitch a ride on to the
next stop. 'You aren't afraid to fly so much
brass in one load, are you?' he asked me.
" 'I think a hell of ~ lot more of my own
skin than that of any General and I'm riding
with it,' was my answer."
However, the Generals failed to arrive in
time for the scheduled
departure
so an
Army chaplain,
evidently
having already
made his peace upstairs, climbed in for the
ride and slept peacefully the whole trip atop
the detonators.
Overseas. however, isn't the only place
you will have a chance
to become
acquainted
with
the
new
A TC
uniform.
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tributions
of this country's airlines to the
war effort.
The importance
of this domestic
air
cargo operation cannot be over-emphasized.
It is a system that permits air cargo planes
to operate schedules between the factories
turning out vital parts and the modification
centers, training units and air depots.
Frequently a plane is finished at the factory needing only one small part before it is
operational.
The part may be produced in
a plant that is across the country.
If parts
of this kind can be picked up today by plane,
delivered to the manufacturer
and installed
on the waiting plane, it may be flown to its
destination with ,1 minimum of delay. It may
save five days in the time required to get an
airplane into action. Adding these savings
together often totals a month.
A month
saved getting a plane into combat may mean
the difference between victory or defeat.
These pilots work hard, averaging
100
hours a month in flying, making daily trips
of eight to twelve hours duration.
On a
round trip from a base in the United States
and return they'll maybe be gone from a
week to ten days, putting in a total of .35 or
40 hours of actual flying time in that period
and covering up to 12,000 miles.
Submarines arc a big worry to them, not
only because of the danger U-boats represent
but because it makes their blood boil when
a German sub crew down in the South Atlantic mans the guns on the deck and waves
for them to come on in and fight.
"And us without even a brick to drop on
them," they moan.
But submarine
scares furnish
many a
laugh, too, on cold icy nights at lonely bases
across the North Atlantic route, as they sit
around waiting for the weather to clear. They
tell and retell the story of the crew flying a
C-87 up an Arctic fjord last winter, under
a heavy overcast, when they spotted what
they thought to be two submarines
firing
tracers from their bow deck guns.
They
got out of there in a hurry only to find out
later that their "submarines
firing tracers"
were a couple of whales spouting water.
They've had German aircraft chase them
in the skies off England and icy runways
crack them up in the Arctic.
They have
sweated in temperatures
as high as 105 degrees and a few hours later been in the midst
of a raging blizzard.
"Why we don't all die of pneumonia,
I'll
never know," more than one marvels.
So the next time you see an Air Carrier
Contract man we'lring the "ATC'
insignia
look at him with respect. Maybe he's forgotten more about flying than you'll ever
know. And remember that fighting a war
isn't all ribbons and fast pursuits and sorties
with tons of bombs over the enemy.
Remember that it takes supplies and men and
vital materials to carry out these missions
and they are needed in a hurry.
It is the
Air Transport
Command's
job to see that
they are delivered
there when they are
needed.
And this man is doing his part to
see that they arrive on schedule.
He's really quite a man I "0:
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SAVING LIVES WITH YOUR FINGERTIPS
and other wars, untold hundreds
of lives have been lost due to excessive
and uncontrolled
flow of blood
from
wounds received in battle.
Bombers have
returned from missions with bodies of crew
members who bled to death. In many cases,
the simple knowledge of first aid pressme
points on the part of a companion
might
well have saved a life.
The accompanying
diagrams
illustrate
these pressure points for the control of
hemorrhage.
On the full figure are pointed
out the locations
of these vital arteries.
while the close-ups show the proper placing
of the fingertips
to accomplish
pressure
control.
N THIS

I

1. To control bleeding in.the scalp
above the ear, .lig!ltpres$u.reisapplied in front of the middle of the ear,
where the temporal artery Can be
felt pu.lsating.

4.t.oeated
behind the middle of
~he collar bone is the su.bdavian
artery. When this artery is firmly
pressed against the first rib bleeding
in the arm cenbe controlled.

5-

2. In a notch oR---theu.nder'edge
of the ;aw, two-thirds of the way back
from the tip of the chin may be found
thesmal! facial artery. Very light
pressu.l'e here will control bleeding in
the cheek.

3. About a hand's breadth below
the ear and about halfway between
the jaw and the collar bone, the cora ..
tid artery can be felt thrObbing in the
neck. Moderate pressure of this artery
against the spinal column controls
bteeding above that point on the
seme side of thabody, both on the
inside and on the outside ofthehead.
Sketches
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5. At this point the large artery of
the arm (brachial artery) can be compressed' against the long bone of the
arm. When strong pressure is exerted
here the pulse at the wrist will disap~
pear. It is at this point olso that one
may apply a tourniquet for control
of hemorrhage in the forearm below
the elbow.

6. Sf-rang pressure in the groin
with the heel of the hand presses the
femoral artery against the pelvic
bone and stops or decreases bleeding in the thigh and leg.

L. K. Young
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Daisies won't tell-but T.O.s will.
This page will give you some laughs but it isn't meant
to be merely humorous. The real idea is to depict some
everyday maintenance boners. Some of the mistakes
that look funny in the picture aren't quite so laughable when they happen in the hangar. You'll find those
mistakes listed on Page 32. Technical Sergeant
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John R. Hicks, crew chief in the photograph, con
point out eleven errors. Did he miss any? How about
it, mechs?
The picture this month for our regular feature "ON
THE LINE" was posed by Technical Sergeant Hicks, on
the stand; Private First Class Leonard Gallas, left, and
Sergeant Gene Wefler, all stationed with the 18th
Headquarters Squadron, Air Service Command, Patterson Field, Ohio.
AIR
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ON THE LINE
.~
--,,-<----------------A monthly
maintenance
roundup prepared in collaboration with the Air Service
Command and the Technical
Inspection Division, Office of
the Air Inspector.
DID You KNOW ...
That salt tablets and water for mechanics
are plentif ully supplied in all hangars and
shops? Don't wait until the heat gets you.
Take these salt tablets and drink plenty of
water to replace the salt and water your body
loses in excessive perspiration.
Radial engines do not require water, but
a human engine does. Service your own
cooling system regularly.
Camels can drink
ten or twelve gallons of water at a time,
store up a water supply.
Human beings
can't. Their water intake must be at frequent
intervals
to avoid dehydration.
There's
your cue.
Ventilation
is important
in combatting
the ill effects of heat. Look around and see
that windows and doors are kept open. Get
all possible circulation of air when temperatures are torrid.
Take salt tablets before you need them,
not when it's too late.
Cool off a little before gulping
cold
liquids. Keep windows and doors open for
best ventilation
possible.
Such simple heat precautions may prevent
your incapacitation.
Stay off the sick list
for your own comfort, and to fill the vital
need for your work.
STRANGE
As IT SEEMS
At a midwestern
field, eight airplanes
were found to have either one or two wheel
retaining nuts safetied with common nails.
Cotter pins should be used, as indicated in
TO.'s -03-25 series.
TWISTEDCABLES
...
Rudder trim tab cables, particularly
on
single-engine
trainers,
occasionally
get
twisted inside the rudder during installation.
This condition
is often overlooked
during subsequent inspections.
These twists
will break the strands, thus weakening trim
tab cables, and endanger steering apparatus.
Watch for this at the next inspection.
Take
a look at TO. 01-1-26.
AIR FORCE,
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IMPORTANCE
OF CRATING.••
Sloppy crating of Army Air Forces equipment for shipping will inevitably result in
damage en route.
Frequent
example
of
carelessness:
improper or inadequate
crating. Crates should be made plenty strong,
as prescribed in T.O. 01-1-31.
Engines,
in particular,
have not been
given sufficient care in crating.
For the
right way to do it, see T.O. 02-1-1, paragraph 4. Bust our stuff over Tojo's head,
not in some railroad boxcar.
COTTERPIN ...
Keep the old eye on each cotter pin installed in landing wheel retaining nuts. If
the pin is not bent and cut off as directed,
the end will rub against the dust cap. This
will cut off filings, which work their way
into the bearings and inflict damage there.
See TO.'s
of 03-25 series. These pertain to landing gear.
DEFLATING
STRUTS
..
Damage to a valve core causes air leak
and possible disaster to the airplane while
landing with a deflated strut. This trouble
is often traced to air-oil shock absorber
struts being deflated by depressing the valve
core. TO. 03-25E-1 specifies that the strut
is to be deflated by backing off filler plug
slightly.
Lightly and politely, mechs.
ENGINEHOISTS...
Remember
that the type A-2 engine
hoist assembly must not be used without
the crossbar attached.
Minus the crossbar,
the legs might spread, dropping the engine
to the floor. Think of what this does to the
engine, or you, if you're underneath when it
falls.
HERECOMESTHE SANDMAN.••
Sand and other impurities
often are
found in gas strainers.
TO. 06-1-1 gives
instructions
for cleaning gas servicing nozzle screens.
If not cleaned regularly, dirt
gets into the aircraft fueling system.
A
sorry situation if that dirt stops the engine
while in flight.
CARBURETOR
AIR CLEANERS
•••
Many an airplane engine's life has been
cut short in early youth because carburetor
air cleaners were not cleaned and oiled daily.
This daily requirement
is set forth in TO.
01-1-23. Our engines must live to a healthy,
ripe old age.

IS THIS NEWS TO YOU?
That there is now a standard system covering the use of hand signals to guide the operation
and
movement
of all aircraft
on the
ground? Every mech should learn
and
use
the
signals
officially
adopted by the AAF to direct taxiing airplanes.
It's the real way to
insure a high degree of safety.
Illustrated
on this page are the
five signals needed most frequently.
The drawings
give the correct signals. Refer to Schedule A of AAF
Regulation
62-10 which gives the
complete setup on the new standard
hand signals.

Go Forward
(Stand where pilot can see you)

Parking Completed

Turn Right

Turn Left

Stop

~i
lit
\..~
Man on Foot Shall Precede Towing Vehicle
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For the
South
Atlantic
Run
By CAPTAIN T. W. FINNIE
GROUP

5-2,

MORRISON

fIELD

crews headed
for the battlefronts by way of the South Atlantic
route arc processed through Morrison Field,
Florida.
This station is responsible for seeing that
all departing planes arc properly equipped
and prepared
for the flight overseas and,
moreover, that they are manned by crews
provided with adequate training and information. Officers and men of such crews go
throuj.h our Sol, S-2, S-3 and S-/[ sections
for the final check-up.
Not the least of these responsibilities
is
that of the briefing unit. It is the duty of
the briefing unit:
1. To insure that all crew personnel are
properly equipped
for the flight, including
the issuing of route data,
maps, navigational
equipment,
secret
codes and other necessary material.
2. To insure that all flight personnel of
departing
aircraft are familiar
with
the facilities
and conditions
of the
route.
It is upon information
supplied by this
section that a crew largely depends in meeting its initial challenge~to
get over that
water.
Briefing for trans-oceanic
flights, as now
practiced
in the Army Air Forces, really
began at Morrison Field.
OMBAT

C
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More than a year ago the field was established as an Air Transport
Command base
and since that time a vast store of flight
information has been collected. So extensive
is this data that, if necessary, a crew could
probably be briefed for a trip not merely
across the South Atlantic but to any part of
the eastern world.
Route information
concerning
weather,
radio beacons, location and procedure
of
airfields,
and other conditions
affecting
flight is maintained
in complete and C0111pact form. This data is kept up to date and
expanded by reports from returning pilots.
The briefing section has a wide variety of
United States, British and French aeronautical, engineering
and hydrographic
charts.
A map and chart room, perhaps the most
extensive
library on the South Atlantic
route, has shelf after shelf of both the long
range and pilotage type maps. Some are
special maps and projections developed by

CAPTAIN

ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND CREEKMORE

navigators
sent out from the station itself
on trail-blazing
missions.
Supplementing
all this information
are
photo displays with pictures of main and
auxiliarv fields, runw,lys, living cluarters,
repair and overhaul facilities, and the like.

IN

a word, briefing at Morrison
is comprehensive,
visual,
and up-to-the-minute
designed to give a pilot a rounded picture
of any area to which he may be going.
The actual briefing of pilots and navigator of a combat crew takes very little
time-i--approximatelv
45 minutes. This time,
of course, varies with the experience of the
crews being briefed. Those familiar with.
the South Atlantic flight can be briefed in
fifteen minutes, receiving only changes and
late information
since the crew's last trip.
When a crew first arrives at Morrison
Field it reports to group operations
for
processing. Briefing is scheduled for three
definite periods each day, but it is actually
available day or night, at the request of a
plane commander or flight commander.
AIR FORCE, J1Ily,
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long flight to South America is frequently
a "shakedown
flight."
New crews are inclined to be worried
about the long over-water hop. Confidence
can be inspired by a complete discussion of
the entire route within the Wing by officers
personally
familiar
with it. Each station
within the Wing supplements
the overall
briefing
with a detailed
briefing
of the
next leg of the flight anticipated
by the
crew.
A new crew, therefore,
receives at Morrison a highly specific briefing on the first
leg, a specific written instruction
for the
entire trip, and a verbal treatment
of the
overall route within the Wing.
No night flights are permitted
without a
navigator. After the briefing, the navigator
of a crew is taken aside by an experienced
navigator who explains in great detail the
problems of long-range aerial navigation of
the South Atlantic.
Each navigator
must
satisfy the briefing
navigator
that he is
properly equipped
and capable of making
the flight. All essential equipment
for his
work is available at the field. He has, moreover, a locker to store his equipment
and
broad desks upon which to facilitate
the
handling of his maps and charts.
Radio operators are likewise given special attention after the main briefing. They
FOR use in an emergency,
the pilot will
are briefed in detail by radio operators who
still have additional
information
about the
are well experienced in communications
and
nearest alternate airport and a route to it.
procedure along the route.
Since it is obvious that the value of the
To all members of the crew much stress is
information
furnished
by pilots passing
laid upon the necessity for maintaining
through Morrison Field is the speed with
military security. The briefing
officer diswhich it is made available to other crews,
cusses the possibilities
and procedures
in
a new directive permits the use of certain
case of capture, escape and parole in enemy
data in these pilots' folders without waiting
territory,
and the destruction
of classified
clearance from Headquarters in Washington.
material.
Instructions
concerning
IFF and
Folders are arranged
geographically
so
VHF equipment
and its destruction
is inthey can be followed
progressively
along
cluded.
the route to be flown.
Emphasis is placed on the current posiThey include descriptions of fields, radio
tion of enemy and friendly troops and air
stations and frequencies,
of housing and
forces, so that the crewmen will be oriented
messing facilities, and of prominent
geowhen they set out.
graphical landmarks which can aid in naviMaps extending
as far as Cairo and the
gation. All this material is illustrated
by
Middle
East are provided
at Morrison.
photos. The weather folder, given immediThese maps cover all four of the methods
ately before departure,
contains a weather
of navigation-pilotage,
dead reckoning,
map of the pertinent
area, a cross-section
celestial and radio. It has been found that
diagram
of conditions
forecast over the
all four methods may have to be utilized.
route, a flight plan, and the weather codes.
With
folders,
reports
from returning
During the briefing, the briefing officer
discusses individual
airports and the procrews, photographs
and various other kinds
of data, every member of a crew has a mass
cedure for entry through corridors to avoid
of material on hand at Morrison with which
restricted areas. Radio facilities along the
to inform himself for the South Atlantic
route are thoroughly analyzed for their naviflight. This written information
is supplegation value. Crew personnel are invited to
ask questions relative to any of this informented by personal
advice from briefing
mation.
officers, who are always available.
The general climatic conditions
to be
It is not expected that either a pilot or a
expected are discussed by officers who have
navigator will memorize all the details of
covered the route, and suggestions are made
what he has been told, for they are volumiconcerning elevations, let-down procedures,
nous. But every effort and facility is provided
and methods of avoiding turbulence
and
to help him know his business thoroughly.
storms. The crew receives a detailed weather
The procedures, material and methods used
in briefing at Morrison Ficld have been the
briefing one hour before departure.
Briefing covers the Caribbean Area and
result of much experience.
When a crew
the South Atlantic as far as the fi rst stop in
leaves the field it should not only know how
the South Atlantic Wing. This is done for
to get where it's going-it
should be ready
several reasons, principally because the first
in every way for foreign duty. j;:,

5. To allow time for study of photographs
and all related data except
weather information which, of course,
is imparted just before take-oif.
Briefing
takes place in a large room
which has a relief map of the Caribbean
Area, fifteen by eighteen feet, to illustrate
verbal information.
Normal briefing includes a discussion of
visual signs for identification
purposes,
communication
identification
codes, Rekoh
cards, and an explanation
of the weather
folder which the pilot receives from the
weather officer.
Explanation
of the pilot's folder comes
next. This is prepared by the briefing office
and contains the latest route information
obtainable
from all accurate sources. Crew
members always have an opportunity to read
over this folder before a briefing and are
ready to ask pertinent questions.
The folders are arranged very logically.
Like the data used by commercial airlines,
the regular route and regular stops are separated from the alternate route and alternate
stops or emergency fields. This technique
permits the pilot to have a small, compact
folder for the regular route he anticipates
flying.

Combat crews are well
prepared for their first big
over-water flight
Briefing appointments
are made at least
24 hours before take-off. Last minute inst ruct ion is not satisfactory because it adds
to the mental confusion
of a crew necessarily engrossed with other details of departure. The purposes of advance briefing are:
1. To discuss with pilot and crew the
route folder, which has its maximum
value when studied at leisure.
2. To give pilot, co-pilot and navigator
an opportunity
to read the latest information about the route, and to examine reports of returning crews.
3. To allow time for pilot and crew to
question experienced
personnel at the
station, on matters pertaining
to oceanic flying.
4. To allow the navigator enough time
to calibrate his instruments
and prepare his maps.
AIR FORCE, Jttly, 1943
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DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE CROSS

BRIGADIER GENERAL: Howard K. Ramey (Also
Distinguished
Service Medal).
CAPTAIN: David
A. Campbell.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL: George B.
Greene, Jr. LIEUTENANT: Edward D. Durand.

DISTINGUISHED
MAJOR:

Lewin

Bennett

SERVICE MEDAL
Barringer.

SILVER STAR
COLONELS: William W. Momyer (With Oak Leaf
Cluster, Also Distinguished
Flying Cross and Air
Medal with three Oak Leaf Clusters),
Edward
Timberlake, James H. Wallace, Stanley T. Wray.
LIEUTENANT COLONELS: Charles E. Mario, Claude
E. Putnam, Jr. MAJORS: Raymond S. Morse,
Walter B. Putnam, Henry N. Sachs, Allan J.
Sewart, Jr. * (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross*
and Air Medal*).
CAPTAINS: Glenn W. Clark,
Edwin A. Loberg (With Oak Leaf Cluster, Also
Distinguished
Flying Cross), Raymond P. Sal.
zarulo ", Roman T. Schumacher, Leo F. Wolcott,
jr., Boris M. Zubko.
LIEUTENANTS: George F.
Callahan, Jack I. B. Donaldson (With Oak Leaf
Cluster), Bruce A. Gibson, Jr., Rush V. Green.
slade, Thomas L. Hayes, Jr., Kermit C. Hynds,
John W. Kidd, Edward J. Magee, Mortie M.
Marks, Ralph G. Martin, Kermit E. Meyers, Rich.
ard E. MilIer* (Also Purple Heart*),
James B.
Morehead, Marne Noelke, Glenn C. Osbourne,
George A. Parker, John C. Price, Gustave R. Rau,
Robert H. Richards, Daniel T. Roberts, Charles E.
Rogers, Mabry Simmons, Luther P.. Smith, Jr.,
Lloyd H. Stinson, Charles P. Sullivan, Joe Walker,
Dugan V. Woodring.
MASTER SERGEANT: Franz
Moeller*.
TECHNICAL SERGEANT: Clarence E.
Daugherty, Thaddeus S. May, Claude B. Phillips,
Cal Russell, Robert Starevich (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross and Air Medal), James H. Turk,
STAFF SERGEANT: Richard T. Brown, Harold J.
" Posthumous
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Leamster, Hubert M. Stratton, D. C Stuart, Arthur
Webber, Leslie D. Willard (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross}. SERGEANTS: Ronald]. Allsop, Karl
E. Binder (Also Distinguished Flying Cross and
Air Medal), Joe G. Maupin, Charles Perrakos, Leo
T. Ranta, George D. Scheid*, Aaron B. Shank*,
Thomas W. Smith, John J. Stephenson.
CORPORALS: William R. Holmes, John W. Kinnane,
Hyman Marder, Leo E. Shreve (Also Purple
Heart),
Robert P. Swan (Also Purple Heart),
William J. Wagner*, Charles H. Young.

Lt. A. W. Lowry

PURPLE HEART
COLONELS: Harry G. Montgomery,
Wilfred
J.
Paul, Augustine F. Shea. MAJORS: Victor C. Huff.
smith, Carey L O'Bryan (Also Air Medal), Mar.
vin E. Walseth. CAPTAINS: Gilbert E. Erb (Also
Distinguished Flying Cross with Oak Leaf Cluster
and Air Medal), Howard R. Fellenz, Andrew J.
Reynolds,
Donald
R. Strother*
(Also
Air
Medal * ). LIEUTENANTS: Barnett S. Allen, Garde
B. Baldwin, Edwin M. Boughton (Also Air Medal
with three Oak Leaf Clusters), Everett L. Clinard,
David M. Conley, Herbert V. Dow, Robert Paul
Dresp, Jamt's H. Foster, Delbert H. Hall, Edwin
P. Heald, Cleveland D. Hickman, John T. Hylton,
jr., Oscar R. Krebs, Allan W. Lowry, Clarence E.
McClaran, Mac M. McMarrell, William R. Maloney, Robert H. Markley*, Louis G. Moslener,
Romulus A. Picciotti, Harvey E. Rohrer, Jacob C.
Shively, Frederic E. Whitaker. MASTER SERGEANT:
Warren B. Caywood. TECHNICAL SERGEANTS: Anthony L. Buckley, Edward J. Cashrnan*, Harry D.
Donahey, Lloyd C. Martin, Clarence A. Witmer.
STAFF SERGEANTS: Rupert W. Arnold. William A.
Bellwood, Edwin A. Bettencourt, George P. Bolan,
Maurice P. Cotter, Edward C. Graboski, Elwood
R. Gummerson, Wilson A. S. Howes, Maurice W.
Knutson,
Harold F. Lightbown
(Also Disnnguished Flying Cross with Oak Leaf Cluster and

Lt. R. L. Hartzell

Capt. R. T.Schumad

Lt.

:apt. G. W. Clark

R. H. Dennis

Lt.A.E.Aenchbacker

Sgt. Alfred A. Ise

Capt. DenverTruelove

Air Medal), Sheldon D. Nearing, Everett F. Per.
kim (Also Oak Leaf Cluster to Silver Star), An
drew Seman, Paul]. Smith, Earl E. Teats, Charle,
D. Wright. SERGEANTS: Wilbert R. Burns, Fran.
cis D. Crossman, Samuel H. Deberry, Robert C
Dewey, \Villiam Hislop*, Edmund B. Lcppcr " ,
George 1\1. Marrin, Jr*,
Edwin N. Mitchell*.
Robert J. Nichols, Richard K. Rarnm, Roslyn C
Richardson.
TECHNICIAN
FOURTH GRADE: Tames
L. Schiller. CORPORALS: Edward Finn, RZ,berto
Gonzales, Emmett E. Morris*, Hoyt A. Pollard,
Antonio S. Tafoya*, James M. Topalian*.
TECHNICIAN
FIFTH GRADE: Martin
J. Zimmermann.
PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Louis H. Dascnhrock ",
James E. Gossard, Jr. ". \1(filliam E. Hasenfuss,
Jr. -, Carl E. Lanarn, William E. McAbee*, Harrell K. Mattox*, Alfred Osborn, Sidney E. Wro.
ton, PRIVATES: Garland C. Anderson*, William
f. Blaklev, Robert S. Brown*. \Villard Fairchild,
Russell E'. Gallagher*, Robert'R. Garrett*, Glenn
V. Grex-nheld, John].
Horan, Walter J. Hughes,
Jame' R. Johnson. Robert H. Johnson*, Donald
Y. Kemmerer, Marion E. King, Jr*, Herbert E.
McLaughlin*, Charles Mesrobian, Victor L. Mcyers>. George A. Moran*, Robert S. Waugh, Theodore A. Wenzel.

DISTINGUISHED

FLYING

CROSS

GENERAL: William E. Lynd (Also Air
Medal).
COLONELS: Thomas O. Hardin,
Ernest
K. Warburton.
MAJORS: John A. Roberts, jr.,
Raymond F. Rudell, Francis A. Smith. CAPTAINS:
BRIGADIER

Lt. R. P. Dresp

lajor W. B. Putnam

Capt. C. H. Hillhouse

Lt. Col. L. I. Davis

Col. J. H. Wallace

Sgt. H. F. Lightbown

Charles H. Bowman. Vincent M. Crane (Also Air
Medal), Charles H. Hillhouse (With Oak Leaf
Cluster), Clyde B. Kelsay (With Oak Leaf Cluster), Ira F. Wintermute.
LIEUTENANTS: George
W. Beaver, John E. Bloomhuff, Robert E. Carlson,
Charles M. Carter, Leo M. Eminger, David C.
Everitt, jr., Richard H. Dennis. Dan D. Drakulieh, Rush E. McDonald, Clarence L. Marthey,
William R. Morhous, Richard W. Nellis*, Jack
Pebworrh, Arthur J. Platt, R. V. Prouty, Michael
L Reitman, Francis L Schneiders, John W. Sears,
Robert L. Stevens, .James c. Watson, Frederick G.
Wheeler (Also Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster), John L Wolford.
FLIGHT OFFICER: Burl S
Ashley (Also Air Medal).
MASTER SERGEANT:
Russell E. Mackey. TECHNICAL SERGEANT: Louis
Burleson (With Oak Leaf Cluster). STAFF SERGEANTS: Ralph W. Barnes, ]. W. Childers, David
C. Culver, Lawrence E. Donald, John]. Gerrity.
James E. Houchins*,
James M. Iverson*, P. J.
Leonard, Joseph W. McWilliams, John R. Meeks.
Jr., Peter F. Novak, Robert K. Stone, jr., John
F. Szyrnonik, Thomas G. Thompson,
David C.
Vaughter, Wilbur H. Weedin.
SERGEANTS: Joseph J. Brust, Victor A. Edwards, Charles D. Hudson, Wayne E. Johnson, Donald J. Kundinger.
Doyt T. Larimore, Howard S. Peterson (With
Oak Leaf Cluster), Walter E. Shay. CORPORALS:
Bruce W. Osborne, Robert G. Tho~as, Alexander
Zaretsky. PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: George R. Graf.
Edwin Rhodes. PRIVATES: Francis J. Foye, Paul
Panosian.
(Continued on Page 32)
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OAK LEAF CLUSTER TO
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John Dougherty.
LIEUTENANT:
Curtis ].
Holdridge.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Stanley C.
Jackola, Fred S. Secrest. STAFF SERGEANT: Douglas H. Logan,
Lloyd D. Whipp.
SERGEANT:
John J. Witfley.
MAJOR:

SOLDIER'S

MEDAL

Lee R. Embree.
STAFF
Moses B. Tate. SERGEANTS:
Norman
L. Johnson,
Gcorg« ]. Manger,
Jidward
L.
Schmidt.
CORPORALS:
Joseph
H. Hanl'jcek,
Luther O'Neal.
PRIVATE
FIRST CLASS: Leon A.
Thomas.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANT:

SERGEANT:

AIR MEDAL
Hubert R. Harmon.
COLONELS:
William C. Bentley, John K. Gcrhcart, Arthur W.
Gross, Benjamin S. Kelsey, A. ]. Kerwin Malone,
Elliott Roosevelt.
LIEUTENANT
COLONELS:
William Basye, Elwin H. Eddy, Cass S. Hough, Herbert Morgan, Jr., Donald N. Wackitz.
MAJORS:
Owen G. Birtwistle, Adam K. Breckenridge,
RichMAJOR

GENERAL:

MISTAKES IN liON

THE LINE"

on Page
(Beginning

at

lower

PICTURE

26
left

corner)

1. You on the left, buddy. That file looks
big enough to whittle a horseshoe.
It's pure
folly to attempt to dress those threads that
way. Return the cylinder head (from the propeller control unit) to the machine shop for
rethreading.
2. Hey, you on the stand, there's a tool
lying on the edge of your maintenance
stand.
The slightest shift of your foot and ...
konk
•.. it's on your friend's head.
3. Nix on tightening that retaining nut
with a screwdriver.
To get the proper leverage and tension use the specified bar. Reference: T.O. 03-20A-1.
4. And look what you've done. Believe it
or not, it does ha ppen. The mech installed
that prop by hoisting it right off the maintenance stand, locking the stand between the
prop and the engine. Now the prop will have
to be removed to get the stand free.
5. That maintenance stand must be our
jinx this month. Another offense: It's rubbing
against the spark plug terminals. LO.'s give
you essential information but you're expected
to use common sense along with it.
6. And, Sergeant, the wheel locks haven't
been tightened
on the maintenance
stand
wheels. After all, it isn't a tea cart.
7. There's a rear cone on the floor in
front of the stand. Could it be that the mech
forgot to install it?
Reference:
LO. 0320CB-2. Besides, what's that rear cone doing
on the floor anyway? The surface of the rear
cone is machined and polished and shouldn't
be exposed to scratching
or other possible
damage.
Never leave it carelessly on the
floor or allow other surfaces to nick its finish.
(Incidentally,
that bar resting on the rear
cone is the tool that should be used to tighten
the retaining nut instead of a screwdriver.)
8. A torque blade beam shouldn't be
wedged
in the ladder.
It might mean a
broken ankle should the crew chief make a
quick descent.
9. Now, you, on the right. Those water
pump pliers are too large for tightening hose
clamps.
Hose clamps
should be fingertig htened.
Reference: T.O. 03-1-20.
10. And what's going on here? You're
standing on a toolbox.
It's unsafe and, besides, it might injure the box.
11. Are chocks being rationed? Or did
the mechs just forget to put one under the
right wheel?
If the plane moves, the maintenance stand will couse the prop to lose her
schoolgirl
complexion.
Reference:
T.O.
01-60FC-2.
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ard G. Buswell, Bruce K. Holloway, Dwight F.
Lewis, Stephen D. McElroy.
CAPTAINS:
Arthur
Kush,
Edward
H. Nigro,
Duwer
V. Truelove, Laurence
R. Blackhurst,
Jr., Joseph W.
Boone, Donald E. Bradley, John .I. B. Calderbank,
Kenneth K. Wallick.
LIEUTENANTS:
Oscar Aarness, Robert L. Hartzell, Arthur Eugene Acnc!ibacker, Donald L. Arlen, Thomas F. Armstrong.
SERGEANTS:
Donald
C. Appleman,
Melvin C.
Buhruuillcr,
Robert E. Browe, Henry A. Buller,
Robert E. Collins, Keith F. Colpitts (With Oak
Leaf Cluster),
Raphael A. Cournoyer,
David C.
Dodd, Charles F. Donahoe, James T. I'llenburg,
Roy Ellis, Earl D. Favinger, Welton K. Fulton,
Daniel E. Gabll', Archihaldo Gonzalez, Zackil' T.
GOW'I11, Jr., Herman S. Haag, Wilmer].
Harverson, James M. Henderson, Thomas E. Hight, Alton H. Hinson, Warren K. Hughes. Alfred A. Ise,
Joseph W. Sanders, Randy Shclhorse,
Ir., Edward D. Smith, Edward
H. Smith, Sylvester
Stanley, Jr., Francis G. Stein, Earl E. Su-vcns,
Jr., John H. Stolting,
John D. Sullivan, Burrel T. Thorne, Joseph R. Tokar, John E. Treon,
Felix A. Trice, Dana R. Wemette, Hinson C. Witt,
CORPORALS:
Walter
A. Bohncnstiehl,
John J.
Duffy, Edmund M. Fitzjarrell,
Edward C. l.indquist (With Oak Leaf Cluster),
Hubert E. McKinney, Frederick T. Mayer, Phillip J. Murphy,
Stanley O. Niedwecki.
PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS:
Lenwc;od E. Benham, Jobn Q. Brock, Abraham
Levin, Bernard
P. Ritts, Ralph W. Thomas.
PRIVATES:
Theodore A. AlIcckson, Harry F. Arnold, Frank D. Axtell, Johnie O. Burcham, Alfred M. Faries, Ellsworth L. Kidd, Fred .I. l.ittlewolf, Roland C. Lorenz, William G. Merriman,
Lewan! T. Opsal.

ANSWERS
ON
1. (a)
2. (h)
diseases.
3. (b)

To
PAGE

Prevent the spread of respiratory
Gasoline.

(h) False. The command, right step,
marcb is executed starting witb the right
foot.
4.

'l. (c) Calcium hypochlorite
is inappropriate. It is a chemical used in water purification.
Benzene and Carhon tetrachloride
are cleaning fluids.
6. (c) Mister Jones.
7. (b) The wing loading.
8. (d)
Parade rest.
9. (b) False.
10. (c) Hung on the recipient's
neck,
suspended on a ribbon.
11. (b) Vz inch below top of shoulder
seam (see AAF Reg. 35-11).
12. (c)
110 feet.
13. (a) True.
14. (c) Wind direction indicator.
15. (c) A theodolite
IS used by meteorologists to follow the ascent of the gas filled
balloon in checking wind velocity and direction.
16. (h) Captain
17. (b) Florida.
18. (h) Prevents a turret gunner from
shooting into the tail, the propeller or the
other surfaces of his own plane.
19. Mustang.
20. Hudson Bomber.

CREDITS

7: Royal Air Force. 8: British Information
Service. 9 and Back Cover: AIR FORCE Staff
Photograph.
39: First Motion Picture Unit,
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All other
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Forces sources.

TO NAPLES

(Continued

from Poge 7)

Clusters drop out horizontally
and, a few
feet below the plane, the six little bombs
split ,iway from each other and point their
noses down toward the target in a long
parabol ic arc.
"Bombs Away! Bomb bay doors closed."
Suddenly two bu rsts of flak went off directly between us and the other wing ship.
I could hear them both faintly. Then about
five seconds later there was a tremendous
explosion which seemed to come from behind my seat. I could hear pieces of metal
tearing through the plane in several places.
The cockpit was filled with dust and smoke,
and for the first time I could smell the acrid
garlic-like odor of the charge.
The flak had gone off just below our
plane, causing it to lurch violently.
The
number two engine began to wind up like
a siren. I looked at the tachometer and saw
it passing 2500. I glanced at the pilot. He
nodded. I shut off the engine and feathered
the prop. Another explosion came from the
starboard side. I glanced at engines three
and four. Oil was gushing from the top of
number three. I cut it off, too, and feathered.
Casey and I were both thinking the same
thing:
"Did one of those explosions
get
number one or four I"

QUIZ

8

P-51.

PICTURE
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WE

had lost so much speed that our element was far ahead of us. I saw the second
element of three planes, led by Lieutenant
David W. Bishop, snuggling
in on our
wing to give us protection from the fighters
which were now swarming about,
We kept the throttles on our two engines
wide open. We dived and turned until we
were out of the anti-aircraft
zone. But the
Messerschmitts,
Reggianis
and Macchis
were still on us. We could hear the pounding of every gun on our plane. The gunners
knew that they were fighting for dear life
and the sound of their guns proved it. After
the first attempt, the enemy fighters decided
not to press the attack. We all breathed
easier when we discovered that no one on
the plane had been injured and that we
could hold our altitude without forcing the
two remaining engines too much.
On the long journey home I suppose the
Mediterranean
was just as beautiful
as it
had been on the trip out, but somehow it
didn't have the same appeal.
During the
entire day there wasn't anything that looked
as beautiful as our home base as we circled
it prior to landing.
Casey made a beautiful
landing. When
the wheels touched the ground "The Gremlin" swerved sharply to the left, the first indication we had that the left tire had been
punctured by flak. But Casey kept the plane
on the runway with the number one engine.
When the engines finally came to rest and
all was quiet, Casey turned to me with a
smile and said, "Those Italians really take
that 'See Naples and Die' stuff seriously.
don't they?"
"I think the Italians will remember today, too," the intelligence officer said. as he
wrote the report of our bombardier.
~
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(Continued

be heavily populated with refugees.
Ferryvi lie, itself, was packed with civilians whose
pleasure in seeing the Allied commanders
in the city was very genuine and quite
moving. The city showed no evidence of
the war at all. The waterfront area in Ferryville, however, was a twisted shambles of
steel, broken concrete and sunken ships.
The road from Ferryville to Tunis was
difficult; the center and sides were littered
with damaged
and burned
out trucks,
armored cars and tanks.
It was on this
road in the American
2nd Corps area
where we had dispatched some 240 fighterbomber sorties to work on the 15th Panzer
Division when it had endeavored
to move
south to escape the 2nd Corps but found
the 9th Corps blocking
its way to Tunis
and then tried to turn around and move
back on the same road. The effectiveness
of the fighter-bombers
on the 15th Panzer
Division
was evident all over the road.
Truckloads
of rations were standing
on
the road showing evidence that they had
been hit by machine gun tire or by aircraft.
Piles of riiles were beside the road where
fleeing troops had obviously thrown them.
The evidence of a defeated and panicked,
trapped German Panzer Division was everywhere at hand.
Tunis, itself, is a large, modern, attractive city. It also shows almost no effects
of the war. For in Tunis again we had no
objectives in the city but many objectives in
the harbor and in the unloading
facilities
there.
Here in Tunis, also, was a heavily
populated
city through which a sharp line
might be drawn. On the waterfront side of
the line, the effect of the war is vivid; warehouses,
docks, piers, planes,
ships and
all waterfront
installations
were smashed
debris. On the other side of the line is an
attractive,
unscathed
city. Both the effectivcness of our bombers and the accuracy
of om bombing
is graphically
illustrated.
With General Alexander
and Air Marshal Coningham,
we landed at El Aouina
on the 9th in what was probably the first
combat airplane dispatched to that airdrome
without a load of bombs.
EI Aouina had
been a principal
transport
operating
base
for the German air force. It was littered
with a gratifying
number
of wrecked
Ju-'i2s and Me-323s.
There was also a
considerable
number
of combat
ai rcraft
which we could flyaway
after very little
maintenance
and repair.
The Northwest
African
Tactical
Air
Force was our most completely
integrated
allied air establishment
in the theatre.
We
maintained
the national integrity of only
two of our major units. They were the
two major fighter commands in the north
and in the center.
The center group was
an American unit which retained its original name for administrative
purposes rather
than any other reasons.
It was the ] 2th Air Support Command
which
throughout
the battle was comAIR FORCE, July,
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our Air Forces was the word "concentration."
When we wanted to use bombers
in front of the 8th Army or in front of
manded by Brigadier General Paul L. Wilthe First Army, we found it much more
liams.
Williams'
command
consisted of
effective to direct one bomber
unit into
three of our fighter groups led by top-notch
that operation than to direct an American
fighter commanders
our Colonels Momyer,
bomber complement
and a British bomber
Dean and West, and an observation
unit
complement.
We were guided solely by
commanded
by Major Dyas. These three
the military necessity that the full advanfighter groups are now outstanding
fighter
tages of the ability to concentrate
great
organizations
and are able to meet any
masses of aircraft on the vital point take
enemy any place in the world. It is most
priority
over
;II I other
considerations.
reassuring
to know that those American
Among
the air units, the result of this
groups completed the last day of the intenAllied effort was most satisfactory.
The
American Command
is proud of the RAF
sive operations
in this battle at a greater
strength than ever before. The flow of airunits it had the privilege to handle.
The
craft into the theatre fully met all requireRAF Command
states it was similarly
ments and resulted
in our having
full
deeply impressed
by the American
units
strength, battleworthy,
experienced ai r units
under that command.
We are assured that
the Allied effort in the air when the battle
where one might ordinarily
expect tired,
requires it need not be confused by barworn and under-strength
air commands.
riers of nationality.
The Tactical Bomber Force was an inThe complete
illustration
of air and
tegrated unit consisting of a superb light
ground command planning and working in
bombardment
group commanded
by Coloclosest coordination
may be summarized
in
nel Terrill.
the daily intelligence
and operations
conThis group
also included
two B-25
ference at the combined Air-Ground
Headsquadrons
with long experrence
111 battle
quarters,
Tactical
Air Force, l Sth Army
area bombing which had been moved to
Group.
Each day the Ground Operations
this front from the Western
Desert Air
officer presented
in detail the previous 24
Force, an RAF light bomber wing and
hours' operations
on the ground, and the
French night bomber unit.
The tactical
air operations
officer presented the day in
bomber force was commanded by Air Com. the air. The ground
intelligence
officer
modore L. F. Sinclair, an outstanding
light
then presented his concept of the enemy's
bomber leader whose skill and gallantry
current situation
on the ground
and the
is justifying
his long service throughout'
air intelligence officer presented the enemy
this war and his George Cross, DfC, OBE
situation
in the air, after which General
and several other high British decorations.:
Alexander
and Air Marshal
Coningham,
The Western Desert Air Force similarly.
or in his absence, his American
deputy,
was an integrated unit consisting of many
discussed the immediate
situation and fufighter squadrons.
including
our excellent
When the air and ground
'; 7th and 79th P-40 fighter-bomber
groups. ~ tu re operations.
commanders
were at the map after this
The '; 7th and 79th had come across the
daily conference, one saw the cockpit from
Western Desert with the Western
Desert'
which the air-ground
war was controlled.
Air force and showed the skill, experience,
The
air
commander
not
infrequently
strength
and toughness
which that drive.
pointed out specific locations on the front
across the desert had instilled
in all of'
if
the components of the force. The Western . which would improve the air situation
captured.
Desert Air Force had a number of light
The ground commander
would examine
and medium bomber units in it, in which
that particular location and if possible direct
our 12th medium bomber group, equipped
the Ground
Forces to move on to those
with B-2';s and commanded
by Colonel
specific localities.
In this manner, Ground
Bachus was a star unit. The Western Desert Air Force was commanded
by Air Vice
Force support to air operations continually
Marshal Harry Broadhurst.
Broadhurst had
recurred.
Similarly,
the Ground
Force
been one of Air Marshal Conirurharns
princommander
would find the spot at which
cipal commanders
when Coningham
com- -the ground effort had been hampered
by
manded the Western Desert Air Force in . the German air force. Normally the neces. sary movements
were made and action
its long d rive across the desert.
taken by the air commander
to further the
effort on the ground in that particular locaTHlJS it is seen that the Northwest
Afrition which was, in turn, air support
of
can Tactical Air Force, operating
directly
recurred.
Similarly,
the Ground
Force
under General Spaatz' Command,
as one
and its final result showed to very high
of the major components of the Northwest
order the soundness of the airman running
African Air Forces, was an almost integrate
the air war and the soldier running
the
Allied air effort with its RAF commander,
ground war, but working coordinately
and
Air Marshal Coningham,
and an American
with striking success toward the same obdeputy commander,
four major units, two
jective.
of which were about half American and
This close teamwork
by allies was not
half British.
The desire to respect the
only in the air effort but in all operations
national integrity of air units is a real one
of
General
Eisenhower's
allied
comand a worthy one. However, to win this
battle, the keynote in our employment
of
mand.

COOPERATION IN NORTH AFRICA
from
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TAKING THE
OUT OF TRAINING
I

DIRECTOR OF TRAINING,

W
in

CENTRAL INSTRUCTORS' SCHOOL,

HAVE taken pains to see that our
Army Air Forces has the best team
the conference in the matter of players
and equipment. Now we can devote more
effort to strengthening the coaching staff.
That's the reason for the Central Instructors' School at Randolph Field.
The Army Air Forces has expanded tremendously in the past three years. Naturally enough, the Flying Training Command, responsible for training all pilots,
was the first to feel the effects of this
growth; and the growing pains have been
severe and prolonged.
Not the least of these pains was caused by
the shortage of qualified flying instructors.
This problem was solved by selecting students at the advanced schools to be instructors. After graduating, they are given additional flying time and instruction and then
placed on duty as full-fledged flying instructors.
That the solution was correct is proven
by the fact that our pilots go to combat better
trained than those of any other nation.
It did have some faults, however, and the
principal fault was the short amount of time
available for additional instruction. This
necessitated the training of instructors at
their assigned stations, which led to variations in the kind of training given them
and, consequently, to the students throughout the Flying Training Command.
Some instructors would emphasize one
phase of training to the probable neglect of
others, either because they considered the
latter phases relatively unimportant or were
unable to present them correctly to the
student.
The result was just as though you had a
dozen cooks in one kitchen, each trained by
a different chef but all trying to do the same
work.
One cook might have learned to prepare
some excellent egg dishes, since his teacher
made a specialty of that line, but he won't
be able to roast a leg of lamb. A meat exE
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pert won't be able to handle the egg dishes,
So the meals won't be too consistent in
quality.
Now that the expansion is not so rapid,
the growing pains are not so severe; time,
equipment and personnel can be spared for
more thorough training of instructors.
The Central Instructors' School at Randolph was established to produce competent, thoroughly qualified Flying Instructors,
and to standardize the instruction of students throughout all of the pilot training
schools. All instructors in the Flying Training Command will eventually come to Randolph before they start teaching.
The best methods found in anyone place
will now be made available to all. We shall
constantly have access to the latest information pertaining to our assignment. We will
learn anything developed at any of our
training fields. Three of our departmental
directors have observed RAF training methods and are giving us the benefit of their
findings. Men returning from combat areas
will bring information of value. The instructors leaving here after receiving their
training will take this knowledge with them.
Also, this school will serve as a laboratory for evaluation of new training ideas, or
conflicting theories about existing methods.
No other training field has this set-up.
In the twin-engine division, for instance,
2,OOO-milecross-country flights in the C-60
type of craft are soon to become an irnpor-

!

tant part of the curriculum. Pilot, co-pilot,
radio operator, navigator and engineer will
participate in these flights and will gain experience they could get in no other way except on long-range combat missions. This
procedure is brand-new to flying training.
In the same division, the initial phase of
instruction has been concentrated on disproving certain false beliefs the average
trainee brings with him about twin-engine
aircraft - beliefs which would nullify his
ability to serve as a competent instructor
were they allowed to exist.
Specifically, the false beliefs concern the
AT-9 and AT-lO twin-engine planes. Many
pilots believe these planes can't be safely
flown when operating on only one engine.
They believe it impossible to turn into a
dead engine, and word-of-mouth has established a landing speed for single-engine operation of the twin-engine craft some forty
miles in excess of the speed at which these
planes can actually be landed.
The scarcity of experienced twin-engine
pilots in the early days of this type of instruction and the guesswork basis on which
qualified single-engine pilots attempted to
fly multiple-engine craft gave rise to these
false beliefs. Before his first week here has
closed, the instructor-trainee is freed of
these flying "superstitions."
Also, to accomplish more efficient training, the Central Instructors' School has set
about to eliminate the "cockpit-riding" type
of instructor-the
fellow who attempts to
instruct his students with verbal whip-lashes.
Trainees are being schooled in an intelligent
and understanding approach to the problems of each student. They are constantly
being impressed with the fact that they must
not be slaves to a tradition.
Development of curricula hence will be
an important service of the schoo!. Along
with this we shall give considerable time to
development and improvement of training
aids, such as films, charts and mechanical
devices.
AIR FORCE,
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This will not be an advanced flying
school. The instructor-trainees must be good
flyers when they get here. They are especially selected, so they'll have to be.
However, they will learn precision in
their aerial maneuvers. A man in combat
may be too busy to do a maneuver in an exact fashion. But an instructor must be
precise to show the student exactly what he
is trying to put across.
Not all of the work is done in the air.
In the ground school are taught such courses
as "Analysis of Maneuvers," "Psychology
and Technique of Instruction," "Operational
Procedures"
and "Aeronautical
Equipment." Some of the courses are general and apply to all types of training. Other
courses are specifically designed for a particular type of training - Primary, Basic,
Advanced
Single-Engine
or Advanced
Twin -Engine.
The means of putting across the knowledge he already has is what we are trying to
give the instructors. They learn just why
each maneuver is made, what it does for the
student, and why it is in the curriculum.
They are taught what abilities are necessary
for each performance and what a new trick
will teach the student. The purpose, technique, training value, and proficiency required in every individual act of flying are
analyzed.
This analysis of maneuvers is taught in
the ground school, along with psychology
of instruction, operational procedure and

A standardized
course for
flight instructors is introduced
at Randolph
aeronautical equipment. In the psychology
of instruction, the trainee will learn to study
his students' personalities, abilities, and reactions to all phases of training.
Means of instilling confidence in the
cadets are an important phase of this subject. Many a potentially great flyer has been
ruined or retarded because he was allowed
to lose confidence early in training. Under
operational procedure come such subjects as
planning and supervising night flying and
cross-country flights. In the courses on aeronautical equipment the instructor - trainee
will learn just what can be expected, and
what cannot be expected, of each part of
his plane.
Instructors required for the Ground
Schools and for the Military Training of
Cadets are also produced by the CIS. They
are given additional instruction in their specialties and instruction in methods of teaching, and in the use of training aids, films,
synthetic devices, models, and so forth. A
large part of their course will be devoted to
actual instruction of classes under the supervision of experienced personnel.
The ground training is divided into three
parts - the pilots' ground school, for the
flying instructor - trainees;
the ground
school; and a tactical officers' school.

The "tac" officers' school is expected to
fill another long-felt need in the Army Air
Forces. It has been a problem as to how
much "military" the cadets should have. In
the old days, when there was more time,
rigid class system was in effect. The cadets
learned courtesy, discipline and responsibility through the merciless ministrations of
the upperclassmen.
But we're in a war and the frills have had
to be eliminated. Pilots must be turned out
at the fastest rate compatible with efficiency.
Hence there has been a problem of just how
much time and effort should be spent on the
strictly military phases of training. It must
not interfere with flight training. Yet it has
been shown on the war front that pilots
must be able to assume responsibility and
to take orders---to function as members of
the teams essential in modern air operations.
Such abilities are not stressed in the ordinary course of flight training.
The amount of "military" training has
varied greatly at the various schools. Now
we are standardizing this, as well as the
flight training, to assure that the cadets will
become good officers besides good flyers.
All of this implies that the general level
of instruction will be raised throughout the
Flying Training Command and I believe
that this will result. With the wealth of information, ideas and developments of every
school available to us there is every reason
to believe the new program will be successful. 1<

These instructors in twin-engine advanced flying at the Randolph
Central Instructors' School (below) enter the "c1assroom" in
which they teach - an AT-9. Left to right: Lieuts. D. J. Kingsbury,
New York, and E. G. Harrington, Wisconsin. At right, Major
E. G. Righetti, outlines a formation to Capt. W. J. O'Donnell.

Lieut. Robert H. Cuyler, former associate professor of geolagy at
the University of lexas, lectures on maps and charts before a
group of officers who soon will become ground school instructors.
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SYNTHETIC DEVICES •••
BOON TO WARTIME TRAINING
more than ever before, the
training problems of the Army Air
Forces at war have to be met in major
degree by the use of synthetic devices.
The necessity for the conservation of
critical materials, aviation gasoline,
man hours on the part of both students
and instructors, and lives of future
combat pilots has called for the maximum use of gadgets which provide
short cuts.
e.O.s and instructors are daily saving themselves headaches by the successful employment of synthetic train-

T

ODAY

ers now available for use. Scores of
officers and men and commercial engineers are working overtime to develop
others which may aid in the AAP trainmg program.
Now on display at the headquarters
of the AAF Training Aids Division,
Park Avenue and 32nd Street, New
York City, are most of the available
synthetic training devices, recognition
equipment, training films and strips,
training literature and posters. The
demonstration is primarily set up as a
shop window for e.O.s and instructors

Drift Determination Trainer

•,
.
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who may have the opportunity to visit
the headquarters.
AFT AD's "stock" of training aids
was collected from the AAP, the Army
Ground Forces, the Navy, the RAF,
RCAP and commercial manufacturers.
Catalogs listing materials available
through each section of AFT AD are being distributed to headquarters of AAF
Commands and training Air Forces.
AIR FORCE from time to time will
describe selected items of equipment
available for training within the Air
Porces.
determination
trainer has bcen
designed to aid student bombardiers,
navigators and pilots in acquainring
themselves with a fundamcntal factor encountered
in navigation.
To tcach students to operate
a drift sight by the usual classroom method
requires considerable
imagination
on their
part. This factor is eliminated in using this
device (left), which simulates drift in flight.
The trainer consists of a simple drift
sight, a motor driven cylinder and a rheostat-controlled
light source.
The cylinder
contains aerial map photographs
of land
and sea. In spots, the cylindcr has been perforated to allow specks of light to filter
through, simulating ground lights at night.
A constant speed motor rotates the cylindcr
to give the effect of ground speed. A set
of switches is provided to control the in.
terior lighting providing either day or night
problems.
Rheostats control the intensity
of interior lighting and illumination
of the
drift sight grid.
In operation, the instructor, by means of
a lever on the side of the box, sets the desired amount of drift.
The pupil then
sights through the tube of the sight, adjusting it to determine the drift angle. Upon
completion
of the operation, the instructor
makes any nccessary corrections in the student's results.
This instrument
is approximately
one
cubic foot and can be placed convcniently
on a desk. It is commercially manufactured
and operates from 110-volt light service.
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Tactical Board

A

designed
as a tactical map,
(above) has flexibility in its possible
uses. The board is made up of four sections,
each 4 by 21/2 feet. The surface of the
board is plywood, finished in several layers
of abrasive silicate blackboard paint of olive
green color. The boards are perforated
at
one inch intervals to accommodate
the assortment of models required in each situation. The small models are pegged,
enabling an instructor
to place the board
v~r.tically in front of the class for better
vrsion.
White and colored chalk may be used in
laying out a problem, and objects necessary
for illustration
of combat principles
and
problems
may be applied in any desired
BOARD

manner.
Examples
of some of the peg
models that are available with a board are
vehicles, pill boxes, trees, bridges, high and
low flying and grounded
airplanes, tanks,
command posts and hangars. Changing the
situation on the board is easily achieved by
moving the object as required.
Instructors
who might otherwise
be handicapped
by
lack of practice in handling
chalk on a
blackboard could make a clear demonstration.
Sections of this board may be added to
give a larger map and, if special terrain
features such as large mountains
are required, they can either be obtained with the
board or manufactured
locally. One of the
features of this board is its visibility due to
the contrasting colors and three-dimensional
objects.

Automatic Rater

on Next Page)

he delays while thinking abouL the correct
answer, his score is reduced one point per
second. If the student presses a button corresponding to an incorrect answer, the "incorrect" light will go on and no score is
recorded. The card is delivered through a
chute to the student after each play. He may
thus ascertain the correct answer in case he
has been in error.
By pressing the starter button again, the
student releases another question card into
the window of the machine. A total of ten
question cards may be played consecutively,
after which the "reset" button must be
pressed.
The machine may be loaded with a maximum of 800 cards at one time presenting
questions on aircraft and ship recognition
and a number
of other subjects.
Latest
models of the device may employ film strips
rather than cards. About 4 by 6 feet of floor
space is required by this commercially
produced device. A llO-volt light ci rcuit supplies xullic ien! alternating current for power.

Turret Trainer
use is being made of a turret
trainer in giving the potential
turret
gunner economical training in smooth turret manipulation.
The turret closely resembles real equipment
in appearance
(see
below) and operation and the controls are
identical with those on operational
turrets.
A training reflector sight or spotlight can
be readily attached to electrical connections
in the trainer.
Patterns may be drawn or
mechanical moving targets may be mounted

E

FFECTIVE
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automatic rating device (left) presents
to the student a series of question
cards pertaining to various military subjects
and automatically records his score based on
correctness
of answers and speed of answer selections.
When the student presses the starter button, a card appears in the window at the
top of the machine. This card presents a
question and several possible answers from
which the student makes his selection.
He
then presses one of seven numbered
push
buttons corresponding
to the answer which
he considers to be correct.
The machine records a score based not
only on the correctness of the answer but
also the time, within a range of twenty seconds, required by the student to make the
correct selection. The student is given [our
seconds to read the question.
If he presses
the correct button immediately,
the "correct" light shows on the machine and he
receives twenty points for that question.
If
AIR

FORCE.
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on available wall space (or on wires) for
the student to follow. A free spotlight can
be used to project a beam of light upon the
target in order to observe the degree of
skill with which the student manipulates
the turret. In using the trainer in this manner, the 120-degree azimuth and 70-degree
elevation of the trainer offer no handicap to
its efficiency.
A lID-volt, 60-cycle light source operates
this device. It is of commercial construction.
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Mirrophone
s its name implies, the Mirrophone
mirrors one's voice or other sounds and
immediately "phones" back to an individual
or group the voice or sounds recorded.
For a full minute, the Mirrophonc's
magnetic tape records sound of any kind---individual or group messages, conversation.
music, code messages or portions of radio
broadcasts.
At the flick of a switch, the
Mirrophone
instantly stops recording
and
begins to play back over its loudspeaker the
sounds it has picked up. The recorded sound
may be reproduced
over and over again.
After the "repeat"
switch is changed for

A

another
recording,
the new sounds automatically erase the results of the previous
minute of recording on the automatic tape.
Those who use radio communications
should find the Mirrophone
especially useful in developing clearer speech and better
technique in transmitting
concise and direct
messages. By listening to his own voice on
the Mirrophone,
a pilot or radio operator
who has difficulty making himself understood can criticize himself and thus contribute to a more effective communication
system. An output jack on the machine permits connection
with an external
loudspeaker or another
recording
machine
if
permanent
records are desired.

"Flexible Aerial Gunnery
Making a Gunner"

IILearn and Livell
Hollywood star Guy Kibbee, who
gave his services gratis to the Air
Forces training film program, dons
the robe and halo of St. Peter to put
across some timely lessons in flying
safety in TF 1-3300 "Learn and Live."
St. Peter and Joe Instructor reminisce
over the earthly fate of some of the
pilots who are seen wearing wings
in St. Pete's Pilot's Heaven. Their
conversation sets the stage for flashbacks to the pilot errors that brought
a typical few of the boys into Pilot's
Heaven: Hank with the empty tank,
the familiar guy with propellers in
his pants and in too much of a hurry
to check temperature gauges before
take-off, the hotshot pilot who liked
to stunt at low altitude and the egotist who thought many of the routine
flight orders were meant only for
others, to mention only a few. "Learn
and Live" is a film for all pilots,
whether
beginners
or advanced.
(For more details see Page 39.)
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"Flexible Aerial Gunnery-Making
a Gunner" (TF 1-760), released last
month, shows how aerial flexible
gunners are made-a survey of what
goes into their weeks of intensive
instruction, the tools and armament
they use, a preview of what the
prospective gunner can expect, a
story substantiating
the statement
that "gunners are made, not born."
"Making a Gunner" is the first of a
series of six training films being produced under the general title of
"Flexible Aerial Gunnery." Already
complete are two others, TF 1-762
"Arithmetic for Battle" (background
material for instruction in harmonization of guns and sights) and TF
1-764 "Range Estimation" (estimating target range with the sight ring).
Titles of other films to be completed
soon are "Bullet Between You and
Your Target" and "Estimation of
Lead."

"Fifty-Hour Inspection of The
B-24D •• The Airplane in General"
This past month saw the release
of the first in a series of aircraft
maintenance and inspection training
films especially designed for the
ground crews who keep the crates
in the air. "Fifty-Hour Inspection of
the B-240- The Airplane in General"
(TF 1-818) shows the procedures
followed in the first phases of the
SO-hour inspection of a B-240washing down the plane and engines, exterior surface inspection,

checking the flight controls, emergency hatches, and other details
called for in columns 31, 32, 33 and
34 of Form 41-8. Four additional
training films will follow at an early
date, to complete the details of the
B-240 inspection. In addition to this
group on the B-240, production is
well along on other films dealing
with the SO-hour inspection of practically all types of bombers, fighters
and cargo aircraft.

"Photo Intelligence in
Bombardment Aviation"
Welcome news to the bombardment intelligence officer and the air
crew personnel
with whom he
works is the release this month of
a new AAF training film, "Photo
Intelligence In Bombardment Aviation" (TF 1-3306).
Through the
medium of a dramatic story which
has its beginning at a bombardment
headquarters
"somewhere in England," this film depicts the role of
photographic reconnaissance in air
warfare, the futility of photo reconnaissance unless it is interpreted correctly, and how correct interpretation
of reconnaissance
photos enables
the bomber crew to spot a difficult
target.
(All films
Production

produced
Units.)

by AAF Training

Film

TRAINING OFFICERS,ATTENTION!
Ask for them. Your comm~nd
headquarters has copies for you of
AAF Training Film and Film Strip
Catalog - First Edition, and Supplement No.1.
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GLIMPSE OF PILOT'S HEAVEN-«<~
Employing a novel motion
picture treatment to teach
a vital flying safety lesson

hear of Pilot's Heaven?
It's the
place that flyers go who insist on learning their lessons the hard way.
Of course, nobody ever came back from
Pilot's Heaven but the AAF's Directorate
of Safety Education and the First Motion
Picture Unit have collaborated to produce
"Learn and Live," a movie that shows the
place in all its detail. It's a dull, drab
place. There is no flying, there are no girls
and even the pool tables click with eight
balls exclusively.
Undesirable as this fictional residence
might be, St. Peter (Guy Kibbee) is face
to face with a housing problem. Pilots
are coming in faster than he and his assistants can care for them. This gives rise to
an emergency call for Joe Instructor, St.
Peter puts it squarely up to him to cut
down the rate of entrance. By way of
VER
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reply, Joe reviews how each of the present restless, unhappy inmates got there.
As St. Peter listens to these stories
(dramatized on the screen) of carelessness,
inattention and mistakes of all kinds, he
occasionally is moved to observe, "The
devil you say!" Whereupon his neon halo
flickers and goes out only to re-light
brighter than ever for the next incident.
There is nothing new about the use of
motion pictures in flight training, but this
film is a far cry from the usual class-room
presentation. Designed for use in either
post theatre or classroom, "Learn and Live"
is as good for entertainment as it is for
the lessons it teaches. It is sixty minutes
of good sense wrapped up in a neat pack.
age.
Ideally, of course, good pilots will absorb good sense without the trimmings.

Likewise a hungry man will eat almost any
kind of food regardless of how it looks,
but if it's made attractive he will eat a
lot more of the right things. Director of
Safety Education, Major Robert L. Steinle,
figures the same way about safety lessons.
Safety isn't a bit more interesting than a
raw potato. But the same things can be
done to make safety attractive as can be
done to make a potato practically irresistible.
Professional excellence in this film was
assured by the talent of those who produced it. Guy Kibbee as St. Peter brings
top-flight acting ability to the production.
Most of the personnel of the First Motion
Picture Unit are former top-ranking members of the motion picture industry.
The project was under the general supervision of Lt. Colonel William Keighley,
chief of the motion picture division at
AAF Headquarters, and Major Paul Mantz,
commanding officer of the First Motion Picture Unit. One of the movie industry's top
peacetime executives, Major Owen Crump,
chief of the production department, produced the film, while Lieutenant Edwin
Gilbert, one of Hollywood's finest writers,
turned out the screen play. The musical
score was created by Alex Steinert and arranged and conducted by Dave Rose, using
eighty musicians now members of the Santa
Ana Air Force Band.
"Learn and Live" is the forerunner of
other films in which the same techniques
will be used.

*
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Pilots, navigators and bombardiers
aren't
the only crew members to get a thorough
briefing before a mission.
Enlisted men are
given a fill-in on details of the flight--the
target, route in and out, concentrations
of
flak along the way and ncar the target,
enemy fighter, airdromes, type of fighters to
be expected, enemy interception
tactics and
the like --- and later, radio operators
are
given a special briefing by the Communications Oflicer who distributes log books and
several sets of signals.
Fl irnsies cont.i.nrng such information
as
the call sign for code, the voice call sign,
all f requcnrics
and flying control stations
also are given each operator.
You can't put too much emphasis on the
necessity for the destruction of all data and
equipment
which may be of value to the
enemy in the case something goes wrong on
a rrussron.

don't watch out you may find yourself
"pouring it into" one of your own fighter
escort.
On several missions we WCI L C.'icorted by Spitfires, which to me are plenty
difJicult to tell from anME-I09
at a distance. At times, one or two of the Spitfires would pull lip over us to show they
were friendly,
but any fighter plane that
dived toward the formation was fired on.
It also would be a good idea to get in
plenty of Iirst aid training
before going
on a combat mission, learning particularly
the usc of morphine
and what to do in
case of shock. This is knowledge you are
sure to have a chancc to put to good usc.

A THOROlJ(;H check of all equipment is
absolutely essential before taking off.
In
addition to the careful inspection of your
radio equipment
and gun, you also should
check your ammunition,
parachute,
life
rafts, clothing, escape kits and make sure
the kit knife is located where it can be
found quickly.
This is important.
Your
oxygen mask may freeze and that knife
will come in mighty handy when you have
to cut the tube and get your oxygen sU'lply
direct- to name only one of its many uses.
As soon as the engines of a ship are
started, the radio operator begins his log,
and, I might say, you don't fool around
with this log on a combat mission. It must
be complete
and accurate,
and entries
should be made at five-minute intervals at
least. It would be a good idea for radio
operators to get in as much log-making experience as possible before going to a combat zone. It is sure to prove a great help.
Once over enemy territory the radio operator breaks radio silence only on orders
from his C. O. He buckles down to his
gunnery job. While at his gun, a radio
operator is in an excellent position to observe flak. It is his duty to call it out to
the navigator, giving the place of burst by
the clock system, the height and color, all of
which is used by intelligence
officers later.
A good combat radio operator should be
able to take lifteen or twenty words of code
per minute.
He should have enough experience to perform minor repairs on both
radio equipment
and machine guns. A student should
operate radio equipment
as
often as he possibly can and especially
should practice interpolating
and calibrating frequencies.
Plenty of "di:;';ing"
in training
will
make things
a lot easier when he gets
across.
In England
an operator
is given
a two weeks' course in British radio procedure and a code check and he must pass
the course before he is permitted to fly.
Aircraft
recognition
is particularly
important
in the European
theatre.
If you

sions from England engages in a minimum
of engineering and a maximum of gunnery.
In my case I handled the top turret and, believe me, you can get in some good shooting from there.
The best tip I could possibly offer as a
result of combat experience
is KNOW
YOUR GUNS-every
inch of them.
In the first place, before starting
out
on a mission, you can't know too much
about your guns when you give them that
last once-over.
This check-up, to my way
of thinking, is the most important
job of
a gunner-next,
of course, to his work of
putting the finishing touches on an enemy
fighter plane.
In England we made a practice of stripping our guns completely before a flight
in order to check in detail for rust and
worn parts. In this theatre don't be afraid
to use oil. I remember one occasion when
we were ordered to clean our guns with
gasoline and then dry them thoroughlythat was all. When we took to the air
there was just enough
condensation
to
cause the guns to stick or freeze. We could
fire one shot and then the guns would
stick. At one point on the mission--just
over the target -five guns on our ship
were not working properly. In a flight of
seventy planes that day, all except thirtyseven turned back due to gun or engineering trouble.
Later we found that best results were obtained fro .. , our guns simply by wiping
them dry and giving them a thin coating
of oil. It is important,
too, to check the
head space and the oil buffer, as well as
the quantity of oil in the buffers to make
sure they are full.
Don't rely solely on the other fellow in
liguring your turret is operating
properly.
Specialists give the turrets a thorough going
over the night before a mission, but we
always made it a practice of checking their
operation with the aid of a portable energizer. The energizer provides electric current which builds up the necessary hydraulic
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FIGHTING FROM A TURRET
By Tech. Sgt. Carl L. Masters,
engineer
case of emergency,
an engiE neer ofina B-17
operating on combat mrsXcEPT
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pressure to run the turrets for this chec~~
Gunners should be at their positions from
the time the ship leaves the field until it
lands again. Be on the alert always. Enemy
planes can come at you anywhere, any time.
The top turret gunner has a responsible
job. He has a good view of everything
happening
above and on either side of the
ship and he must continually
sweep a full
l80-degree
range, depending,
of cou rse, on
his plane's position in formation.
On our early missions last fall fighters
were coming in head on most of the time.
I got plenty of action then simply by telling
the pilot to dip the B-l7's nose a little.
The one sure enemy fighter I have to my
credit is a FW-190 that came in that way.
When
the enemy pilot turned
to duck
out of it, I let him have a good squirt light
along the 190's belly.
however, the lighters began coming in out of the sun. They would begin
firing directly out of the sun and sometimes
would be within 200 yards before we could
see them.
We tried putting
burnt cork
around our eyes to cut down the glare, the
same as in football, and it helped a lot.
It's a good idea for all gunners
in a
crew to feel at home in all gun positions.
You can never tell when somebody
hundling a particularly
hot position is going
to get knocked out and you will have to
take his place. On the St. Nazaire raid,
our two waist gunners
were hit by flak
and Sergeant DeBoy, our radioman,
went
back to take care of both waist guns while
the co-pilot took over the radio gun.
In
this way we were still pretty well defended.
Coming home from a mission the top
turret gunner is apt to get his roughest work
because enemy fighters are usually lying in
wait for the formation
as it comes back
off the target.
In the European
theatre
you can count on fighters following
you
back to their own coast.
We even had
them follow us to within thirty miles of
the English coast over the North Sea. The
top turret gunner should stay in the turret
until his plane begins circling the home
field.
About the only thing a gunner has to do
at the intelligence
interrogation
is to claim
any enemy planes he shot down.
It is a
wise idea never to claim a fighter unless
you are absolutely
sure it was destroyed.
Intelligence
might check off enemy fighters
in that particular
area and the next time
you and your buddies go over that territory
you may be jumped by a lot more fIghters
than your intelligence officer warned you of.
There's
no glory in claiming
an enemy
fighter-your
primary objective is bombing,
not shooting
clown fighters--and
if you
claim too many you are only making it
harder for yourself
and the rest of the
crews to gauge your opposition.
When you finish the interrogation,
don't
call it a day and head for the barracks.
Go to the armament shop and clean your
guns. There may be a mission again the
next day, and it's a comfortable
feeling to
know that your guns arc OK.

LATER,
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war on paperwork, that old
Army hairshirt, has spread even to
Hawaii, the land of grass skirts and
leis. from the pen of Lieutenant A. O.
Williams of the Seventh Air force
have come these lively sketches intended to encourage elimination of
reams of unnecessary memoranda,
letters and indorsements.
"Pau" in
its literal sense is Hawaiian for "end,"
"complete" or "finish". In this instance, for all practical purposes, it
might well read, "phooey on Paperwork," or, if more dignity is preferred.
"let's End Useless Waste of lime."
/
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August Brief
ONE OF THE FIRST assignments for new
pilots of the 14th Air Force in China is a
talk with their Commanding
General. Major
General Claire L. Chennault.
An article on
what he tells them has been written for AIR
FORCE by General Chennault and it appears
on Page 6 of this issue. General Chennault
has been fighting
the Japanese
air force
since 19"7 ~ as aviation
advisor to the
Chinese government,
organizer
and commander of the American Volunteer
Group,
chief of the China Air Task Force and
CG of the l-tth.
"FLIGHT
STRIPS, II the Army
Air
Forces' practical
solution
to the landing
area problem, have become a definite factor
in wartime operations.
Long regarded
as
the "father of the 'Flight Strips' program."
Colonel Stedman Shumway Hanks has taken
a leading role in the development
of the
projects which have been set up not only in
more than a dozen States but up along the
vital Alcan Highway to Alaska. On Page S
Colonel Hanks presents a progress report
on the wartime
significance
of "Flight
Strips" and explores several post-war considerations.
IF YOU'VE ever wondered what would
happen to you if your bomber exploded in
mid-air "vel' enemy territory, you might be
interested
in the story on Page 12 which
relates the experiences of Captain Frank P.
Render who had just that happen to him
over Buna when that section of New Guinea
was in Jap hands.
His trying ordeal in
reaching his base makes Captain Bender's
survival story not only spectacular hut highly
informative.
Captain Bender. who is now
A-" of a Bomhardment
Wing
at Drew
Field, Tampa, Ela., saw action in the Philippines and Java as well as in New Guinea.
Two
OFFICERS and two enlisted men
recently returned from the Aleutians
have
given Herbert Ringold of the Am FORCE
staff a graphic description of what it means
to fight J;lpS and weather in the northern
theatre. Their story appears on Page H.
THE AIRWAYS
TRAFFIC
CONTROL
otganization.
key to the network of airways
leading pilots safely "on course" throughout the United States, has never been clearly
understood
by many of our airmen. With

this in mind, Lieut. Colonel George
C.
Price. chief of staff, Flight Control Command. has written an article for Am FORCron the organization
of Airways Traffic Control, how it works and the plans lin,krway
for the future.
Colonel Price's article appears on Page 22.
ONE OF THE MOST devastating
raids
yet made on a vital japanese industry hy
AAF bombers was that which blasted enemy
phosphate
plants on Nauru Island in midApril.
A picture story of the raid. which
was led by Maim Gener,t1 Willis H. Hale,
Commanding
General of the 7th Air Force,
is presented on p,'ges 2.j and 25. The [ro n]
co rer this month shows an important
step
in the preparation
for this raid.
THE JAPS
don't like our R-2(,s and
Major Dill R. Ellis tells why in his story
on Page "0. Major Ellis returned
to the
United States recently after flying n urncroux
missions
against Jap installations
as CO
of a R-21) squadron
in the South Pacific.
EVEN in the first 'J(!mld \X'ar. an irnportau t intelligence
faLlm in determining
enernv position~ and mappiru; new adyanccs
was the use of third-dimensional
photogr".
phy by means of the sterc.oscope. The latest
development
in the field of thircl.dimensional photography
and interpretation
is the
Vectograph,
which permits entire groups to
view pictures and mos.iic-. of cncrnv territory simply by using polarized
spectacles.
Lieutenant
Colonel M. E. P"rks dcscribes
this new method and its rnanv milir.uv uses
in the article on Page ~2. Colonel Parks is
a technical advisor on techniques
of pho ..
togrammctry
and photographic
equipment
and development
at He;,d'1uarlcrs.
YOUR AIR FORCE this month has had
a shave. The margins have hccn reduccd
and the format trimmed to afford readers
more type and illustrative matter per square
inch and. at the same time. conserve the
paper required for each page of the puhlication. This trimming is accompanied
hy an
increase in pages~-frorn
forty to forty-eight
~to
permit your service journal
to ket'p
pace with the expanding
activities
of the
Army Air Forces. The increase in pages
also is in keeping with numerous
request:'from readers for a larger publication.
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The manpower conservation
program, and other developments of the month within
the Army Air Forces.
genual
service men at your station
being
used in post headquarters
work, as runners and messengers,
on orderly room clerical detail, for policing
grounds and huildings,
as motor vehicle
drivers and maintenance
men, as officers'
mess attendants?
Official reports
indicate
that a large
percenLl"e
of the housckccpinj;
and service jol~~ at Air Forces installations
in
this country can be done hy personnel
other than those classified
for general
service duty- lunitcd-svrvirc
otJicers and
enlisted men, WAACs
and civilian women, and male civil i.ms over military age
or those permanent Iy deferred.
How nuny oflicers and enlisted
men
in the Army Air Forces are en!~al:ed in
unncccss.rr-,: jobs at stations
with'in the
continental
limits)
How milny arc performini,
duties for which thcv arc not
suited'" How many units are ~versLlffed
for the part icular joh they arc performinl:) How can otJice"s and men in such
jobs and units be made available
for
transfer)
The answers
to these questions,
and
others
like them. .irc now being developed.
The
j,(.,t.
we are told,
is
definitely on. In brier a manpower
conscrv.uion
prog:',un is under way in the
Air Forces,
The p"ogra"l
is being directed by the
newly create] ~<~npower Division, which
operates under tilt' Chief of Manacement
Control at Hc.ulqua rtcrx. T. Ie program in
the Air Forces is part of a general War
Department
effort, supervised by the War
Department
Manpower Board. to put the
right man in the r:,:ht job and accomplish a reduction
in military personnel
engaged in non-combatant
activities,
Here's a statement from the AAF Manpower Division:
"The
job is two-fold:
to eliminate
excess manpower---both
military and ciARE

1'"1..
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vilian-at
continental
install.rtions ; and
to fill as many of the remaining
jobs
as possible
with limited
service men,
W AACs and civilian women, and overage or permanently
deferred males,"
Obviously,
a small Headquarters
unit
like the Manpower
Division can't carry
out the enti re manpower conservation program in all commands of the Air Forces.
Its main job is to aid in initiating studies
in the commands,
geneLdly monitor the
manpower
surveys, analyze results and
make recommendations.
Surveys at selected stations will result in the estahlishrncnt of ground
rules, yardsticks
and
standards for the over-all program.
Where possible, "Exact Manning
Tables" will be employed
as it basis for
personnel
re'luests in place of Tables of
Or,l:anization,
Adoption
of an Exact
Mi\l1ning Table means a complete and objective survey of an installation
to determine the exact number of personnel
rcqui red, rather
than the allotments
of
personnel
by squadrons or other group
units.
Other
factors involved
include
the
elimination
of unnecessary and/or dup l icat ine reports,
elimination
of nonessential and the curt a i I men t 0 f 0 v e r ex pan ded activities,
and simplification
of
administrative
practices and procedures.

HANGAR OF FAME

A letter from First Lieutenant
L. A.
Hamilton, Tactical OtJicer of the Av i.it ion
Cadet Detachment
at Brooks Field, Texas,
tells of a special use at his station for the
AIR FORCE "Roll of Honor." A "Hangar
of Fame" is kept at that advanced flying
school, listing all its graduates who have
been decorated.
So far, he writes, sixty
names have been gleaned for the Brooks
Field "Hangar of Fame" since AIR FORCE
began its "Roll of Honor"
feature. This
is one convenient method hy which training schools can keep track of their alumni
who distinguish
themselves in combat.
"As TIME GOES

Bv"

A Hollywood
"idea"
nun
suddenly
found himself in the Army, stationed a.';
a private at a West Coast hase. It wasn't
long before he had developed
what he
thought to be the answer to the Army's
prayer. The next step, of course, was to

ANOTHER
CHUTE MISSING

Base Operations,
Army
Air Forces
Proving Ground. Eglin Field, Florida, reports a missing parachute, Type S-I, No.
42-63129.
If you locale it, please return
the chute
to Base
Operations
at Eglin.

Precision BOJilbillg

1

get the idea before
proper
;lutho(ity.
Laboriously
he
sold
his
brainchild
through
channels.
Then
the great day
arrived and he was standing
before the
Colonel,
a tough old compaigner.
Our
hero, using his best Hollywood
technique,
employed
"terrific,"
"stupendous"
and
"colossal"
with abandon.
The Colonel
sat unmoved.
Finally,
his presentation
over, the Private
paused for breath.
It
was the Colonel's
move. Said he: "That
idea has merit, young man. Come back
and sec me in six months."
The Private
didn't
blink an eyelash. With
military
precision he raised his arm and stared at
his wrist.
"Shall
we synchronize
our
watches, Sir?" he asked.
MULLET

KEY

Perhaps the most bombed and strafed
group of men in the continental
United
States is a detachment
of Army Air Forces
personnel
on Mullet Key, Florida.
Mullet Key lies about thirty miles off
Tampa.
A strip of sand, palms and beach
about three miles long, it is used as a
bombardment
and ground strafing range.
Virtually
24 hours a day, medium bombers from MacDil1 Field and Sarasota and
fighters from the 3rd Fighter Command
at Drew Field raid this peaceful island,
while on a tall flagpole a red-orange
Aag,
hung below the stars and stripes, warns
ships in the vicinity to keep well away
from there.
The detachment
is from the 97th Aviation Squadron
at EacDill
Field.
It is
under the command
of First Lieutenant
R. G. Gilliland.
The last we heard there
were two white soldiers-Privates
First
Class Robert Koch of the Medical Detachment, Base Hospital, and James Manwell, a rnechan.r-Lal]
the rest, Negro
troops.
This detachment
maintains
the r.irure,
keeps and reports scores from spotting
towers,
repairs the bulls-eye
panel targets which line the beach, operates the
radio. and performs
other duties of a
regular
post.
Retreat
is an impressive
little scene.
Facilities of the island consist of only
three or four white clapboard
buildings
and a dock. However, the unit boasts the
~'smallest P~ in the Army":-a
large pack1I1g case WIth a lock on It, from which
toilet articles and other supplies are sold.
It does a business of about S 1 50 a month.
None of the soldiers has ever been hit
although Lieutenant Gilliland admits that
"some of the Ayers are a little wild."
They "can scare you a little, but never
hit real close."
Morale on the key is as high as you'll
find anywhere.
For example,
while the
~en can ~ave frequent
two-day passes
1I1to MacDI11 and Tampa, they practically
never take them, even when urged by
Lieutenant Gilliland,
and their only worry
is that they'll be transferred.
The rea so-t
-swimming,
fishing, volleyball and so
c~

2

ball arc ,tll aood on this clean whi:e "
of sand an,l' the weather is pleasant. The
food is said to be absolutely tops. And
the job is an important
one in a country
that is depending
heavily on its ability
to train first-rate
combat airmen
in a.
minimum of time.
AUTOMATIC

NAVIGATOR

An automatic n.iviuator that will make
pr.irtica llv all computations
for the navigator
therehy peatly
simplifying
dead
reckoninu
and oliminatiruz
some instruments
i's one of the late'st products off
the Wright Field engineering
line.
Three indicators
on the device continuously
gi\C air mileage, latitude and
longitude.
Havinu set the rnileaue meter
at zero at the start of a mission,
the

,',l'l,,~ator has only to take off readinj.s
dwing the flight to stay on course.
An averaging
sextant further aids th(;
navijrator in est'lhlishing
his position by
celestial observation.
It will record and
average 100 readings of stars and planets
in two minutes.
virtually
eliminating
chance error due to speed, vibration and
rough
air. With
the astrograph,
the
aerial navigator can h x his position on a
chart (using the sextant readings)
in one
and one-half minutes.
DOCTORS

OF BOMBARDIERING

From the Midland Army Flying School
come reports of the outstanding
success
achieved
by former
college
profs and
public school teachers, who were rounded
up to staff the ground school classes at
this bombardier
"college"
when instructors were needed
in a hurry.
These
trained teachers, beyond the age of maximum combat efficiency, offered a double
solution-not
only could they cut the
mustard from the teaching angle, hut also
their utilization
relieved younger men for
Aight instruction
and combat duty.
In finding a direct connection between
a schoolmaster
and a blockbuster,
their
previous unfamiliarity
with hombardiering did not hamper them in the least, so
we hear. It was a neat jump-from
music. economics,
history and chemistry
to
theory of bombing,
fuses. analysis of results and automatic
pilot operation.
Of
cou-se,
the teachers first went through
the entire bombardiers'
course, including
the actual bomhing
of targets
on the
practice range.
The teachers are said to have found no
important
differences between instructing
aviation cadets and college students,
except that they say the cadets are more
eauer to learn and discipline
is more
rigid.
One exception.
A former Universitv
of Wisconsin
prof confesses, "We miss
the co-eds."
MIX-UP

IN PHOENIX

It is told around Phoenix how Chinese
cadets who came to Arizona for flight
training
earlier in the war unwittin'gly
threw a scare into the citizenry. The first
time the Chinese students went into the
air and used their radios, they began to
talk to earh other over the inter plane
sets. Naturally, they spoke Chinese. When
it was heard on the airwaves by civilian
stations and others around
Phoenix.
it
very nearly caused an alert in the city
against what many thought
to be a Jap
invasion.
PILOT'S

TEN

COMMANDMENTS

In the columns

"Scare me -

I've got hiccups!"
-FRITZ

WILKINSON

of "The Flyer," publication of the Reno, Nevada,
Army Air
Base, we found
"A Pilot's Ten Commandments."
Here they are:
1. Seat thyself well upon thy fifth vertebra, leaving not thy fingerprints
on the
AIR
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controls,

and

chewing

not

on

thy

finger-

nails.

2.

Know
thy instruments.
for they arc
the true and appointed
prophets.
3. Follow the indications
of thy instruments,
and verily the airplane
will follow
along,
even as the tail follows
the sheep,
4. Do not stick out thy neck a foot;
stay within
the confines
of thy ability.
and
thou shalt live to a happy
all! age,
5. Know the appointed
words
and 'lpproved
methods;
so if thy neck drapeth
out thou shalt be able even unto thyscl f
to place same in its proper
place,
upon
thy shoulders.
6. follow
thy radio
bcarn : for their
ways are the happy
w.ivs and will le.id
to the promised
land-ing.
7. Listen carefullv.
VC.l verily.
to the
sit:ml
impinging
on thy eardrum.
for
sometimes
they seem to have the tongues
of snakes
and will cross up thy or ient.ition, to the sad state to where
thou must
ask Heaven
itself for ~uid,mce,
8. Assume
not,
~('ithcr
shalt
thou
guess,
that thy position
is such. hut l'roY('
to thine own satisfaction
such is the case.
9. Boast not, neither
hrat::
for surclv
Old
Devil
Overcast
shalt
write
such
words
in his book,
and thou shalt,
some
day, be called
for an JCcounting,
10. Trust not thy seat (of thy pants)
but
follow
thy
instruments:
re.i.l anll
truly
interpret'
the word
as given
from
thine
instrument
board:
k now tint
the:
responsibility
lieth nut with the h.uid tlut
rocks the control
column,
but in the mind
that directs
the hand,
and thou xh.i l! be
blessed
with a long and happy
life.
CEILING

Sailors
in the Armv
are norhinu
new.
The Army
operates
many
kinds
of boats
for one purpose
or .mother and they .HC
manned
by Army
personnel.
But under-sea
divers
in the Air Forces
are rare.
So far as we know,
there
.irc
only
six of them,
They
are under
the
command
of a Navy
warrant
officer but
are personnel
of the First Proving
Ground
Torpedo
Squadron
at Eglin Field. Florida,
where
medium
bomher
crews are tr.rincd
in the technique
of torpedo attack,
It is the function
of these divers,
who
have
full
under-sea
equipment
arid
a
special
boat
of their
own,
to go out to
sea during
practice
runs, mark the pl.iccs
where
the torpedoes
s.uik, and later retrieve
them.
DAMN THE TORPEDOES •••
Back in the April
issue we carried
an
article
by Captain
Charles
D, Frazer,
entitled
"Night
Mission
Over
the Cari]»
bean,"
in which
the author
described
.1
submarine
hunt in a B-18.
At one point,
quoting
the bombardier
of th,lt
pl.tne,
the article
states:
"The
best time to catch
(cl subn1.lrine)
is when he's filling
his torpe,lo
tuhes, He
GlI1't dive until
his tuhes
arc close,1 an,1

1943

on him.
If
hl' r.m rr.ish-

L

We'r;
indebted
to Capt.rin
lby D. '('arbuck,
D, S, Navy, N~w,tl LiJisotl (Htilt'r
at the AAF
Navigation
School,
Sclm.in
Field,
Alabama,
f~r checking
tJut
st.uemerit. Writes
Captain
T arhu:k:
"In
the Department
of Na\'.11 Forll's
and Operations
at Selman
Fiel,! the students
learn that suhnurincs
do no: lOllle
to the surface at all to relill torpc.lo lubl's,
because
it is accoml'lishe,l
bl' brndl
10'lding
within
the vessel.
\Ve ,t!SO tc.uh
th.it torpedo
tubcs 0pl'n UI' ,losed
,"lIl1ll.t
deter
divin~
since th« intcrlo.k
s mak,'
it
im possible
to open hot h cn.ls of the lube
H the same time,"
A checkup
reveals
the point
in 'Iul',stion to be worthy
of turt licr dis'lissillll,
R.LSed on iuform.tt
ion receiYc,! trorn f\ ,\ F
Ant ixulunar inc Comm.m.l
Ilc.l,l'lll.lrtLTs,
our
reference
to the Jill ing of tl)rpnl'l

....------

to

three
months.
Rltlef\'
c1l;lr~ing
is ,11a d.lil\'
ol'lurretll~'
und~'r
'.I\'l'I',I~e
(,ol1.lilions,
(>f course. if '1 suh is <,au~'hr
with
its Iutlhcs
,1')\I'n, so to s!,eak,
'the:
time t.ikcn to h.lttc'll tltl' IUkhvs
i,s 1I\.ll\)'
mill utes beforc u dive is possible,
I Icu.c,
ill this illsLtn<'l'
of o!'ellillg
lite IUI,hvs
on.c in t wo or thrl'l' ruourhs
t imc, lhe
slIh is "'lu~hl
.u ~re.lkr ,lis,l,h'.lnLt~l'
i h.in
,1lJ[ill,~
tl\('
h,ltkr\'-llt.lrgillg
ll!)~'c.llinll,
wh i,'h is mu.h more fre'quell!."
lro.u [hi,s we l,<)lhlu,lv ih.u llun- woul.!
h.i v« lx-cn Ill) ch.ui.«
{Ol' nuxint crprvt.tlion h.id the homh;lr,lil'l"S
St.ltelllL'llt been:
"Th« hest t imc: Iu ,.It,h
on.- (.l suhm.uinc)
is wlu-n hc"s tilllllg
his 11)1'/',-./0
I',IO/!!.
l!e elll't d iv« 1IIIlii his /',1/(/'" Iii:
t l-,: .I"d .i rc l'll)se,! .ui.] tlut ~i\'l" vou .1
lillie hul~,. ou lum.
11 Itl.'S lll;'" ,h,lr~ill~
his h.llle;'ies
hl' LL ll.lsh-,ll\c
on YOl;, .

mos:

BLACKOUT
;\.s IhIS slnr\, h.ls it. thl' <'ul'ilnt
of .1
(r,ll\s)'"l't
\\'.IS IlukiIl~
his \ir!-,-ill Iril' over
.1 uort hcrr:
run. Su,l,kttl\,
.u I S.(1()() fl'l'l,
he I'l"di/l,d
th.u IllS \i~inn
W.1S L;d(jll~
blulre,!.
Ill'
h.r.]
hlIt
lllll'
Ihu:lt:ht
'-

.uio x i.r ' Thc' ,u!,ilul
Itis m.isk
Nl) Ic.iks.

!llIn'it"I"
,heYk",l
II" ,hnke',J
the
rV~lIl.llllr
It W,IS Ok,I\,
BlIl sttll it ~rew
,I.;rker,
!-'J',1I1Ii,all\' lu- lucl)l,,1 III thl' 1\i1'lt,
'11\,! fUUlhl hil1\ hlt,lily lIll,listurhe,1.
\X'hen
our ''<''I'ilul
kll
hiIlbl,lt
,lhlllli III bl.ll'kout lllllll'kkh
he l'rvl',II""!
III g.ISp int'l
the intcr.un t(lC hell"
Hut hd',ll'V he go:
the ,h.lllll'
he hl',lr,! t l«: t11~lll ellc;ineer's
\'l'I,,'
• om«
III: "!),lll\lI,
l';is is t'he tirst
luLtI

"Scram, boys-I
heard
to feather hie props!"

ZERO MINUS
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that ~ives you a little buke
he's onlv dIM~in~
b,ltterie~,
dive on'you,"-

ellq'sl'

I cvcr S.l \\1"

him say he's going

A BOMBARDIER SAYS

-CPL, PAUl. .J. KAAll

l'\l'l'\'thill~
.tltU"lL: .t~
lIJ;til
itOs til1\~' for "H~)flll,.s
llu-n
11(1 humhs
,Ir,)!' out
TVlllllil.t!
Sl'I'~l',II11
[ulin
vct cr.rn H __'() l'lll;1h.u,lil:r
with

Nl)w

illL!:

tubes
is open
to misintl'f'j'rd.ll
ion sin,e
there .irc two l'!'l1ce,lures
iu vul vc.l in Ihis
connection:
First, the .ut n.i l lilllllg ot t lu
tubes:
«xon.llv,
the l'l.l,ling
nt the torpedo room with torpl'dol'S
t'n'!1l I he .lc.k
cont.iiner after the tnq'e,llles
in the !'l10!1l
have been utilize.]
in .ut.uk s ,tt su.
The Comrn.ind informs
us:
"The
description
llf llper.lt inn con.c-ruing interlocking
of ch.unl-cr«
.in.] 10.1,1ing within
the vessel
,'llllL'ernS only t hc
single operation
of leu,ling
thl' tuhes, Hut
when
the torpedoes
,lrl' USl'.! up within
the room
itself,
then
the onlv pl.l'c
ITn1.lining
to ol-t.rin
ruor«
pl'ujnliks
is
from
the
,leek
nllluincr
where
sp.lI'C
toq,r locs arc kept.
To re.uh
lite dnk,
cont.uner
it is ncccssarv
tor the xuluu.uinc
to surface
rompletelv:
the lult'h
on the
lleck must be opcue.]
'lnd .I h.uch
in thc
pressurc
hull
dircdl\'
hcne.lth
Ihc ,Ink
h.ircl: must
he of'enc,l
J Iso,
Cr.uu-:
.1I'C
wh eele.] into position
f()[' rl'mo\'in.~
thc
,leck torpedoes
to tile tmpcclo
rOO!1l 11llmediate!\'
below,
It is helic\e,1
thai tltis
oper.ltio;1
rClluires
Jh,)ut
t Wll III four
hours
in a N.lZi
suhnurinc,
But.
tltis
oper.ltion
is f'erformc,1
only onLC durillg
an enlire
voyal,:e
Ltsting
sllJ1lL'timcs
two

'lIlll

lnissintl

t lu-n,

l:,i..lL'S

on

,1

lxuul»

uuc .IS ptC
,IW.l\"
,lnc!

()' Bricll,
,1
more: tlun

t\\enl\'
'lllllh.lt
l1\issilH1S ov cr the
-'I'UtS'III
thl'
S'lIIlh\\'c'St
I'.h'itie
crc.lit. full"ws
Ill' t h.it .ouuncn!
kw ot hc-rx.
He fel.ls th.u if ,1 h,)l1\h,lr,lin

hutkst
to his

"ith

,1

w.ints

tu m.ik« xure: Ilis h'lIllhs
.irc ,In','pe,l
corr,',ll\"
hl' shoul.] Ill'st fluke' surc thl'\' .ire
1",ld~'d ,'l)rrnll\"
Ill' ,1,ll1\its t h.ir s~lll1etimc-, it is iJl1pl'.lltl,.tI
tu w.urh
!'crson.i ll v t lu- l-oml»,
hcin~ Ilu,k,!
illtu th« r.u k
sit;", this is U{tl'll Jl)lle while' the I\lissilll~
is hving
hriek,l.
Hut whenever
J',)ssihle,
the h"l1\h'lr,!ivr
shllul,l
hv '\l1 h.lll,1 for
Ihi.s ul'l'l'.lIiun
.ui.] not "IlI\' kllnw wh.u' is
I,vill~ d,)f\v hut vX,I,(I\' /,0'/1' .IS wvll.
Hcf,nc' IU,I,lill~.
thv hoillh
r.uk
-houl.l
he
run lhrulI~l~
I wo or t hrc« timvs to Sl'e if
it is fUthtiullillg
I'rllJ'l'l'h',
Th« hnl\lhs.
he
S.LI'S, .rrc ullim,ltel\'
thv hUI1lh,lr,lin's
reSj;llllSihility
.1nJ \;l' sllllul,l
know
C\Tr}'tltin,c; thnl'
is tll kllllW .lbuut
thl'I11,
In
this klluwlnlgl'
hl' ilhluJes
the setting
of
the fllse .lnd thl' ,Ihilitl'
tl) lll.ll1~e
the
sdtin~
ur tltl' (usc ill tfi~ht.
hl",II~lSe ll(osiut;,llI}'
the
lll'igin.ll'
Urgc't,
which
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TIPS FROM THE ARCTIC DESERT AND TROPIC INFORMATION CENTER
PHANTOM ICE.
Alaskan
fiyers have
reported several cas"s of willg-icing
in apparently
c!e,H air. Theoretically,
this isn't
rossihJe since visihle moisture
in the forrn
of suhcooled water must he present to form
wing-icc.
AAF pilots encountering
a condition producing
wing-icc in apparently
clear
air are requested
to report the following
details to the nearest weather olJice: (a)
condition of the sky; (h) tcrnperature
; (c)
altitude;
(d) looking at the sun-ice
crystals or halo or both,
ARAB ApPEAL.
"S/ood
chits"
are
now carried
by our pilots on all missions over North Africa. These are written In three languages
and are intended
to secure the friendship
and the aid of
the Arabs.
They're
as good as money
because
the natives
can cash them in
as a reward
for helping our airmen to
safety.
KITCHEN SINK. American
airmen
in
the Pacific area have found a fascinating
study in hits of shrapnd
picked up "fter a
j.ip raid. Some of the fragments are easily
recognized
as Arneric.m
in origin
nuts,
holts, scissors frorn a wcl l-known
sewingmachine
makcr, pieces of farm mar hiucry,
even two first-class radiator caps. The boys
are looking
for the radiators
in the next
raid.

JACK SPRATT. In Arctic regions. you
can literally
"eat
yourself
to death."
There are numerous entries in the North
country
log about
men who've
eaten
hare to bursting and yet lost weight day
after
day.
Hares have little fat content. and fat is a vital part of the Arctic
menu.
It you're
ever
faced
with
a
forced
hare diet.
be sure to garnish
your banquet
with seal or walrus blubber lor any other similarly
delightful
fat equivalent
J.

FICKLE STORMS.
In the Sismarck
Sea engagement.
the Nips had counted
on an overcast
similar to that
which
permitted
the Gneisenau
and Scharnhorst
to escape
through
the English
Channel.
They
expected
an existing
tropical
disturbance
to afford
cloud
cover for operations
for at least five
days. During the nights of March 2 and
3. however. the storm suddenly reversed
Its direction and made the armada look
like sitting duckpins.
Flying and bombing weather is at its best after the passage of a tropical storm.

JEEP JAUNTS. The inventor of the jeep
must be pop-eyed by now at the legends
and deeds of his famous brainchild.
Hut
this latest one tops them all. New pastime
for the boys in North Africa is shagging
gazelles in a jeep, thereby solving the freshmeat shortage and proving that the age-old
saying "as swift as a gazelle" just means
second gear as far as a jeep is concerned.
DID You KNOW •••
that
a plane
flown continuously
on a course of N.
45° E. Itrue bearing)
from New York.
will eventually
arrive at the North Pole
• . • that Fairbanks.
Alaska.
is equidistant
from Washington.
D. C.• Tokyo.
and Murmansk.
Russia ...
that
the
lowest temperatures
ever recorded have
been found south of the Arctic Circle?
DESERT STATIC. To overcome the hazards of static electricity under desert operating conditions,
the nose wheels of the
P-~8 and P-~9 and the tail wheels of the
P-47 and P-35 are now equipped with static
inductive tires having a graphite base. These
tires do away with individual
conductor
wires. After the war, they might be made
avai lahle to college boys parked in lovers'
lane on moonlit nights.

The Arctic.
Desert
and Tropic Information
Center
welcomes
contributions
from all Army personnel
with knowledge
of the non-temperate
theatres
of operation.
Submit to: Arctic. Desert and Tropic Information
Center. Eglin Field. Fla.
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called for a scttinL:: o{ i cn .sec-ond.'
will Ix (Iosed uf' ';1I1,1 ,:I~(l:;,e;', recluirine;
an insr.int.uicous
.se'llll,c;, will f'roent
itscl f.
O'Brien
also \\;HIlS a,~.lilbt (.He-\csS
h.mdliru; of the- bombsi,~hL which can't
be tossed around like a footb,tli.
:\n .ircurate time check should also be kel" .lnc1
the bombsi",ht
sent into a dq'ol
when
the time is up. A bombardier
shoul.! .lcvelop skill in adjustin,~ 'Iuickl,
to nel\'
altitudes and in inst.uit lv sellin", uf' ,lifferent dropl'ing
an,~lcs in ,lddililln
to
knowing
si,~ht setting,
so lIell he «.m
make a set without ronsr.uu lv I'durin!!
to his bomb book.
'
,
finally,
O'Brien
advises bomb.lrllicrs
in medium
bombardment
outfits nOI to
get itchy fingers just before the run sLu'ls.
Wait until the pilot calls "level .m.] on
course," then go to work, says he.
A "HERO"

COMES

HOME

Everyone expects modesty in a returning hero. When the home-town
folks turn
out in celebration,
a hero is supposecl to
blush and stammer, reluctant to admit hi.,
bravery
and exploits.
That's
why thcv
wouldn't
believe Private First Class Ora
G. McClain.
Private McClain, after a knee 0l'eration thar had no more to do with comb.\t
than a game of ",oIL received
a two
months' fur louul: early in i\brch and departed for his home town of Creem'i1le,
Ohio. Wearing
the red, white and blue
ribbon,
indicativc
of foreign
scrvicc in
the Western
Hemisphere,
.ind hobbling
on crutches, he soon found himself the
center of attention.
Thev stared pop-eyed as he got on the
train for St. Louis.
Beautiful
girls and
motherly women found excuses to en~Jge
him in' conversation.
The men reg,\~d~cl
him with envy and admiration.
Private
McClain
tried to disillusion
them but couldn't get to first base. After
al L wasn't he an overseas veteran) Y cs,
he was, with a ribbon to prove it. And
those crutches!
He looked just the type
--self-conscious
in civilized surroundings
after those days an d nights
of bitt~r
struggle with a knife in his teeth and a
bullet in his leg, coaly facing a cruel,
ruthless, cunni ng, reI en tless enemy.
"But I tell you I wasn't in action,"
pleaded McClain.
"I haveri't been within
five thousand
miles of an enemy bullet.
The reason I'm wearing these crutches is
that I had to have an operation
on my
knee. It was a busted cartilage."
"A cartridge1
A cartridge'
You hear
that. folks?" cried an excited man. "He
was' hit in the knee by a cartridge."
"No, no," said the embarrassed
private. "It was a cartilage.
It got tlo.uiru;
around
and giving me trouble
so the
medicos cut the knee open so I could
have it dug out."
"It happened
in a dugout,"
said someone in the rear of the crowd.
"Must
AIR FORCE,
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have been a shell fragment.
Got one in
the elbow myself at Chateau Thierry."
"Please, please, don't misunderstand,"
begged McClain.
"I don't want anyone
to think I'm a hero when I'm not. I
haven't seen a minute of action yet."
To
complicate
matters,
a Marine,
loaded down with a Japanese
rifle and
helmet, got aboard and immediately came
over to visit, further convincing everyone
in the car that the trophies actually had
been captured by our Private McClain.
And so, on and on it went until they
reached St. Louis. In the crowded Union
Station
there,
police and gate guards
cleared a path through
wbich the discomfited AAF soldier hobbled in triumph.
Servicemen
and civilians
alike stepped
aside, and from all around came cheers
and benedictions.
"God bless you, son," "Hip, hip hooray," and "We'll
blow those monkeyfaced Japs into smithereens,"
were some
of the shouted messages. But by this time
he had given up trying not to be a hero.
He found it easier just to relax. So he
bowed, smiled and waved in all directions to the roaring delight of the throng.
But finally he found someone to believe him. It was when he reached home,
His wife.
But of course she probably
thinks he's a hero anyway.
(Our thanks
for this one to Captain Richard D. Grant,
6th Air Force.)

the lip adornment
unless by order of
higher command
or upon return to the
States.
Failure
to produce
his membership
card when asked to do so by a brother
snorker
results in the careless member
forking over five francs to all members
in the immediate vicinity.
Our editor in charge of the KTONCD
passes on the further tidbit that a snarker's mustache must be of such dimensions

COLLEGE CREDITS EXPLAINED

Emblem of the "Goldfish Club" Cbelowl is
worn by RAFers who've had to swim for
their lives. "Late Arrivals Club" members
display the boot above. signifying they have
returned to base on foot from a mission.

GOOD NEWS FOR PROSPECTIVE FATHERS

The Children's
Bureau of the United
States Department
of Labor is making
grants to public health agencies of the
various States in order to provide medical,
nursing
and maternal
and infant hospitalization for the wives and children (under one year of age) of enlisted men of
the seventh
through
the fourth grades,
irrespective
of legal residence or financial
status.
Application
forms may be obtained
from State and local health
agencies,
home service of local Red Cross chapters,
prenatal clinics, other community agencies
and physicians. The form must be signed
by the enlisted man's wife and by her attending physician.
It is necessary that the
husband's
Army
serial number
is included.
CLUB NOTES

Our editor in charge of the KeepingTrack-of-New-Clubs
Department
comes
forward
with fraternity
news,
Recently
organized
in North Africa among airmen
is the "Point Snorkers." This new society
imitates
to a certain extent the "Short
Snorters"
in the use of a membership
card, but instead
of a dollar bill the
"Point
Snorkers"
carry a five-franc
At,gerian note. It is furnished
by the candidate for membership
himself, after he
Ius proved his eligibility
by growing
a
mustache
which points toward his ears.
Once a member, a snorker cannot remove
AIR FORCE, August,
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RAF. Newest with them, we he.ir, is the
"Goldfish
Club," made up of those who
have had to swim for their lives or put
in "dinghy hours," as they say. This outfit has a fancy badge, portraying
a whitewinged goldfish on a black background
skipping over two blue waves. It's worn
over the right pocket of the battle dress
or under the lapel of the regular blouse
-like
a detective's badge. The first member to bring the smart emblem of this
quaint society to this side of the pond
was Flight Lieutenant Johnny Tett, RCAP
navigator
attached to the RAP, who recently returned from two years' overseas
service. He also holds membership
in the
ancient "Caterpillar
Club" and the newer
"Late Arrivals Club," to which membership is gained hy returning
on foot to
base from a mission. The winged boot of
the "Late Arrivals Club" and the emblem
of the Goldfish Club are pictured here.

that it can be clearly seen from a distance
of 100 feet. Major Charles R. Greening
is Chief Doozer and other charter members, all members of a medium bombardment group, are Majors Farrell 1.. Bowen
and Marius P. Hanford,
First Lieutenants
Lee E. Romine, Jack E. Ryan, William R.
Kemp,
John E. McClure
and George
Beall, Master Sergeant James J. Flanagan,
Technical Sergeant Harvey J. Belser, Staff
Sergeants
Ferdinand
A. Watson,
Jr.,
Maurice A. Davis and Herbert
1.. Sanders, and Sergeant Philip C. Croyle.
Then we have club news from the

If you go back to school or college
when the war is over, you can receive full
academic
credit
for educational
work
taken while in the Army.
Upon completion
of a correspondence
course with the United
States Armed
Forces Institute,
the Registrar
will have
a record of your achievement.
If you
finish a training
course at a training
school, your record can also be placed on
file with the Institute.
And if you enroll
in a voluntary,
off-duty class, you can
take a special examination
ancl have the
results placed on record. The Institute
will send your entire record to any school,
college or employer requesting
it.
For enlisted men who do not take advantage of the Institute's
educational
services, an opportunity
is offered to take an
educational matur ity test. This is a survey
of your general knowledge,
designed
to
discover what you have learnecl during
your military
service which may be of
value in formal school work. These tests
will be administered
upon request,
the
resul ts recorded
wi th the Institute,
and
reported
to schools and colleges as eVIdence of educational
maturity.
This evidence will serve as a basis for assignment
of academic credit.
The tests for use at the high school
level will consist of comprehensive
objective examinations
in each of five major
fields of educational
development,
including correctness
and effectiveness
of expression and the ability to interpret reading materials in the social studies, or the
natural sciences or literature.
A test of
g~neral mathematical
ability will also be
gIven,
A similar but more difficult range of
tests will be established
by their tryout
with groups of high school seniors and
college freshmen.
Separate standards will
be fixed for schools in different
geographical
regions and of different
types
and sizes,-THE
EDITOR.
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IS 01]
(An early assignment
for new pilots
of
the 14th Air Force in China is a talk with
their
commander.
General
Chennault.
Here. in part.
is what
he tells
them.l
LYIN(, in

China
is different
from anvthing you have ever done. Your rr.iining has he en good,
hut you have
a lot
more
to lc.i r n. It will take at least another twenty
to thirty hours in the air out
here hefore'vou
are 'ready to Ay missions.

F

Your
first prohlcrn is to learn how fa
your way around
China.
Getting
lost
over China
is a simple
matter.
Most terrain patterns
look alike.
It is almost
impossible
to tell one valley
or mountain
range from another.
Rivers.
terraced
rice
paLiLlies and villages
all look alike. There
are few landmarks
and fewer
names
on
Chinese
nMps tlLlt r.ui he re'ldily
recognized.
Roads
and r.ulro.nls are scuce.
\X'e.lther
changes
rapidly
and violently.
You r.m seldom
Ilv for 100 rni lr-, without
encountering
a weather
change.
l:nder
these conditions
pilotage
is almost
impossihlc, Much of your Aving will be on
instruments,
and' you n{usl rely entirely
on r.idio and compass
for [uvi,gation.
It you get lost don't w,lsle ,gas fiym,g a
straight
course.
The minute
vou get into
trou!)le
circle
for lin' minut~s
We h.ivc
a r.idio reporting
net th.it will pick vou
up and ",ive you a course
to the nc.u cst
hase. This net extends
throughout
China
and also gives us weather
rej\orts
.in.l air
raid waminp.
The Chinese
people
h.ive
heen wcl l trained
in the o pcr.u ion of the
nc-r. It has lunct iono.l well for scvc r.i l
years. \X1hen you get into trouhle
you c.in
depend
on it.

fi11l1

Scores of our p!:lnes han'
been ,!2uided
s.lfeh' home hy the net.
:\1.1I1\" of our men
who
hJ\T
been
forced
dO\\11 li.i v« heen
found
hv OpC'r'ltorS of Ihe,)"sle'm.
If you
nuke
a forced
landin,g.
don't
w.tIl,ler
awav from lour pl.urc. The net will rq)ort
your
Ltndin,g
.in.]
disp,ltch
friendly
Chinese
to lind vou.
In rombar
you
arc pout of a lc.un.
Ne\'er
for"et
that. Tc.un-vor],
is the h.his
of all our'tactics
an,l one o{ the princij).d
re.ixons for our low lu,.,es.
Our
fighter
tart i.s .uc h.lsed 011 the I.ur that' r wo
planes
work in.r together
.uc more
eti"ect ivc th.in
thr~e
or four
I'bnes
li,ghting
as ifldivldu,tls.
,\Iv- men IL1\e {,]uc,:k
a,l.:.l;nst OLLis of fivc: and tell 10 one \\'ith
t hc«.
[,ldics
'lnd
won ,on,i,tcnlly
v.it h
sm.il l )o",cs. Thcv han'
hu'n
l're)ved
in
b.itt lc .uu] the:- J:lj';lI1c'e
.lont like them.
Our
homhin,l.:
mi"iun:;
l.lJ! for even
more
tum\\
ork .
-ion .IIld .u r ,j~,.i-
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be

patched
up to fly and fi,,,ht '1,"Jin
Many times the ruggedness
of our .i irplanes was all that kept us in the fight.
China has been at w.ir for six vcar:
and Chinese pilots haw been in the I~atllc
from the beginning.
Some of these veterans will be fighting with you in American planes. Other Chinese pilots h.iv« received the same training
in Amerir.in
flying schools as you did. They arc good
COMMANDING GENERAL, 14TH AIR FORCE
pilots and do their job well in battle.
In the early days of the Sino-Japanese
he is in trouble. They lack the ability to
pI inc. Day bombers never go out without
war the Chinese pilots fought }lpanese
improvise
and react instinctively
to new
fighter escort. We have worked
out a
bombers to a standstill
as long as their
situations.
Their rigid air discipline
can
system of escorting bombers that makes it
pl.tnes lasted.
Over Nanking
in 1937,
be used as a strong weapon against them.
impossible
for Jap fighters to get at our
they shot down -12 bombers in two weeks
The Japanese pilots you will face over
bombers without
first tangling
with our
wh'ile losing only six of their own planes.
China arc only slightly less skilled dun
fighters. This gives our bombardiers
the
They forced the Japs to try night bombtime ,l1ld security for del iberate and acthose we fou,l!:ht two years ago. The Japin,l!: and then, with only a week's training
curate runs over the target.
As a result,
anese seem to have speeded
LIp their
in night flying, they went up as night
our targets take a beating and we seldom
training program to meet the demands of
fighters and stopped
the new Japanese
combat. As a result, their newer pilots lack
lose a bomber.
assaults.
One Chinese
pilot got three
the polish of the older China veterans.
You must use the strong points of your
bombers on his first two night Hights on
consecutive
nights.
equipment
and deny the enemy the advantages of his equipment.
Each type of
All Japanese
pilots arc good gunners.
Chinese pilots were the first to Hy over
pianc has its strong points and weakThey use deflection shots almost excluJapan and the first to raid Formosa. They
sively.
However,
their guns don't have
nesses. The pilot who can turn his advandid that in 1935 with Martin B-l0 bombthe range or destructive power of Ameritages against the enemy's weakness will
ers. Chinese pilots have plenty of nerve
win every time.
You can count on a
can aerial guns. The Japanese
20 mrn
and are superior to the Japanese in indiaerial cannon is heavier th.in any of the
higher top speed, faster dive and superior
vidual comhat. They have better judgment
guns we carry out here, but it lacks the
firepower.
Japanese planes have a faster
and headwork
in rapidly changing
situarate of climb, hiuher ceiling and shorter
range of our .50-caliber
machine
C;Llns tions. The Japanese are better in formaradius of turn.
'
c.
due to a low muzzle velocity.
J'lp~;nese
tion work.
aerial armament
is c;eneral I\' not effective
Japanese
fighter planes were built for
Six years of invasion have sowed hitter
at a range of over :ZOO yards.
turning combats.
If they can get vou into
seeds of hate in China. The Chinese will
Japanese
pl.incs are still made from
their kind of fight they arc deadly.
Use
never stop fighting until the Japanese arc
good materials,
but the workmanship
is
your superior
speed and faster dive to
driven from Chinese soil. One of the reanot up to the sr.ind.n d of the materials.
nuke a pass at your op poncnt , get in a
sons for China's resistance to the JapanThe
light
materials
that give enemy
quick burst and then brc.ik away. You
ese lies in the fact that every Chinese
planes their maneuverability
also make
ha \e the edge in that kind of combat.
has something
he considers
worth lightthem hard to maintain.
The Iight parts
All your advantages
are brought to bear
ing for. Even the poorest coolies with
won't stand repairs.
Even slight damage
on the Japanese
deficiencies.
Never get
only a dirt mud hut will fight to keep it.
into a long continued turning combat.
will put a plane out of commission. They
You can never concluer a nation like that.
don't hold up under heavy fi reo
You need to sharpen your shOal ing eye.
And that's something
for you to reOur planes can take a beating and still
Nobody
ever gels too good at gunnery.
member. {:
The more Japs you get with your first
bursts, the fewer arc left to jum P you.
Accurate
l!:unnery
saves
ammunition.
Your plan« carrie» a limited number of
bullets. There is nothing worse than finding yourself in a fight with empty guns.
You will face Japanese pilots supcrblv
trained in mechanical
flying. They have
been drilled
for hundreds
of hours in
flying precise formations
and rehearsing
set tactics for each situation they may encounter.
Japanese pilots fly by the book.
They have plenty of guts but lack initiative and judgment.
They go into hattIe with a set tactical
plan and they stick to it. Their bombers
will fly a tight formation
through
the
toughest
pursuit as precisely as though
they were in an air show over Tokyo.
Their pursuits always pull the same tricks.
God help the American pilot who tries to
fight them according
to their plans.
The object of our tactics is to break
their formations
and make them fight according to our style. Once the Japelnese
pilot is forced to deviate from his plan,

B't

Muje qen. elul4e .P. e~u1i
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'FLIGHT

STRIPS,'

:",T~jBER of unassuming
but import.mt patches
of concrete
have "ppeareLl since the start of the war in the
countrysides
of more than ;l dozen States
and ,;p along the Alum
Highway
to

A

AL"b.
These are '"Flight Strips"--tht
Army
Air Forct' practic,ble
and workable solution to the I'roblem of developing
proper ly located and adequately
maintained
landing areas.
The "Flight
Strip" program has definitely progre.ssed beyond the experimental
stage. I state rh.it with meaning.
It has
be~n my good fortune
to .ut ,;s Project
Orlicer for the program since its birth and
to have followed it clos':ly, slep by step-or inch bv inch- eV<:J since.
So often
han: I di~cussed it in the future tense
that it is a pleasure to report on actual
accomplishments
and on what experience
has shown regarding
future possibilities.
Now it can be reported that the "Flight
Strip" program has surpassed our fondest
expectations.
Moreover,
I have reason to
believe that it will prove to be one of
aviation's
most far-sighted
developments.
First and foremost is the wartime utilitv
of "Flight Strips" in this country. "Fligl{t
Str ips' tod.iy are being used by the Army
Air Forces in several aspects of flight
rr,lining.
in tactical operations
including
the dispersal of military aircraft, in anti<ubm.uine
work, in the ferrying of .urcraf t :lI1l1 the transport
of car~o. Thev
have proved
suitable
for gliJer
operations.
They will be LlseLI as auxil iarv
fields in connection with the standardize~!
control
of l11 ilitary .u rcraft.
And they
h.ivc .i 'pecial
role in the air defense
plans for this country.
All this is in .ul d it iou to the use of
"Flight Stri p," .l' emergency ficltb. Th.it
the "Strips"
.He .u ta in iru; our original
objectives
is evident
from the reports
being received.
Even heiore they were finished. at every
"Flight Strip" site on the West Coa-t .in d
in the Middle \'\1est where it was possible
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to land on a shoulder. plane, came down
on the: "Strirs"
when it was impossible
for them to re.u.h their objectives bee.ruse
of had weather
or bck of fuel.
The
planes included a p- 3S in Oregon. a Navy
single-SLIter in Ar izona, a Douglas transport in California . More than once our
"Strips" have prn-ented bail-outs.

Dozens
of erncrccnrv
lamlings
have
since been nude 'on 'finishcLl' "FJi~ht
Strips."
The casc of the 13-2~ th.u 'encountered storms while flying up the Ll.st
Coast was ty!'!c.,l. The pilot wa, hUlled
for Lw,eley Field, Virjrinia,
hut .in extremely low cej]in~ shut him out from
that airport. The 110mc iield at Dover,

Delaware,
W'lS also closed in. The pilot
found that a 'loo-foot ceiling existed over
a Vi rginia .. Fl ight Strip." and brought
the plane safely in to this landing area.
Perhaps the best working example of
w.rrt.imc usc of '"Flight Strips" can be
found along the Alcan Highway to Alaska,
under an agreement
hel ween the governments of the United States and Canada.
"Flight Strips" have for several month,
been in usc along the Alcan Highway, and
the entire "Fllgllt Strip" program for the
Highway
is just about completed.
They
form tble first chain of inreruarion.rl
l.mding areas.
'Because of the precedent th.u h,l' heen
estahlished.
and becllIse the program
'IS
it applies to the Alcan Highway
illustr;lles the newest develol'ment
in "Flight
Strips." it might be well to go into some
det.ril on this phase of the opeLltions. To
\v'<.:in with, it is essential to understand
some of the h'lckground.

PI,," of

-<'

4R "Flight

500 ft.'\ /'
Minimum Y

Strip"

at Sea Level
The length of the paved run~
W«Y is .increased 500 ft. for
eac;il 1000 ft. above sea level.

THE Alr.m Highway,

hasic.tlly, was developed as an overland route [0 link .urcraft landing arC1S and not, as is generally
supposed,
an out-and-out
truck suppl;:
route. The need for a series of lnndim,
areas from the United States to AI'lsLI
was real ized years ,lgO. and hy no one
more defin itely than by General Arnold,
our Commandinj;
General, who in 19.3-!
led ,1 flight of H-I 0 bombers to Alaska.
General
Arnold
thought
in terms of
"Flight Strips" and inst~ucted me to ex.
plore the possibilities
of placing
such
"Strips"
in Canada,
But the Canadian
"overnment
which governed selection of
81e highw;:y
route,' preferred
to select
sites for airports and to develop existing
airports
and
build
others
instc.ui
of
"Fli:..;ht Strips."
Finally the C:orps of
Engineers was instrurtc.l by the President
to connect
the Canadian
airports
hy J
road so supplies and equipment
could he
sent along the route.
At this point it might he well to mention the unheralded
hut important
I,Llce
aircraft and airmen have played in the
construction
of the road itself.
Under
the pressure of speed, normal road-location procedure.
thorou gh ground reconnaissance and c1ahoLlte' SUI\ cv and staking work-- generally h.id to b~ dispensed
with.
The
usc of aerial
photographs
proved to be the answer.
Also, pontoonequi pped ohscrv.rtion planes proved to be
ideally suited for the early rcronnaiss.mcc
work.
Due to the difficulty of making surveys
and loc.lting
the route, ai rplanes
flew
engineers,
supplies and equipment
ahead
of the actual road construction,
Camps
were set up and the engineers
beuan
building
trails in both directions.
Bv
establishing
such camps by airplane ;don.~
the proposed
route, it was possible for
construction
parties to begin building the
highway
at many different
points aloru;
the route,
In all cases. the camps were
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How these new type landing
areas have gone to war, in
this country and along the
Highway to Alaska; and some
post-war
considerations.
supplied
by plane with food. personnel
and m.ril and miscellaneous
equipment.
Then. too, the airplane was essential in
case of emergency.
List fall, for inst.inrc,
.ilonj; the Alean route an enlisted man
had a ruptured appendix.
With all other
transportation
facil ities closed
out by
weather, there was no wav of saving h is
life except by flying in m~',lical aid. 'Two
Army doctors were flown in to a ne'lrhy
"Flight
Strip."
Trucks
on the road
lighted up the "Strip" so the pilot could
land. The doctor, performed
the operation. the m.ms life \\',IS s'l\ed, and the
pilot Hew the doctors back to their base.
But. you may ask, what about the
Canadian airports?
\)(fell. first of all. the
airports
are localed near towns which
were built up from old tmding posts. Not
so with the .. FI i,c:ht St ri ps.' for weather
and terrain arc our first considerations,
and vital rousider.u ions along the Alaskan
route. For inst.u«c, the weather at a certain important
airport along the route is
very uncertain,
Conditions
change rapidly. If this port is closed due to zero-zero
visibility, as it often is, there is a "Flight
Strip" along the Highway
to the north
and south. A pilot can lor.ue both these
"Strips" by following the Highway. Also,
the "Flight Strips" have been laid out so
they can be enlarged at any time to meet
our expanding
requirements.
This is not
alway« true of the airports,
which were
originally built to handle light planes of
the pioneering
"bush" pilots,
Bemuse an adequate
conanunications
service is essential for the route, the U. S.

Signal Corp'.
at our re'luest, Ius built
such ,I cornmun icat ions line. It include"
repeater
st.u ions and a TWX
sysleill.
Then the Army Air h11Tes We,lthu
Suvice established
weather ohscrv.it ion st.rtions and weather
Iorecaxtirn;
xr.u ion-,
along the route. These st.ition-, .uul the
communications
lines
are roordiu.uc.l
with the "Flight Strips."
As ,I pilot flies
over a ''Flight
Strip" he can rCLl'i\e by
short-wave
radio a complete
wc.uucr report. which is sent over the T\VX systelll
on the Highw'IY for the cntir., route.

THF mere

fact that J highway,
e'lsily
discernihle
from the .i ir , run- from this
countrv to A lask ,I ILl' <.::i
vcn (,)n ti,lence to
inexpe'rienced
pcrsolln~'1 ilyin,L: th« route
and h.is proved to h.ivc 'I m.irkcd clfect
on the morulc
of fc-rryin,g pCl'.sonne!.
Markcr-, arc hciru; construcled
on the
ground
along the High W,l}' route.
In
case pilots should get too far to the left
or right of the Highway,
thc,e markers
arc easily visihle from a distance.
Air Transport
Command
pilots of the
Al.isk.in Wing now flying the northern
hop use the 'TI i,dlt Strips" Alcun Highway Map. This map shows them wherrthe "Flight
Strips" are located, in rcla
tion to airports,
where the weather stations are, and other important
landmarks
easily discernible
for contact flying,
Shelters have been built at each "Flight
Strip"
along the route. These shelters
house approximately
eight men, A stove,
kind! in;..; wood, axe and other emergency
equipment
are al wav« available
in the
shelter, as is the telephone connecting the
"Strip" with the nearest repeater station
communications
system,
There is hound to be considerable
difIi.
culty with sickness and emergency
situations among the personnel
operating
the
Highway.
"Flight Strips" will keep the
rest CUl1pS and other sections of the HighL
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way in immediate
contact with the larper
bases or command
ho.i.lquarrers.
\Vhen
sections of the road arc unusable at ccrr.iin times of the year due to bridges
heing washed out and the like, "Flight
Stril~S" will play another important
r~le.
"Flight Strips," by the way, are shown
on all aeronautical
charts by a special
symbol.
Two
windsocks
are on each
"'Strip" and in many cases these socks are
li;:hted. The runway is always built in the
direction of the prevailing wind.
All "Flight
Stri r-" located on ,I civil
airway become staging fields or auxiliary
landing areas on a rq:ular Air Transport
route. Those located off civil air routes
are being developed
so they can be used
for training
without interfering
with ordinary commercial
or military air tralEc.
Ail "Flight
Strips"
have been constructed at the recluest of a commanding
general of one of the Army Air Forces
commands
and authorized
by the Air
Staff.
In establishing
a "F1ight Strip," every
effort is made to obtain all ava il.ihlc information
regarding
mer coro lor ira l conditions in the areas being considered.
In
addition.
local farmers
arc inrcrvicwe.]
for further
information
re,g,lrding
the
pctul iar characteristics
of the location.
Sur vel'S must be made of at least 1 'j()
sites to be assured of obtaining fIfty suitable locations.
Because many of the present
Army
air bases are former airports,
there arc
various limitations
to extending
runways
on these fields. This is due to the surrounding
terrain and buildings
and the
proximity of the fields to cities. In m,l11y
cases the cost of improving
existing airports, compared
to the cost of building
"Flight Strips," is prohibitive.

IN

one of the defense commands
where
it is difficult to obtain sites for airfields,
several "Fl iuh! Strips" are being used as
sub-bases. This means that housing facilities have been erected near the "Flight
Strip" area for troops. In another section
of the
country.
approximately
eip:ht
"Fliuhr Strips" have been ascigned to different Army air bases as auxiliary fields
for heIpinp: the trainiru;
program.
The
"Strips,"
however, remain as part of the
highway system.
One air force in this country is rnakinp: first and second phase stations
at
-ome "Flight Strips" for heavy bombardment aircraft to step up the training pro,gram. Reports from overseas indicate that
aircraft in the various theatres of operation must f requcnt ly use landin,g areas
where
only one runway
is available.
Training
officers are of the opinion that
if pilots have been given some training
on a sinp:le runway type of landing are:"
hefore receiving orders for overseas duty
that they are better prepared
for conditions in the combat zones.
Another
air force
15
using
three
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THESE 'FLIGHT STRIPS'
DEFINITION

A "Hi,ellt Strip" is an area of lanJ \\;tll
appro,'ches.
located as a part of a
hit;hway riuht-uf-w.ry or adj.iccnt to a public hiuhwav
on public land. for use as .in
aux ili.irv landing area for aircraft. (0,otc"
The highw'ly itself is not med fur lIre
Lll1din,C;and r.ike-off of aircr.rf t.}
c!ell'

PROCEDURE

"Flight Strips" are authoriz e.] by an Act
of Cr>nt;IT\S and constructed
by Public
Roads Adrmni-tr.u io» in str<ltcgicd
arl-<lS
clesit;n:lted bv the Army Air Forces. They
arc rn.i in tuincd by State Highway Dep.u tments following completion.
TYPES

To facilitate
the design,
construction
and descriptir>n of the paved runway section s on "Flight
Strips,"
the following
lengths. widths and other design criteria
have been aJr>pted:
a. The .iR,O "FI ight Strip" is for use
bv tactical airplanes, including
medium bumb.irdrncnt
airplanes.
This
type is sari.shetr>ry for use bv nHlst
t r.mspurt
airplanes.
The paved St"C.
t iun of the runway
is 1 'SO' in \\",,: ,h
hv .1.000'
in lcnuth,
corrected
for
altitude,
and designed
for a gl"llSS
lo,t.d of ;0.000 pounds.
b. The )R-IFli:~ht
Strip" is for usc
bv hC:lvy bombardment
a irpl.mes, includinl(
the B-\7 and B-2.!. T'C'
p,lvcd'section
of the runway is 1)0'
in wid th by 5.000' in len-ith, co rreeted for altitude, and d{'si:'~ned for
a ,,,ross load of 71.000 pounds.
c. The fJR120 "Flight Strip" is for use
by heavier airplanes
than any now
in (lpnation.
The paved section is
150' in width hy 6,000' in lcnuth,
ClllTtlfed for altitude. and desi"!]ed
f"r a ~rnss load of 120,000 pounds.
d. Tilt" SR 120 "Flight Strip" is usc«]
{(II"
instrurncnr
lanJing
opcr.u ions.
The paved section is 150' or more in
width hy H.OOO' in length, corrected
for al t itu.ie and designed for a gross
]o"d of 120.000 pounds or more.

"Flight Strips" for tactical operations for
fip:hter aircraft and two "Strips" for medium bornhar drncnt aircraft.
Apl'roximately
six "Flight
Strips" in
one of the training commands
arc being
lighted. This is being done by the installation of portable lighting equipment.
If
these "Strips" prove satisfactory in the first
and second phases of training,
some of
them may he used as third phase stations,
The "Flight Strip" principle has been
used in seYer,t! over seas theatres, where
their use as auxi l i.iry landing areas and
dispersion
points for military aircraft has
been of great strategic value.
Since the "Strips:' are large and can be
used by any type of plane, we are frequently asked whar will preYcnt enemy
aircraft from using these landing areas in
the event of an invasion.
Some "Flight
Strips" are omoufhged;
others are not.
If a "Strip" is within a certain distance: of
coastlines or the Gulf of Mexico and is
used regularly
our military forces, it

may be camoutlaged
or toned down. BUl
the point is that all "Flight Strips" mu-t
be protected,
either
by local civilian
guards arranged
for throuuh
the local
communities,
by the Public Roads Administration of the Federal Works Agency, or
through the Office of the Provost Marshal.
It may take troops and they may have to
have anti-aircraft
!,uns. The defensive
strength of "Flight Strips" lies in the fact
that we can have many "Strips"
for use
in case one of them is taken by the enemy.
If the enemy takes an ai rport, the entire
combat force is made useless.

No attempt has been made III the developrnent of "night
Strips" to usc these
landinu areas as a basis for the construction of more elaborate
instal lations.
In
fact, the desire to develop the "Strips'
into conventional
ai rports has been resisted in order that the value of "Fli:..;ht
Strips," as such, mal' be determineLl' hy
use of these
facilities
as originalh'
planned.
It Ius been found, ho'wC\c;,
that certain "Fli{,ht Strips" possess opeLltional charartcr istics which warrant cont iiue.] tartir.il use.
In these instanccs,
housing and technical facilities have been
con:;tmcted
on land
adjacent
to the
"Strips."
A final wartime
consideration
is the
fact that less than one percent of critical
items have been used in the development
of all "Flight Strips" to date. This is due
to the fact that the policy of using local
material has been clearly established.
In addition
to their
wartime
use,
"Flight
Strips" promise to playa
major
role in domestic post-war aviation.
I will
not go into that discussion at length because right now we have a war to win.
But in passing I submit these few, briefly
expressed thoughts.
The location of airports has paralleled
the location of cities, and cities were built
irrespective of weather or terrain-as
they
apply to aviation.
Many of these airports
are not only unequipped
to accommodate
the ai rcraft of the future, but cannot he
expanded
to handle
such aircraft.
We
know that airports in our large cities are
often closed in by purely local conditions,
principally fog and smoke. We also know
you can build just so many airports in a
given city and that an airport can take
care of just so much traffic. Assuming
a
substantial
increase in air traffic, we can
appreciate the need for auxiliary airfields
outside the city belt dominated
by fog,
smoke and congestion.
Finally, for arc.is
not near cities, we know that the cost of
constructinp:
and maintaining
the huge
airports
needed
to handle
our future
planes is likely to prohibit the expansion
of air traffic on a substantial
scale ott the
cstahlishc.] air routes.
"Flight Strips" can be built almost anywhere space is available, without
reg,ud
to cities. Weather
and terrain
are first
(Continued
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HELL OVER BIZERTE
A co-pilot's story of blood
and bullets in a 8-24 during a
bombing raid in North Africa
was the day after Christmas. . . .
We took our regular place, number
three in the last element of the formation,
and off to Bizerte we went. We flew east
past docks south of the town just far
enough to miss the flak.
Swinging north and back west for our
run on the target we could see the flak
hopping all around the planes in the first
dement. I knew it would get worse as
element after element of three ships came
U;' to the bomb release line. And our
B-21 was the last of the group.

I

T
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Every plane was leaving a beautiful
vapor trail to guide the flak and fighters
to us. Now we were in the stuff. It was
bursting all around in those greasy black
puffs. Many times the ship bounced from
an explosion. Someone in the rear called
out, "We're hir." but no difference could
be felt on the controls, and Harry Lawrence and I were busy. It was time for the
bombs to go. We were loaded with six
one-thousand-pounders.
I watched the
bomb release light blink six times.
I turned then for a look at Tom Borders, flying number two in the Birmingham Blitzkrieg, to see his bombs go.
I've always had a mania for watching
those beautiful golden eggs come sliding
out. This time I wish I had curbed my
curiosity, for just as my eyes found him
there was a blinding flash and the loudest

explosion I've ever beard. I saw the tail
of Tom's ship fly backward; then down
toward the ground five miles below. It
was the only visible piece of the ten-man
crew and airplane. A direct flak hit in
his bomb bay bad set off three tons of
TNT. When the flash and smoke cleared
there just wasn't anything left.
But right now we were having our
own troubles. I remember saying, "Poor
boys, God bless them," and, in the same
instant I saw our right wing tip curl up.
About three feet had been broken off by
the explosion. Number three and number four engines were just starting to
burn. The rest of the formation turned
north to avoid the flak, but we were too
busy to turn and began to fall back fast.
Right down flak alley we flew. The
constantly
(Continued
on Poge 44)
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A bomber pilot's story of survival in New Guinea.
the shr.i pncl wound on his left foot. he
was all there. He still Iud his I'istol. .ui.l
his G.!. boots were on his teet. He: S.lt
there \\'iliting.
Twenty minutes went by. He km\\ the
natives were nc.i r for he «oul.l smell the
rancid coconut oi I they smcilred mer \ hll r
hodies.
He hegan to' shout "T:lbalLt:'.~
:Motu;ll1 for '~\\hite
friend."
A child
scampCfed out of the hush, then another.
He,itantly at lirst, then with powin,C: nmfideme. Then «.unc the adults. liltuin,~
h.lck into the clearing from which thu'
had fled. lscn.icr
hegiln to win them
over. He held out his \nsil:;ni;l, his \\'
:lnd hars. That did the trick. Some of
rutin's reached for them. some wen; h,l<"1.:.
into the bush to summon others.

Prepared

T
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the Arctic,
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flight of fiye B-2'5s scrambled off
the P~rt Moresb}' strip for .in eggbyin,g jaunt over the J;IP shippin~ roost
at G,lsnuta in New Britain. The date was
July 2(), 1912. The time: early rnor ninjz.
"lhcv never reached
the target area.
Twent).
Zeros jumped
them at 12,000
feet oyer Buna, swarming
in from every
direction.
ClpLlin
Frank
P. Bender
saw four
Zeros go down, saw one of the B-2'5s hit
felt hi~ own ship sluvcr under ;tmdder:
blow, sensed shrapnel
ripping
into his
left leg. The nose of his plane dropped.
The wheel snapped
back into his lap.
\''/ith
control
cables d'lngl ing uselessly,
the ship went into a steep glide.
Bender ordered his crew to hit the silk.
The two rear gunners got out. Then the
ship caught fire. The co-pilot started for
the escape hatch.
Bender, looking back,
S;1W him reach
into the flames for the reIe.isc-i--and miss it, saw him sucked into a
iJbzing he II. Flaming fabric peeled off the
control
surfaces.
The ship went into a
spin, hopelessly
out of control.
Bender,
wed,t:ed helplessly
in the cockpit, waited
ror the end.
The rest isn't clear. There was an exHE
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plosion --perhaps
the gas, perhaps
the
bombs or the ox I'!.;en. Render came to at
what he thinks' ~vas about :,>,000 fee~~
thrown clear of the ship. His eyt:s were
fixed on an enormous
object under his
left armpit.
He pulled
it. The chute
opened.
There
was pain in his right knee,
gashed somehow
when he parted company with the ship. It didn't much matter just then. In the distance he saw the
wreckage of the plane. Below him ran a
stream, bordering
a native garden:
he
could tell by the clearing and the isolated
trees in the center.
It loo'ccd good. He
landed in a young tree on the edge of the
srrc.im : and when it broke under
his
wei:;ht, he slid to the ground, wrenching
his back.
Bender crawled on to the jungle earth.
dazed, his leg bleeding heavily.
He had
come down six miles from Buna. The
time was 0900. He looked oyer the clearing. He knew there were natives about, for
he could sec their machetes lying around.
Apparently,
they had run off in terror.
As he sat there waiting, he got out his
jungle kit and took inventory.
Except for
the bleelling mess of his right knee and

A I I:Mll:R c.une forward. the: prolld possessor of a few words of English.
Rencler
came: throuul:
with ;1 littlei\lotu,l11,
J.
little EnglisL, a L:rClt de,ll of .irrn-w.rvm z.
and turt~ecl on \~.lut he hoped ""ch a \\'i;1niru; smile. He asked to he carried to the
nc.i e:st mission,
motioning
down
the
paths r'ldiating
from the ckarin:!.
The
n.u ivc« lin;d!y understood.
But first thcv
helped
Bender
reach the scene of his
pL\lle'S wreckage.
There
he faun,! the
bodies of his hombardier
and cn incer ,
thrown clear of the smashed nose. The
evidence seemed to indicate they h.id heen
ki\le:d in the air. He gave inst~uctions to
the natives for the burial. Before they left
the scene, Bender ,grounl! his sulfanil(miJe
tablets into a powder and dusted it into
his wounds,
using the gauze banda~es
from his kit. The shrapn~1 woun.l heilied
in time. But the gash in his knee became
worse. He couldn't walk.
The natives then carried him tow.ird-,
the mission,
arrn'lng
there
at 1 ')DO.
Bender
found the native residents in a
state of apprehension,
fearful that Jap
patrols
might
come
in morncnt.uilv.
The missionaries
offered to hide him.
Then
they told him that one of his
gun ncrs had just passed through.
on hi,
way to join an Australian
who knew the
rount rv and the language,
and who had
headed out earlier for the Owen Stanley
range and Port Moresby.
Bender decided
to push on.
The natives built a litter for him. supported
by poles.
Eight natives volunteered to carry. Four of them supported
the litter; two went ahead with poles. one
v
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on each side, separatin,f! the dense foliage
as they went, while the other two, up front,
hacked a way a path with their machetes.
As they went along, the little caravan
began to grow as if by magic, until groups
of twenty to fifty natives trailed along
with it, from village to village. The women followed
their men, carrying food
and smoldering
bits of coal-embers
for
fire-making.
Children tagged along. The
strange procession made its unhurried way
thrOllgh the bmh.
On the night of the first day Bender
CaU,l2:htup with the Australian
and Staff
Sergeant A.M. Thompson,
the gunner, and
they joined the caravan. (The other gunner apparently
was captured.)
The Australian produced
some tobacco, and narives were paid, each with a precious halfstrip--the
best currency in New Guinea.
The next morning
the trek began in
earnest-a
harrowing,
humid journey of
ninety terrible miles through New Guinea
swamp and over the rugged Owen Stanley range to Port Moresby. The trip was
destined to take three weeks.
A kind of shuttle service was set up,
from
village
to village.
The caravan
would start with a fresh set of bearers at
0600 each morning
and stop for the day
at about 1700. The next day, a new shift
would take over.
Because
the Japs were reported
at
Kokoda, the party detoured widely, twisting through the dense growth. They averaged four and a half to five miles each
day. Every foot of the going was wet, wet
underfoot
and wet dripping
from the
jungle bush. The natives fed Bender at
the stops. They gave him stewed pumpkin. He hated it. But he ate for fear he
might offend the bearers and the rest of

the native entourage.
He drank the water
from the quick-running
mountain streams.
At first he used his iodine for purification, but as the wound on his knee grew
steadily worse, he saved the iodine for
dressings.
He cut pieces of his parachute
for bandaging
and gave other pieces to
the natives who prized them.
He had
taken his quinine regularly from the time
he hit the ground, and the symptoms of
malaria lay dormant (a malaria bout came
three weeks later, at Port Moresby).
The experience related in this article is
one of the many gathered by the
Arctic, Desert, and Tropic Information
Center at Eglin Field, Florida.

It is the

function of this organization to prepare and disseminate information on
all aspects of Air Force operations
[maintenance, health, shelter, clothing, etc.l in non-temperate
formation

on

forced

zones. In-

landing

pro-

cedures and survival is a major interest of the Center. All Air Force units
are invited to request such information
from the Arctic, Desert, and Tropic Information Center.
On they went. The wet was depressing,
uncomfortable,
maddening
at times. The
swaying of the litter was irritating.
Often
the bearers would run the litter into a tree
where the going was rough, and Bender
would cry out with pain. The natives
laughed at him. They couldn't understand
the white man's reaction to pain. They
just went on creeping, slipping,
parting
the hush leisurely, ambling on childlike,
singing, yodelling, yelling as they walked.

The native stench steamed up from the
wet. It tried Bender's nerves.
At times
his impatience taxed all his control.
His
fingers itched for his pistol. But he endured. He understood
the futilitv of driving the hearers.
Anger was useless, even
dangerous.
He lay in the litter, day after
day, his leg wound festering dangerously,
and losing weight (from 1 SO pounds to
105 pounds in three weeks).

As

thev crawled
on he watched
the
natives 'live off the land. They caught
birds and ate them; they cooked bananas
and pumpkins,
and ate coconuts;
they
used the jungle vines for ropes, improvised all the means for existence as they
went along. It went on and on, all wet,
all swaying, all pain.
Late in August
the long nightmare
ended. Bender entered Port Moresby.
He
lay for three days in a hospital bed, wondering why it didn't sway. White man's
food seemed a miraculous manna to him.
It was a wonderful
new world.
On the
third day he was flown to Townsville,
in
Australia, and hospitalized
there for three
months.
On the first of November,
1912,
he was back on American soil again.
Today, Bender (now a Major)
reviewing his experience, has this advice to pass
on to airmen operating
in the Southwest
Paci fie area:
1. The natives are the surest means
through which you can survive and reach
safety. In more than ninety percent of the
bail-outs and forced landings in this area,
natives have played the most important
single role in rescue.
Appreciate
this
fact. Here's what you can do.
a. Learn something about the natives
in the area in
(Continued on POCJ8 48)

UP WHERE THE SOUP BEGINS

When the rain stops

As

and the wind

dies

down,

mud takes

over.

TOLD TO

d!e/l,belzi Rin90.LJ~
By Lieut. William
J. Wheeler.
Pilot;
Lieut. Graham S. Campbell, Navigator;
MIS Norman C. Threewitt.
Radio Operator;
and TIS Clair Hails. Gunner.

A

we know about the Spring push up
in the Aleutian»
is what w« have
read in the papers. Wt: were on duty in
rh.u fog-drt:nched
island chain for ahout
;1 \T;U.
hut unfortunately
we returned hefore the current hunti I~g season started.
However, our gang did 'I lot of sottcniru;
up preparatory
to the recent action.
We fou"ht the we,lther more than we
did the ]al~s. SII,"!l! must have ori,,,in;lteL!
as a description
of the Al.-utian weather.
Fi rst, there was tllt: fa". A lcuti.ui fa"
has been descrihed ;IS the 'kind of weath~r
you can cut with a knife.
Don't belie-ve
it. The-re isn't ;1 knife made th.it r.in ,,0
through that stuff. But, seriously, we were
on lv ten miles from a nun-sized ruountain
iorf.hrcc months before we ever saw the
damn thing. We ,,,at u-cd to not st:eing
the sky. When vou rctur ru-d from ,1 mission. your report would invariably he,e;in:
"Wt:ll, I was flvine: alone; in the soup--."
Then there 'W'l~ the 'wind.
Up there
yOU could sec the wind blowing from two
,lifferent
directions
at lhc s.unc time.
Th.its the truth.
And although it's hard
to helie\'e. we often had more than 100mile-an-hour
winds. One day the weather
report rc.id "11 o-mile-an-h~ur
winds-and strong gusts'" We had to tic down
the 13-17s and 13-2.4s most of tbe time
Either we would attach a'i5-,ga110n water
tank to each wine:. or sink a steel bar or
wooden plank in'to the snow, tie a rope
around it and attach it to both ends of
LL

n

Hair must be washed
are, and it's a strictly

no matter where you
mutual arrangement.

the ship. Even with that we had trouble.
One day it took Captain
Hetrick
four
hours to get to his target- -an.] seven
hours to "d hack.
And tl~e rain. Did you eyer sec it rain
up? It does at Umnak.
When that wind
decides to blow upward. e\'Crythin;.: ,L:oes
with it, including
the falling rain. But
plenty of it .amc down.
For days our
airfield looked like a lake. with the b,dl
turrets of the 17s all the way under Welter.
YES. and it gets sort of cold up that
way. too. In some parts of inland Alaska
it "ets down to ci "hty de"rees
below
zer;.
So at Umnak '~e- wer'~ practically
swe,lting with our .)'1 below.
Hut vour
Uncle Sam is on the beam with his .lorhing. A st;lnd,u-d e:ae: concerned the robr
he~1f that put on c()~e of our parkas and
died of the heat. And .u times it rcal lv
got up to decent temper.ttures.
For;1
while. it was warm enough to play baseball and volleyball on Umn.ik.
To top it off we had williwaws.
A
williwaw
is the: result of strong winds
building
up on olle"ide
of ,u~ i-I.m.].
passing over the isl.m.l. ;md pushing all
its strength downward
on the other side.
You jll~t don't fly through
;1 williwaw.
They can usually be found on the lee side
of the IsLmds. so stay away.
After a while vou vet used to the
weather.
But it' s (Llrde~ to get used to
the waiting.
You spend half your life
waiting
for the wcat licr to open so vou
can do some flying.
Fighting
the laps
wasn't
had at .ill -it W,IS the: sitlin,c:
AIR
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Four Aleutian veterans sing a
tune of "Hang your hat on a
drift meter and get down
near the water."
around
w:liting for the chance to fight.
Sometimes
we'd be only twenty minutes
from our target and wait for weeks to
gd to it. No single factor had a grelter
erled on the men. We used to stay in bed
so long that we had a tourn.uncnt
to
select the "sack" champion.
A fellow
named Hanson copped the honors with
2(, hours in bed at one stretch. When
it
looked like the weather might clc.u , we
maintained
a constant
alert status. That
meant th.it the entire crew, except the
pilot and navig:ltor,
had to stay in the
ship from morning 'til night.
When the weather beelme clear enough
for us to see our hands in front of our
eyes, we knew there was some flying to
be done. Then we'd go out on the "milk
run." These were the weather f1i'~hts we
made to send mctcorolouir.il
reports back
to the base e\'cry thirty minutes.
We
called them the "milk runs" because they
were so damned monotonous.
It w.rsri't
uncommon
to be flying th rouvh the soup
on such runs and report back "'VV' cathcr
untlyablc."
Th.u's how crazy it all was.
Don't think there wasn't action.
Our
b,lses up there were so close to the J.lpS
th.u we didn't need a lot of rlvint; weather
to get in some bombing. \X'ilen'we
were
there, the Japs didn't have much in the
wav of an air force. Wc never saw their
reiu Li r bombers.
l\fost of the time we
ra;1 into the float type Zeros, some with
bombs att.uhc.] to their wings, although
the" di,ln't do much bombing this w.iv.
tl~ose J'lpS re,llly on fly 'their pla;1es.
Don't let .uivonc [001 you about that. The
pilots
they had up there were plenty
ca,gey. They often turned their ships upside down to shoot :It us. A Jap would
come out of the clouds on his belly and
st.ut firing, nuke a pass and dive away,
then corkscrew
up for a thousand
feet,
shooting all the w.rv, Once we were about
2.000 leet over Ki~b
harbor heading for
the main rIp camp when a float type Zero
took off into the wind, looped around,
and fired at us on his belly, But no cigars.
,\)'hile
they didn't have a strong air
force, the Ni ps must Inve had every acka.k !.2.un that's ever hecn manufactured.
The 'sky was actually bLtck--re,tl
bhckfrom the stuff they were .scluirting at us.
And the falling
shrapnel
sounded
like
lui! on a tin roof.
On one mission a
,gunner
reported
that the ack-ack was
fairlv light--.he onlv saw a hundred bursts
ahm:e J\ill1, And the Japs were very accurate with those guns.
Our boys got :tround,
though.
Hell,
after sitting on our re.ir ends for so long,
a little thing like some ark-ark wasn't
going
to prevent
us from getting
our
reguLll' exercise.
(Coilinued
011 Page
45)
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CHINA'S CADETS
"Ol'R

ancestors came downstream
ages
a~o to settle China's ~reat coastal
cities. ~ow, because of a war we did not
w.mt. a war that was pressed upon us,
we have had to carry those cities upstream."
Cadet Shah thought a minute.
"One of our philosophers
once said
that China, as a nation,
did not fight
enouvh.
Perhaps he was correct. We do
not li:~e to fight. But we have learned
and some day we will move our cities
back."
This young cadet referred, of course, to
the mi~~ration inland achieved by some
50,OUU,UOO of his countrymen,
a mass
exodus-~perhaps
the largest in historv->dur in: which the gallant Chinese, following the Yangtze,
carried on their backs
more than 600 factories
from one city
alone,
dragged
boilers
fifteen
feet in
diameter
up the steep and cragged hills
of Chungbng,
and so stripped the metal
from the city of Hankow,
for example,
that not even the heavy sewer plates of its
streets were left to the pillaging Japanese.
Cadet Shah is 2.:\. His breeding and intelli:2:ence and crisp military bearing are
such that you would single him out in any
group of men. He has been in the war
for six years, was a lieutenant in two other
branches of China's armed forces and as
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a tank commander
took part in the famous Battle of Kwang-Si Province before
coming to America as an aviation cadet.
Shall it not his red name.
Japanese
reprisals
being what they are, there is
danger in names.
But, more important,
Shah would shrink from personal
publicity. Like all his fellow cadets, he has
an l;onest modesty that is compelling.
He
consents to an interview only because his
background
and attitude toward the war
fairly represent
those of hundreds
of
Chinese now in flight training under the
auspices of the Army Air Forces at various bases in the Southwest.
WHETHER
they are to be fighter or
bomber pilots, the training
given these
men is identical with that given our own
students. They fly the same planes, study
the same manuals.
Generally
speaking,
their aptitude
is
about the same. They do, however, have
their own mental approach
to the war
itself-v-an approach conditioned
by years
of struggle
with
inadequate
weapons
against a vicious and powerful enemy.
Shah was born in a coastal town, he
tells you proudly, in the native province
of Generalissimo
Chiang KaiShek.
He
had primary education
in Peking before
going to Shanghai,
where he attended

instructions

-""",

from

Major

Hubert

Zemke.

high school and bep:an his college course.
Stocky, of middle height 'Ind athletic
build, Shah played basketball
and soccer
-both
popular sports in China because so
many can participate
at such little cost.
Mostly, however,
he played tennis ane!
badminton
in Shanghai's
clubs, where he
met many British and Americans.
"Then, in 1937, when a sophomore
in
college,
I joined
the infantry,"
Cadet
Shah explains
in precise and cultured
English,
"and remained
in that service,
as first lieutenant,
until August,
1938.
My early preference
was the Air Force
but my teachers
dissuaded
me on the
ground that 1 was an only son.
"While
I followed
this advice, I did
not feel well suited to the infantry.
So in
1938 I gave up my commission
to become a cadet in the Army's Academy for
Mechanized
Forces.
"Normally,
it takes a year and a half
of study to be commissioned
as a tank
commander
but in January,
1910-~just
before we were to graduate the Battle of
K wang-Si
Provinc~
entered
a s(:lious
stage, so we were released before act u.rl
graduation
to take our places as second
lieutenants
with the 'Sth Army."
After live months of see-saw fighting
for control of this province. the Ja;'Jnes~
forces withdrew.
During
this period,

translated

by Lieut.

W. S. Hsu.

Chinese caaets train on AAF.
flying lines for the day when
they will move to the attack.
Shah commanded
a tank in several imporLlnt
drives
and is nndcrst.rnd.tbly
proud of the fact that "the whole provlDce
is sti II clear of the enemy right now."
Shah later served as an instructor
and
worked with Allied advisors in the perfection of intelligence
operations,
the development of plans, and the like, He was
promoted to first lieutenant
but preferred
combat
service and felt that hi» best
chance of obtaining
it was as an Air
Force pilot.
Ten: transfer was not easy; in China the
Air Force is independent
of the Arrnv,
But at LIst he ohr.uncd permission
from
his su per ior.; and gave up his commission
to st.ut aerial t r.un ins; in March, 1')1 J,
I t was in October
of that year that
arrangements
were nude
to train many
Chinese air cadets in this country.
There were two pr imi pal reasons behind this, First, China had so meager a
sUl1ply of aircraft and gasoline that the
training of flyers was severely limited,
It
W,IS far more economictl
to bring men
here than to ship necessary planes and
supplies
to China,
Second,
many of
the Chinese fidds available for the purpose were unsatisfactory,
The Jap~ll1ese
Iud occupied much of the country,
Some
of the training
fields still left to the
Chinese
were within
Japane:ie
bomber
r.mee
and this interfered
.Iisastrouslv
witJ~ training
operations,
Some were 10'c.ucd high in the mountains,
~ISmuch as
7,CJ()CJ feet up. a di(ficult altitude at which
to start inexperienced
men.
Ca.lcr Sh.ih was in the basic phase of
tuining
when he was selected to rome to
the United States. Before his group could
leave, the Japanese
had attacked
Pearl
Harbor
and thereby cut ofT the normal
method of travel to this country.
The cadets had to wait
"That
W,IS
hc.i n break inu.' Shah recti Is. But at last
thcv left China in March, 1')12. They
fle,~' to India. then traveled by ship to
New York and fin.dly reached Arizona.
Shah, in May of this year, was nearing
completion
of his a.lvancc.] twin-engine
training
in AT-9s and was looking forw.ir.] to O.T.U., with a preference for the
B-2') bomber.
Whv did he choose bombardment!
"1 l~ight have preferred to be a fighter
pilot,"
Sh.ih .ulrnittcd.
"It is, I think. a
more interesting
type of flying and offers
a better opportunity
for personally shooting down enemy planes, which of course
sati:ifies the desire for revenge,
But if Vie
all took that view, China would h.ive no
born her pi lots, And train ing for homb.ir.Iruent will be the most difficult kind
for Chin.i to achieve by itself."
AIR FORCE, August.
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This statement points up what is perhaps the most notable characteristic
of
Chinese
cadets- -their
selflessness,
The
war to them is purely a cause. Their own
personal futures, their lives, mean nothing. Talk to Chinese students
and you
will find them courteous, cheerful, studious, thoroughly
disciplined
and mentally
concentrated
upon one thing-combat.
"We have shut our minds against our
homes," explains Shah, "because many of
us come from cities and provinces now
occupied by the enemy. We do not correspond very much, if at all, with relatives still living in occupied areas, for it
is through
the mails that the Japanese
trace people whom they mark for reprisal.
j\;Lll1Y
men have asked their parents to
forget them completely.
Our one aim
must be to save China."
Col.
J. Kanaga, Director of Training for the Chinese in the United States
was attached to the American
Ernbassv
at Peking for four years and is cxcept ion.illy fluent in the Chinese language.
He has nothing but praise for the Chinese
as students of milirarv
aviation.
"The men we traiil are picked men,"
says Col. Kanaga.
"Virtually all have had
mi lit.irv academ,' training and have been
commissioned
in other hranrhe-, of the
armed forces before signing up as cadets.
Most have had combat experience.

c:.

"THEY
receive here the same training
given any American boy. Primary, basic,
advanced
single --- or twin-engine,
and
twelve
weeks of O.T.V.,
generally
in
P-40s or B-2')s.
"But along with their flight work. the
Chinese have the dual responsibility
of
learning
some Fnglish.
Om policy in
this respect is to teach them in daily English classcs only such words, phrases and
sentences as will help them learn to fly.
These lessons par.illel thei r training.
For
example, whcn a cadet hegins work in a
Link Tr.iincr, his English lessons will be
descriptions
of how' the Link operates."
Some of the cadets. like Shah, spe.il:
our langu,lge perfectly, having lc.uncd it
in China.
Others
pick up enough
for
ordin.iry
purposes.
Con vcrsclv,
their
American
flving instructors
absorb some
of the Chinese language.
But heretofore.
intcrpreters
have l~een' relied on for convcrs.it ion between instructor and student.
"This has presented
ditliculties,"
Col.
Kanaga points out, "because it prevents
an instructor from correcting his cadet at
the time a mi st.il«: is made, He must do
it I.ucr through
an interpreter.
But an
interpreter
is not a flyer and, therefore,
much is lost in the transition, The answer
will be, I think, to keep some of the out-

standing Chinese Cldcts in this count rv to
serve a~ instructors in future."
'
An understandable
yet bothersome complication
of the langl;age problem is the
need for the Chinese to learn the slang
of our flying lines, For instance, .1 student must not only recognize the mc.uiing of "adv.inrc the thrall le." let us say,
but must a lso understand
five or si x of
the common
slang expressions
used by
American
pi lots ~lnd instructors
to in dicate the same operation.
Most at' the train inj; of Chinese cadets
is taking
place in Arizona
and New
Mexico, with large detachments
at Luke
Field, Williams.'
Thun dr-rbini and Roswell, among othcr«. Thcse detachments,
while under direct 1J. S. Army Air Forces
supervision,
have otlicers and enlisted
men of their own.
The bulk is pilot t ra in in r; n.rtura llv.
Elimination
is low-less
than ten perccnt
-partly
hcr.iuxc much of the climination
of unsuited
cadets takes place back in
China in clemcnr.uv
fli!.';ht tests. Those
men who are elimiI~ated in this country
!.';o to other schools in the Arrn v Air
l;orces, to study armament,
perhai~s, or
ohscrv.it ion or ma intcn.mccsome phase
of militarr aviation which will make them
valuable
on their return to China.
"As pilots they arc earnest,
studious
and vcrv capahle,"
says Col. Kan.ur«.
"Some men. of course. just can't get the
han,g of it. I remcmbcr
one boy who
invariably
got
lost
on
cross-country
flights: he had Iorccd landings
allover
Arizona, vet never so much as scratched
a wing-ti
But for the most part they
arc good all-round
Hyers---'on
the ball'
as the instructors
say."
The cadets themsel vcs have a consuming and common urge to h.ivc our people
know how much they Iike us and the
countrv, and how much they appreciate
thc chance to tr.un here. They are filled
with won.ierrncn! at some at" the things
they ha vc seen,

i~,

SHAH W,IS astonishcd
at Arizona.
"Geography
is one of my enthusiasms,"
he says, "and I had rc.u! a great de.il
about the United States.
My books h.r.]
informed
me that Ar izon.i was a desert
country,
But here 'IT have found these
wonderful
irrigatee1 val k y», with
rich
brms and ranches and fine cities. I know
jxuts of China which should be like this
some day."
Nohodv who Ius met and talkcd with
Chinese c:,Hlets could possibly quest ion the
sincere friendlincss
of these w.rrt imc visitors, It is a unique an.] warming ex pcr ience to attend one of their ear lv mor ninu
classes and to sec thc udet<
in trim,
orderly ranks, dressed in American
uniforms' with the gold-and-blue
shoulder
patch of the Chinese Air Force, start their
day hy singing with a gusto rarely fount!
anywhere the song of the AAF---"OtT
we
go, into the wild blue yonder. ... " ,,:,
CADET
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Above are some typical fuel cells. Note thot all fittings are covered
Inspection
doors are safety
wired and cells are properly
stenciled
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with masking tape.
for identification.

Self-Sealing Cells
By LIEUTENANT

C. G. WYMAN

and J. E. NAGLE

PATTERSON FIELD. OHIO

A

fuel ceIl is a gasoline conby huildi,~!! up «vcr«!
Ltn:rs of natural and svuthct i« rubber.
. The bullet-sealing
~Iu~tlity of the selfselling fuel cell is b~lsee! upon the ehemicd principles
t h.u synthetic
rubber
is
gasoline resist'lI1t ~1Ile! luluml
rubber is
riot. By control .ui.] m.mi pu l.it ion of these
f.utor s the self-se.ding
cell h,IS been developed
into an clilcient
.uid practiul
component
of combat airrr.ut.
Ma nv types and v.iricr ics of fuel cell
constructions
are !lOW used in scrvi.e aircraft but ~dl construltions
del,c:nd upon
these prinnry chc:rnictl i,rincil,le::s.
Ihsicdly
C:\C:'ry ,elf-sc:eding fuel ceIl is
constituted
of three parts: the inner-liner,
the se:\!Jnt .m.l the rct.uncr
or covcr,
sometimes
c,tlled
the outer-liner.
The
avcr.u;c cell ,"onLlins from rive to seven
Lt\"er~ of m.u cri.i l hut these l.ivcr-. lIUI" :tll
h~ ,Lhsitied
under one of th~ three l~.\sic
self-scaling

t.uncr constr~,cted

p.\rts.

The:: inner-liner
is the first or interior
l.rvr-r. This IS :\
i. ruhlx r sheel. It
is the
me i"l,:St.lN
itv uf this
l.ivcr that a llow,
inc to he ~onl.,ineL!
in' the fuel ceil
':lLlsinp: ,leteriontion or (Ltmage to [he cell. Obviously,
no fuel can he manut.uun c.l without a
gasoline resistant inner-liner.
, The se,lL-tnt is the seconl! or middle
laver of m.itcr ial. This is a cheet. or
se'rie::s of sheets, of natural rubber. The
sealant may be made of one or more of
SCHeLl I types of n.itural
rubber, generally
sponge,
coagulated
latex
or serni-vulc.inizcd rubber compound.
As the name
implies, the sealant is the material which
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reacts with gasoline to close the puncture
rcsultin,g £rom bullet penetration.
The retainer or cover is the outer or
exterior laver. Its primary purpose is to
lend strength
and protection.
Various
trpes of rn.iterial have been .used for the
rct.iiner in. past constructions.
Prominent
.unoru; these were leather, vulranizcd
rubber. f.tbric :l(lel rubbcr-impreuu.uc.I
tirecord ing. The latter is now being used
exclusively
in stamhrd
AAF-approved
construction.
1:hsiullr,
the function of the self-seding fuel c~J1 is this: T'pon 1'el1etr:\tion by
:, i,roje::ctile or other ohject, g:bolineseeps
through the d,lln'l~edHe;l
of the innerliner' .rn.l comes in contact
with the
n.itur.r] rubber sealant causing the rubber
(0 swell
to many times its normal
proportions. This swelling react ion closes the
pumlure
prohibiting
further
gasoline
le:::lk:lge.
The inrr o.lurtion
of speci.11 blenels of
fllel intoscn
ice-tlpe
.i ircr.itt
h.i : prescnte,l
a
of ,litEcult
problems
which have been ovcrtomc.
However,
there:: .irc manv self.sc,din",
fuel cells
wh ich were m;\l1u!:te( tIred 'prior to the
use of such fuels and these cells require
acllhiun:d
trc.umcnr.
All self-scaling
fuel cells now being
usc.l by the AAF are built with an innerIincr of one of these four materials: buna,
neoprene, thiokol or rovalin.
Buna synthetic
rubber is resistant
to
sr-ecial fuels insofar as actual disintegration is concerned.
However, buna, by itself, is not resistant to special fuels insofar as dispersion
through
the liner and
<
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into the sealant rubber is concerned. Buna
fuel cells now under construction
contain
a synthetic dam or barrier between the
liner materia!
and the natural
rubber
sealant. This barrier is yery effective in
stoppin!! the dispersion
of fuels. Bunalined fuel cells which contain ,\ synthetic
barrier do not need to be treated in any
way for special blends of fuel. All l-unalined fuel cells which do not cont.un a
synthetic
b.uricr
must be slushed
with
Fuller's
Slushing
Compound
TT.-:'s1
(AAF Specifications
)~l)~)
which is the
011/.1' slushin,g cornpoun.l
appro\cd
by the
AAF.
lthvl .i.ct.uc. which is the hasic
solvent fOI. Fuller's Slushing Compound,
is dctrimenLll
to b,ma synthetic rubber,
so huna lined cel!.s should not be slushed
unless rCLjuirc:d by :lhove clas.sillc:ltion.
Neoprene
synthetic rubber is not resistant to special fuels and will deteriorate
when in contact with them. Therefore.
it
is iml,cT:lti\e that all neoprene-lined
fuel
cells be flushed with FLdler's Slushing
Compound
TL-2S1
(AAF
Specification

3595) .
Thiokol .synthet ic rubber is rcs ist.uit to
all blends of fuel. None of the:: sj'eci,ll
blends
will
di.sintegr:\te
or
disl'erse
throuj-l: this tYf'e::of liner. Thus, thiokollined cells nee'! not be slushed under any
rircurnstanrcs.
nor should thcv be bCL\ll.se
the cthvl acetate solvent .ont.uncd
in Fuller's Sl~,shin,g Compound TL-2Si is detrimental to thiokol synthetic rubber.
Royal in plastic, ~\"hich acts in the same
manner as th ioko I synthe::t ic rubber, is resistant both to disinte,c;ration .m.l dispersion l-v blends of fuel. nhyl
acetate is
also detrimental
to rov.i lin-l incd
fuel
cells, which also should never be slushed.
Below is a deteriorated
fuel cell. Extreme
care
must be exercised
in re-fue!ing
in
order that no gasoline
is allowed
to spill
or overflow on the exterior.
The exterior
of
many fuel cells is not gasoline
resistant
and disintegration
from contact
with gasoline may cause future failure
of the cell.
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RIGHT.

Fuel cells which are ta be shipped
or stored should be crated as shown.
Remember never to stack crated fuel cells so
high that the bottom one is under pressure.
Crate all cells so that the fittings are secured and the cell does not sag.
If possible. store and ship them in their original
containers.
Privates
Matthew
Bodamer
lIeft)
and Cecil Allen of Patterson
Field
are shown
doing a proper
crating
job.

WRONG.

Never stack uncrated fuel cells.
Uncrated cells should be given an individual
space, placed on their widest surface and
supported
from the interior so they do not
sag under their own weight.
Never store
fuel cells without
properly
crating them.
Great harm is done to fuel cells by any
change
from their original shape. as col.
lapsing.
warping,
bending
or twisting.

Inspection
alone is not sufficient to distinguish between the var ious types of cel Is
or to determine
if slushing is rcqui red.
The type of cell at hand may be determined only by reference to T.O. 03-10-26,
which
lists the construction
numbers
stenciled on each tank and describes the
type of cell by these numbers.
Because of current discrepancies
in the
inf ormation
previously
suppl ied to AAF
activit ics. a number
of self-sealing
fuel
cells have been unnecessarily
treat~d for
resistance to special hlends.
Extreme ClUtion should be exercised
in the use of
thiokol or royalin-lined
cells which have
been slushed, since it is diffICult to determine the extent of damage by the ethyl
acetate solvent to the liner.
Moreover.
it is inadvisahle
to attempt
to remove the slushing
compound
from
these cells due to the fact that ethyl
acetate is also the cleaning
solvent that
AIR FORCE. August.
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would be rcquir cd to remove it. Usc of
this solvent
in removing
the sIu'hing
compound
woul.l only cause further d.unage to the seams and the fuel cell lining.
Do not reslush fuel cells. The original
slushing is considered satisfactory tlll'~ughout the life of the cell.
One of the chief causes of fuel-cell
failure in the p,lst has been the disintegration
of the retainer or covering of
the fuel ccl l: caused by gasolll1e coming
in contact with the exterior of the cells.
The covering of all fuel ceJls now in
production
is' being ro.ucd
with huna
synthetic rubber, or with a resistant l.irquer to pre\'Cnt deterioration
caused by
spillage of g'lSoline.
But those of previous construct ion are not protected
t or
spillau:e in any way ,md will disintegr'lte
ra p.d lv when repeatcdlv
splashed
with
gasoline.
The buna-coated
exterior
of
present production
cells will remedy this
situation
to some extent.
However,
because no srnthetic
barrier
is p-O\'ided
under the Buna coating for the exterior
covering. gasoline of certain blends eventually will penetrate into the natural ruhber layers. Therefore. extreme care should
be taken in all cases to avoid spillage of
gasoline
on the exterior
surface of all
fuel cells.
The main cause. however, of fuel cell
failurcsvLorh
in the past and at present
-may
be traced to f aultv and clfeless installat:ion
and removal' methods.
Particularly is this true in uses concernlI1g
aircraft whose fuel cells arc of the socalled collapsible type.
By the \Try n.iturc of its construction,
the ~elf-sealin~g fuel cell is injured by any
nltcr.it ion of the cell from its original
shape, collapsing.
w:!rping,
bending
or
twisting.
In some cases, of course, there
is no alternative
and collapsing
the cell
becomes a necessary evil. Manv types of
aircraft
now incorporating
self-sealing
fuel cells were not designed
origin.lily
for these cells and. as a result. cells must
be in.etal led and removed
under undesirable conditions.
In view of these facts, it is extremely
import.mt
that all fuel cell insta ll.u ion
and removal work be pLtced in the hands
of competent,
trained men who understand the care which is necessary in the
h'lI1dling of self-sealing
fuel cells. An
inexperienced
crew should never he allowed to install or remove fuel cells unless the job is done under the guid'll1G:
of capable and conscientious
supervisors.
The Maintenance
Division of the Air
Service Command
has estahlished
a unit
of trained fuel-cell experts to assist in all
maintenance
and repair problems on selfscaling fuel cells which arise within the
AAF.
Any questions
or comments
on
fuel-cell problems should be addressed to
the Commanding
Gener:!l.
Air Service
Command.
Patterson
Field.
Fa irfield,
Oh io, directed
to the attention
of the
Chief, Maintenance
Division.

Boot Starter
The Bungee starter, as used by the A A l'
Flying
Training
Dot.uhmcnr.
OuLl.
Horida, consists of a hoot. shock cord ,We!
rope handles. The hoot. six by nine inrhe,
tapered to '1 point like a rounclc.] "v'
is made from two pieces of }~ inch belting riveted together.
To this is .ur.uhc.!
at the point of the "Y" five feet of
inch manila
rope.
then an eight-foot
length of % inch elastic shock cord. Two
four-foot manila ropes ,~o at the end for
gripping
pieces. To operate, the en:~inc
is primed
by turning
the propeller
hy
hand, then the boot is placed over the
end of the blade on the far SIde .ind
needed tension is ,~ained hy two men pulling slowl), .. 1S sllOivn in the 'lClompan)'ing
photograph.
The propeller
r.ui now be
started with only a sli~ht lift from a third
nun.
As the I;rope!ler wh irlx the hoot
flie, off. Flying
Training
Detachment,
Ocala,

Florida.
The Bungee Starter

in action.

Flashlight Guides Night
Parachute Deliveries
To

provide a means of speedy identification of aerial delivcr\' containers dropf,ed
during
night
ojxr.u ioux, the
Materiel
Command
has dcvelopo.l
;1 new type of
idCl,tiflcltion
LUllp assembly.
It resemhles the ordin'lfY Ihshli.ght but
is made of pbstic an.] has a light hulh .it
c.uh end. Colored pbstic caps of hluegreen. red or yellow can be sn.1pped over
the bulb so th.i! types of aerial deli\Try
10'HIs r.tn be c.rsilv identified by me.ins of
the different
col~rs. The cylinder holds
three flashlight bJtteries.
On the outxi.l« of the lamp arc two
loops for attaching
the lamp to the delivery containers.
A spl'ing contact switch
on the exterior of the l.unp is eCluipped
with a fibre separator so that the switch
is kept open except when the l.unn is
actually in use. The assemhly is so' arranged that when the load is' dropped a
cord attached to the parJChute line withdraws the fihre separator from the switch
and the light is autom.rtica lly turned on
when the pa r.u.hutc opens.
The weight of the lamp, except for hatteries, is 5.6 02S.
(T echnique Cod/nude)
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scaffold.

bombers as thouch it were liftine: a sack
of wheat.
'Other models include btest type fiphter
planes, bombers and CHgO r.uricrx. each
with movable controls, instrument
p:lnels
in the cockpits and hollow cabins which
permit arrangement
of cargo inside the
planes;
jeeps, peeps and a truck with
three e:Jsoline carr icrs .ut.uhc.l : a srn.rl l
g\ass-~ndosed
portable
m.uh ine shop,
canvas-covered
cn e iuc repair housin"s,
:1
cm;o
truck, and' a lone: hc.ivv tl~:liler
111u'chlike a {LIt, ,II', cl curr~llt dev(:lof';:lCnt
and only recently pm,:uced
a (ull-,izcc!
mo.!el.
Bcuu,e the models to he of value must
be preci,;ioll perfect, the)' sometimes
require as long as two or three weeks to
r,

Sixty-five
enlisted
men h.ivc alreallr
benefited from instruction
received in the
school, which was oq,anil',l'L[ at t'l: Sl"'e:c;zion of enlisted p(l:sonnel and throu~i1
the cooperation
of the comllunding
otJicers and top-rated N,eO.s,
The 1'1'O,e:ra111covers studies of .iircr.tf:
en,e:ines, general ai rpLulL' m.rintcn.inrr, ;111,1
en!!ine m.urucn.m.c.
sern:>; a:; a refresher
cO~lrse for ol dcr men ,\ild dc:vllops skille,l
mechanics out of the h.ISIl'S,
Since its bc:e:innlne: the course of in»truct ion ,c:r'ldL:,Iily lL;s hec:n e:--::"ulllcd to
in.lu.!« a stulh, of
nece;S,l!'\ to COIll),Jc:te a success'iul ::'~- .1nd 'i()-hoilr in,,'eclion, the usc of tup> .111d bean'
t r.uror
e,-!uipmc:nt, opcr.u ion of \\in,e: j;lck.s (or
four-el1~~ineLj pl.111eS, and instruction
on
inslrun~c:nls al~d electriLal snlems. S,hc:dulcs arc arran~c:d to en'lblc:'mc:n on ni i-hr
shifts to parti~ipate,
In addition to tc'~hnical phases, one hour daily i.s devoted to
the study of rnanu.i ls and T.O,s,
Credit [or oraanization
of the school
goes larpcly to !:irst Ser,e:eant Roland F.
Grisson, Master Sere:eants Ccorue Grol11oshak and William
H, Kelly,' Staff Sergeants John Ramsey and Arnold
King,
and Sergeant Joseph Verdun.
They also
served as instructors.
Lieutenant
Wilber
Harnstrcct,
Squadron
CO"
and Lieutenant Charles D. Horvath.
adjutant,
gave
full approval
and assistance.-Air
TransL

Even extra

Designing With Models
Tiny models arc dictating the desiuns for
various types of maintenance
eClulpment,
small service trucks, portable repair shops,
bomb
cradles
and other misce11aneous
field devices used by the AAF, The miniature
planes,
trucks,
g,lsoline
storage
tanks,
portable
houses
and other
airborne
cquprncnt.
all precision-built
to
one-thirtieth
exact scale, are daily saving
the e:overnment
thousands
of dollars in
its n'ever-endine:
task of finding the be';t
possible equipment
for our combat Air
Forces.
"Building
the models first," one engineer
explains,
"makes
it possible
to
study desirable
shapes and sizes for the
large equipment
without going into the
tremendous
cost involved in the building
of fu11-sized products,"
The plant for the construction
of these
models is a small wor1:shop
in the big
Miscellaneous
Ec]uipment
Unit of the
Materiel
Command
at W;-i'iht
FieIL!,
where the models
are scaled down by
draftsmen
from full-sized blueprints
furnished by various manufacturers
and then
built of wood and metal. They ran ve in
size from a tiny onc-inch boml; cr a.l!e to
a three-foot
sc{le mo.lcl of a four-ene:ine
bomber complete with rcti.ictab!c landing
gear.
One of the most delicate models is a
six-wheel
truck-trailer
rornhination
so
complete in detail that the truck even has
a tiny rear view mirror,
Another intricate
model comprising hu:~Jreds of s111a11p,trts
is a replica of a bLl:~e crane whose real
life version is usn! to haul around 2s-ton
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heavy

equipment

is duplicated.

build, On such projects involving trucks
and other mobile units, even the en,c:ines
an.l metal chassis arc built to exact ~cale,
Models of special scaffolds used in repairing various p.irts of aircraft have been
especially valuable, These framework
devices, simple ill construction,
have been
manipulated
into various positions on the
model
planes just as the Etrge repair
stallds would be on regular aircraft, and
the results have ,given' engineers
knowledge enabling them to build super-structures that make repairillg a combat plane
a much simpler task-Wright
Field.

Training

continues

behind

the front

lines.

Tech School in Combat Zone
One of the fl'w (possibly the only) AAF
technical schools in a fo:-e;"n theatre or
romb.it
zone
was established
sl'veral
rnont.r-, ago along the North
Atlantic
Route bv a fer:"
S('U,lc}:-on of the Air
Transport
COmi~1'll1d t'o take worthwhile
,ldnnLI,!!e of the enforced inactivity clue
to weather conditions.

port

Command.

High Altitude Brushes
An

intensive
five months'
research program
stimulated
by comphints
that
brushes on generators
and crunncs were
wearin,c: out within two or three hours on
planes flying at extremely high alt itudcs
has resulted in the development
of new
brushes
with an cffcrt ivc high altitude
life of from :10 to 1 SO hours,'
Two B-17s, assigned to the project at
Wright
Ficld, rolled up a total of 500
hours of comprehensive
testing in 107
flights, after it W:1.S determined
in earlier
experiments
th.it brushes operated
satisfactorily in high altitude
test rh.unhcrs
but wore out after a few hours of actual
operation above ::'5 ,(JOO feet.
The Engineering
Di\ision
called in
electrical
t~chnici,\;1s from ,\\1 n1:\nuf.lcturers capable of sLlpplyir\e: materials, motors and e:enerators,
and in Octoher of
last year l~e,e:an a series of high altitude
test fli[!hts in r.ucticd atmosphere
above
3(),000 feet.
One of the B-17s was converted into a
flying electrical l.ibor.u orv. Panels of testin,e: instruments,
installations
of penerators and motors for tests under olv-erv.rtion, tcmncr.uure
recording
e:,lUe:l'S and
many electrical
recordine:' d'l:\ic~es ' were
mou'nted in the radio comp.irtrncnr
and
in the homh hay.
Flie:ht after flie:ht was con.lurtcd
those
over '30,0()() fc:et uxu.i l lv of three hours'
duration.
Civilians
al~d otlicus
spcnt
AIR FORCE,
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their days "upstairs"
testing new materials and new designs, recording
instrument readings of the hundreds of variants
of the flights, and observing how generators and motors survived under increasingly heavy electrical loads. In the evenings all observations
and readings were
reviewed
and worn-out
materials
were
thoroughly
examined and tested.
It was discovered
in the early stages
of these tests that motor and generator
parts were we.uiru; out at high altitudes
because of frictio~ resulting from a lack
of lubr iration , This factor was not present
at lower altitudes,
because while the air
at. high altitudes is almost absolutely dry,
that at lower altitudes
roruu inx sufficient
moisture
to serve as a lubricant
for the
brushes.
Before a satisfactory
brush had been
de\'eloped,
27 different
brushes
were
tested. not including
those which were
proved
unsatisf artorv in laboratory
and
high .i lt itudc chamber tests.
Flight tests were completed
in March
with the perfection of brushes capable of
operating
from vi O to 1 'i0 hours efficiently
an.] continuously
under heavier-than-nornul loads at altitudes above ')O,O()O feet.
This development
assures a constant supply of electrical current to operate guns,
turrets, automatic pilot, props, radio and
other equiprnenr
in aircraft at high altitudes. Lieutenant
Robert
V. Guelich,
Wright

ous line from the bomb bay to the outboard nacelles.
Lines were then installed
from the
bomb bay ends of the former supercharger
regulator
lines to the selector valve and
f rom the nacelle ends to the cowl flap
cylinders.
" These installations
provided a complete
system for fluid to pass from the pressure
system, through the restrictor valve, to the
s~lector Y,1Iv~, thence to the bomh bay,
through
the former
supercharger
regulator lines to the cowl flap actuating cylinder. The fluid displaced by the movement
of the piston
in the cylinder,
passed
through
the other former regulator
line
into the bomh hay. forward to the selector
valve, then thro~l"h the line connecting
the selector valve
the return line fro~
the brake system, and into the hydraul ic
reservoir.
New lines were then installed connecting the selector valve to the inboard engine cowl flap actuating
cylinders, This
com plctcd the installation.
With this new cow! flap arrangement,
each flap is operated
inclependently
and
mav he locked in any position. The operation may be arrornplishcd
either when
the engine-driven
pumps.ne
supplying
the system with pressure. or when the
emergency hand-pump
is used.
Through Schaefer's development,
modi-

fication of B-17Bs at Hendricks
FicIc! iLl.'
been
expedited
considerahly
.m.] the
operation of the modified Bs Ius proVl:n
more satisfactory. - Private
Charles
M.

Progress Through Destruction

periods of mathcmat iral calculations
and
careful 'lrrangement
of the: plane or pents
for testing.
Giant lacks and cranes hoist planes into
testing
positions
on gi rder
platforms.
Shot bags, lead hars, or sand bags are
used to simulate actual load conditions
of
the aircraft
in fli~ht.
On lv after such
planes survive the~e tests. arnonj; others,
are they adopted for general use by the

';0

Watt,

Air Service

Command.

Link Spin-Delay Mechanism
An attachment

for Link Trainers which
permits instruction on instrument take-offs
is the invention
of Technical
Sergeant
Sherman
A. Holbert,
Moody Field, Ga.
Heretofore,
it was necessary for the instructor to bring the Link out of ,1 spin
when it was fi rst started before the student could take mer the controls, which
meant that the student elssumec! control
of the tr.urier after it was in full "flight."
By the usc of Technical
Serge,mt 'Holbert's invention.
the student
is in full
control
from the time the trainer
is
started.
He c.m simuhte
taxiing on the
ground
and perform a complete
instrument take-off.
The ctttachmcnt
is e.,.senti.dly a complex three-way val \'C which regulates the
vacuum .lpplied to both the spin-actuating
system of the trainer and the instrument
assembly. The key to the successful operation of the unit is the LIse of an electromagnetic latching device which locks the
valve II1 place at the critical time.-Public
Relations

Office.

Moody

Field,

Field.

Swapping Engines
A shortage of R 1820- 51 engines made it
necessary at Hendricks
Field, Florida, to
modify B-17Bs to permit use of R 1:--:'?()-()'i
engines. This tricky problem was solved
by Glenwood
A. Schaefer, 2'i-ye:n-old civilian employee
at the 95th Air Service
Command
Sub-Depot.
Here's his solution, reached after days
of studying the standard Boeing cowl flap
assemhly:
An Adel type G-9714 cowl flap selector
valve wa s installed
on the cockpit sidewall. to the co-pilot's
right, forward of
the thermo-couple
selector switch.
Pressure
and return
Iines were connected from the selector valve to the hydraulic system. To control the time r~qu ir ed for opening
or closing the flaps,
the !'ressure line was passed throu,d1 a
vari.ilile restrictor valve before connecting
to the selector va lvc.
Eclipse Type A-I') supercharger
regulators,
which operate
from cn o ine oil
pressure,
were installed
in pIal'; of the
original Type A-7 regulators which operate from the hvdr.iul ic svstcm. The hvdraulic lines ru~ning frOI;1 the bomb bay
to. the outboard nacelles for operating
the
ongll1al supercharge
regulators were used
for operation
of the cowl flaps on the
o.utboard engines by capping the Tee fittll1gs where the inhoard
regulator
lines
connected.
This resulted in one continuAIR FORCE, August,
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Engineers
and static test workmen listen
an~iously {or that first crack, the first sign
of weakness, as the tail of the C-7(, below
is piled higher and higher with bags of
shot in Wright Field's Static Test Laboratory, where planes are destroyed in the interest of safety and progress in AAF aircraft. The actual breaking
of the plane
under the test load is preceded by long

AAF.-Wright

Field.
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CHIEF OF STAFF, FLIGHT CONTROL COMMAND

N the

sky over America there is a network of airways that will lead the pilot
safely "on course" through
soupy darkness to almost any destination
he m,Ly
choose.
Proprietor
of the network is the
Civil Aeronautics
Administration
which
operates and maintains the more than 3,)0
!<ll1i!;e stations, radio aids, lii!;ht beacons,
and' emergency fields and the' 23 Airways
Traffic Control Centers necessary to the
smooth functioning
of the system'.
Although
the Airways were a creation
of pilots, by pilots and for pilots, there
are many who fly these skyways
for
months
and even years without
a clear
understanding
of the Airways
Traffic
Control organization
and how it works.
Here is a play by play description
of
some of the facts every pilot must keep in
mind as he proceeds on an airways flight.
Suppose you are about to take off from
ChiGli!;o for Patterson Field, Ohio. You've
check~d the weather,
the notices to airmen,
and completed
Form 23. Your
Form 23 specifies a flip:ht along the airways on contact
flight rules and you
know that your Hight plan has been sent
to the Chica~o Airw.iv« Tr.ut«: Contra!
Center for trunsmission
to your destination.
It is important
for you to know also
that this Hight will not he posted on the
flight
prowess
boarels in the Control
Center. The Center pays no attention
to
ClR tli cht s unless l'nd weather or other
trouble '~Jc\eIOi)' in YOLIr line of Hi,c;ht.
You arc !1yini!; contact and whether on or
off the air'wa}., yOll arc expected to ilv at
the proper altitu.I.,
for your hcadiru; arid
keep your eyes peeled for tralllc en route.
You take all from Chicago in weather
that looks good, meanwhile
wondering
a
little about a front that the weather ot1icer
warned
you about.
Sure enough,
the
front
starts muddying
the atmosphere
across your line of flight as you proceed
toward
Goshen,
Indiana,
and you wish
you had filed an instrument
flight plan
while you were still in Chicago.

I
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The weather
won't
Itt you proceed
CFR. What can you do now) You can
turn around
and go back, land at the
nearest airport with suitable minimums,
or file an instrument
flight plan.
Since
you are a qua liticd instrument
pilot and
want to get where you started for, you
choose to reeluest an instrument
flight
cl ear.mce.
Y OLl tune in on the Goshen
Radio
Range ahead, well in advance of your
arrival over that point. You don't wait
until you are over or past the range because radio conversations
take time and
you don't want to be past the station and
out of radio touch with it before your
conversation
is completed.

What every pilot should know
about America's protective
flight network.
Goshen Radio jots down your request
for an instrument
clearance and asks you
to wait. Why must you wait? BeGLUSe a
local range station cannot clear you for an
:lirways flight.
It serves only as a "gobetween"
for messages from pilot to the
A TC Center and hack. The only oruaniz.u ion that can i!;ive vou a c1e,;LLlll~e is
the Center th.u heels ju'risdiet ion over the
.tirw.lYs .dong which yOU propose to fly, in
you r use, the Chicago Center.
RIEl'S
what Juppens
during the minute or two that ebp..;es while you arc
\IcLiting for a reply. The Goshen Range
station operator
calls Chicago hy interphone
and (luickly gives the Chicago
Center your instrument
flight plan. This,
of course, tells your position,
the time,
your present and proposed altitude, your
cruising speed, your destination,
your estimated time of arrival, etc.
It is also important that you give your
proposed route of flight so there will be
no mistake as to the exact set of airways
you intend to fly.

What happens in the Chicago Center?
With a cOf1Y of your Ili,~ht pLLl1 in his
hand,
a traf1ic controller
:teps to the
flight
progress
boards
in the Center.
Here on lar,!;e boards arc posted ,111 instrument
flight
plans
that have been
cleared in the area cont rollt-d by that
center. These boards carry the n.unc of
every range station in th~ area. Under
each range station there is a strip of paper
representing
each airpl.ine expected to report over that station-a
strip identifying
the airplane and p:iving all necessary information,
includiru; the f1i~ht altitude
reserved for the flig11t an,! th~ time when
your "report over" is expected.
A quick glance at the f1 ight strips under
the: range station you have named in your
flight plan shows the ChiC<Lgo Center operator that all is clear for your fli,~ht. He
calls Goshen and Goshen calls you, i!;i ving you your clearance to procee<.l at S ,(lOO
feet and asking you to report north of the
Fort W,Lyne Rani.':e for further clearance.
With ',L sigh ~f relief you be,~in your
ascent to the S,OOO foot level with complete assurance th.it you won't cross propellers with other airrrafr as you go up
and that the 'S,OO() foot level is reserved
for vour exclusive
usc. On instrument
flight more than at any other time pilots
dislike the company of other aircraft.
All's well.
You arc sailing along a
sky road all your own tow.ir.] Fort \X'avne,
Meanwhile.
the Chic<l';o Airw'LVs Traffic
Conrro! Center Ius teldYl1ed your flight
plan to the Cincinnati Center.
Why were you ,lskeel to rCJ10rt over
Fort \X!avne fur further clearance)
Because :t (ew minutes out of Fort \X!,lyne
you rc.uh the bourul.uy of the Ch iC:Lgo
Control
Ar e.. and enter the Cincinnati
Area. The Cincinnati Center nul' w.int to
move VaLL to a different
altitu:le.
As a
matter' of fact. they do. \X/hen you report
over Fort Wayne
Raru-c
vou are instructed to aSlc;1d to 7 .o'7)() f~et five minutes south of the Fort Wavne Rance Station and to report when vou re.u h '7 ,OO().
You know immediately
th.it the Cincinnati operator
sees on his Hight pro;-;ress
board that you are ;-;ctting too close to
some other aircraft at the S,OOO foot level.
He's pushing you up a couple of thousand
AIR FORCE, August.
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fe:et to increase this dist.inrc. Th.u 01'cr.u or doesn't
w.int to answer all the
questions
he:' d be ask cd if your plane and
another onc hoth tried to occupy the same
Sp'ICC at thc same time. His job is to
kecp you wcl] separated and he's on the
job cvny minute.
As soon as you reach 7,000 feet. you
rcport this fact back to Fort Waync Radio
and arc instructc.]
to report again tcn
minutes
out from the Patterson
Range
Station.
Fort Wayne: radio notifies the
Cincinnati
Centcr
that you are: at the
7,000 foot level and the Cincinnati
operator stops worrying about you.

Au.

information
concerning
your flight
is immediately
relayed to the: center that
has vou under
its control
so that the
Fligl{t Progress
Board will show your
exact position.
When
a plane fails to
complete
a contact within a reason.ible
period
after its cstim.itcd
time over a
given range station, the Airways Traffic
Control Cc:nter starts worrying.
Something
must be wrong with the

pilot. the Lidia or the airplane.
After a
time, a gcner.ll alarm will he hroadust.
You continue on your flight; ten minutcs out you ront.ict thc Patter son R:lngc
Station. You are notified that ATe wants
vou to climb to S,()()O feel now and hold
on thc southeast
Ice; of the Patter son
Range. Why, you p~ohahly are asking!
Bcausc
just prior to your arr iv.t] six
other ailTlanes arr ived in quirk succession over the Patter son Range Station and
are stacked up at suo.essive
1,000 Joot
altitudes starting at 2.000 feet. ATC is
putting you up on top to wait your turn
to come down. As the planc at 2.000 feet
is cleared to the Patterson Field tower to
land, the planes above arc gi\"cn instructions in succession to descend 1,000 feet.
Thus one hy one ea,h plane is lowcrc.i
throuuh
the pdtern
and hrouuh! safely
into Patterson Field. Your tripon
an instrumenr
fli,c;ht P],ll1 from Co,hm
to
Patterson held is safely completed.
In the Cincinnati Center the picture of
the st.u l.up over Pan c.von Range was
clc.uly
shown
on the f1i,~ht proc<.:ress

board.
EICh change of altitude is notc.]
for each plane on its individual
tit.L;ht
progress
strip.
ATC knows a lot more
about what's going on Mound you th.ui
vou cia. As e.ich aircr.ut l.rn.ls, Patter son
j"ieId notifies
Cincinnati
ATe:,
which
teletvpes or inter phones the arrival rncs,age back to pilot's point of departure.
This
streaml incd,
cxpert lv OJ'l'uted
svstcm of Airway,
Trat1ic Control
is a
product of some of Amc:rica's best aviation min.ls. Installed and operatc:cl hy the
Ci\'il Aeron.iut ics Authority.
it has provi.icd Amcrir.; wiil . the: Jinest network of
skyways and navijz.u ion.r! aiels to he: found
an)" place in the: world. The avcr.u;c controller fe:els the tremendous
responsihilit}.
invo lv. d in nuint,linings;lfc
sep.tration of
aircr.rlt that arc flying the airways
in
ins: rument cond it ions. The whole plein i,
one of service that will provide aid ,wd
security to all who use the airways.
You, as a pilot, can best do your p,lr::
bv pbnning
your f1i{~ht:;r.u clul ly, rCj'orting faithfully. an.I obeying instruction,
t.J
the letter.

*

New Pilots Advisory Service

A

new Advisory
Service
for military
pilots was launched in two regions of the
United States on June I, 1943, when personnel of the Flight Control
Command
began operations
in the Boston and Seattle
Airways Traffic Control Centers.
Scheduled
for expansion throughout
the
nation by the end of this year, the service
will function on all cress-c ountrv flights by
military airplanes
whether on or off the
airways.
Flight plans will be filed in the
usual manner.
Pilots should plan frequent
communications
contacts,
whether
flying
airways

or not,

and

maintain

a constant

list .. ning watch throughout
their flights.
Detailed description
of the new Service
as it octually works will be contained
in a
full length article
in the September
AIR
fORCE.
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FINAL

CHECK.

a last minute
their assigned

After their briefing, these airmen take
stereoscopic
squint at photographs
of
targets on Nauru.

CRATING

the

These 1ODD-pounders were
unloaded
over the enemy's

EGGS.

8-24s

among
island

the tons of bombs
industrial
center.

FIREWORKS.
Smoke and debris (below)
billow froni
the main phosphate
plant on the island while other
bombs burst in a nearby housing area.

BULL'S.EYE
ONE of the m~os"\'lt", .......
bombers against the enem
a large force of B-24s blasted
the circular island of Nauru (circum
Gilbert Island group. The raid was carrie
largest of the Ellice Islands, which was occupied
mencan
forces several weeks earlier. The Liberators were subjected to intense anti-aircraft fire and fighter opposition but they made their
bombing runs "down the groove" and returned safely to their
base. From five to seven attacking Zeros were shot down.
The Japs retaliated the following day with a raid on Funafuti,
but the damage and casualties were small compared to the destruc:.
tion on Nauru.

*

HOMEWARD

the

24

8-24s

.

With the plant area of Nauru Island aflame,
for their base on Funafuti-mission
successful.

BOUND.

head

FIRST

An early target
fighter interception.

LICKS.

hamper

was the Jap airfield to
Note burning planes.

A Colonel we know scored 85 points in
this month's AIR FORCE Quiz, which
puts him near the head of the class.
Credit yourself 5 points for each correct
answer and see if you ring the bell with
a perfect 100; make a near miss with
90; rock the target with 80; get a passing nod with 70 or wash out with 6~ or
less. Answers on Page 48.

8. What German airplanes do
the following abbreviations
designate?
(One
a. FW
b. JU

wrong

15. Does the stem of a Ma;or's
oak leaf insignia properly
point toward
his neck?

or away

from

16. 3:30 p.m, regular time is the
equivalent of .•••••
Army
time?

17. Which
is the Army
Air
Forces' heaviest
single-engine fighter plane?
18. Identify

this medal

19. Identify

this medal

is all wrong)
c. DO
d. HE

I. How many of the following
colors appear on the American Defense ribbon?
a. Yellow
b. Red

c. White
d. Blue

2. A Peashooter
often given
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

is the

name

A .30 caliber machine gun
A tail gunner
A fighter plane
An armament
specialist

9. The angle of climb of an airplane is controlled by the
a. Elevators
b. Ailerons

10. GI is the proper

"Off we go, into the wild blue
yonder, climbing high into the sun.
Here they come
. .....•
'em boys,
give 'er the

give
gun."

'er

the

gun-

abbrevia-

tion for

Can you fill in the missing
words of the Air Corps Song

)\t

c. Rudder
d. Fin

a.
b.
c.
d.

n.

Government
Government
Government
Government

Inspection
Index
Installation
Issue

Where does the accent
on the word "materiel"?
a. Materiel
b. Materiel

fall

c. Materiel
d. Materiel

12. W hen h a It i n gas
qua d
marching at quick time, on
which foot should the command of execution,
HALT,
be given?
a. Left foot
b. Right foot
c. Either foot

4. The astral hatch of an airplane is commonly used by
the
a. Navigator
b. Pilot

c. Radio man
d. Bombardier

5. The expression, "leading
airplane" is most closely
sociated
with
a. Taxiing
b. landing

6. A chandelle

c. Thrust
d •••••••••

20.

an
as-

Is this Technical Specialist's
sleeve patch for Armament,
Engineering,
Communications or Photography?

c. Piloting a trainer
d. Aerial gunnery

is

look now! Is the Air
Corps insignia on an officer's
shirt collar worn on his left
or right side?

26

one?
a. Weight
b. Lift

a. The right nacelle of airplane
b. The lighting system in the
fuselage
c. An external
bomb rack
d. A maneuver
in flight

7. Don't

13. There are four forces which
act on an airplane in flight.
Can you fill in the missing

~
14. Army

Emergency
available to

Relief

;s

a. Officers only
b. Enlisted men only and their de.
pendents
e. Sergeants
only
d. All members of the Army and
their dependents
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How to Keep Well In the

INDIAN THEATRE
B!U~JielL

q~

:ha-oi.J N. W.

q~t

THE AIR SURGEON

*

*

*
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hc.,/Jh ({)}h/iliOJ/1

"lie I"ili{)
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,DJ()/h().

In

jJ1
t l.«

;1

icric:

{',iF/Oill

*

nrricl es

of

F Fnno/<.

'-

i" ,1 stran!.;<: and colorful
land, The
customs.
dr<:s~, Ian!.;ua!.;e, reli!.;ious
beliefs and mode
of lif~ b~'lr littte
rcscrnblanc<: to 'll1yrhing
American.
Although
in the Europc.m
section of some of India's
larger
cities and in the homes
of the marc
wca lrhv Indians,
conditions
may resemble
those
in the United
Staks,
constant
..ire
should
be exercised
to avoid
<:xposur<: to
health
h.iz.u d».
The n.u ive c]uarters
of town and rural
districts
in India
arc v<:ry much
as they
were hundreds
of years ago. There
a rc no
safe publ ir: W:lter works,
sewa,!.;<: is .l ispose:d
of by the <:asiest and
most
convenient
111 c.in S, and
foods
a rr r'lre:ly insp<:cted to nuke
sure that they arc safe.
Over
oncf f th th<: world's
popu l.ition
l ivcs in l n d i.t. an are:,l a little more
th.m
one-half
the size of i h« United
Sr.itcs.
Pr.ut ira l!v «vcrv dise'lse
known
to rn.in
occurs
in this cO~JI1tr\.
ReCluse
the uninformed
is always
fik<:ly to mec:
with
trouble.
thl' reco!.;nition
of the dan!.;<:rs
thar <:xist in Indi'l' is of ut rnox: impU"t.'mce
to
American
troops.
Modern
mil it.irv
medicine,
especially
mil
hv;"ien<: .uid
sa n it.u iori, h'ls he<:n developed
to
'otcct
the soldlcT.
no matter
wlul
ror.dit
he
m.rv be for.c.]
to Ltc<:. If the in.l i: ,Ju:il
!'iIHA

1

'ol~lier
kno\\'s
wha! to e:xj'ecl. has ,l fun.l.uucru.rl
knowleLke
of how to ra l«. care
of himself.
.in.] pr:lctices
ordillary
.lc.uil iIless .m.] Lammon
scn«. he is ahl<: to m.iinr.i in his cfTlcienc\'
,1S a fi!.;htin!.; man .uid
avoid hecol11in!.; ,; casualty' due to dise:,he.
Althou!';!]
disuse:
con,litiom
v.rrv somewhat
in ,liffe:re:nt parh
of India,
l~:l!aria,
"dysenluy,"
the fungllS
diseases,
venereal
diseases
:lnd snake hire present
gLlve rnilirMY medical
problems
throughout
the
country,
A c~nserntive
estimate
has heen made
that
1.000,000
of the
3S9,OOO,OOO
Indians
die of malaria
alone each year. This
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sta~~erine;
fie;ure
indicates
its e;reat irnpo;.t',tnce 'in lJ~edicaJ consideratiOl\s.
\Xfhile

the disease
is most common I\' cout r.utcd
in the lowlands,
where
fre~luently
100
percellt
of the people
have m.il.u ia, it is
not infrequcnt
lv encountered
in the hill
districts.
l.vcry precaution
must be taken to nvoi d
this disease
hecause
troops
suffering
from
malaria
can not be effective
as a fi!.;htini;
force.
Luh man should have a th~rougll
know Icdg<: of the methods
of protc.r iou
:Jg,linst
mos'luitoes,
not only
from
the
mal.uial
tvpe
but
from
.il! others,
for
denglle
and fiLHi:lsis, both mosquito-borne
diseases.
also occur
in India,
Since it is
im poxxil il« for anyone
other than a trained
,\fedic,d
Dcp.utrnent
oAicer
to differenti.itc her ween discasc-c.irryinu
mosquitoes
and
the
pllrely
pestiferous
types,
they
should
all he mnsidcred
d.mucrous.
Although
the malaria
mosquito
usually
bite,; .ir night,
it m:1Y be encountered
durin~ the day in dense
jungles
or shaded
mo.mt.un
valleys.
When
it is necessary
to
go ou.of-door,
at night
or to operate
in
:l 111lh"1I ito-i n festell
region
.u any time,
rel,-e,'her
to I\Tae lonu-slcevcd
shi:'(s huttouc.:
to the neck,
long
t rou-cr , tuckcd
into hoots.
hC'ld nets ,md doves,
Each
soldier
should
know
the \,due
of his
rnoxouito
net, how to usc it and how to
care foe it. He shollid
consi,lcr
it an es,senti,LI piece of his cllllii,ment
and shoul.!

keel! it ;lyaiLlhlC:' .u cdl times.
~'Il

m.inv

of

India

the

medical

anice'" 1\ ill rc.onuucu.l the ";lIPI'ITssi\e
or
prol'll'lactic
t rc.umcn;
of m.il.ui.r
with
either
uuin iric or .u.ihrinc,
This t reatrncnt
doc:; not !,re\ent
rnal.ui.i
in the true sense
anll .on-icqucnt ly can not take the place of
the
external
precautions.
However,
it
docs suppress
the symptoms
of malaria
and thus allows
a man to carrv on until
the mil itary tactical
situation
perrn its hospitalization.
When
suppressive
quinine
or
atahr ine treatment
is once instituted,
directions

must

be followed

explicitly

or

it

may,

* * *

do more harm
than ,!.;00l1. "Dysentery"
is
a term med in its hroadest
sense when applyin,!.; it to India.
Actually
the term intcxt in.i l dise,l.se
is more
'LJ'!HO!'ri:1te,
hecause typhoid
f everand
p,lf;l-typhoi,]
fever
arc extremely
prevalent
as arc hoth .uncbic
and b.icil larv
.lvscnt cr v. Cholcea
IS
another dise;ls~ that falls 'in this group
of intestinal
diseases
and cornruon lv occurs
,lS
an epidemic,
usu:Llly during
th~ rainy season from June to Octoher.
All
of these
intestinal
diseases
.irc
diseases
of nlrh. Thcv un
he transmitted
by Hies, throu,!.;h
w:~ter or food,
or hy
physie.tl
rout.ut.
They CU] he prev<:nkd
if
the usu.i l sanitary
preuutiollS,
obse-rved
by any • lc.m individu.il
, arc carefully
followed.
The
Indian
people
have
little
kuoxv ledge of, ,1nd even more im port.mt,
less re~ard
for modern
s.initat ion.
C'lrhage ,l;ld human
w.rxte» :lIT deposited
in
the steeds,
in the fields
.m.] along
the
banks
of strc.uns.
1'1 ics .ue ahund.mt.
1 he\' hreed in waste .urd since there is no
scre~'i i: n!.;, th cv ILLvc e,lSI' ,lCless
to the
kitchen.'
Streams
,lIT CO;,LlIllil1.lted
,md
foods n rc soiled.
Conscqucnt
lv, lOll must
alw,1\"S De (J,i !.;lIard.
W:lters!Jould
he
bod~d
or chlor'inJted.
])0 not
t r uxr to
luck
drink
on lv w.u r-r that
Ius
heen
tlTd'ed
hv prO!'~r
Armv
l'llsonne!.
Be
xure tilal lhe kitchens
\\.h~TC your food is
"{lci .m.] the
\yhl'r~ yOll c.u .uc

of f1 ic-,
Since
Ire,'Jed
w.itcr
nul'
not he .iva il:lhk .u times
in Indi,].
C\:eIT su!c!ier 0j'cr.u
in this are'l should
k no«
one or
mo-e
Llethods
of I'LJI'ihin,~
w.itr-r
(1',\1
21-1 OJ,
If he Ius no chloriu«
or iodine
he sliould
.il w.iv-, rememher
rh.u hoil in~
water
is orie (if the easiest
and
'lIIest
methods
of f'urifv'ing
it.
Because
the rate of eXChdf1!.;e is ravorable and wages are so 10\\ in 'th is part of
the world,
Arncr ic.in, trcqucn t lv hire native hoys to cook.
run th"ei I' errands.
do
the
laundry
and
perform
other
menial
tasks,
These
boys may appear
clean
and
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may be intell igent. However, do not trust
their knowledge of sanitation and hygiene,
for thei r customs usual IY arc the same as
the: r forefathers.
Per~onally
supervise
everything
they do until you have thoroughly trained them. See that a medical
ofTicer examines them and says that they
are not infected
with a communicable
disease. Make certain that they wash their
hands with soap and water w!;enever they
are soiled.
See that they prepare your
food exactly as the Army prescribes.
And
above aIL be sure that the supplies that
they purchase for you arc safe.
Native fruits and vegetahles are dangerous. The safest rule is to eat only thoroughly cooked foods.
Soaking fruits or
vep:etables in potassium permanganate
solution is not satixfartorv
unless they are
soaked for four or five" hours. The" very
few dairy products
existinp; in this area
are not safe to cat. Raw or dried fresh
water fish. crahs and crawfish. as well as
the water chestnut.
should not he eaten
unless they arc thoroughly
and carefully
cooked.
They
transmit
the dangerous
lung fluke.
One should never walk about barefoot
in India. Fungus diseases, such as athlete's
foot and dh;bie itch. are very prevalent.
They arc seldom fatal but they can cripple
a man and make him a liability to a fighting team. These diseases arc easily prevented by bathing frequently and keeping
as dryas
possible.
Dry all parts of the
hodv thorouuh lv with your own towel
not" with ,1 t'owel that l~as been used by
someone else. Be especiallY careful to dry
hetween the toes, in the groin and under
the arms. Dustinj; the bo~ly with powder,
such as Army issue foot powder.
and
chclOginp: to dry clothing as often as possible are additional methods of preventing
these diseases.
During the "rains." even
thou,gh precipitation
is not continuous,
the humidity makes it very difficult to stay
drv. This calls for extra precautions.
Fungus
diseases
can he transmitted
easily' from one individual
to another
when the clothiru;
of a man sufferin«
from a fungus infection is washed with
the clothing of others.
It is best to do
your own laundry or to see that mixed
~lothes are boiled.'
Because of the difficulty in keeping dry,
minor wounds
such as leech and insect
bites, scratches,
cuts and burns which
would he considered
trivial at home. become c.ixilv infected.
No matter
how
sl ight a w~und appeMs to be. it should
always be thorough I)' cleansed and treated
with an antiseptic.
The jungle
rountrv
of India is inhabited by many animals and insects that
mal' be dangerous to man. Although most
of 'them
~ill
go to great lengths
to
avoid man, thev may become dangerous
when threatene~1. Tile buffalo an~1 hear
are perhaps the most dangerous
animals
to be encountered.
The buffalo has been
known to attack man without provocation.
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If luge cow-like tracks are seen on the
trail, move warily, try to avoid attention
if a herd is sighted, and prepare to climb
a tree if attack seems imminent.
Curiosity
may draw it tiger or elephant to a camping place so it is well to keep it fire burning all night.
Animals arc not likely to
investigate a mosquito net closely because
of the human scent and fear of a trap,
adding
value to this AimS\' protection.
Eleph~][]ts show their pres~ncc
by the
~Lul1age done to the forest. If a clearing
show~ signs of these animals do not mak~
Gtmp. because you may be taking over a
regular resting place for a herd. W/hen
shot, all animals should be regarded as
cLtngerous until they display no further
signs of life.
Several types of crocodiles arc found in
the G,mges system of rivers and along the
east coast of India. and sharks abound
along the entire coast line, so it is necessary to exercise caution when swimming
in strange waters. Scorpions. spiders an.l
centipedes
are common
in India. The
sting of some of these pests . .llthough
practically never fatal to an adult, is extremely painful and may prone incapacitatmg.
Ants, hornets, wasps, mites and
the small stingless sweat-bee are annoying

pests. There are two types of leeches to
watch out for in India. the large, dark
horse leech in fresh water, and the small,
red jungle leech on shrubs and jungle
grass. AlthOLlgh leech bites are not dangerous, they frequently
become infected
and lead to painful chronic ulcers.
A
leech should not be pulled off the skin.
The)' can be ca si lv removed by touching
them with ,1 lighted cigarette or prodc!ing
them with a knife. The n.uives of this part
of the world f rcqucnt lv remove leeches by
touching them with a small sack of moist
salt which they carry tied to the end of a
stick.
Ticks are not uncommon
especially in
the jungle areas. One variety of tick carries :l disease somewhat
like our Rocky
Mountain
spotted fever. known as "In"dian
Tick-Typhus."
When
traveling
through
tick-infested
country. tuck your
trousers in your boots. and do not lie down
in the grass unless ahsolutely
necessary.
RemO\"C vour clothing two or three times
a day :lfl~! search the 'body thoroughly
for

ticks. Never remove a tick with your h,lre
fingers.
Place a piece of paper or cloth
about the tick before touching
it, or remove it the same way as a leech v-with a
knife or a Iigbted cigarette.
India reputedly
has more deaths from
snake bite than any other country in the
world.
Poisonous
snakes frcqueru ly live
close to human
habitations
which thev
visit at nigbt in search of food. Since 0;1
cool nights snakes like to get into warm
places 'such as shoes and' clothing.
all
clotbmg
and shoes should
he carefullv
examined
in the rnor ninjr hdvl'e gettin,~
dressed.
Before getting out of bed at
night turn on a flashlight
to make sure
tb~t there are no snakes on tbe floor.
Always look in cupboards,
drawers and
other dark places before reaching in with
your hand,
If bitten bv a snake, the pat ient should
be kept quiet and medical attention
obtained as quickly as possible.
Do not give
the patient a drink of whisky or other
alcoholic beverage, and do not permit him
to exert himself.
Follow the procedure
set forth in paragraph
12S. FM 21-l0.
Start the treatment
immediately.
If the
bite is on an arm or leg, apply' a tourniquet just above the bite. This tourniquet
can be made from a neck tie. handkerchief, bandage, piece of string or vine
A
cross incision, one-half by one-h.ilf inch
should be made over eacl; fan,g puncture:
These cuts shou Id be from one-cjuarter to
one-half inch deep. Suction should then be
applied for at least ')0 minutes. This mal'
be done by either sucking with the mouth
or by heating a bottle and applying
its
mouth tightly over the wound When the
bottle cools. considerable
suction will he
produced. If any cracks or sores are present
on the lips or inside the mouth, place a
small sCluare of ruhher over the wound
and suck on it to avoid having the snake's
venom come in contact with the mouth.
Every type of venereal disease is present
in India.
Syphilis, gonorrhea
and chancroid arc especially prevalent. Professional
prostitutes are nearly always infected with
one of these diseas~s. The great rn.i ior itv
of clandestine
pick-ups are' a lso like:ly to
he carriers. The soldier who has hcr-n exposee! to these diseases should go immediatelv to the nearest Army prol'hl'l.t,tic
station or, if one is not av.i ilul-l«. use :l
chemical
prophylactic
kit.
Mcchanira l
prophylaxis
should always be use,!
Leprosy is widespread
in Indi,t hut it
is not as easily contr.utcd
'IS m.mv people
believe.
Avoid
art un l l'hysical
contact
with a leper and there is no d,mger of
getting this disease.
Trachoma,
a vcr)' serious dise,1se tlut
leads to blindness.
is common in al] p,trts
of the country. This is a dise,tse of filth.
and mal' be avoided bv refraining
from
rubbing' the eyes with soiled hn,~ers. It
can he transmitted
from one person to
another
by means of a common
l.uc
towel. U
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their CO. was a
unvic l.l inu, un,. lron-a~s"
w,;s
the

think

a h.u d.

name.
There
were other
descriptions,
too, of
this 13-17 group
commander
during
those
two swc!tering
months
h.lck in the States
when
he was whipping
his rornb.u news
into sh.i p«.
But here
at a bomber
station
.. somewhere
in Enl.;land"
the same men r.rl l him
"absolutely
the best CO. in the Army.'
The story of the transition
is an interesting
one.' It W,lS a tr'lnsition
not of the
CO, but of his men,
They know
him as the rare par.ulox of
a cornrnandinu
of lice I' who almost
never
talks
while
h~'s wor k inj-.
But, when
he
docs
take a loru; puff on his cil.;ar and
opens h is mouth:
he's to the point'; he has
the final answer
and only answer,
bcr.iusc
it has been thoroughly
thought
out.
This
characteristic
hr cvity, and the restrictions
he slapped
on them
when
he
was desperately
attempting
to ,I.;et them
trained
for combat,
resulted
in the "ironass" reputation
right off the bat. They h.u]
their reasons
for ctlling
him that. he had
his for heinl.; tllelt wav.'
,
\X'hen
h~ fi rst to~k command
of the
Group
it h.id four battered
B-17s. a few
experienced
pilots,
almost
no experienced
n.iviu.uor»,
bombardiers,
r.ulio men
or

working
on a 24-hour
schedule,
s(!ueezing every
minute
of lLlin;:lg
time
into
them that W'IS humanly possible.
They
didn't
like it then.
It W'IS no
gentleman's
way
to go to war.
They
«ursed and sweat, then cursed
some more.
But they Rew, far into the nightbombing practice,
gunnery,
naviuation,
formations and the myriad
things
a group
must
know before Llckling
the Luftwaffe,
Their
CO. drove them, day after day, for two
months,
He kept
it up when
they arrived
in
En,!~Llnl{, restricting
everyone
to camp for
three weeks,
It was the only recourse.
A
mountain
of work lav ahead and it had to
be done
immediately.
British
radio
procedure,
,lids to navigation,
aircraft
recognition,
more gunnery
and bombing
practice, and a hundred
other necessary
items,
It was his theme
of "work
an'd more
work"
th.it he promised
would
p:lY .iividends,
Anel it did.
On the first five of the Group's
missions not a Fortress
W'lS lost. The Commanding
Otlircr went on them all, taking
over different
positions
in the crew.
Once
he W'IS pilot,
another
time co-pilot,
and
on one
raid
he was in the top turret
manniru;
a p.ur of caliber
fifties.
He
m.i.lc it his joh to understand
the problems of each nun he ordered
into combat,
;\monp:
other th ings, he t:lught
them 'I
new Iorm.uion.
It was born in a bit of
psychology.
I-Ie ordered lip the Group on a training
Ri,(~ht one day .m.]. hefore the pilots knew
that they were p:lrticip:lting
in an important cxper imcnt,
they were obeying
directions cominl.; over the radio,
"In a little closer, Martini--stay
at that
Pyle---l'ut
your squadron
higher
the right,
McGehee-gel
more
sp,lce bet ween clements,
Preston.
, ."
It wrnt off smoorhlv,
the CO,
n/l'orts,
but arlds th.it he doesn't
tllink
it would

hci;"ht.

fmc!
,-,L1nners.
And
only two months
to pre"arc
for the "major
Ical.;ue."
The
first
:hing
was to get the <lirl'l.U1es ,mel crews
AIR
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to

have
heell smooth
if he bad
told
them
before
hand
th.u they were going
to try
sonic: h i nl.; new and d itlicul t.
The e~perimelll
pro\'L'd
that Fort rc-scs
could
lJy the forrn.uiou,
which
on p.lper
sceme.] to him the hest defense
al.;ainst
enemy
fighters.
Although
he ,lain;s
the
[orm.u iou is "nothing
new
- just an allaptat ion of the old sLH~ger fOfllution--"
it
has ach icvc.l new re~,;It.s for high-altitulle
warfare
in th is theatre
of opcr.uions.
The Group
has suffered
the comparatively low loss of thirteen
air planes on 25
missions
including
the Ma rrh .) I raid. and
two of the Forts
lost to enemy
fighters
were first forced
to drop out of torm.u ior;
because
of mcch.in ira l uoul-lc.
Alone with this tight defense,
the CO.
drills
the
l!;unners
to start
shoot inr at
enemy
figh'ters,
if possible.
before 'they
dive in to attack
at close range.
It has
the same effect ,IS a boxcr"s
left jab.
Popping away at the Focke-Wulfs
.ind Messerschmitts
while
they're
waiting
for a.
break keeps them off balance.
"I don't
care
how
few fighters
yOU
knock
down,"
he reassures
th~m,
"Keep
them aw.iv from the formation."
The G;'Ollp is prou.l of coming
home
with
few
.l.ums.
For their
CO.
continually
tells them that their primary
purpose in the war is to pick up a lon d of
hombs
and drop them on the t'lrget.
This
indort rin.uion has h.i.] other results,
too.
The Group
has h.u l fewer
"'lbortive"
aircraft-tho-«- Fortresses
wh ich take off
but return to home base without
drol'ping
their bomhs.
There
al w.iv-; .irc good reasons for "abort. vex." hlit the /;len ha \'C
beller rc.rxon s for hittinl.; their m.uk.
New
adapt'ltiolls
or'this
ti,ght, dudly
formation
to meet new encmv
t.ict ics. are
cont inu.rlly chanp:in,g
the ori,ciilul
p,lttert1.
"We\'e
got to keep a step ahead of the
Lufl wa rlc," he savs in one of his r.ire
moments
when
he' ex!,res'ies
lhe obvious,
Although
policy
now is a,g.lillst
(omm.rn.lcr : going on a ll mix-ions.
he 'll\\'avs
gcws when
a new t<lrget, or nc w risL,
.i r c involved.
The 1Irsl Llid on Gemullv,
for inst.mcc->
(Cc:;!inucc!
';'1)
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flit;ht of five B-2{,s was on a mission '('0 bomb a Jap airdrome at Lae.
We went in at 1. 'jOO feet. laid our bombs
in the dispersal
bays alongside
the runway. swung out OVCl' the harbor and were
suddenly
jumped
by fifteen or twenty
Zeros.
One of our planes was badly hit and
it "went in." The remaining
four of us
poured on all the coal we could and kept
low over the water. Soon I felt my own
ship. which was the lead plane. swerve
heavily. The pilot of a plane behind me
radioed
that my right wing was afire.
A 20 mm cannon shell had put a hole in

O
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the wing that you could have stuck a boot
through.
But we were still flying and the
flame in the gas tank soon went out.
Just then our navigator.
Lieutenant
Leon Kallina, tapped me on the shoulder.
I presume he was going to tell me about
that right wing.
Before he could speak
he fell and I sent Lieutenant B. B. Moore,
my co-pilot. back to find out what had
happened.
Ka llina was dead. A machine
glln bullet had gone right up through his
chest as he stood behind me.
By the time the co-pilot returned to his
seat, a Jap' fighter had attacked from the
front and riddled the nose of our ship.

Our bombardier,
lieutenant
R. E. Falls,
had been scr iouslv hit. Falls, however,
was still able to stay on his t;uf1S and he
got the Jap fighter." That was a satisfaction, believe me.
Some of cur other planes were also
having
a bad time.
A ship flown by
Captain
J. C. O'Donnell
had probably
suffered
most, with one engine
completely knocked out. The Jell'S, realizing
he was crippled.
swarmed
around
him
like bees. But his tail gunner was a very
cool customer
name.] Corporal
Henderson who knew a couple of tricks himself.
Henderson.
pretcnding
his guns were
AIR
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"The 8-26 is every inch a warplane," says this combat pilot, who
tells why the Japs think so too.
jammed,
openly
invited
a rear attack.
Every time a lap lirhter accepted the invit.mon, Henderson
would ~et him with
a quick burst.
He brought
down three
Zeros this way while the plane was flyim; alon~ on one engine.
'The Zeros chased us ]00 to 1::'') rni lc-,
down the ro.ixt hcforc they turned hack.
We still h'lll to cross the' Owen Si.uilcv
Mounta ins to ITKh our hase .u Port
"\foresby and this, in itself, W,IS :1 problem.
There
W,IS one short-cut
but it was
through
el high !)ass in the mount.un
range and it sceme,l unlikely that ()'[)onnclls
ship
with
one enrll1e
gonccould make the .i lt itudc.
On the other
h.m.l. I had a badly woun dc.] man .ibo.rrd
and 111V ~as was goin~ fast.
I r'l<v~ orders for th(: other three ,hips
to stick toucthcr and fly b,lCk to Moresby
by w,ly ot' ,I low pass further along the
wnre, while I took the short-cut.
<

Hlln we got into more troublc.
Two
Zeros tint had been on .t raid ,I~ainst
:1\1or(:sby were usinr that high 10'1)) 'themselves and jumped
my ship.
As luck:
would have it, not a sin~1e: nun of our
crew \\'.IS on his guns :It the moment.
They were all in the lail, taking cue of
the wounded bomb.udicr.
I didn't
know this. of course. eln,!
turned ridlt into t ho:«: two Zeros. Thev
didn't
kr~ow it, either and broke .twa)'
without
f11'in~ at us. \Ve rct urnc.l to
,Moresby witI;out further incident .ind a
little while later were joined by the other
three crews.
All our pbnes were ha.l!v
shot up
it was a da)' when you tlunked
Heaven for self-sealcrs--:1lld
WL' h.u] lost
one ship.
But we h.i.] hrought
down
either <even or eight Zeros.
This W,IS tYI,iClI of the many actin:
,bys our mL'eJiUIll [,ol11h,11'dment ,~r()up
wror. into its record of opcr.rt ions. This
happened
to he on :\[,n' ::'S, I i) I::', but it
W,IS on ly one
of the m.inv ulls we paid
on Lie, Ruhaul and S,d,unau,l
\Ve kid set out from the 1 [nite,1 States
in Fcl-r u.u,'. Our B-2(,S wcre trans)'orted
bl' shil' i',lIt wav across the P:lCltic .ui.!
flown from there, isLin.!
isl.rn.I, to
AustLtlia. The group
operations
in
April.
\Ve were stationed .it Townsville,
runnin~ most of our missions
from Port
t'vfo;'esby. The ,lirfield at Moresbv
was
pretty rouuh in those days. The runway
was made of dirt and gra\el and had a
slant to it. You took off downhill
and
landed uphill.
And, since it was being
pounded
rather regularly by the Japs, you
AIR FORCE, August,
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had to be careful of the soft spots---the
piKes where homb craters and shcl I holes
Iud been filled in. However, it was!.700
feet long, which g'l\'e us plenty of room
.md later the runway was leveled .m d
elluipped with a mat.
All our crews ha.] had a lot of time in
H-2(,s, particuLlrly
during the l.ouisi.m.i
.u.uu uvcrs. 'lnd our ground
men Iud
learned how to m.unr.un the ships under
d ithcul t ci rcumst.m.c;
in those
same
maneuvers.
This helped enormously
,md
W,l.S one of the reasons, I am sure, wh ,:
our group had rcl.u ivclv low losses.
.
Durirn; the first ei~ht months
of our
opeLltiol~S we tlew al~',lYS without lighter
protection,
In addition
to the raids
,1,~elinst Rabaul (,t1though this \\',IS l.ucr
.rhandoncd
cIS too loru; a mission for efficient use of medium 'bombers),
Lac .md
Sa l.rm.iu.i, our grOlip took part in the
\filne Bay .in d COLli Sea actions, .in.] W,IS
vcry acti~c throughout
the whole BUIl:t
CJmp,lign.
From the time th.u lap ships
unlo.ulc.] troops on Papua until, months
I.iter. they were driven h.u], ,1Cl'OS, the
Owen Sr.inlev Range ,wd tin.il lv eliminated from tl;e wh;1c area, we w~I'e husv
'lttacking ships, storehouses, gl'ound troOf)
concentrations,
the airdrome at Hunu and
other medium bomber tar~ds.
Sometimes
we Hew two missions ,I d:lY.
In thc course of these :l;ld other 0peLltions our group shot down more enemy
.iinr.rfr
than '1l1\' other medium
bomb
,~rollP in the A;'m)' arid now stands, I
loading
was
a

a 8-26 at a Port
scene
that
was

believe, either third or fourth amon « all
bomb groups in this respect.
rOur early success against Jap fighters
was due in some measure to the fact that
they had never seen B-2os before.
It's a tough ship to be introduced
to,
even though the planes we h.id were not
nearly as heavily-punned
as the Current
model. The laps had quite a time deciding upon the best approach.
lap fighters experimented
diligently in
their attacks upon us until they fo'und
what they evidently l.cl icvc.i was an ad\'antageous
approach,
which
thereafter
they adhered to religiousl\'.
They .rlud)!
continued
to show us
plenty of respect, however, .ui.] with ,~ood
reason.
The B-26 is every inch ,I wa rpl.i n«. It
has speed, he.ivy armament .uui sturdiness.
Speed, of course,
is a great virtue.
While
in a lon~ chase Zel'Os will trclluently be elhlc 'to nuke several .ut.uk »,
there arc m.mv occasions when this is not
the case. I r~memher a day when I was
jumped by seven cncmv fi,~hters and they
had time only to make one pass betore I
found cloud cover and ~ot elWelY. This
speed-together
with th~ fact that the
pLlnc is so m.mcuvcr.il.Ic
that it can be
handled
like a pursuit ship in many respects---is a tremendous
asset in combat.
And so is the ship's strength
It \\i11
take a terrific bcatin s; and ~cnerally
~et
you home somehow,' unless' you YO{H~cIf
:ue put out of commission. 'E\-e'n then,
there's still a chance. The crew of a plane
in OUl' group once W,lS severely shot up
while 'lttacking
a Jap:mese
ship.
Both
pilot .md co-pilot were disabled by glln
firc, one being un.rhl« to use h is legs, the
other unable to usc his .ums. By workiru;
together.
however,
thcv brought
in th'c
plane for as nice a bnding
as you'd ever
want to see. {:(

Moresby base prior to a raid on New Guinea
often
duplicated
in the author's
squadron.
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members
of a bombardment
group gather in the briefing room.
The briefing oHicer snaps out the lights
and Hashes a lantern slide on the screen.
The sl ide shows a piece of enemy terrain, but it has the typical hazy appearance: of :1 double exposure and, with the
naked
eye, it is somewhat
ditJicult to
identify. The men in the room then put
on what appear to be ordinary dark sungLhses and the reproduction
comes to
life. The picture actually takes on de/'tb.
Th.it tree-bordered
stream snaking across
the teruin shows up, not as a stream. but
as H,lt paint disguising
an enemy airfield.
Strictly a camouflage job. And that patch
of woods.
More camouflage.
The trees
slope upward
in tell-tale
humps
that
mean not woods <It all but a couple of
camoutlaucd
hangars.
Now the crew has
its Luget.
Thr'ee-dimensional
pictures of this type
are now being rna.]e by Air Force photographic units. They arc called Vectographs.
Aside from their double image appearance without
the glasses, they look and
h.indlc much like ordinary
photographs
an.l .ue just about as convenient
to use.
As projection
slides they can be viewed
by :1I1 entire group with the aid of only
simple Polaroid
Three-Dimensional
Picture
spectacles.
Even handier,
VectogL1phs can be made up as prints to be
held in the lund, hung on the wall or
REW
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mounted
in book
form
for detailed
study.
The
three-dimensional
picture
principle is not new. In the first World War
photo intelligence
orhrcrs used three-dimensional
methods
on aerial photos to
Jig out information
that could not be obtained from ordinary Hat pictures. But the
job required the use of two paper prints,
a stereoscope made up of mirrors or lenses
and a work table, and the employment
of
considerable
patience
and even greater
skill. The stereoscope still represents the
best method of obtaining
quir]; three-dimensional views of aerial photos but expert handl ing rcm.uns a prerccluisite.
What is new about the Vectograph
is
that it provides
an C1SY way for nonexperts to benefit from three-dimensional
views and permits mass reproduction
of
such pictures for new and important uses.
Vectograph
also affords a much
larger view than the stereoscope.
In addition, photo labs may piece together any
number of these separate area views into
a "model" of hundreds of squ;tre miles of
territory to serve as quit k substitutes
for
maps or to show information
that maps
cannot
present.
These big Vectographs
can be studied by a number of people at
once, wher eas the stereoscope is strictly a
one-man show.
This new method is now an established
THE

service in the AAF, the Na,y,
Marine
Corps and the RAF.
Air and groun,l
force groups
in the South P'lcitic
[he
Aleutians.
Afr ica and Britain ar c h.iviu c
them made up hI' photo units alrc.idv
trained and ellui pped to do the joh.
The Vectograph
employs a simple principle. By placing your lund over one eye
and looking ar oun.], vou can sec th.it it
takes two ~yes to get ~l true three-dimensional riew.' For tLe same re.i-.on. it t.tkes
two different pictllres-- one for the right
eve and one for the left eye of the ohs~f\'er- -taken from two ,Iilferent
focal
points, to make ~l three-dimensioned
picture. Furthermore,
your eyes have to pick
up these two different images at the s.unc
time and see them as if the\' were in the
same place. They must he ;hown so that
the right eye sees only the right-eye
imave and the left eye on lv the left-eye
ima~e. while the brai;1 fuse; the two i[lto
a single th ree-d irncnxion.rl
picture.
With the Vectopaph.
the two in1.lges
required
for the three-dimensional
picture occupy the same piece of the speci.l1
Vectograph
sheet, one irnage r ight oyer
the other, without
interferi'ng
\\~ith e.Hh
other when viewed
througl~ polarizing
spectacles.
This can be accomplished
because the:
Vectoj-r.i ph im;lge is renc!ere,! in term,
of "degree of pol.niz.u ion" r.u hcr th.in in
pigment,
dye or xilvcr particles.
AIR FORCE, August,
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The
Vectogr'lph
sheel
Ius two sides,
>olh
.ut ivc lv en,~,lged
in the job. The
r-r i nt iru: «ilui ion comerts
the lilm sur~.l\ cs i;lto
light
pol.uizcr», which behave
h jf
the")' were
made
of opticJ!
slots.
ll,c:ht
is blocked
hI' ,I p,lir of pol.u izer»
'.\ hChe slots
eross
at ri uht an~les
with
'e'ul t.mt bl.ukne-«.
On' the other hand,
:J,c:ht is I'Jssed
most easily
by a pair of
:-lliarizus
wirh p;lr;lllel
slots.
As J polar.z c r. each hce 01 the Vec[ogr'l[,h
film ,lelS
,h ,I sci of optical
slots. The \iewing
spec:.1\ Ic:,
ront.i in poLlri:cin,c:
el'CI,ieles.
In
"olllhilution,
the sf1Cctaclc:s .m.l the polar:zin,c: Vectopaph
image,
crute
anLl . on.r o! the pattern
of hl.ukx,
whites
.uid
(un wh i.l: the eyes sec. To separate
tlH:
i-iLiures.
one for ca.h eve. the opt ic.rl slots
"i the two VectugLlph
poLll'izing
images
_ross :ll ri~ht an~k,:
the lenses
of the
\lewerS
arZ simil,;rl\'
.u r.uu-c.l.
l.ach eve
"
m.u.hc.!
ui'
Ili'th
its 'correspondir;,C:
\X'ithout
the glasses.
thc' Vectogra),h
i-flnl.
held in your hand
or projected
on
.i "rlen.
look s like a fuzz\' douhle-cx
po-urr.
\\(!ith them.
the two imac:es on the
']I((,t
arc unxcr.unhlcd
so lh,lt each eve
:..:u, its own
perfect
inuge
to look
.it
.. n.i
.ornbinc
with
the
other
into
the
,inf,:lc depth
view.
Pictures
of rn.uhinerv.
l.:uns an.] other
".linin,\!
suhJects
m.iv 'he: nude
with
a
-;-ccI;d
double
camera
t.ik in r the
two
\'K\\'S at once, or a re.gubr
IIIcr.i.
such

c.;

:c,s the Speed
Graphic,
rrorn
one point
and

t:lkin,~
rnovinj

one f,iLlure
sidew,11'S a

fC\I' inches
Ix.fore
sn'If'pin.l..: the other.
The Vcctop,l/,h
with its poLlrizcr
princij'le
\Ias in vc nr cd I", Edwin
H. l.arid,
j-re,idlnt
an.l
director
of
research
of
}J"l.lr"d
(orpor.tl
ion.
work in,C: with
Jo'q-h
"\Llh1([,
a 'l,eci,tiist
in methods
of

Here's how a Vectograph
third-dimensional
glasses

The scope of photo interpretation
has been broadened
by this new third.dimensional
technique
three-Llimcn,ion.d
!'I"csenLltion.
The I,roceS) \I.IS .mnour.rc.]
l.uc in 1')50 .ind
Ljllickh- ,luciOi'd Into !'uLti"d
form (or
\I',lI' 1I,e with
the cn.our.urcmcnt
of the
1\1\1" .Jnd other hunches
~)f the <crvicc.
/\ tir.,t'lju,d itv • lorhc.,
\\rin,l..:tr
is the
most tl.!l,or,ltc
riele
at Sj'eci,d uluil'ment
used If] makin~
Veetoer.q,hs.
The l,roces': sUrts \~ith ;1 )',lir of stereoscol,ic
nq':,ltin's
ohuined
h\ ariv of the
usu.rl rnc r ho.]s.
Here .ur i.i! J,hoto,~raphy
Ius .1 l..:rC'clta,h'anLlc:e
over \isll,d obscrvat ion. A I'air of r1\otop,q,hs
nude
with
st,ln,hrd
xi xtv percent
ove r l.ip ,l..:i\es the
tltect
of :;pe,ldinf,:
the eyes .1' far as the
r.uncr.i
stations
.ire apart.
,l..:re,lt)\' hei,l..:htcnin e the sule
of relief.
Tc rr.un t h.tt
look~ ptrfeetl\'
flat to an .rcr i.il observer
appClrs
in full relic! in .hc Vc'tlo,l..:raph.

Axr

of t lrc standard
.u r i.i l call1eras
can
he used. and there is no sj'eci,d
trick in
r.ik irn; the pictures.
The
.ir-r i.r] photogr.u-hcr
silllply
fo]IO\\'S
the re,\!ubr
rules
for rn.rkinj,
rcconn.u-x.in.
c strips.
He
l,rints
t hc neg,ltill's
photopal'hicalIY on Lhtman
\X',hhotf
Htlid
Film,
the
-.un«
film
used
tor nl.lkln~
color
prints.
.m d then sO,lks them hrie'Hy in a
speci,d
f'rintln,l..:,olution.
imerts
the Veeto,l..:Lll'h
sheet
and
runs
the
sandwich
thwul;h
the \\rineer.
The illla;:es
hel..:in
to .lf~j'car
.in.l.
i;1 less than
;, minute,
rhcv
are
the relief
sets them

complete.
He next
stri)'s
films from the Veltopaf,h
to soak for the next Frint.

slide of a target area may be viewed through
by a number of people
at the same time.

is .lctailcd

proce:;:;

otf
and

(The

in '1'.0.

I ()-..'~-..',i

Selected
AA F l'hotopapher.s
take on II
a week's
post'gradu,lte
course to ,Idd Ve,:togr.q'h\'
to their
regular
10,1,[ of
tri.k-;
A fter
two
I,r,ll! icc runs
t h rouph
I he
process,
the)' .ue u-ual lv ahle to xt.ur \1 it h
a I,air of neg'lti\'es
and turn out ;1 I'rlnt,
dried
.m.] t rirnrne.].
in .ibout t hirr v :ninutcs. Succeeding
copies
LIke ahu~lt
on c
man-minute
,lpiece.
The
process
r.in he
carried
out ill ,U1\' place th.u c.rn he d.irken e.]
the Air Fane
<t.m.i.i r.] t r.ulcr.
a
hLrckecj.out
truck hod\'.
.inv b,lse Of field
photopaf'hic
unit.
S~r\'ic~
],erSonlll]
.ilre,lIIY, hal'e been tur ninj; out Vecto,l..:Lq'hs
of s,ltisfactor\'
qu.i l itv under
tield roudition- in the com hat thc.n rc.
Although
new
uses
for Vllto,C:Llrhs
will arise trom
t irnc to t irnc. t hc i r f'rincii',d military
value nul' he su.runc.l
Uf .15
fol lo w»:
Bridinl..:
combat tc.uns, such as homher
crews. ,IS;'llllt parties,
l.m.imin ins- .uouj'S.
cnuinccr s, air sUf'f'ort
poui's.ship.toshor e .ir r illery units and l'ar.llhutc
troop.
Staff work-, .. for Llctiul
pLrnnin,l..: U\([
unmapped
or sketchily-n1:lj'f'cd
tcr r ir orv.
Intelli;.:ence
rcports.
for 10fl\eYln,C: intel liucnrc
information
to field ottuc r. who
neccl not: be eCjui!'pcd
with
steru)'CUrU
in order
to he thorouuh
lv f.imi li.ir \\ith
the
loel/ion
;lnd apf'~;tr.;nce
of cncrnv
:;upply
derols,
dumps.
road
l rc>s,in,C:s,
hridl..:es, rommunir.rt
ion hottlenecks.
iortitications,
the dfeds
of homhinl..: ,lllc!,hc'lllire.
disj'osition
of cnemv
,l~tillcrl'
,lflel
desirable
tar,c:et ol.jcrrivcs.
Tr.uninc
l.irec
elasses
of stu.Icn:
mech.mir-; ~llnnc{rs.
n,lyi~ator:<
l"J!Ol:-- .m.]
other
]x~sonnl'1
wlio 'must
a"lmtl.lIc
;1
Jot of information
rapidly
on SuhJCl['
,llld
devi. e, rh.u
;HC
,litlIcult
to undcrst.md
from

:1

flat picture.

*-

There's only one girl in this picture.
It's the Vectograph.
plus
a couple of mirrors, one on the rigt.t and one in front of the
girl, that has you seeing double or triple or quadruple.
This
is a photograph
of a Vectograph
print, with its hazy, d e ubl eexposure
appearance
to the naked eye. Through the Vectograph spectacles
held over the print, you will note that the
legs and arms of the mirrored
image
at the left appear
smooth and in focus, while the shoulders
and face do not.
Similarly,
the panel back of the girl at the right shows up
single in the right lens of the spectacles
and do ub le o ut s lde ,
You actually
are seeing a different
picture
through
each of
the lenses.
If you had the opportunity
to look through
these
glasses at the Vectog.aph
print, the combination
of the two
imc qe s, one seen by each eye, would
produce
the third.
dimensional
effect.
And it isn't bod, either.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?

H'M.

Better ask what's right about it.
We might more appropriately use the title "How
NOT To Change An Airplane Engine." Nine specific
mistakes in the picture, listed on the opposite page,
were pointed out for us by Private First Class Alfred
Purinton, who is the mech tugging on the rope. Did
he miss any?
34

This example of how not to change an engine was
posed in the interest of better maintenance practices by men of the Air Service Command. They are
members of the 88th Repair Squadron of the Fairfield, Ohio, Air Depot, Control Area Command.
Left to right, they are, Private Frank De Chirico,
Privates First Class Purinton, Ruben Wetherell and
William Wharton; astride the nacelle is Private First
Class Noah Reese.
AIR FORCE, August,
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ON THE LINE
TAXI ACCIDENTS
MISTAKES

ON OPPOSITE

Reading

from

1. lust lloticc',
:-.caU-crcll

cluttcr
greatly

t()())s

left to right

will
JIll!

ho\\

IOU,

pr()(l",!urc

\\'ci,~hh

currcct

,1'J

nli,~ht

S()()Jll'r

11\

m.u n111.\[1)'

s!JIJuL.t

not
}.

.iv.ul.rb!c

tile

l'11,L:iIlC

ill

f(11"

slil)g
IS
Ihe
02-IOC;A-..:.
ll1CChs

t

Thi.'.;

ill"LtlLltiIJl!.
yet '.1 rlur.]
,jj"t(lr"t
tile
pr\lp
,,)ut't.
i\
thillg.
IZdllellCV:
T.O.

!",,(),\itillil

\\"(.-.ight

.'n

"l',ICl'.

sluft
ixnr

h()ld

11tH

ll tlHlse

(re,ite""

,l1111

!la/;lrtJs
t(l
,'''It"d\'.
2. \X."eight.s \)1)' the pr(lp
he usc,!
( uulc-,«
.I "lil1,~

Two

.i

c'quipIlH

1I111"]Cll"s-",lry

up tIle Jllcch< \\'()rkirl,~
interfere>,
witl: djilivlll':Y

tCll<lllCC

3.

PAGE

Liter

or

()t"

,,(l1l1uJllc

)'()ll

tiyc

is

going
tll he jO(lKillg
high
,-111(J
In\\" {(II" tll.lt r.rt.h«:
\\TU1Ch.
:'l"C it:
It's
there
ill
the oil ((lokr
.ur SL(l(lp"
Lvcrv
tuul ill its l'1"ll!"cr pL1LC i....
rc.lclily
]()L.lted
-~n(l
rirnc 00;
THE 1.1:"\1' tor " C:;llllc
of ."Ilitie
til(': wn.n. h."
The ).lIl1l..-' tlJill.C,
applies
to the r.«! in the .i pc rr urc \If the
lc.ul iru; ClJ~C Ilf the lct t wini..:.
4. ~~'\'cr,' ucvcr ..... t;uhl 11l1d'u .111 engine.
There is not writ tcn ~ll,lLI!lkL' rh.u .i n engille
wunt ,lrup frll1l1' ic..; hnisl.
5. The engirlc
1l1()L1Jltin~ h(>!ts .uc
in
b.u k wa r.!», fcll()\\'s.
Yuu]!
iirhl ou t you
can't
ill:-.LLI! an cn,!.!;ine this
\\',LY.
Rl..-fercncc: T.O.
111-1-);,).
6. \1('h,\t is thi, ,11l\'\\'c\Y. tUi.e; "t w.rr?
You,
pulling
.t t the
r11rk. yuu"rc
wehting
111anpO\\Tr.
The clr.un .ut.u.ho.l to the engine
mount
i ... ~ll1nrht.'r sLl!,ertlu\llls
()!'CUr ron.
Knth Jl1isUkes
should
he c linun.uc.]
hy using the slIng .tlrcJ'!y
lllL'J)(illlH.-'lL
Never
lISC
a Ill',!'T c]J:lin
f{lr ,L;uillance because
of the d~If\~er ()f :'llll.lshiJl,L::
tuhing,
cOlllJuit
:lfld
j uu.r ion h()Xl"S. AlsIJ,
the

ch.un

mi,l.!;ht

S\\.jllg

hackwarlJ'l

~lJhl

['ll!f1c.

the r.mk : 1l1<lIVirnport.uit
jf it fed Is,
it might kill .I Il1cch.
7. He)', vo u up Oil the n.ucl]«. You're
turc

about
You're

to

COlllIl11t

swill,e;ing

Iour ullp,lrdulLLhk
h(l]ll'r~,
fnut
c.in
rupt ur« the
the ellgiile fit, int.: pl.u e

J1uid lilKs. \\'hl'f)
)'our leg will he 1l1,,,he,1 het\\l'u) the t.uik
.Ind the lire\\',dl.
You Il1ic:ht kick i h.it
hlock off the \\ing with ):onr h-f t tOOt.
The

tln!.!;crs of h(lth

Your

hands

p;)siti()!l
to he ~m;lshcll.
8. The main nn.uic c stand on
ill1propcrly 1'1.1(("1. It sh<lll:d

.uc

In a

swell

the

right

is

hc closl'!' t<l
the pLIIle to pro' ide s,dely l<lr th'lt meeh
t(l\\'arll
the engillc,
9. Look out tur tl"lt r'ltchel wr.
ready
to dr-up (liT the maintc n.uuc

•••

Manv taxi accide:nts are: ca\lse:d bv irnprope:r 'elre: .m d che:ckinj.:; of hrakes~
On
inspection
of scvcr.i l elirplelne:s that wcr c
.l.uu.ure.l In r.ix: accidcnts
re.cnrlv, one
W,lS f~)und to have an 0.1 I 0 inch cl~eluncc
in the hrelke:s. While
tilxiing
another 01
thc .urpl.uic-, the: :lCcidcnt
otti.cr found
t h.u the
ril!"lll br.ikc failed t wicc durllll!"
cl test inn;hing
.rl-out twenty
stops illlJ
turns.
Onc
t.i ilurc
is one: too many.
Brake: clearances
should be checke:d e\'e:ry
tiftv hours .uid the syste:m kept free of air.
An,! don't for,l!"cl rh.u elirpL\nes should
not be r.ix ic.] hom the: m.untcn.mrc
line.
Push 01' tow them into the clca r before
starting
thc e:nj.:;incs for telxiing.
PICK UPS •••

At .t southern
.iirbasc, an inspe:ction
discloscd
enough
n.u ls, scrcw-;
and or.icr
assortcd
bils of mct.r] lying looxc on the:
Hight line to gi\e
JnY"lhilge
drivc il
substantial
hoost.
Di\m'lge:
to tircs .uul
tubes of 'Iirplane:s
taxied
over In improperly policcd area may have dangerous
af ter-cffccts.
Lives of pilot and crew may
he je:opardized.
Would
you fccl your fe:et
were safc from cuts if you walked
h.rrefoot .uound your apron ~ll1d runways
at
night?
IN THE COCKPIT

sr.m.].

Alld it's right ill linc to Ldl
t h« hCi\d
<ll vour hu.ldv,
P.S: You m:ght Cilnclude th.it the dejecte,1 meeh with his h,ln,lkerchid
to his
he.ld is ,leplorill,c: the nl""y joh in this
Ill)

picture.

But

it's

even

more-

s.rio

us.

He's

.I victim of thc Au.c:ust lu-n t , I.lrgel)' hec.i u-«: he lorc:ets to t.rl«. tho-«. x.i l t t"hiets
.llld plenty 0'1 w.i tt-r. But we \\,<In't COUllt
thi:, (11ll' ;lgainst
AIR FORCE,

you.

August,

1943

Dcspitc
bad wc.u licr thcy wound thrllLt,C:);
,bngcrous
reefs,
fo l lowc.l
J n.urow
jun,i.;le path 'lnd found the: Unil1}UI~ul i'ilot.
Without
facilitie:s
ot 'l modern
,kpot
and m.uh inc shop.
thc men fOI',l,l!"e:d 'l
propeller
and .arburcror from
il srn.i ll
plane, They spliced
front and rc.i r struts
with an oar frorn the .r.ish l.o.u, usmg
tent
pcgs and sncws
from
the ho,u's
supply.
A he:nt eye-bolt
on the I'e:ar'p,lf
W,lS straightencd
ilfte:r it was hc.uc.l over
a small l!"as stove.
The 'job was accomplished
111
thrl'e:
[bys. The Brit ishcr unhesiL\tin,l!"ly
climbed
into his plane: .in d rlcw it to an air base
where full re:pairs were nude.
;;,

•••

Remember that pl.rcar.Is placcd in cockpits calling
the: pilot's
.utcnt ion to impOI.tll1t information
are uselcss unlc s-. he
can 1'1:,1.1 them. If the: sip1S ,lrC hJdly deface:d or .icrer inr.uc.], see that the:y arc rcphce:d hy new ones.
CHECK

THIS •••

the loc.ition
of the main
fuel
line srr.uncrs
on ,!.;'lsoline: sc:r\'icing
t railers.
Have
the propc:r dust Clp on fuel
servicing
nozzlc».
And is datJ of inspections ster1l'i Ie:d on thc sidc of the trailer?
Learn

relching

nrh just

A monthly
maintenance
roundup prepared
in collaboration with the Air Service
Command and the Technical
Inspection Division. Office of
the Air Inspector.

IT

HAPPENED

IN SAN JUAN

•••

Not so long ago on the tropied
island
of Barbuda
in the Aru illcs, a British pilot
made a force:d landing.
Ingenuity
of three
AA F men enabled
him to take: off again
j nshort
order
First Licuten.mt
Daniel R. Kelly, Techn ir.i] Scrl!"cant Ceorl!"c L. Hilton
and Priv.u c Ral;lh W. Adord
neared
the «cne
of the wreck with an Army crash boat.

It isn't often that a sergeant
pins the
gold bars of a second lieutenant
and
the silver wings of an AAF flying officer on a newly
graduated
aviation
cadet,
but Second
Lieutenant
J oh n
Adams was proud to have Sergeant
Harold M. Adams do the honors when
he was commissioned
at ceremonies
at Luke Field, Arizona, Army Advanced
Flying School.
The reason Sergeant
Adams
is
Lieutenant
Adams' father,
a"d a mech
ON THE LINE in that same squadron
whp.re the
Lieutenant
was
trained.
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AAFWCTC,

of the major factors in the air
crew training
record of the Army
Air Forces has been Production
Line
Maintenance,
origin.lted
last fall by the
AAF West Coast Training
Center and
now being adapted for use at every basic,
advanced and specialized flying school in
the Flying Training
Command.
PLM makes maximum
use of every
available technician and, at the same time,
educates the new mechanic with the greatest possible speed. Its installation
has invar i.iblv resulted
in reduced man hours
per inspection,
higher percentage
of airplanes
in commission
and, above all,
better maintained
equipment.
Production
line maintenance
is not an
innovation;
it's an evolution born of necessity. The accompanying
administrative
chart gives the organization
breakdown
for accomplishiug
all SO-hour and 100hour inspections,
utilizing
the highest

O

NI'
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type specialists procurable at a post. The
importance
of maintenance
is indicated
by the contemplated
creation of the position of Director
of Maintenance,
or at
least an S-4 Officer who teams up with
the Director
of Training.
Under
him
come administrative
personnel,
hangar
chief, specialty shop crews, engine change
crew, and so on. A station operating 1SO
airplanes will have a PLM organization
approximating
1 SO men,
one-third
of
whom are apprentice
trainees.
Trained
men arc procured by the assignment
of
detachments
from all school squadrons to
accomplish the organization
total.
Airplanes up for SO-hour or 100-hour
inspection
are delivered
to the uncowl
apron by the school squadron.
Primary
inspection for such apparent faults as oil
leaks is made as the uncowl crew removes
cowling,
inspection
plates and batteries,
drains oil pump
and cleans strainers.

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

These parts and the airplane then move
forward to the rack where the wash crew
takes over. Fifteen minutes on the wash
rark and the plane moves on to inspection. Cowling goes into a portable dolly
which rolls to sheet metal shop for rcp.ur.
Inspectors
jill out worksheets,
itemizing
operations
in addition to normal inspections found and reported by the school
squadron.
On lOO-hour inspections
the
radio crew removes the set and the eCluipmcnt goes to the radio shop.
The chart gives the organization
breakdown from this point forward. The work
stations are each manned
by one st.uf
sergeant, one sergeant, one corporal, one
private first class and four students.
From four to six stations may be designated for a given job.
Completion
of
work at Station
1 is followed
by the
manual movement of the airplane to Station 2 and so on to 3, 4 and s. Each
AIR FORCE.

August. 1943

Streamlining
the aircraft
m.aintenance program in the
AAF to reduce
inspection
man hours, speed the education of new mechanics and
keep a greater percentage
of planes in the air.
'1.ltioll
records
the time rUluired
to C0111:'lete c.uh operalloll.
SpUull)
shops .ui.]
ell" Inc change
h.i \'C: .rcw-, c 01111'.lrabk
to
II~ resl'ecti\"e
stations,
although
a va rra,Ie i., cnrountcrcd
here In thai prol'ellers
. l1d IITldin,g
(br'ackets.
minor
work. etc.)
;(1
nol ITlluire
the xa m« numl x-:: of 'I'c:.dl.'rs .l.' radio .1l1d sheet mct.ii.
Siudents
Ire .i lxo .lssipled
to Ihe sl,eeialty
shops.
.\losr
of them
.irc recruits
h,lving
had
..ivi] experience
in <uch work.
/\l tile Ll.st
-i.u ron. the .u rpl a nc receills
the
lirul
heck.
tollowe,l
hI hase lechnic:iI
III spec:1011.
I'r'e-tli,ghl
check .rn.l return
to Hying
<t.u u-. tollow.
Some
a,h.lllced
flyi ng .schools
usc a
.h rc«. .. .h i fr of,er.llion.
Fhsicslhools
ac-.oml,llSh
nivh:
.n.untcn.u«
r- with .1 .orn',in.llion
,!ouble
alld slaggued
shift.
Airi,Lllle., .11'1" re'Tlled
Ior ;r~sf,e'tion
at I-'){)
oc loc k . The
lirst
,hilt,
.il] hul slation
work
crews.
i.s on trom
I i{){) uru i] (){){)
orlo.k , .uid the second
<hi tt lrorn (){)1 ~
unt i l ()S{){) o'clock.
or completion
of
work . This permits
an ovcr l.u . at midnight
.in.] a welcome
hot rnc.il.
1ork.st:ltion
crews
report
successively
.u 1 S(){). 1l)(){). 2(){){) oclock :lIld so on,
.uid
rcrn.iin
until
their
work
is accomplished.
Since
planes
are not :llaiLlhle
u nt i l the end of the lLtv'S Hving .ind sincc
they
rcqui rc time
to' wa~h 'and
move
through
the line. the rChon
for staggering 01' hours
is obvious.
One swing'~hift
i,~r line.
capable
of llccomplishin'g
any
work , is alw:lYs availahle
to permit
one
2t-hour
pass per week for each man.
If
tin:!] inspc.tion
should
determine
thai the
1\ heel
and hr.ikc crew. rele,lsnJ
from duty
prior to the final inspection.
has failed
in
:lIlY particular,
this crew is returned
to the
han,!!.ar to accomplish
the correction.
No
stoppage
of thc production
line IS permitted
by the necd
for suhd cpot
work
or lack of parts.
No specialty
shop t,lsks
He undertaken
that slow th« line.
Supply
becomes
the
master
issuing
.1!-'cncy and
reduces
squadron
technical
supplY
to ,I hare minimum.
Supply
personnel
.irc on duty 2.] hours a dav to stock
ul' durin,~
the d,;y and to issue" .it night
when
PLM is in .ut ivc operation.
Students
and
one
experienced
man
;110\T
from station
to station
weekly
and
arc ,~raded
by the station
leader.
These
,:.:ra,lcs accompany
the trainees
upon
his
return
to his squadron.
Dur inj; inclement
weather.
additional
tra in inj; is giyen
hy
assignin,l-( trainees
to read technical
or.Ier s
un der
the
!-'uidaflle
of an experienced

\X
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m.m.
The
o pcr.u ion ,km,lIld,
,'o"~i"le~c
pcr.it ion .11ll0n!-' s,hools'lll.l,!r,)ns.
'lIhdepot
.uid the PL:\1 ol).;.lnizalion.
Subdepot commanders
rc:,u!-'nize: th..r the system will reline
them of sm:ll1 odd johs,
permitting
full e!fol.t on l',O. compliance,
accident
repair
,Ind depot
inspect ion rep:lirs.
Personnel
on PL\! must
he relined
from
speci,t1
duty
during
work
hours.
There
must he cooperation
on promotions.
Wed:l)'
mcetings
hctween
"lu,ldron orh.cr-, and PI.M oHicers .lre held to
re-view ClH;incering
stan,!.trds
.ui.] division
of work. '
,
ioo

Impor'unce
of "hool
s'lu:ldrons
is not
reduced
hy inxt a l lat iun of this
-vsu-m .
They
cOllc'entr:t1c
on daily
.ui.l 2 ~ -hour
inspections.
clean
'anopies
.m.] co,kl,its,
:Ind do .i l l t hr- Illl,cellaneous
lasks
that
make
up etJiciLnt
sen'ile
10 the
pilot.
Fu rt lu-rrnorc,
.I."t udents
an.] Iruined personnel
He all ror.rt c.] throu/.;h
Pl.,\!. the
.ut ivit v hecomes
a communitv
eHort. The
slJL"ld~ons all particip,tte.
all 'profit.
Prior
to PL,\1.
,lirl,!aIllS
:11 times
were
,groun,led
for Lick of p,Ht,
when
the
needed
Item was .ut u.i llv ill thestlpl,ly
section
of another
s'lua:lmn.
Tinder
:1
Director
of ;\1ainten,lflce,
the cause
for
grounding
any 1,lane is irl\"estigated
irn;nedule":.
F:!t and lc.in cxtrc;lles,
such
.1S one ;'lu.ldron
with :1 Kerrick
cleaner
.m.] tl\T other,
\Iith
none.
is rcmcdied
hy assignment
of rhe cleaner
to PL\1,
where
,;11 :Ii rpl.uic-. .II'C washed
l:\el"\ Jj fty
hours.
The station
hreakdown
of work is
cont inn.rl lj: suhJect
to impro,ement.
;\1cn
with
some
xt a t is t i c.i l
t r a i n i ns . whether
or
not I hev ha Ie ILld .u ron aut i I b a c kg r 0 u n ,l,
study
parts
e~ch.ln,ge,
movement
of men .in.]
eLjuipmcnt.
,tTl,1 utiliz,Ltion of critical
tools hv
all shifts
on the r('la;'
race
princi pic.
The(r
recommendations
a re
saving
plenty
of time
and paper work.
Wilh rcfcrcn.c
to the
physical
set-up
rh.i rt,
the
150 by
1(){).Ioot

c:;

huilding
is .I del'arturc
f rom the standa r.] h.ingar
in that
it isspccifie.tlly
deSl,gned
to
III ii/II I ii/II
airplanes.
and
not i ust to house
rhem.
Supply.
shops.
power,
light
and air lines
are
c~ntrally
locatcd
to red urc movement.
\Vork
benches
arc pl.lced ,dong
the center
aisle.
l.ichts
on counterbalanc('s'
.ire
designed
to fit the needs
of individual
work stations.

The C().;-r~ ()! Fn,(inu. r" 11,1>
uf ~h(: hUJldinc. .il orn; .H

''':U"j

C";
~:, 1.2.11(I'(\.

cOllll,.llT,1
sLlnd,Lrd

to 9,2.()()()
lor' the
'111.1])C<
h.m e.u,
the
,;(i.hl.12().toot
OBH .:'. The h:lildin~
.. tits' <I lillit 01 I ~()
airplane,
.is stand.irJ
Clilil pmcl1l.
ill much
thc -urnc 11<11' .l.S <l tool kit and
motor
cover ,go "itl;
one pl,lIlc.
Lllh
I,o,r PI.,\1 is <I produclion
l in c of
stu.lcnt s. Tr.llnin,g
of m.untcn.incc
.i n.]
en,glncnin,g
personnel
and
the
.i.cornplishing
of insllC'Ctions
«.m function
on
the -urnc I'rinMI'y.hasic.,I,h.lllled
hasi, .ui.]
with the sal1le ccntralizcd
sUl'cnision
as
pilot tr.lillin,g.
Lxcerpts
t<lken,lt
r.in.lon: f rorn stations'
rqx)I':'
011 I'roductioll
m.un tc n.i nrc
hesl'umm.lrize
the record to .l.uc :
"Tru in-, lxtt cr lllecluilics
in a shorter
time."
"(;r<::ltl)" redliles
inxpcct ion .wd en.c:inc
clLlllge m.in hours."
"Prololl,~,
.ur p l.uic life and
incrc.rscs
t irnc hetweell
ovc rh.iuls."
"Rclca«-.
more
.urpl.tnc«
to thinp
lle1'<lrll1lent. I'CI"mittillp
the xt.it ion to
0I'CI",tle with fcwer shil's."
"Reduces
number
of :Iirl'lanes
,l.:J"Oullllel!
durin.g
eLlY bel.ILlse
of <m.i ll d(;fects ...
"Anticil"ltc,
/',lrts fleet/cd
in ,1,1I.lnC(;."
1,l.lne, better <ll'l'e<lr<lnce,"
";\LlIIlLIIIlS
aiq,l.lfle,
bUler."
"(;I\C,

A,s one
Director
"It', ,ISllcli
fcelin"
,lir!,LlfK,
arr- hein,~
111tn V~'(:' '\ c ~'ot."

of Tra in in r I'ut it,
to kno w r h.u .dJ our
inspected
1he bt:-:t

CARGO FROM TH E SKY
B'I ~keo.J04e .,(I. BeMido.tJ
WRIGHT

parachutes,
varying in diameter
from doll-like two and one-half-foot
chutes for dropping
messages
to giant
-tx-Foot nylon or rayon chutes capable of
dropping
3,()OO-pound loads, provide part
of the Army's answer to the problem or
supplying
ground troops with equipment
and materiel.
Developed in the Equipment Laboratory
at Wright Field, cargo parachutes are being used by the Army Air Forces in increasing proportions
in areas where dropping supplies flom the skies is the quickest and most practical method of licking
the supply problem.
Although
the Army's parachutes
vary

C
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FIELD

in size, the 24-foot chute has become the
most widely known because of its allround usefulness. This parachute can drop
loads up to 300 pounds and may be used
for both cargo and personnel.
Formerly
made of cotton, this chute is now manufactured chiefly of rayon with a resultant
increase in strength.
The 4R-foot chutes, the Army's largest,
are utilized for dropping
such equipment
as the heavy iron matting used for building emergency runways, land-mines,
demolition
equipment,
mortars
and other
heavy war materiel. These chutes are released by the Army's heavy bombers.

A 12-foot parachute
for dropping
sea.
rescue kits is one of the latest types developed by the Army. This chute is used
to drop supplies to crash survivors at sea
until such time as planes can be dispatched to rescue the men.
To enable ground troops to identify the
parachutes when they land, variously colored canopies are used, each color representing a certain kind of cargo or equipment
item.
A parachute
with J. red
canopy, for example, might indicate that
J. machine
gun will be found inside the
delivery container ; a green chute might
identify its load J.S a piece of demolition
equipment,
and so on. Just to keep the
AIR FORCE,
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Parachutes for evterything from a bottle of
medicine to steel runway matting are providing
(I big answer to the supply problem in this war
enemy guessing in case it discovers what
the color combinations
mean, the combinations are changed from time to time.
Although
cargo parachutes
have only
recently been brought to wide public attention, their origin is not a development
of the current war. They were first used
by the French in 1918 when French flyers
(' 'opped
supplies
to troops
along the
Belgian border.
Since this dcvclopmcnr
occurred during the closing days of World
\Xfar I, little more was done in the development until the rresent war when military experts again saw the possibilities
of
using parachutes for cargo purposes.
To the pararh ute research experts at
'XTright Field, cargo chutes, from a techc:cal point of view, are no different than
';1Lltes used for dropping personnel. Basic.il lv, whether
the parachute
has attached
,1 human
being or a freight cargo is of
little difference for the problem is simply
one of dropping a "dead load." Obvious1v, safety factors arc v,lst1y more im port.mt in the one type of chute than in the
other, but the theory lying behind parachutes of definite sizes to carry definite
wei (.';ht loads remains the same.
Aerial deliYery containers, in which the
dropped
supplies
and
equipment
are
racked, have been standardized
as the results of experiments
conducted at Wright
Field. There are now two general types of

container.
The first is a cardboard
box,
with fabric covering, which can be used
to drop anything from bulky metal objects
to delicate
instruments.
It is an allpurpose container.
The second type is a
cotton blanket
roll, eighteen
inches in
diameter and five feet in length.
Packed
in this roll are such items as guns, mortars. ammunition
and other materiel.
The smallest
chutes- those two and
one-half
feet in diameter-are
of i.(reat
value in dropping
sustenance
kits, 'messaaes and other small items not exceeding
one pound in weight.
So
that
ground
forces
may quickly
identify parachutes dropped during night
operations,
special lamp assemblies
resembling
flashlights
are attached to the
aerial containers.
These
lamps,
which
have bulbs at both ends, are fitted with
colored plastic caps so that the nature of
cargo released can be identified easily by
means of the colored lights.
Cargo parachutes have been used largely in low altitude operations
to permit
accuracy in dropping
the suppl ies. A
carao chute can be released from 100 to
1 '5b feet above the ground
since it will
inflate in one and a half seconds.
Research experts are now tackling the
problem of high altitude dropping, but so
far no satisfactory timing device has heen

The A.4 delivery container consists of two general purpose cases with cargo parachutl" "n top.

developed
to assure the loads reaching
their ground
destinations
with aCUILlcy.
There is a vast difference in relcasinr
,1
bomb at hi(.';h altitude and scndiru; ,1 ca~'i.(o
parachute c~lrthward from a simiL~r heigl\t.
To find a satisfactory solution, parachute
workers
are now experimentinp:
with a
number of automatic timers and tliey heIievc that in the near future chutes nul'
be released from hi(.';h altitudes with almost the accu racy or' bombs.
"We're getting ideas every day from all
over the country on parachute
improvements," declares J. J. Maskey, chief of the
parachute unit of the Equipment
Lnboratory at Wright Field. "The idea of using
raper for parachutes is particularly
popular. We have been working
with paper
chutes for ten rears, but none of them developed to date are entirely satisfactory,
due chiefly to the f.u t that paper has a
hahit of splintering."
Pneumatic
parachutes
are also widespread
in the minds
of the r ount rvs
amateur
scientists,
br,i.(c1y because thcv
involve the possihility of controlling
the
rate of descent. As a parach ut e, however,
,1 balloon is impracticaL for its bulk is ex.
rcxsivc, to say nothing
of the complications involved in the design of a suitable
inflation svstem.
As to the ultimate
weii.';'ht loads tlut
will he released hy means 'of cargo parachutes, the answer lies in the quest ion of
how much weight the planes can carry.
Parachutes can drop anything that '1 pl.me
can carry and unload in flight. It will be
up to the aeronautical
experts of the future to provide the final answer. 1::

This is the type of container
used to drop
ammunition by means of the cargo parachute.

weight
fell shoes worn with .1 pair 01wool socks. Pilots say the shoes arc the
most comfortahlc
thev h ave ever worn.
Under actual test~, such as that conducted in the cold room at Wright Field,
these new suits have proven they are serviceable in temperatures
;lS low as sixty
degrees below zero.
Lulier
types usin,,~
the same principle arc worn hy our pilots
even now in the ,'omh,lt zones, Hut the
new types .ire now be:ing m.muf acturcd
in ronsidcr.ible
numbers and soon will he
available. The chief achantage: of the electric suit is that it retains w.rrrnt h 101\"cr
than the: other typcs.

FOR AIR WAR
B'f
Private
D. J. INGELLS
WRIGHT
fIELD

weeks ago a little group of
huddled
figures sat in a cold, tanklike chamber at Wright
held, alLlIyzlllg
a g,lLn:y of quivcr iru; dials and instrumenrs between
short g,lSpS of oXYi_,:en,
Grot evquc-iook inu behind their \;o,,\;les,
oxygen masks '1I1~1 helmets, they v.:er~ 'testinp; the Army's
latest electrically-heated
clothing
for comhat pilots, who flp;ht in
the J!reat new b.utlcficld eight miles ahove
the earth where frost-bite is as dangerous
as an enemy hul lct.
Inside
the cham her the tern peLlt ure
dropped
to sixty de,\;rees below zero, as
cold as the coldest Arctic freezes. The
men moved about, changell chairs, scribbled hrief notes on Iittle paper pads .md
tal!,ed with each other as though
they
were in a warm
parlor.
They played
poker, dealing from the: deck with gloved
lunds warmed by a maze of ti y wires.
They ate from a tr.iy of sandwiches
with
quick, choppy bites not claring to expose
their lips. They drank hot cups of coffee
because water froze in their cups before
the}' could pour it.
For eight long hours they sat inside
this huuc ice box which you rnivht compare w'~h the on~ in your kitch~~l except
that it can be: malic five times as cold.
This was the Ion "est test of its kind on
record and the new equipment
proved so
effective that enp;ineers and designers now
are: developing
the garments in quant ity.
Today there are four general types of
flying suits being adopted for our airmen;
the electrically-heated
Iight-weight
flying
suit, the multiple
type suit consisting of
several layers of garments piled one upon
another,
shearling
or Alpaca lined twopiece suits, and feather-lined,
quilted flo-
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tation suits. The:se are the best latest types
and already thev arc proving satisf.u iory
under tIying conditions.
L1Ch of these garments
is the outgrowth
of a p'lrticular
problem.
When
mach inc guns began to bristle from our
bi\; bomlx-rs, it was learned th.it a m.m of
n(;rl11al size clothed
in a heavy, bulky
flying suit couldn't
climb into the new
ball turrets.
On long tIights pilots and
co-pilots who had to sit in one position
for long hours complained
they suffered
from the extreme cold. More recently,
the men who fly our planes in African
skies have found themselves in a peculiar
position.
On thc ground,
tcrnpcr.iturcs
arc reasonably
moderate.
yet when rhcv
climb rapidly into the sky thermornercrs
drop sharply
to sub-zero.
To remedy
these
demanding
situations
something
had to be done quirk ly, Engineers turned
to the electric suit.

IN

"encraI terms the clccrrir.rl lv-he.ucd
flyin,g suit is a reguLltion
pilot'S' combat
uni form of light weight material A series
of little Hcxible wires inside its lining
supply it with artifirial heat. The principle is the same as that employed in the
heated blanket which you use on cold
nights.
Instead of connecting into a wall
socket, the pilot plugs into a circuit that
gets its current from the main generator
unit on a bomber or fighter. Wires are
connected with a rheostat which regulates
the heat as desired according to the varying altitudes.
The suit is three-piece
with jacket,
trousers
and roverails.
The latter slips
over the other clothes. Also included are
elcctric.rlly-hcated
leather gloves and light-

Til'S solved onl , one prol-km. There
were many others,
Our hemi,phcrc
defense pI.U'1S, lon,,, hefore: December
7,
1 () i 1. includcd
outlying
hases
which
stretched from icc-clpped Grccnl.uid to the
w.irrn waters of thc Caribbean.
Wherc it
is coldest and the wind howls the loudest, American
fivers and thci I' ground
crews have made' their new hom~s.
For
marc than two .ui.l a h.ilf years they have
lived in the <uh-zcro world where the
ni:,:hts arc six months
long and ,limos!
,laily the snow whips up ;l blizzarll like
the one you see once ,l yur along Michigan Avenue in Chicago.
"We need a combin'ltion-type
suit,"
wrote one pilot from an advanced Arctic
base. "Give us something
that we can
wear on the ground
in tcmpcr.uurcs
around zero and, at the same time, nuke
it an outfit that we can put on with considcr.iblc comfort up in the air when it
gels minus fifty de,,,rees Fahrenheit."
Air Forces "t.iilors'
were mornent.u ily
stumped
until they hit upon a simple
ide:a that is proving to he just wh.u \\',IS
needed-two
complete uniforms,
one to
fit over the other when the mercury begins to drop,
Around
this commonsense princi plc, much the s.unc as that
which tells you to wear your overcoat on
a cold ,by, the Army has created
its
present day romhinarion
suits for our airmen.
Actually the: new uniform
is two
layers of cloth in" carh of which can be
w~rn separately :lS a full uni form.
Under actual cold conditions,
experiments have revealed that this type of uniform is warmer than the heavy wool-lined
suits which arc almost universallv
st.mdar d today. Experts point to the fact that
the "dead air" between layers of clothinu
acts as an efficient insulat~r in hel pinp; to
keep them warm. If you need proof try
out the old axiom
that several
light
blankets are warmer than one heavy quilt,
This multiple suit, as it is called, consists of an Alpaca fur-lined
jacket, with
an outer material of smooth, satin finish,
which has been acclaimed
for its wind
resistance.
(The Alpaca is a small South
American
animal,
whose fur is being
shipped to this country in large quantities
under
Lcnd-Lcase.)
Some jackets
are
lined
with shearling
wool or pil~ng.
AIR FORCE, AU9ust,
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Combination multi-layer suit with two unl ..
forms and vest fitting on top of one anothe]' ..

Trousers are also lined with the same
rn.u er ial. Both jacket and trousers have
large pockets, a feature deemed essential
after long study. The reasoning is based
on the fact that airmen are constantly
complaining they have no place to put
sm.ill articles which they are required to
carry with them to and from their planes.
Wearing only this inner uniform, the
pilar can be comfortable in temperatures
that range from thirty above to zero. It
weighs only about eight or nine pounds
and can be worn almost anywhere-in
club room or at the base theater. However. when the temperatures run to extreme lows, another uniform is donned
over this base suit.
The outer garment, consisting of jacket
and trousers. leaves plenty of room for
the ..dead air" to circulate between the
hyers of clothes. Made of rough tackle
cloth that is wind resistant the jacket has
a Luge Alpaca fur collar which can be
converted into a parka-type hood. Trousers held up by large suspenders serve as
coveralls and are worn over the base
uniform.
An Alpaca fur-lined vest is
also worn between the base garment and
the t.lcklecloth outer gear where temperatures drop to extreme cold.
with the multiple type suit
arc rubber-soled canvas hoots with a desirn similar to the Mukluk, which for
ve.irs has been worn by the Eskimo. Exruts have learned it is the warmest footwear to be worn in the Arctic. Now it is
FraYing to be the most et1icient for retaining warmth at high altitudes.
).;e~v improvements have also been
made in the sheep sheading suit, worn
tocla,- by most of our Air Forces personnel in the continental United States
where temperatures seldom drop to extreme sub-zero levels. Briefly, the new
she:Hling suit, consisting of' jacket and
tr ouscrx, is lighter and more flexible than
those formerly in use. In addition, the
rrocess once used in trelting the skin
PRFSCRIBED
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chemically to give it longer wear has been
eliminated because it had a tendency to
crack the leather and make the suits stiff.
The new sheading-lined suits will withstand temperatures down to forty or fifty
degrees below zero. Their principal shortcoming is that they do not retain the heat
as long as the multiple-type or electricallyheated suits. Then, too, they are rather
bulky, but engineers are 'developing new
designs to remedy this.
Latest development in new suits for
our aviators is the down and "chicken
feather" flotation suit. Although the
down feather suits have been in cuse for
years in Alaska, only recently have engineers turned to the chicken-feather suit
now in production.
Chicken feathers
were found to add bouyancy to the down
suit and, at the same time, preserve the
warmth characteristics which had made

Network of wiring shown in lining of the
suit. Note the electrically heated gloves.

it so well suited for the Arctic regions.
The new model has proved especially effective for pilots who are forced to make
long over-water flights.
At Wright Field one day, Captain J.
R. Schenck of the Equipment Laboratory
donned one of the suits and remained in
water for several hours without sinking.
Finally, he was pushed under but the
floating qualities of the suit brought him
back to the surface immediately.
The flotation suit is a two-piece garment-trousers
and jacket-with
a parkatype hood. The outer material is a heavy,
wind-breaker, waterproofed
cloth. The
jacket and trousers resemble a piece of
quilting, lined with chicken feathers and
with a cover over it. The new types eliminate the bulky appearance of the original
suits and give them flexibility.
Designing auxiliary equipment, such
as helmets, gloves and boots, has always
been a major problem and new developments are continuously in the works. The
latest pilot's helmet is a leather. chamoislined headgear which has built into it
earphones, clamps for holding the oxygen mask and a microphone. It is designed to fit with any mask including

those used by the British, Russians .ind
Canadians. Experiments also are being
made on fur caps which may be worn by
flyers in the Arctic regions. These new
designs are based on the old coonskin
caps worn by Daniel Boone and other
famous American backwoodsmen. TIle
few which have been ordered are now being worn by pilots in combat zones under
severe flying conditions.
Reports indicate they may be adopted as part of a
pilot's cold weather equipment.
Other
experiments are being conducted on a
large bullet-proof combat helmet, a metal
headpiece which looks like the ordinary
football helmet.
too, have been a constant problem. Already in use are the elcctr ica llyheated gloves, the lamb-lined. one-fingered mittens of horsehide with fur lining,
and the layer-type combination gloves desif.;ned on the same principle as the multiple suit.
The combination glove is the answer
to frequent complaints received from
mechs working in the Arctic who have
been leaving pieces of skin on metal aircraft parts when they attempted to puI!
their fingers loose. This rayon glove. li,ght
and skin-fitt injr, has greatly increased the
efficiency of the mechanics. Two pairs are
worn for warmth.
These developments at the Equipment
Laboratory at Wright Field have produced many innovations in commercial
clothing as well-new
type belts, zippers,
parkas, scarfs, leggings, shoes and other
every-day accessories which have added
weatly to the working efTrciency of commercial products. Many technicians in
Wright
laboratories hold patents on
products purchased daily in the department stores of the country.
Such is the story of the Army Air
Forces effort to combat the cold of the
high-altitudes. It is a never ending story
for tests f.;o on night and day, hour after
hour. But of more importance is the f.ict
that these advances in clothing for the
airman are helping in no small way to
win the war in the skies.
GLOVES,

"*

The canvas
Mukluk and the five-palf
"Arctic: sock assembly" worn under beot.
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CAPTAINS:
Arthur F. Andres, Rohert I. Harriger. LIEUTENANTS: \X/allace r.. Dinn, j., Irving A. Erickson. TECHNICAL SERGEANT: Donald
L Snyder.

SILVER STAR
BRIGADIER
GENERAL:
James
Pratt
Hodges.
COLONEL: Curtis
I.e May. MAJORS:
Levi R.
Chase,
[r., Donald
P. H,d!, John B. Holst.
CAPTAINS: Wilhur B. llL-uky, john W. Chiles,
Charles l-I. Giddings
(With Oak Leaf Cluster),
Cok-man
Hiutou",
Gore Huggins,
Philip
J.
Kuhl. "lIlles c:. Latham. LIEUTENANTS: Richard
P. lkl'nnon
(Also Distinguished
Flying Cross
and Air Medal),
Arthur L Burger, Thomas P,
Carter (\X/ith Oak Leaf Cluster and Air Medal
with three Oak Leaf Clusters),
Garth B. Cot.
t.un, Joseph F. Dockweikr,
j r., Ruhcrt W.
Fllio(;. Rohcrt I.. Faurot,
John H. Gccr, \Vil.
Son B. Glover, Ruhcrt \Xl ilclms, John E. Hcssclh.urh, Gilmer H. Hol ton", Sidney \X/. J;lcohson. Jllhn B. Johnson, Melvin H. Kimball, Wil.
l i.un R. Lett, Leon G. Lewis, John \XI. Lyl«, .Jr.
MASTER SERGEANT: Elmer H. Johnson. TECHNICAL SERGEANT: l\licl",e1 J. llaum'lIJ, j.., B.
Hunrock
(Also Distinguished
Flying Cross ,wd
Ai r l\ledal).
STAFF SERGEANTS: Donald S. Alkn,
TheodoreJ.
Bokoks.
John Hrccn, Gkn
F.
Iit-ulls (AI;o Purple Hcarr ) , Joseph J. Byrne,
Richar,! K. Ferrill. Norm.in S. Goldstein,
R"y'
nH>Jll! F. Jcsek, Morris O. Kolling
(Also Air
j\l",lal).
SERGEANTS: hlward
D. Connor. Jr.,
Ern rco I'. Del Vecchio, hlward
\Xl. Drisc;,II,
Bernard V. Duclos, .Jo,seph I'. Hartman, George
1'. Kelloe. CORPORALS:
Hubert W. Cnl\\lll"',
George W. Dustin,
Jack \Xl. Fox'", PRIVATE:
Ad.un F, Gross.

PURPLE HEART

two Oak leaf Clusters to Air Medal), Thomas
B. Storey. LIEUTENANTS: Ch.ulcs L lkrgdull,
Robert B. Bowcock, Nathan H. Corman, Nelson
P. Davis, D"vid N. l'!irsch, \\',liter
HO!1l1es,
Jr., Robert F. Mcl\LdlOll, Harold E. Mitts, Scott
H. 1\eal, Carl T. Rallch, Robert M. Richey*,
Mecch Tahsequah,
Spencer Treharne.
MASTER
SERGEANT: .James R. \X/alter. FIRST SERGEANTS:
James W. Carr, Herbert
B. Martin'''. Wallae
R. Mnrtin". TECHNICAL SERGEANTS: Monroe
M. Clark, Raymond
F. Powcl l ", Charles
C.
Schierholz.
STAFF SERGEANTS: Ralph Alo;s'''.
Billy O. Br.indt",
John E. Cane, Edw,,,'d H.
C"tOIl, Charks
N. Doty, Herbert
E. Fisher,
George K. Gallnam*,
Carl R. Cross, HCIlf)' j.
Hurnphrcv",
Donui s \\(1. Lawrcno-.
JO!'ll H.
Maun".
Allen Mieldleton,
Colon E. Neeley
(Also Air ]\jelLd), Hcrlx-rt J\:ewell, ]r., Louis
F. Putriqu in, Curtis Q. Pyr,'h, \X/arner E. Ren.
ncr. SERGEANTS: DlJm"s F. Bi,e, \X/illiam C.
Boggs. Vincellt II. Boninu, Bill V. Die.hl, \X'i!.
l i.uu \)('. Dunn.rv.uu,
lamc-x H. Ellick, Fred .M.
Gov.tn, Sidney V. H,di, Nc.l R. Hcrzst.uu (Also
Air Mcd,d),
.Jearld H. Joncs, J;u1ll's A. Mac.
Camruou.], Jr., Paul V. Morcno . .Jacob T. S"b'l.
TECHNICIAN FOURTH GRADE: Joseph A. Vallie.
CORPORALS: \X/ddon c:. Bu 1'1i~oll -. Rich" rei X.
Ch"baIO\\'ski,
lIaruld
F. Craf, John J Kohl''',
Huhcrt D. Smith (Also Air 1\lel1al), ~'illi,lIn
C. \)(lesthrook.
PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: hirl D.
Ashl cy, JlIllll 1'. Cruthirdsv,
James ]. McClintock", R'ohut H. Mayer, Ho,:ace A. M'ss.un",
joseph E. Nel lcs", Lcrov J. TUr!lcs. PRIVATES:
Jur), l\1. Anccl ich", Robert G. Brown (tdso
Air Medal),
loscph H. Guttrn.m ", l.dwar.] R.
Hughes, Llwl:cllce P. Lyons*, JlIseph G. Moser,
Willi,tm
M. J\:orthwa)'*,
l\Lrurice J. St. Germain", Marvin V. Wingrove.

LIEUTENANT COLONELS: Levi c:. Erdman, Jo K.
\X' .t rnc-r. MAJORS:
Jack S. Marks
(Also Air
]\fed"I),
Ikrll'rd
'A.
Scluic vcr. CAPTAINS:
Ch.i rle« \X'. Duunin-r",
\\(Iilliam
B. Kyes,
Robe-rt D. Spit!., .. (\\';t!: Oak l.cai Cluster and

COLONEL:
Gcorge
]. Eppright.
LIEUTENANT
COLONEL: Austill A. St r.iu.:c.l ". MAJORS: Philip
T. Durfee, Leland G. Fie";d. CAPTAINS: Bennie

OAK LEAF CLUSTER TO
SILVER STAR
COLONEL: Robert
GEANT:
Pete l\f.
Virgil I'. Dc Voss.
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L. Scott, J r. MASTER SERVasalie.
STAFF SERGEANT:

*
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lombard
(Also Air Mcdal).
Alhert Nowak,
Rams,t)' D. Potts, j r., HelHY S. Taylor, Hamid
R. \X1arren, Jor. (Alsll Air MClLd with three Oak
Leaf Clusters).
LIEUTENANTS:
Bruce
B. S.
Barker, Vance L. Bedlllut, Fr.uicis R. Cappel.
Ictti (With Oak I.c.tf Cluster),
Phillip I'. Cartwright, Leroy E. Elli-. Allcn \Xr. Gardcrcr. .Jr.,
Ritcllic B. Gooch (With
Oak Leaf Cluster).
Preston Holdell, NlIrman r.. l\IcDonald.
Blesch
Ma lrnsrouc, Russcll 1. Ma ure, Charles E. Norton, William A, Pe-te-rson, \X/illiam M. Railing,
Paul R. Ridlc-y, Robert L Rose, Geurge A.
Schnieders,
Verrier 1.. Shea, Bryce V. Smith,
Gellrge \XI. Wamslcy,
Jr., Ralph K. \X/atts,
Robert R. \Xrilson. MASTER SERGEANT: Anthon)'
A. Kuz.Iru ll. TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Glcn
Beard, Donald
T. Oslll,,,,1
(Also O'ik Leaf
Cluster to Air l\1",LtI), Frank Sayk«, Jack R.
Trihhlc. STAFF SERGEANTS: Ira A. Adams. Harold R. Conner, George II. Crawford,
Irwin \Xr•
Di.il. \X/illiam l.. Hot.u.l, Corlez F. Houxtou,
Vidor Lorhcr (With Oak I.e"f Clusn-r}. Frank
W. Lytic"', Claude XV. P,llterson, Leo Wheatley,
Francis W. \)('ulf, John \X'ycheck, Ge'orge E,
Zorh"ch.
SERGEANTS:
\\(1 ilbc-rt
H. Grogan"',
\X'allie J. Hewslon,
Rwscll
r. Huffman, Raynwnd R'. Joslill, Mi. h.ul I.. Kenny (Also Air
Med,,1 with two O"k I.c.rf Cl uxtc-rs }, Irving \\/.
McMich"el,
Cuy E. Re'ynolds, jr., Tholll,1S J.
Stewart,
Allen
B. \Xlhitehead*.
CORPORALS:
Robert F. Borchert, \X/illi,lm B. Hrad lcy, P.llll
P. La Vall«. Benjamin C. 1\ a v ".,-:e, John Thompsun, Jr. PRIVATE FIRST CLASS: Ed w.rrc] A. Carrol.

SOLDIER'S

MEDAL

CAPTAIN: Gerald ]. Crosson. LIEUTENANT, J"mcs
H. Horn.
STAFF SERGEANTS:
Ch.uks \X'.
Michaelis, Louis Rabesa Jr. SERGEANTS: losepl,
J. Lapcnt, FLInk P. Pic-r'-,g, Fdward T. -j'",I",.
CORPORAL: Ernest 1'. Haack. TECHNICIAN FIFTH
GRADE: Hruce Stone. PRIVATES FIRST CLASS,
Jesse E. Sailors, Harry S. \X1heclc-r.
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AIR MEDAL
Russell
E.
Ramlal1.
,M. McCorkle,
Phineas K.
'd(,rrill,
Jr. LIEUTENANT COLONel:
Hiette Willl,Cllh, MAJORS:
John C. Bowen, Robert E.
C",tlter,
Ryder W. Finn, Maurice J. Fitzgerald
(\\;th
Oak Leaf Cluster),
Charles A. Gayle,
Robert B. Keck, Harmon
J. Lampley, Francis
H, Matthews,
Gordon E. Menzies, hlwin
B.
2\Jillt:r, jr., John A. Rouse, j-Lirold J. Skelly':',
R"hert
1i. Smith. CAPTAINS: Charles E, I L\Ilsen, Claude W. Allen, Ralph A. Blah-lock,
R"hert W. Bunhard, Richard H. Cole, \Vtlli,1I11
C. Collins, Ralph F. Dawson.
John \V, Flt:tchcr. Raymond
A. Fortin,
Cha rk-, \Villi,lIn
Gettler,
L. R.
,Moore,
G.
\V.
]\, ','~lTS,
Frallk G. Ware!. LIEUTENANTS:
John Arthur
Ahlm, John Joseph Alder, Fredric G. Altm.ui,
Frank R. Amcnd , Arthur C. Anders,'n,
Eeh\",!r'[
1. Anderson, John Thomas Ashford, Jr., Richard Foster Atchison, Jr., Robert F. Ballash, John
R. Bannon,
Jack C. Raul', Frank R. Hudle,
John
T. Bent
(With
O;lk Leaf Cluster),
]. 1.. Pitts, Jr., Billy W. Wheelt:r,
Da,e
\V.
\\!illiams,
Paul Williams,
Albert J. \X'ibey,
Jr .. Joseph M, Wunderl, William P. Wyllie,
Jr. (With
Oak Leaf Cluster),
\Villiam
F.
Xa,ier,
Alexander
Yonych
(With
two Oak
Leaf Clusters),
Walter Zoppi (With two O.lk
Leaf Cl ustcrs }. MASTER SERGEANTS: Wilson P.
Currie, Lloyd D. Killam, Chester Milia. TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Roy J. Anesi, James R.
Currie, William
J. Devine, William 1.. Enp:ler,
CI iff",d
Hur rv Fleming,
Erwin
K. Freytag,
Lester O. Gardner,
Frederick A. Hartung,
J r,
Fr.mcis G. Hinds
(With
Oak Lt'af Cluster),
Glenn E. Lathom, Will)llrt A. McC It: IIan, Alvy
G. l\Llsters, Merle L. Oakley, Allen W. RamBRIGADIER
COLONelS:

e Pus

GENERAL:

Charles

SU', Leon L. Ranforth
::-;-ormJn c. Thrcew;tt,
D~lhert Vill.mucva.
STAFF SERGEANTS:
Joseph
R. Alvey, Carl J. Anderson,
Carl 1.. Appling,
Kenneth T. Bagnell, Gordon N. Bennett (With
Oak Leaf Cluster),
Fred].
Bewak, Joseph W.
Bunn, Arthur H. Burrow, Ricliard C. Carignan,
James J. Clfpenter,
Frederick
E. Davenport,
Jr., Edward F. Drake, Henry R. Eaton, Harvell
H. Ellzey, James L. Elrod, Stanley F. Fortuna,
Douglas
H. Smith, Arthur P. Symons, Stanley
F. Szczepanski, Robert].
Verlanic (With Oak
Leaf Cluster),
Charles
H. Wall,
Robert H.
\X'estrom, Llfl T. Wright,
Layton E. Yarborou).:h, Fr.ink J. Z:dmrsky. SERGEANTS: Elmer O.
Almy, Roland V. Anderson,
Robert W. Ant houv,
Drc\\'cy D. Bames
(\Vith
Oak Leaf
C.llIstn), !\orman L Biehn, Richard A. Bieniek,
l\lac S. Groesheck,
R. R. Gwaltney,
Theodore
Ha.is, 1\Ltrtin J. !-Jill, Lawrence
B. Hillard,
\\'illiam
D. Hive, Alovsiu« B. Hor stm.uin. William E. Huw.i rcl, Jol;n D. Hyman, R"herl J.
Jackman,
Andrew
1.. Jackson,
John Jacobs,
.Jerome .Jamcs, Howard
K. Jaycox,
Bernard
j u rosck , Jolin E. Kak.uud.i, Donak! W. Kemble,
Elmer W. H. Kersten, Thomas M. Kl im.izepsk i,
\Vililam
1.. Klint', Jr., Charles Thomas Krcst,
J::son C. LtilCaster,
Joseph
W. E. Lapham,
John W. Leuning, Che-ster C. Love (With Oak
J.e'lf Cluster),
\\'illiam
1'. Lynch (With
O,lk
Leaf Cluster),
SLlfdcy 1.. McCorkle,
William
A. 1\fcKinlev,
Ralph B. 1\fcMillen,
Cecil J.
i\Jc;\.'eer, Allen A, McRae, David N. Mc\Xfilli.uus, Alton F. :Mahan, Samuel Mazzeo, Vincent C. Mullane, William J. Murphy, George
W. Oakes, J"hn 1\1. O'Rourke, James E. Otott,
j.uncs R. Parkinson, Frallk ]. Pawl irk, Gildo J.
Ponti, Pasquale Pr.ua, Joseph F. Prokop, Waltt'r C. Race, Milton Rayberg, James W. Roberts, Duane W. Rumph, Robert H. Sangster,

Tr. (\\'ilh
O"k Le,r[ Cluster).
5,lf11\,<1
~,-, ",
')<'hn H. Shcarer, Francis J. Simolle,
D.
Sm.dl, I-Lrrold Snvdcr, E'lwood 1'. Spe:im.i:l,
Bill M. Stol zer, Norman 1.. Stuhce, I'dw'lfd \X'.
Swcdo, Harry 2\1. Teufel, Howard
R. Thompson, .Jollfl A. Thornpson,
Johll G. Tittsw.urh,
PilTce B. T)'ler, Dick Tvron, Alo\'sius S. L'n.ic rwood, )ohn F. Vlad, L~'e O. XX'alker, Frank ~L
Wall, 'Kent R. West
(\Xlith two Oak LlA
Clusters),
Edward
J. \Xlhite.
Thuru..»
1..
Wolfe,
LeR"y W. Wright,
Fran]; G. ferr!.
CORPORALS:
Oliver
D. Cle-ments, R,lll'h xr.
Colilesh, Edwin W. Connn ll y, Trurn.m H. Cor.
ley, West M. Coss, Herhert E. Cummins. Hurold Denson,
Chai'lcs E. Franklin.
DOllal,1 A.
Fromme, \Vesley V. C;olcher, (inald
I. (;rllhh,
Henry S. Herr, William
H. Hlckc')', Sahol'<,i'ln
V. Hudson,
Tames R. Lassiter.
\\',"I"n
R.
McWhorter,
()rville C. Macklin, james A. Ritz,
Michael
J. Whalen,
Rohert
\X'. \\'i,c:htm,ln.
PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS:
\Villi,l111 R. C:"ls"n,
Tames Geanious, Cling I.. Hulchr-r. \\'ilhur
A..
Lewis. Franklin A. McKnight,
De.lm<lr R, (),c:k
PRIVATES: George T. Brouilktte,
Jess, C F.ISterling, David J. Fcklwlt, Henry i-Inghes. H'nj.unin Kleinburd,
BemHd
D. Lane, \Villj,un
R. McCormick.

OAK LEAF CLUSTER TO
AIR MEDAL
Richard D. Stepp. CAPTAIN: Kcnnuh
D. Vandayhurg.
LIEUTENANTS:
john j. (h"rtel's. \1(filliam B. Drvsd.ile,
\\'illiam
k. L"nc:
(Three Oak Leaf Clu~tl'!'s). MASTER SERGEANT:
h!win
F. Rhodes. STAFF SERGEANTS: Arl.« F.
Arcn, Lawrcnrt- Holgate'. SERGEANTS: Hu,c:L A.
Jones, Jr., Ahraham T"dr"s. PRIVATES: XX'jnx,t
H . .Elliott, Vincent O. 2\lcM,dlUll, Jr. -tl.
MAJOR:

thu moua ..

Copt. G. W. Rogers
AIR FORCE,
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Copt. P. J. Kuhl

Lt. S. H. Neal

Capt. W. B. Kyes

T/59t. O.T. Ostlund

bursling shells and shLl\1I1el hilting the
plane remindcd
me of a xu.Iclcn t lruu.lcr
and hail storm hc.ud from t h« illside of :1
tin shc.]. I malLlgcd to get tlu- Jire out of
numher four but number threc w.i-; sluh.
born a Ill! burned more liercely,
I lin,dly
tc.u hcrcd it. Numbe-r four still was run.
nine; hut it W'l:i IIOt mu.h usc, Ti,e vihratiOl; shook the whole shlJ'. The l.l.t:«. com.
ing out of tIle tLliling edgl' of the wing
e;rew l.uacr and lare;er. I k ncw it W.tS
burning
\round
the 'gas l.uik 'Ind would
soon cause an explosion,
Ahout t h.i! lime .tli hell poppe,1 loose.
All our e;uns wen: b!'tl.ine; ,tt scvcu
FW-I 'JUs 'thetl had just all~llkl'll ri,!.;hl
through
the thk. Suddenly .t hole ahou!
two fed "I"are
:lppc.arnl
ill the wIng
where number
lhree !.;as t.m], is locatl'd
and Hames shot out, it must h.i vc lx-cn a
hit from tIle hot t oiu heccluse the lire' ill
number three gradually
,!willdled
to the
burning of oil. We called for the p-)s,
to come up and hell' us but the messa,!.;e
proh,thly
ne-ver went through,
Enemy
lighters kept hilling us in the n.t r.
lLury h.uln! sai,! a word so I told tlic
crew to put 011 ll.cir chutes and then go
b.uk to their ,e;lIlIS. Just then one lighter
got our instrument
panel and windshields
with a ..'0 mill. sh.ll.
It exploded
ri,!.;ht
in front 01 Hurrv ,llld tor a seulI,,1 I
thought
his face' was blel'din,!.; ,tS he
100ke,1 tow.rr.] nu-. I k ncw I was h i: too
because bloud 11',,, rUllnill!.; into 1111' eyes
and oxygen m.rxk , I jerkui oIl' my ,~I.l:i'sCS
and threw t lu.m to the HOOI', I thought
my righl eye Jud I'een knocked out.
The s,une shot had shorll'd t hL' 1"tLtchute bell so h)zzy hli led out
Someune call1'd up and said we wvrc
afire In the bomb bay, r.r.Iio (Omp.lrlillellt
and In the w.uxl , I told them to li!.;ht thl'
lire but keel' .rn eye 011 the I ')Os'. Sud.
denly our aill'l'on cout rols went lilll!' .u ul
the t.u] dru!'!'ed abruptly,
1 knew Ill' h.r.]

He was in hed with a bad cold, running J tCllll'euturl',
the day bl'forl' the
r.u.l. But .ift.cr orders cu nc tlll'Ou!.;h th.it
cvcn inv lu- we-n! down to the op~r.ltions
room , '7helkl',1 the cour'e, llu: nal'i,-."ttion,
,
the target, the "PI'I'O.lch, the 'Iimin,!.; I'oint
and ot hvr prohk'll.s in pLlnlling t l«. m ixsion with his assistants.
He had little
slccp tJut night. bul Ill' le-d his (;roup
over Wilhellllsl"II'L'n
thl' followin,~ ,Lly'.
By IH)W, of .oursc, t l«: irn!'ITSsion the
men h.r vc of thei I' (OlllnLllhl ing utlicer
is tot.il ly differl'llt
tlun
it was sl'lTral
months .u;o. Ask Jily 01 them wh.r! lhey
think of h im and the .mxwcr illl'ariably
is the x.un«
an iILl,k'lu.llL' JltL-m!,t to ,Ic:.
scribe their wlllllt'-he'trlc'!
.i.lu ur.u iou and
rl'spnl
for ,t m.m they ,til s.IY they',l 1'01.
1,)11'10 llell .uul hack, if nnl'S:;,I!'\,.
] lis lL'rsc'lll'SS, CItfirst misLtkcn 'for sourne-ss. is now legend.
()nCL' when he was bl'idill,!.; lh" I,ilols
he t,)\,l t hcm th,'y \I'lHtI, I rC'n,lollHIS with
.
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HELL OVER BIZERTE
(Cuntinued

from

Page

1 t)

an elevator knocked
off. Harry and I
were slwving forward with all our might
rn.ik ing for the douds
still below us.
Thnugh our guns were going constantly,
We were almost hel pless. The fighters kept
coming in LIking the ship from one end to
the other,
But the flak had stopped.
At
Llsl the toggy mist of the douds closed
aroun.l u- and the men were happy.
But inxt rumcnt flying without
instruments is no fun when you have only two
en,!.;ines and :t rudder to hcl p you. Somehow wc' r.unc out below the douds and
wert' In a valley, limping
on and on
tow.ud the sun.
FIN/II.I.Y she quit flying.
A mountain
was lUllling up in front, we were losing
altitude and we didn't know our speed.
Suddenly ,t little patch of plowed ground
c.unc into view. I grabbed for throttles
and switches and let her hit. We made it.
We :t11 got out by various means and
beg'ln looking for wounds.
Most everyone h:«] a few scratches
and bruises.
Harrv and I were shot in the legs, arms
and Ltce. Vandergriff
had a couple of
holes in his arms. Everything
was pretty
ILl!..\' fur,\while.
We dressed our wounds
an,! went to an Arab's house nearby to
rest while- some of the boys went for
hell" We didn't have to wait, however.
The Ar.il», took us to a British Station.
l.at cr we were able to chuckle over
scvcr.rl incidents,
Afler Fozzybailed
out, Buck was going
to follow, but with his broad beam and
xc.u -p.uk chute he couldn't quite squeeze
t Imlll,e;h the escape hatch,
He tried so
dt'Spl'utely,
however,
that
he almost
((J1I1,lld ~d back in. I chuckled when
llulk «.unc crawling out of the nose with
the sc.u of his breeches torn nearly out.

(Cul)finued

from

Page

29)

.m escort of Allied fighters after attacking
the primary target, When someone asked
if they would get an escort if they att.ukc.l rlu- secondary, he remarked without lu-xil.uion, "You won't,"
and went
usually Oil with the briefing.
()Ill: of his officers,
who apparently
played football before tackling Fortresses,
COll1p.lres him to a football coach.
"He's just like Bierman at Minnesota,"
the otlicer explains.
"He trains us in
fundamentals.
Keeps us going in the air,
or in school, all the time, He knows his
business, .uul we all know he knows it."
\Vith the Group now taking part on
ne.ulv
clery
raid on enemy-occupied
Europe, the CO. is lenient with passes to
Ilu- comb:tt news.
But when he gives
thl'ml~
hours, he doesn't mean 'JR, as
Ihey t!tllught.
Anyone who returns too

Tapping me on the shoulder, he shouted,
"You've got to land this damn thing because I'm too goddetm big to get out."
Incidentally
when Fozzy landed in his
chute three Arabs came forward.
Two
wanted to take him to the Germans
and
one to the English. The one fortunately
prevailed after Fozzy had given him his
knife as a present.
Fozzy learned from
the British that he had landed in a "No.
Man's valley-the
Allies were on one
ridge and the Axis on the other.
At one point Whimpy
decided things
were getting so hot he had better come
out of the tail and put on his rhute.
When he got back one of his guns had
been blown off and there was a gaping
hole where a seat was supposed
to be.
Then a FW-190 carne in for a tail shot.
Whimpy
leaned across the opening
and
sprayed lead from his one gun without
aiming. The 190 peeled off hurriedly.
When Gowan was trying to put out
the flares which had caught fire, he exhausted
his five extinguishers
with no
apparent
results.
So he tossed burning
flares into the empty
ball turret
and
poured water on them, That did the trick.
When
they were ordered
to put on
their chutes and return to gun positions
the whole crew complied except Francis,
who was firing so many rounds he figured
if he left the gun to get the chute they
would get him before he got back. One
death looked as good as the other to him
so he stayed and kept his turret going
even after one gun had been shot aw,ty.
Vendy ran out of ammunition
so he
went to the backdoor
and thumbed
his
nose at the attacking
190s. He figured
this was the least he could do.
Out of the seven fighters that attacked
us we know that three will never attack
ag'lin, We got one, maybe two, while
Fay in another ship got two.
I guess we cheated death. 1:

late, without a good excuse, can be ccrtain of going before a Summary Court,
which usually does nothing more .ir.istic
than take away some of the offender's pay.
All the men recall their discovery that
their CO. understands
men as well as
machines.
Back in the States, just before
the Group departed for England, he gave
them a brief lecture on their responsibilities as Americans, as visitors, and warned
some of his chronic belligerents
against
participating
in tavern brawls.
"But jf you do," he added, "don't get
licked."
You probably know other e.O.s
like
this, You might he serving under one of
them right now, The CO. you just read
about
is Colonel
Curtis
E, Le May. a
3(j.ve:1I-0Id veteran
who, among
other
achievements.
participated
in the first
"Good
Will"
flight to South America
and pioneered
th~ North Atlantic
ferry
route.
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A Jap transport burns in Kiska harbor and three other Jap
ships are marked for destruction by aerial bombardment.

UP WHERE THE SOUP
(CO'II inued

/
!

Some of the boys had some interesting
experiences.
Like what happened to Lieuren.rnt David Stevens, co-pilot in a B-24.
He was on the weather run near Kiska,
Instructions
were to get weather reports
and stay away from the big guns defending the main Jap base. The crew had to
change shi ps just before the take-off and
the plane they got out in didn't have any
bombs.
Lieutenant
Brown,
the pilot,
brought the ship to within a half mile of
Kisk a, and Stevens, thinking he was just
a little too close for comfort, sarcastically
remarked,
"Why the hell don't you fly
right over the place?" Brown didn't need
:lny coaxing.
He made a 270 degree turn
to the right and came directly over Southhead, the south point of Kiska harbor.
Then he circled right back over Little
Kiska at 1,800 feet. The Japs threw up
everything
but Tojo's
false
teeth but
nothing happened.
During
good flying weather
the Japs
had plenty of practice with those ack-uck
guns. When the soup cleared we had to
make up for lost time. Often enough it
meant pushing
those heavy ships along
20 feet over the water. That's almost close
enough to get your feet wet. One crew
ran into some fog about twenty minutes
out and stayed at 20 feet for three and a
half hours. They climbed to 4,000 feet to
feather a prop 700 miles from their base
and then flew back again at 20 feet.
Sometimes the Japs playa pretty smart
,~ame with their ack-ack guns. Lieutenant
.\Lldison went up to Attu one day and
found the weather overcast at 1,200 feet.
He observed the island from an offshore
point of about two miles and then entered
AIR
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Holt Bay to inspect enemy activity there.
He went directly into the harbor at ()()O
feet and found no opposition at all. When
he turned to leave the bay after deciding
that the enemy obviously was not prepared to defend it, all hell broke loose.
Ack-ack bursts were all over the place.
The Japs ind waited patiently until he
was within 500 yards before they opened
fire. Nobody knows how, but he got his
shi I' back safely.

ON

THOSE
missions we used to have a
lot of fun listening to the Japs on the
radio. They talked pretty good English
and they tried to scare us away. Most of
the time they hissed, "Men of Umnak,
you are doomed.
Lay down your armssurrender."
Sometimes they would offer
misleading
remarks,
such as "Ret's
get
home"
a~d "That
ship went dow~."
They
screamed
and
bellowed
blood
curdling yells but we used to hand it right
h.llk to them. We found out that they
didn't like to be called little men. So w~
ctlbl them little bastards and little sonsof-bitches.
Our Colonel, W. O. Earickson-there
was a man-holds
the Aleutian title for plain and fancy cussing at
the Japs. He didn't understand
fear and
he used to go right over the strongest Jap
installations
swearing a jagged blue streak
and dropping
a few bombs just to let
them know he wasn't kidding.
In the kind of weather we were flying,
the navigator was the boss. Pilotage was
extremely difficult even when the visibility
was decent.
One day you would see a
mountain right close by and the next day
you wouldn't
be able to find it.

'Most of the flyine was on inxt rumr nts,
but we found O\;t th.if the only usc for ,1
drift meter was to hang our 'luts on it.
All the wind judging up there is Llone lw
the visible observation
of the white Cll'S
-and
that can be surprisingly
accurate
after a little practice.
The oce:lll'\Ve!l
comes in and moves out ag,tin from U11Ller
the white caps, nuking the caps mov e into
the wind.
Accurate
wind vclocitv Jnd
direction
could
be determined
.rathcr
casi lv that way.
The Aleutian
theatre is probahlv
the
only place where yOLI should not tho a
tight formation.
In that kind of wc.u hcr,
you have to split up or you'll be running
into your own shi ps.
We happened
to be flying the big
ships, but our fighter
sCluadrons--)Cls,
39s, and -iOs--reallv
did a lerriilic job.
At first the Japs relied upon their tloat
type Zeros, but our fighters pol ished them
off so neatly that the Nips had to def,end
almost cxclusivclv
on ark-ark.
But that
didn't
stop the 'peashooters.
Those
,,')S
used to go in and actually drive the ackack guns right out of their mounts---and
we don't think they did the Jap !,CUl1
crews much good either.
The Japs built hangars for their planes
but the 3Hs with bombs on their wings
knocked
off the hangars
as fast as the
Japs built them. They also constructed
a
submarine base and Captain Brickeet must
have considered
that a persona! affront.
He came buzzing along with a couple of
bombs and bingo!-no
sub base. It got so
bad for the N-ips that they began 'using
beached
boats as supply
depots.
That
fooled us for a while until one of the boys
got curious. He dropped a few on one
the boats and it burned for six hours.
One d,ly over Adak two p- 3Hs jumped
on a big Jap pl.rne. He got smart and
ducked into the clouds.
So one 3H went
above the cloud and one dropped beneath
it. They just hung around waiting for the
Jap to come out, and two seconds later
he joined his honorable
ancestors.
Everybody up there did a bang-up job
but our mechanics had the toul2:hest deal
arid the stuff they did is unbelievable.
Despite the weather.
they worked
ri;"ht
out in the open.
One time they dismantled a complete 13-21 engine looking
for a good piston to put on another sh ip.
Try that when the mercury is dror:':Il!'
out of the bottom of the therrnornc:t.r.
Another time, a 38 came in for ,1 LlnL!:'l"_
ground looped, and cut the tail right n
of a 24 from just behind
the w.i.:
gunner's window. The mechs took a L:i!
off another wrecked 2-1 and attached it to
this ship. The job took a month but th"t
plane got back into the air.
That's how it goes.
It takes longer and it's harder work,
but we get things done up there. And it
means more that way. Just the same. if
you get the Aleutian assi!,Cnment spit into
the wind once for us.

of
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A MONTHLY REPORT ON FILMS, LITERATURE AND SYNTHETIC DEVICES IN AAF TRAINING

SYNTHETIC DEVICES
number
and scope of synthetic
devices in use by Army Air Forces
training activities are continually
increasin$!;. Commercial
manufacturers,
as well
as' experimental
engineers in Allied military services,
are working
overtime
to
develop
these gadgets
which result in
valuable short cuts and in the saving of
critical materials and equipment
in wartime air training.
The four devices shown on this page

T

HE

are typical of the many included in the
synthetic training devices catalog distributed by the AAF Training
Aids Divisian to the headquarters
of Commands
and training
Air Forces.
In addition,
AFT AD maintains a display room of these
devices at its headquarters,
Park Avenue
and 32nd Street, New York City. Brief
descriptions
of selected devices will appear from time to time in the Training
Aids section of AIR FORCE.

The cockpit is entirely closed and the
pilot flies blind. The stick and rudder
controls simulate those of an airplane.

Visual Quizzer
spirit of competition
is injected
into training with the visual quizzer,
a gadget which shoots rapid-fire questions
on everything
from naval vessel identification to celestial navigation.
It is a compact portable unit. complete
with projector,
screen, scoring pads and
films.
Film frames with illustrations
and multiple-choice
questions
arc flashed on the
screen at autornatica lly-tirncd
intervals.
The student inserts the number
of his
choice on the score pad. After a series
of about eighteen questions, J. frame appears with the correct answers.
Student interest is maintained
because
it is a race against
time. The frame
changes every few seconds. There is no
backing up, no second guesses.

T

HE

Directional Gyro
Mock-up
the introduction
of the giant
directional
gyro mock-up,
one of
the most troublesome
problems of classroom instruction
has been solved.
Large
groups of students can see the workings
of the mechanism
without
difficulty as
the instructor
proceeds with his explanation.
The gyro mock-ups range in size up to
24-inch cubes.
Many of them are built
in cutawavs so the internal
mechanism
can be sh~own. They are of commercial
manufacture.
Most of the other airplane instruments
arc being similarly duplicated.

W

ITH

Fixed Gunnery Deflection Trainer, 3-B-6.

T

device is composed
of a long
stand with the target at one end and
a reflector sight and spotlight at the other.
The target is a standard airplane model
supported
in front of a background
of
clouds. The plane may be adjusted to any
altitude
and the control operated to indicate any desired speed.
HIS

The student aims, allows for radii lead
and fires. The spotlight
shows where his
bullets would have gone if it had been
the real thing.
If his aim is correct, the
light registers a hit. Bursts fired and hits
scored are registered
autorn.itic.rl ly on a.
scoring device.

Bendix Navigation
Trainer, Type E-1

T

illustration
shows
the Bendix
Navigation
Trainer,
Type E-l, with
the cowling removed.
Actually, it is a mock-up cockpit with
all necessary instruments,
mounted
in a
cart which moves slowly over the floor.
Equipment
is provided
to permit practice and instruction
in dead-reckoning,
radio direction-finding
and homing.
A
chalk mark on the floor indicates
the
path to be taken by the cart.
HE
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FM 24-12, Army Extract of Combined
Signals.
April 5, 1943.

Operating

1M 1-460, revised
for AAF.

as Radiotelephone

Procedure

1M 11-454, printed
cusses procedure

as The Radio
only.

Operator.

Dis-

1M 11.459, printed
as Instructions
for Learning
International
Morse Characters.
This manual
covers the instruction
in International
Morse
characters,
which previously
was included
in
1M 11-454. April 21,1942.

Want to Stay Alive?
F YOU are going
overseas, you would
. do well to study carefully, and if pos.
sible carry with you, copies of these
pocket.size publ icarions:
5lt1lilal,
by the Airlines War Training
Institute.
Arctic clilergellcieJ,
by the flight Control Command.
JlIngle alii! Desert Enrergencics, also by
the FCC.
These handy booklets contain val uable
information
on what to do and what not
to do, what to wear, what to cat, and
other details well worth knowing in case
of a sea, desert, jungle or arctic cmcrgency.
Equally informative
on the same subjects are publications of the Arctic, Desert
& Tropic Information
Center, Eglin Field,
Fla. Here are the titles of some of the
bulletins:
Forced Lwd in g.r rlJld Desert
5111Til"ll!, Aircrc1ft
;\I'lilllenilllce
in tbc
De.rerl, J)eJ(;TI () peral ro ns, f IlIIglr: r: 01e.r,
Notes Oil Arct ic Lilillg
and Occ.m 511r-

I
Revisions and Changes
accordance
with the radiotelephone
procedure
as approved
by the Combined Communications
Board,
the following War Department
Field and Technical
Manuals
have
been
revised
or
changed and are being distributed
(dates
shown indicate latest editions) :

I

N

fM 24-5, Signal Communication.
Chonges
have
been prepared
to revise those portions
of the
manual
that have been affected
by new procedures.
fM 24-6, printed
as Radio Operators
Manual,
Army Ground Forces.
April 12, 1943.
fM 24-8, Combined
Teletypewriter
(Teleprinter)
Procedure.
New manual.
fM 24.10, printed
as Combined
Radiotelegraph
(w/n Procedure. January 20, 1943.
fM 24-11, Combined
ary 17, 1943.

Operating

Signals.

Janu-

iitra],

"The Squadron
Communications Officer"
The specific technical duties of the
squadron
communications
officer are
described in this film (TF 1-717), which
is intended principally to orient squadron communications
officers who are
new at their jobs. The film also points
out many of the general administrative
duties the communications officers may
be called upon to perform.

"Pre-Flight Radio
Inspection For Fighter Aircraft"
ftTake-Offs"
Released for AAF distribution last
month, "Take-Offs" (TF 13305) serves as
a basic instructional film for flying students and provides an effective refresher lesson for advanced pilots. This
new film on flying techniques covers the
main points involved in executing takeoffs, stressing safety factors and coordination of flight controls. Other titles
in the same series to be released at an
early date
include "Landings"
and
"Elementary and Pylon Eights."
AIR FORCE, AuglJlst.
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Some of these pubillatiuns
iJ.\\ l >u.:11
widely distributed
in the AAV Thl importunc:« of the subject matter cannot ice
emphasived
too strongly.

This film (TF 1-771) illustrates visual
and operational
checks made in the
pre-flight inspection of the SCR-522 as
installed in the P-47. It also points out
the similarity of this procedure to inspection of the SCR-274 installed on
other types of fighter aircraft.

"Airplane Engine
Cooling Systems - For Pilots"
The third film of a series on airplane
engine cooling systems (TF 1-758) describes for pilots the correct procedures
for operating engine controls on liquidcooled and air-cooled aircraft engines

Instrument Flying

T

tI' field of instrument
fJyin!-, is CUYered hy four new. fully illustrate,!
Technical Orders. They .rre:
T.O. No."O-looA-I,
Instrument
1'1\'ing, Basic Theory and Practice.
T.O. No .. "O-lOOB-I,
Instrument
Flying, Adv.inred Theory and Pr.nr irc.
T.O. No. 30-100(.1,
Instrument
Flying, In st rument Fl yin)! Trainer.
I nstru~ctor's Guide.
TO. No. 30-IOoD-I,
Instrument
flying, Technique
in Weather.

For Supply Officers
A

E
radio equi pmcut
is treated
comprehensIvely
In a handbook
reo
cently prepared
by the Signal Section.
Air Service Command,
Patterson
Field,
Ohio. This publication
is approved
for
distribution
in the Air Service Command,
but copies may be obtained from the ASC
by interested
personnel
of other commands. The prime purpose of this manual
is to "speed up" the training
of inexperienced
supply ottlcers and help them
become more familiar with the different
types of equipment
in the shortest period
of time.
!R};()]{N

n

in order to insure effective cooling.
Although the first part of the film is devoted to an explanation of the principles of cooling systems, the major portion deals with the various controls
which affect engine temperatures
and
the optimum operating conditions. Two
other films previously released in this
series are for the engine mechanic and
deal with maintenance
and service of
the cooling system: TF 1-756 "Airplane
Engine Liquid-Cooled Systems-For
the
Mechanic,"
and TF 1-757 "Airplane
Engine .A!~-Cooled Systems-For
the
Mechonic.

"Oxygen Equipment - Servicing
High-Pressure Removable Cylinders"
This reel (TF 1-489) shows the procedures that must be followed in refilling high-pressure removable oxygen
cylinders on aircraft.
It emphasizes the
care that must be observed in such operations,
particularly
stressing safety
precautions for personnel servicing highrressure oxygen equipment.
Previously
released in this same series are TF 1-488
"Oxygen Equipment-Types
and Use
at High Altitudes," and TF 1-487 "Oxygen Equipment-Servicing
Equipment in
the Airp.one."

*
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considerations
in their construction.
Moreover, they are always located so that expansion can take place; in fact, our largest
"Strips" already exceed anything existing
airports
can produce
in runway length.
From a cost standpoint,
you can build
over 15 adequate "Flight Strips" for the
cost of a single suitable airport. The difference in maintenance
costs is even more
impressive.
In fact, an entirely
new
"Flight Stri 1'," with all necessary requirements as to width and length of runway,
can be built more reasonably
than an
existing
runway on an airport
can be
changed over into a makeshi ft landing area
to accommodate
modern
cargo aircraft.
Thus, it doesn't take too much imagination to foresee "Flight
Strips,"
located
outside cities away from fog and smoke
belts, where car;,;o (and even passengers)
can be unloaded and transported
by truck
and car to the centers of population.
Aloru; established
air routes "Fl izht
Strips" 'would be the stepping
stones or
sLlgin;... fIelds, not only as auxiliary landing areas for emergency
use, but as air
Clrgo or passenger
"y.mls" for local deliveries.
Add the possibility
of glidertrain transportation
and you visual ize a
not unlikely
air service of the future.
Off civil air' routes, "Flight Strips" could
be utilized for feeder airline service.
Our third major consideration
concerns
"Flight Strips" and international
air trallic
- present
and future.
For while the
catchword
has become "freedom
of the
air," we might well substitute
"freedom
of the ai rporrs" as the key to the problem. You can have ,til the free air you
wish, but aircraft must land and take off
and for that vou need land in" areas.
Again, I will not attempt a~ overall discussion of the subject, with so much thinking left to be done about the job at hand,
excc:pt to s'ly that development
of the

which you will operatc:. Learn at le.ist a
few words of thei r lan!.';ua"e, words that
will help you commlll~icate your wants.
Learn something
about native customs.
b. Approach the natives with a friend.
ly attitude.
Don't display .irrns. Don't
show fright.
Assume t hat they will hel I'
you. Be patient.
Get them to do things
by indirect
hints, such as a display of
restlessness on your part. But never show
anger-they
won't he d rivcn.
And play
fair with the natives;
if you make a
promise, keep it.
c. Carry things on your person that
the natives will want :md usc them for
rewards.
They are .t vital help.
Carry
trinkets. tobacco twists and razor blades.
Strips of silk from your parachute will be
highly prized.
But don't give all your
wampum
away at once. Ration it carefully
you may need some later on. In
nun}' .Ireas you can write out a chit which
will bring a reward to the bearer on presentation
at a missionary
station or mili-
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'FLIGHT STRIPS'
(Continued

(rom Page 10)

"Flight
Strip" program
in this country
under federal supervision is in direct contrast to the development
of airports under
local ownership.
Many applications
of
this plan have a direct relationship
to
international
affairs, since you may substitute international
agreement for federal
supervision
and national
ownership
for
local ownership.
Although the Army Air Forces assisted
ANSWERS
TO QUIZ
ON 'AGE
26
1. All fOll!" colors.
2. (c) A lighter plane.
3. Zootlling to meet our thunder.
'\. (a) Navigator.
5. (d ) Acrial C;unnery
6. (d J A maneuver
ir, flight.
7. Left side.
R. (a) rocke-WlIlt.
(c) Dorn icr.
(0) j unkcrx.
(J J Heinkel.
9. (a) Elevators.
10. (d) C;OV(TlHllent Issue.
1 1. (c) !\latcri<-!.
12.
(c) The command
HALT is given
as e ithc r foot sr rikcx the gWlInJ.
13. (d) Drag.
It (d) All membe-rs of the Army and
thci r d cpcnden ts.
15. Away trorn his neck.
16. 1530.
17. 1"'47.
1R, Distinuuishe.]
Flying Cross.
19. Purple: Heart.
~O. Communic.uious.

the Cunad ians in every way possible to
develop the airports along the Highw'IY,
the Canadians
naturally
consider
them
Cuudian
airports. The Highway's "Flight
Strips," on the other hand, were developed entirely under the supervision of the
Army
Air Forces, which selected
the:
sitc:s with the approval of the Canadian
!.';overnment and asked the U. S. Public
RO'lds Admin istrarion to make plans and

BAilOUT
(Conii.lUed

OVER BUNA
from

Page 13)

tarv outpost.
Most natives understand
the
use of the chi t.
2. Before you set out on a mission,
make sure yOll have with you all the
emergency
equipmc:nt
vou might need.
Alw'lys carry your jun:~1e kit. Be sure to
11:[\(':
fill lflll!' !'enoll
.u least the followin.<.:: matches in a w.ucrproof container, a
(om ["ISS. a sturdy ku i.c, maps of the
area, <ulr.m il irn idt- (p"cfe:'ahly in powdcr
form. for wounds t:::lt infect r.u-dlv in
the tropics).
lluinine (Tor maLl:'i,;. a «onstint tropical
Iuz'lrd) _ halazone
tablets
for purifvin!.'; water. Youl l n cci! these
essentials.'
Wear C.1. boots or a sturdy
equivalent that won't snap off if you have
to bail out. Keep your shirt on, figuratively as well as literally.
If you can
salvage your pistol. so much the better.
3. Above all else stay c.tlm when you
are face to face with an emergency. When
PRINTED

l.:"l"

v. S.A.

surveys
in accordance
with
stnnda rd
"Flight Strip" specifications.
Although
both Americans
and Canadians arc stationed
at the airports,
each
airport
is under
a Canadian
manager.
The "Flight Strips" are under the jurisdiction of the road officials who are responsible
for huilding
and maintaining
the Highway.
The significant point is this: The airports, like all airports, are locally owned,
and after the war can be expected to be
locally controlled,
in this case by the
Canadian government.
"Flight
Strips."
by their very definition, arc a part of a highway right-of,w'IY,
,1l1d arc always ad jaccnt to a puhl ic highway. Their status is thc: status of the
Alun
Highw'IY: Title rests with Canada
because
it is their land;
conslruction,
maintenance
and lIJc Me covered by an
international
a!.';reement between the "overnrncnts
of' the United
States 'and
Canada.
Thus, the "Flight
Strips"
adpcent
to the Akan Highway
form the
first chain of illlcm,lfioll,1!
land iru; Me~IS.
After the w.ir , '"Flight Strips" 'in Canada, in this country, or in any part of
the world, should ,tlways he a part of the
same LIWS which govc:rn the construction, maintenance
and use of highways.
If it is an intern.uion.rl
hi!.';hw,IY. as is
the Alcan Highw'IY, then "(light'StrtpS"
become intcrn.rtioua l "Flight
Strips" to
be utilized by mutual agreement
between
nations.
In this country we h.iv« developed these
landing
areas for aircraft
through
the
joint clfort-, of Congrc:ss and the W'lf Department,
the Unitc:d Stites Public Roads
Administration
of the Federal
Works
Agency, State legislatures
and St.ite road
a.lministrut ion-, private industry and private organizations.
and a host of individluis, principally those in the rural areas. 1;(

you get down. sit for awhile and think
things through.
Prior knowledge
of the
terrain,
the natives, and the conditions
under which you arc operating
will prevent panic.
In hai l-out s, LIke extreme
caution if you land in a tree. i\fany rncu
have sustained injury coming down Irorr
trees. Of course, you're an x ious to hu,!.';
the earth. But play safe and come down
slowly .ind del iheLltcly. The ground will
still be there when you gc:t down an d will
feel a lot better than if vou come down
in ,I hurry on your head or back. '/:.{
PICTURE CREDITS
5: RO\"a1 Can.nli.rn
Air Force. 7: Acme
Ncwsrictures.
11-15:
Sign," Cmps.
16:
Acme Ncwxpirr urv». 26: Signal Corps.
.l2-~.l: PuL!r()id Corporation.
~,i: ASC,
Patterson
Field. Ohio.
,1H: Signed Corr«.
45: \1(lide World.
16: J. H. Keeney &
Co. Back Cover: ~ew Y ork 11uscun: of
1[0('( ru Art.
All other photographs
secured through
otlici,d Army Air Forc,'s
sources.
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Colonel Bustle, Post Commandant, and
his partner, Major Plato, S-3, are sweating out a spade finesse through the
Supply Officer. Cautious Captain Tittle,
Post Adjutant. holds the King but will
probably save it, along with the C.Oo's
temper.

Officers' hats on the shelf have about as much individuality
as a helt of 50-caliher machine-gun bullets. Here's what
happened when the Unit Personnel Officer and the Special
Service Officer left the cloak room during a heated discussion of last night's G.I. stage show.
In this comer we have a few of the flying
officers (witness the functional headgear).
hopelessly trying to beat the one-arm bandit.
The Operations Officer has been stalking the
machine for half an hour and now he figures
it is just about ripe. He'll probably hit the
jackpot with his fourth nickel hut will put
it all back in.

Lieutenant Lardoon, Mess Officer, is taking a busman's
holiday dining at the Club. He'll wind up in the kitchen
leaving a new calorie chart for an indignant chef. That's
the Post Surgeon, on the left, with a carnivorous appetite
and case-hardened stomach.

Major Galley, combination Public Relations Officer, S.2 Officer, Photo Officer
and Group Commander, has just been
called to the phone between bites of hamburger to answer the query of the local
newspaper editor concerning the forth.
coming visit of the Paraguayan President.
The Major will return to his cold coffee
lind then dash madly off to the OCS board
meeting.

ARE YOU
GUIDING
IHIS U.BOAI
WIIH
TALK?
-

y
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OF THE U. S. ARMY AIR FORCES

September Oriel
"INSPECTION
concerns every man in
the Army Air Forces, from the private who
pours gasoline into a plane to the general
who ordered
its flight."
In this manner
Brig. Gen. J unius W. Jones, the Air Inspector, explains the need for a mcd iurn to disseminate AAF inspection information
to the
field. To fill this need Am FORCE this
month inauuurn tos a new department.
prepared by the Air Inspector's office, to bring
timely tips to inspectors
and inspectees.
Read "Prepare for Inspection"
on Page 18.
It should be of interest to all personnel.
BEFORE planes can be employed against
the enemy, they must have bases from which
to operate.
Providing
forw.rrd airdromes
for AAF aircraft in the North African campaign was the job of our .iviution engineers.
An article which Brig. Gen. S. C. Godfrey,
the Air Engineer, terms "the best evidence
yet presented
on rapid airdrome construction for a large air force in a new theatre," has been written for AIR FORCE by
Brig. Gen. D. A. Davison, Chief Engineer
for the Northwest
African Air Forces.
It
appears on Page 14.
MAYBE you won't believe it but it's
true: Women are flying our combat planes.
Yes, the gal pilots in the Women's
Auxiliary Ferrying
Squadron
are now breezing
from factory to airfield at the controls of
fighters, medium bombers and transports, as
well as trainers and liaison ships. Of course,
they stick to straight flying-no
didos or
high altitude stuff-but
they're flying them
just the same. An article on the first year
of the WAFS, and the women pilots' transition from the lighter planes to the combat
ships appears on Page 10. Incidentally.
the
"Flying Jenny" on the cover is Miss Nancy
E. Batson, 23-year-old Alabama ferry pilot,
who joined the WAFS last October.
Her
aviation background:
CPT at University
of
Alabama;
pilot rating
in 1940;
control
tower operator for Pan American in summer
of 1942; instructor at Ernhrv-Ridd le School
of Aviation.
Personal:
blonde;
5 feet, 7
inches tall; not married; not engaged.
Accent: decidedly southern.
lAST DECEMBER the Air Service Command was reorganized
on a business basis
because
the Command's
activities
were
"more closely related to those of business
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management
than of military
operation."
How the ASC functions umkr this reorganization-which
meant principally
a decentralization
of authority at the same ec]wlon
-'-is described
on Page -ro by Maj. Gen.
Walter H. Frank, its commanding
general.
THE EMPLOYMENT of air power in the
Battle of Attu is described on Page 22 by
Brig. Gen. William
E. Lynd , Army Air
Officer on the Staff of the Commander
in
Chief of the Pacific Fleet.
Gcnc-r.i l Lynd,
who has seen extensive action in the Paci fie,
participating
personally
in many important
bombing missions against the enemy, took
an active part in the Attu operation.
SEVERAL months
ago, the Civil Air
Patrol became an 'lllxiliary of the Army Air
Forces. In addition to carrying on its coastal
and border patrol duties. CAP has now been
assigned to the important
nation-wide
AAF
recruiting
drive.
Its (iO.OOO members arc
charged with investigating,
examining
and
qualifying
candidates
to eliminate the unfit
before they are certified to the cadet examining boards. The work of the CAP and its
future
possibilities
arc described
in an
article on Page 46 by Lieut. Col. Earle L.
Johnson, the CAP's national commander.

To A PILOT in the ATCs
"special
mission" group, Chungking
is just a spot
on the map where the weather officer owes
him six bucks; Cai ro, where the British
nurse has promised him a date on his next
visit; Melbourne,
where he has to pick up
last week's
laundry.
It's tough.
serious
work getting cargo to all points of the earth
in record time, but these pilots laugh off
their assignments
as strictly routine.
An
article on this group appears on Page 30.
"RIDING
the Messerschmitt
May tag,"
on Page <18, is a straight-forward
account by
a former cadet of how he felt about washing out in primary. The author is Private
Charles M. Macko, who has been reclassified
at a basic training center at Fresno, Calif.,
to become a student under the Army Specialist Training
Program.
He flunked his
final check ride at Thunderbird
Field. Ariz.,
early this year. But, he writes, "disappointed
as I am, I can appreciate
the Army's aim.
It wants the cream of the crop to make the
best pilots in the world."

AlR FORCE (formerly
the Air Forces News Letter)
1S printed monthly by authority of
Army Air Forces
Regulation No. 5-6, Sept. 6, 1942, and with the approval
of the
Bureau of the Budget, Executive
Office of the President.
AIR FORCE is published
by
the U. S. Army Air Forces
at the AIR FORCE Editorial
Office, 101 Park Avenue,
New York, 17, N. Y., U.S.A., for use of personnel
of the Army Air Forces
and
allied activities,
and is not to be republished
in whole or in part, except by Army
field publications,
without
express permission.
Direct communication
with this office
has been authorized
on matters
of editorial
content, circulation
and distribution.
Tel.,
MUrray Hill 5-1951; Teletype No. NY 1-2530; Director,
Major James H. Straubel, A.C.

CROSS
score against enemy planes for the
first six months of the year stood at
3,515 of the enemy destroyed,
with an
additional
1,127 probably destroyed and
1,280 damaged,
ao.or dinj:
to an announcement
by the Commanding
General. During this period 8i() of our aircraft were lost in aerial combat.
Bombardment
planes, meanwhile,
carried out their primary mission in every
theatre, dropping
millions of pounds of
bombs on enemy industria!
plants, lines
of supply and communication,
and military and naval installations.
Our score
against enemy shi pping was reported as
121 surface craft sunk, 7,1 probably sunk
nd 315 damaged.
All in all, our aircraft flew 89,691 comJat sorties in the six-month
period.
(A
month-by-month
box score of our aerial
combat operations,
by theatres,
for the
first half of 1943 is on the next page.)
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RETURN FROM COMBAT

The Commanding
General
also announced that more than 9,000 officers and
enlisted men of the Air Forces with combat experience
had been brought back to
the States to train our personnel
in the
actual details they will encounter overseas.
General Arnold reported:
"No faculty more thoroughly
equipped
by long, direct, personal experience could
be assembled than this group of fighting
men now communicating
their hard-won
knowledge
to their brothers in arms.
"All
sick and wounded
Army
Air
Forces
personnel
evacuated
from
the
theatres of operations
are sent to Army
A.ir Forces hospitals not only for medical
lnd surgical care but also for a full study
of their cases as relating to aviation medicine. The patient is evaluated both medically and aeronautically
to determine
for
what type of aeronautical
duty he is
qualified.
"These
qualifications
are
weighed
against his physical defects. Reassignment
of duties may be indicated.
While the
physical defects are being corrected,
he
receives instruction
in the new duties
which he will undertake.
Thus, no part
AIR FORCE, September,
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COUNTRY

A report on our combat record. and other developments
of the month within the Army
Air Forces.
of his training and experience
is lost to
the Army Air Forces."
The largest single group of our personnel returned
from foreign theatres--1,021 officers and 1,()54 enlisted men-has been assigned
to the Second Air
Force. Distribution
of returned personnel
to other commands
was reported as follows:
First Air Force, 2()7 officers and 3()1
enlisted
men;
Third
Air Force, ()83
officers and 527 enlisted men: Fourth Air
Force, 2()8 officers and 552 enlisted men;
Air Service Command,
310 officers and
351 enlisted men; Air Transport
Command, 10 officers and no enlisted men;
Materiel
Command,
12 officers and 10
enlisted men; Flight Control Command.
57 officers and 87 enlisted men; Proving

Ground Command,
35 officers and 3 enlisted men; Antisubmarine
Command,
48
officers and 109 enlisted mcn : Technical
Training
Command,
152 officers and 97
enlisted men: Troop Carrier Command,
118 officers and 55 enlisted men.
STRICTLY PLATONIC

There is no denying the value of the
work being done at the various rest centers, but we can't help passing on the
story about the fellow who had been appointed
a club director by one of the
welfare agencies and was heing coached
in his duties preparatory
to being sent
overseas.
During one of the lectures the
woman
in charge
held forth at some
length on the ~eeds of flyers returning
from combat.
"Some of these men," she said, "will
be sent back to your club for extended
rest periods
after having
100 or 150
grueling hours of combat duty. They will
come to you in need of relaxation
and
recreation ."
The good lady paused to let the thought
sink in. "Now,"
she continued,
"when
these combat flyers come in what arc you
going to give them?
Are you going to
give them coffee and doughnuts?
No,
certainly not! Not when there are plenty
of good de-hydrated
soups."
GLOBAL WAR

Among the prisoners
taken in North
Africa was a Polish soldier who had 'been
captured
by the Russians
in 1939, released by them after the German invasion
of Russia to serve in the Russian army in
1940, taken prisoner hy the Germans
in
1941, drafted into the German army in
1942, transferred
to North African duty
and finally captured by American troops
in Tunisia in 1943.
THE AAF
." .. $!... ~

Bail-out

TRAINING

COMMAND

The new AAF Training Command was
activated July 7 to replace and combine
the functions
of the Technical
Training
Command
and the Flying Training
Command.
Maj. Gen.
Barton
K. Yount,
former head of the FTC, was named com-
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COMBAT
Following
Forces combat

BOX SCORE

IS a month-by-month
operations
in theatres

box score of United States Army Air
of operations for the first half of 1943:

Aerial Combat
Losses In

Lost

January
Rth AI' United Kingdom.
U. S. Units, N.W. African
'Jih AF Middle East
5th AF Australia
Hth AF So. Pacific
IOtI, AF India
lf th AI' China .......••••.•..
II th AF Alaska ...•..•••••..•

Total

AF ..

u. S.

On Ground
Losses

Enemy

Enemy

Aircraft
Losses
Prob- Dam- in Aerial
aged Combat
able

Prob-

Dam-

able

aged

Lost

31

6

6

7

3
7

15
86
5
9
7

37

13

10

123

6

3

57
144

34
63

22
75

. 11
. 151
. 34
.

8

7

55
3

41
1

8

5
1

405

168

147

Stl: AI' United Kingdom......
72
U. S. Units, N.W. African AF .. 128
9th AF Middle East. . . . . . . . . .
8
5th AF Australia
.........•..
41
Hth AF So. Pacific...........
26
10th AI' India...............
16
14th AI:' China ......•••••••..
l l th AI' Alaska
7

28

12

37

73

7
21

1
6
1
2

february

Total

1

14

18
78
3
7
17

5
6
18

1

manding
general of the new Cornrnan«
with headquarters
in Forth Worth, Texas.
"The reorganization
was effected," accordmg to the announcement
from AAF
Headquarters,
"to
achieve
maximum
economy of operations,
the most efficient
utilization
of personnel,
and maxnnum
roordinarion
of training
schedules
and
utilization
of training
facil ities."
In
future issues, AIR FORCE will publish details of the Command's
activities.
NEW

PLANE

INSIGNIA

Not long after the conrl ic! opened ll1
the Pacific, the red dot was removed from
the star ll1 the 111slgl1la of A A F planes
because it was being confused
with the
rising run painted on .lap aircraft.
As the
war against the Axis moved on, it became
apparent that at certain distances the white
star against a blue background
on our
planes, the black cross superimposed
on
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a wider white cross on Nazi aircraft, and
the .laps' red dot, all appeared
111 the
form of a dot because all angular features
take this form at great distances.
In July
the AAF took the lead in rcmovmjr this
lack of distinction
by adopting
a new
insignia consisting of the white star on a
circular iield of blue, a white rectangle
attached horizontally
at the right and left
of the circle, and a red border enclosing
the entire device.
Result of tests: visibility at a sixty percent greater range than
the old device and the German and .lap
insignia, with a distance effect of a long.
narrow bar rather than a dot.
MONSTER

JEEP

In the way of compliments,
we thought
they had thrown the book at the vehicle
called. the Jeep, and figured the matter
would have to rest until some fresh adjectives turned up. But we feel bound to report that the enemy has outdone us.
For evidence we are going to quote you
the text of an Italian order captured
by
our forces in North Africa. It was signed
by the commanding
officer of an Italian
anti-tank
regiment.
And believe us, this
is the real thing (the italics are ours).
"Subject:
Enemy Jeeps.
"To: Commanders,
1,2,3 Bns.
"It IS time to debunk the legend according to which 'Jeeps~ seem to he considered nncat cb abl e nro nst ers,
"Some anti-Jeep
actions which I have
instituted recently, even with small groups
of riflemen. have led to the capture of
three of the vehicles
111 question
and
some prisoners.
"By these actions, I have been able to
AIR
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establish
tint the crews of these Jeeps,
when met by decisive action, make their
escape or surrender
without opening fire
but. when not so met, open fire, inflict
losses on us and make their getaway.
"You are requested to draw from the
above, arguments
designed
to raise the
morale of your units, so as to secure that,
by the cooperation
of everyone, we succeed in freeing the Iines of communication from this illJidio/lJ uea p on of enemy
attack.
Every commander
should
give
strict orders to this effect."
"EXPRESSING

OUR

ApPROVAL"

Back in the March issue we pub] ished
an article by Maj. Wade R. Cunningham,
Jr., Commandant
of Cadets
'It Foster
Field, Texas, entitled "What Kind of Officers Will They Make?"
It was one of
the best expressions
we had seen of the
relationship
between cadets and supervising officers during advanced traininjr.
This month we received a note from
Foster
Field enclosing
the photostatic
copy of a V-mail letter from "somewhere
in North
Africa."
The letter was addressed to Major Cunningham
and bore
the signatures
of nineteen
officers who
had received their advanced fighter pilot
training at Foster before going on foreign
duty. With
the approval
of the Foster
Field CO, we're happy to reprint
that
letter, as follows:

"Dear Sir:
In reading the AIR FORCE m{lgazine of
i'vlarcb /943. uc me l'erv ball/Jy to note
YOllr article entitled. 'W.rlhlt Khzd of Officen lf7ill Tbey !\1tlke?' We o{ tbe cl.is:
of 42' ubo by cbnnce btlp pell to be st ationed here at present t abe t bi: means of
expre.r.ring 0111'approl',J! of the id e.rs clIul
id eals set [ortb ill YOllr article, Since 0111'
gradlltltion, No renrber /0, we b.ue been
seteral pl aces, [earned considerable,
and
bat-e seen 10/.1. It is 0111' im pressio» that
a closer rel at ionsbi]: between cadets emd
tbeir
.rtlpeJ"1'i.rhlg 0 !ficers in advanced
training will ptly big dil'idendr in the
flltllre. By lI'tly of an exam pie, the period
between cad e! trtlining ,md the stelge of
fligbt lendersbi p at present is so short
t liat experience
alone is 1101 com p et ent .
Tben agtlin tbe talr:« of air di.rciplille tllld,
at the same time, teanttoorl: and (00 perution is bert obtained throllgb a complete
tl1ldentandillK
of all concerned.
Naturally tbis 1II11JI be jir.rt learned dllrill!!,
cadet trtli/liJlg for tbe earlier this is
grasped , the better type of jlyinf{ officer
will be produced,
"lf7e sincerelv bope tbelt all is uell at
Foster Field; for eacb of ttJ ha.r fond
memories of ubat ue CO/Hider the bert.
and u.itbont rcsertat ion, the most enjoyable period of 0111' cadet training. lY7 e
aim uisb yOIl to convey to ,111 that sh.ue.!
in 0111'training at Foster Field the bert
oj luck and good uisbes, Then. of C01l1'.re.
any neus, items of interest 01' letters will
be gladly rcceiied bere ill North Africtl."
AIR FORCE,

Out in India. where a group of the
boys are camping on the grounds of
a Maharajah's lavish estate, the services of one of the Maharajah's elephants has been enlisted.
From time
to time the elephant
obliges
the
boys with a shower bath.
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THAT

FIRST MISSION

Flyers who are wondering
about their
first taste of combat may be interested to
know that Lieut. Walter Schol, on his first
combat mission, shot down a 3'i-year-old
German veteran who had heen decorated
seven times. The action took place in
North
Africa. The German
flew a ME
lO')G, Schol a P-iO.
HOW'RE

You

VOTING?

It is one of those arguments
which
probably
never will be settled, but the
subject is inviting and we are anxious to
do our part. We refer to the question of
who is the better combat fighter pilotthe Jap or the German.
Lieut. Daniel Kennedy is a P- 3H pilot
with a few thoughts on the subject. Kennedy has been slugging
it out with the
Germans for the last eight months or so,
which makes him a veteran in that theatre,
and has shot down five enemy planes.
According to Pvt. Wade Jones, who sent
in this report from North Africa, Kennedy has more than 'i0 missions and 190
hours combat time to his credit. This is
how Kennedy feels about the Jap-German
pilot question:
"I rea,1 the other day," he is quoted,
"that one of our fighter pilots out in the
Pacific said the [ap pilots were better
than the Germans.
Now I haven't been
out in that rheatrc-iyct.
But it just
doesn't add up with the known figures.
Some of our pilots out there have twenty
or so planes to their credit, I hear. I've
got [ivc .ind the most any man in our
Group h,ls is eight.
Of course they've
been at it longer, but then I'll bet we've
had more encounters than they have. So

if the Jap pilot is better than the German,
how come so many more of them get
shot down?
"Of course, I'd ]ike to go back to the
States if I can. But after that I want to
go to the Pacific. Maybe I'm wrong but
I bet I'd have more than five Zeros at the
end of six months out there."
We were glad to get Lieutenant
Kennedy's remarks and hope they will prompt
further discussion. What about a line or
two from the boys who have fought both
the Jap and the German?
OUR ApOLOGIES

On page 3 of the July issue, we stated
that the Order of Daedal ians was pioneered "under the leadership
of the late
Brig. Gen. Harold L. George,"
meaning
the late Brig. Gen. Harold
H. George,
fighter commander
who was killed in the
Southwest Pacific in the early months of
the war. Maj. Gen. Harold L George is
the commanding
genera] of the Air Transport Command.
THE "MILITARY

REVIEW"

We've been asked to inform you that
the Afilitary Reiieu-, quarterly publication
of the Command
and General
Staff
School, is now a monthly magazine. The
Rei-leupubl ishes up-to-date
professional
military
information,
thought
and doctrine, including translations
and digests of
important
foreign military literature. The
subscription
price, $3 per year, should be
remitted by check or money order with
each subscri ption to the Book Department' Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas.
-THE

EDITOR.

Bombs away - and
the
bombardier
keeps his mind on
his business despite
flak and other distracting
elements.

s .Allied invasion forces moved in on
the European fortress last month,
round-the-clock bombing of continental
targets by American and British aircraft
based on the British Isles continued with
increasing tempo.
Major responsibility for daylight bombing missions remained the every-day job
of AAF four-engine bombers manned by
crews of the Eighth Air Force. As the

bombings increased-and
more and more
industrial centers and shipping points felt
the blows-so increased Axis opposition.
Fighter planes, the best the Nazis had to
offer, and flak, often as thick as a blanket,
tested the mettle of our airmen.
The Germans were trying every trick
in the book-new tactical maneuvers with
their fighters, air-to-air bombing, variations in flak concentrations and patterns.

Our formations and tactics were constantly being changed to meet the enemy's
new techniques.
Despite sterner opposition our crews
and our planes are more than holding up.
In a report to Headquarters, Maj. Gen.
Ira C. Eaker, the Eighth's commanding
general, commented:
"None of the crews has a feeling that
they are overmatched. The bomber crews

A waist gunner can watch his tracers
plow into an enemy fighter. This gunner already has chalked up a swastika.

The belly turret gunner thinks he has the
best spot on the ship-mainly
because
he gets a crack at plenty of them.

From the top turret the gunner frequently gets an eyefull, tao.
He takes
on attacking
planes from many angles.

A
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nave a complete confidence in their ability
to take a heavy toll of German fighters.
It is not necessary to drive the men to
their tasks, as they are enthusiastic about
it.
"We employ all possible deception to
avoid fighter concentration and radar detection. This is done in order to prevent
interference with the bombing by enemy
fighters. However, when a hot air battle
results, we do not count the mission lost
but consider it a victory when we destroy
a large number of enemy aircraft."
As always, the primary job was the destruction of production facilities of the
Axis war machine, with shooting down
enemy fighters a defensive sidelight of the
mai n task.
Coinciding with the accclcr.uion of
Albee! air operations over the Continent
Navigators
have to train themselves
ta
keep at their navigation;
a tough assignment
when the fighting is heaviest.
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was War Department recogrntron of the
first anniversary of American aerial participation in the Battle of Europe. On
July 4, 1942, AAF crews, manning six
A-20s, got their first taste of war over the
occupied Lowlands. One year later, our
airmen celebrated by taking over several
hundred heavy bombers to paste targets
at Le Mans, Nantes and La Pall ice with
544 tons of bombs. They shot down 46
German planes, scored 36 probables and
damaged seven more. Eight bombers
were lost.
that first year, the War Department reports, B-l7s and B-24s of the
Eighth Air Force destroyed or damaged
102 industrial targets, naval bases and rail
centers with 11,4i3 tons of bombs on 68
daylight precision bombing missions.

DURING

They shot down 1,199 enemy planes,
probably destroyed 525 more and damaged SOL We lost 276 heavy bombers .
. Eighth Air Force 17s and 21s flew
7,067 sorties against Axis targets during
the year and averaged only 3.91 percent
losses. Enemy planes. destroyed by these
lost American aircraft in fighting before
they were shot down are not included in
the tabulation of enemy planes shot down,
probably destroyed and damage. '.
The accompanying drawings represen:
an artist's conception of a typical bornbin ",
raid over Europe. Key positions in the
crew of a B-17 are played up in the individual sketches, which were done by
Phil Santry of the AAF Training Aids
Division on the basis of reports obtained
in Washington.
Action as portrayed in these drawings
is the type of anion that has become almost routine for our airmen engaged in
daylight runs over enemy target areas on
the European continent.

*

In some tight spots. it takes the combined
strength of pilot and co-pilot to kick the 8-17
around in a vitally necessary evasive manner.

5

Maj. John Mitchell (left) and Capt. Thomas Lanphier. Jr. At
top. a P.38 takes off from an airfield in the Southwest Pacific.

"you
can't be too good a gunner,"
said the Major. "When you jump

2.

Zero up there at 30,000 feet, you have
him in range for just a few seconds. Hit
him squarely and he'll go down. Miss
him and you may get your tail shot off.
"I know a pilot who has f\Qwn 200
hours as a wing man and has saved his
leader's life many times. But he still
hasn't a confirmed victory of his own. All
because of poor marksmanship.
"T'd have knocked down at least four
or five more Japs myself had I been able
to shoot a little better."
And coming from the Major, this
really means something, for Maj. John
Mitchell is one of the best. He is credited
with eight Jap planes, has flown 100 operational missions involving 200 hours in
combat, and commanded a P-38 squadron
in the South Pacific which has a record of
sixty Jap planes destroyed and twelve
probables.
Capt. Thomas Lanphier, Jr., was a
flight leader in this squadron. Seven
planes, seventy missions, 175 hours in
combat --that's his score.
Mitchell
is soft-spoken,
serious,
thoughtful.
Lanphier is nervy, quickwitted, inclined to tell a story with dramatic gestures. Both were in the South
Pacific from January, 1942, until June of
this year-first
in the Fijis, then the
Solomons-and
both know what it takes
to be a front-line fighter pilot.

6

"Out there," said Mitchell, "a pilot
must be ready for anything. You fly night
and day, in rain, fog and every kind of
soup imaginahle. You fly in and out of
short, bumpy fields that have been just
chopped out of the jungle.
"The physical strain is enormous. On
the ground the atmosphere is hot and
humid and enervating, and you arc likely
to be waiting around in this heat when a
raid starts arid the fighters have to get up
fast. There's a tremendous change in
temperature, the cockpit cools off quickly,
and you have pains all over.
"To an experienced combat pilot, these
things are part of the game. But to the
new flyer they are new problems. And
there is only one answer-prepare
yourself as thoroughly as possible before you
ever reach the front."
nodded his head rapidly.
'That's
a good point, Mitch. Too
many kids came out there trusting to
luck. Well, you can't do that because
there are two kinds of luck.
"For example, a lot of men seem to
think they will have little or no occasion
to fly on instruments. But they will, believe me. And it's absolutely essential
that they know how.
"Others don't know enough about the
equipment and how it works. Oxygen
equipment, especially. We knew a fellow
who bailed out of his airplane at about

LANPHIER

30,000 feet when there was apparently
nothing wrong. The only conclusion was
that he lost his head from lack of oxygen.
"Then there is all the emergency eCluipmerit. We have seen priceless airplanes
ruined just because some guy didn't know
how to use the emergency landing gear
handle."
"Keep in mind," said Mitchell, "that
these mistakes are mainly a matter of
neglect. During his training a pilot is
given instruction in every phase of the
job. But there are some things to which
men in training don't pay enough attention.
"I can sum these up briefly. Gunnery,
as I have said, can't be over-emphasized.
We have daily gun practice out at the
front but that can't make up for insufficient practice at home.
'Then there is formation flying and
escort flying and night flying and instrument flying and practice in landing on
short fields and a thorough knowledge of
engines and dynamics. A man should put
in every minute possible on those phases.
"Formation flying is vital. We fought
the Japs all over the Guadalcanal and
Solomons area for months and I can't
remember a time when we weren't badly
outnumbered.
"You can meet that kind of opposition
in one way only-by
sticking together.
You must stay together, at least in pairs.
"This is probably the hardest idea to
AIR FORCE.
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bet across

to a new pilot.
He arrives
rarin' to go. The squadron
commander
keeps him out of combat for a while, sees
that he 'brushes up on the phases of training I mentioned,
and lets him watch the
Tokyo Express go over a few times.
"At last he is sent on a combat mission.
After all, that's the only way he can become a combat flyer. You can't practice
a man into perfection,
"Well, those first two or three flights
are tough for anybody. You're keyed up
and excited and there's a hell of a lot of
shooting
going on and, first thing you
know, this new kid breaks away from his
leader. Perhaps he dives down and away
after what he thinks is a straggler.
"If he gets home after leaving a forma'ion like that, he is very lucky indeed.
It
won't happen often.
"A new pilot simply must accept the
fact that his leader is experienced
and
must be trusted to get them through the
brawl."
Mitchell and Lanphier concede that the
conditions
they faced in the Pacific, especially on Guadalcanal,
were far worse
than they are today.
Mitchell arrived at Guadalcanal
in October, when the front lines were only halt
a mile from his tent, when machine gun
fire and continuous
bombing
by Jap
planes made sleep as unlikely as a visit

Two Army fighter
pilots
tell why it pays to be wellprepared for combat flyingfrom a pin-up girl. Conditions
had improved only slightly in December,
when
Lanphier reached Henderson
Field. Food
consisted of Spam three times a day, when
it was available.
If you wanted a floor for
your tent, you watched
carefully
and
grabbed the crate from a new airplane.
Flyers were in "combat" on the ground
as well as in the air. Jap snipers were
bold and frequently
slipped through the
lines, one getting so close he fired a bullet
into the pilots' mess table. Blackouts at
night were complete, of course. You sat
around a while talking over operations,
but the flies and insects drove you under
the mosquito nets early,
combat
was touch-and-go
for
many months.
Major Mitchell bagged his
first Jap on October 9, two days after
arriving at Henderson
Field, got another
on October
23 while on patrol
over
Guadalcanal
and a third on November
7
while attacking an enemy naval force.
January was very active. Typical of the
operations
was a bomber escort mission
on January 5, when Mitchell's
flight of
six P-38s was attacked by 25 Japs. The

AERIAL

Changing
prop
blade
of P.38
which nosed over.

flight destroyed
three planes and prob.
ably three more.
Later on, Mitchell led
six P-38s against thirty Zeros over Guadalcanal, getting two himself, and on January 29 he took off alone before dawn and
shot down a "Washing
Machine Charlie"
-a Jap bomber Type 97 that was making
a low-level bombing
and strafing attack
on the field.
Mitchell flew thirteen missions to the
Kahili-Shortland
Island area, 315 miles
from Henderson
Field, and one day made
the trip twice.
Lanphier's
record is no less brilliant.
On December
23, the first day he flew
combat from Henderson
Field, he brought
down a Zero over Munch while escorting
a bomber sweep. Lanphier flew 24 escort
missions to Munda in a single month; a
400-miJe round trip, frequently
on a twoa-day schedule.
On March 29 Lanphier led a flight of
P-38s, accompanied
by a Marine
pilot,
against float Zeros at Poporang
Island.
They destroyed
eight Jap planes, then
sank a Jap destroyer with machine gun
and cannon fire on the way home.
When,
on April 7, the Japanese
attempted
to raid the Tulagi-Savo
Island
area with 98 planes, Lanphier
got three
Zeros. His flight of four P-38s overtook
eleven raiders at 30,000 feet, first shot
down three planes, then finished off the
remaining eight.
Lanphier racked up two more on April
18 while taking part in a sweep lead by
Major Mitchell.
While Mitchell climbed
with twelve P-38s to furnish high cover,
Lanphier and three others started the attack and brought
down a total of six
J ap aircraft.
P.38s were not the only planes they
flew. On several occasions Mitchell and
Lanphier
flew P- 39s as dive-bombers
against Jap shipping
or ground installations.
Frequently,
when Jap units hemmed in
on the island offered stubborn resistance,
the pilots would dive-bomb
the enemy
with depth charges.
These charges left many Jap;mese dead
without
a mark on (Continued on page 44)
Towing a fighter plane at a Pacific base.
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"The terrific explosion
the mechs and wounded

killed three of
the others ... "

THIS IS YOUR ENEMY

-Zt; '111W1Rf.6e; n I-,~f

Twenty-two
months of war have taught
us many things.
We have learned that the enemy is not
a superman-that
he makes mistakes and
miscalculations
common to all men. We
also know him to be a tough, smort fighter.
Reports from the combat zones tell of
new techniques-and
old ones applied
more cleverly-with
which the enemy is
determined
to outsmart
us and outfight
us. It is ample proof that we must know
his methods as thoroughly as we know our
own.

We must keep up with his tricks and
his tactics,
his propaganda,
his national
psychology,
his strength
and his weaknesses. We must be alert at all timesmust take nothing for granted.

8

IF you are inclined to be more curious
than cautious, the enemy has special plans
-and explosives-already
laid for you.
Consider the ME-l09 that sat there on
a captured German airfield one spring
day in North Africa. It looked harmless
enough to the five mechs who jumped
out of the jeep and ran to the plane. They
crowded around the ship, comparing it
with our own fighters. Then one of the
more curious opened the cowling to investigate the instrument panel. The terrific explosion that followed killed three
of the mechs and wounded the others.
More and more booty will fall into our
hands as the Allied offensive rolls on.
Often enough, as in this case, an aban-

doned piece of enemy equipment suddenly becomes a deadly weapon. The explosive charge hidden in the cockpit of
the Messer schmitt did the work of a hand
grenade or a bomb. The enemy had
counted on our curiosity-and
won!
Whenever possible, members of the
Engineer Corps should inspect all captured enemy materiel.
Engineers are
trained to locate such traps and remove
their explosive harmlessly. If the engineers don't happen to be around, only
trained personnel should do the job. Regard elWY object left by the enemy as a
potential booby trap. And if you discover
possible traps, mark them well for the
protection of others.
AIR FORCE,
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FAKE FOR BOMBARDIERS. The Ge;'mans
have been known to flash on strings of
phosphorous
lights a few miles from the
target to mislead our bombardiers.
From
the air the lights resemble
incendiaries
dropped by our own planes to light up the
target.
It is a ruse to trick bornbardicr s
into dumping
their bombs harmlessly In
the phosphorous-light
area.

* *

SNIPER PLAYSi;{ DEAD. One

of the enemy
can hold up a whole parrolv-nnd
inflict
severe damage -- when he plays it the
smart way.
The smart guy in this case was a Jap
sniper.
He operated
from a treetop and
fired on an American patrol advancing up
the New Guinea coast. The troops halted,
located the sniper and fired. A body fell
from a tree. The ,troops advanced
and
were fired on a second time. They stopped,
fired, and scored another "kill." Then it
happened
all over again.
In vestigation
revealed
that a single
sniper had been holding
up the patrol.
The enemy had placed dummies in other
trees and these dummies had been dropped
by a pulley arrangement
to make our
troops think they had cleared the 01'1'0'
sit ion.
The same terh nique was used elsewhere
in the hattie area. On one occasion the
sniper's dummy was so regulated that it
could be hoisted back inlo place. But the
sniper wasn't invulnerable.
He made the
mistake of pulling the dummy back up
too soon, giving away his ruse.

* * *

ARMED PRISONERS. Walking

toward you
with hands held high overhead in the gesture of surrender,
prisoners
look very
much alike. You're
feeling pretty good
about your position.
Maybe you get ,t
little careless. The prisoners
have been
disarmed,
haven't they' Or have they'
Certain German
officers and men are
reported
to have been issued a special
type revolver for use when taken prisoner.
Th is weapon, hui It to fi re 25 rounds, can
be attached to a waist belt under the coat
or tunic, with the barr el pointing
outward. A wire connecting with the trigger
runs inside the sleeve to the cuff. So
armed, a German
prisoner can hold his
hands high over his head in surrender
and still fire the gun at his captor.
Feel
good, if you like, about taking prisoners;
just be sure they are not carrying hidden
weapons.

he hasn't
eaten.'
This is an example
worth emulating at the present time. Since
we have been here, there have been those
among us who have worked well and
also those who have been lazy. The men
of the .suicide squad-.' and those with
similar aspirations
are among the bravest
of the brave : on the other hand, those
who have neglected their duty cal]. qulY'
be considered
despicable.
Every"
ual must aspire to be a hero."

. they get and are
new tactics and
straggling.' .

*

Hr. In the air, as
gs aren't always what
American
fighter pilot
t not long ago during an air
the Soutbwest Pacific. This pilot
was without an opponent for the moment,
and the other men in his squadron
appeared to be taking care of the situation.
Squinting
into the sun, he spotted a dogfight in progress about 2,000 feet above
. him. The pilot decided to climb up and
help his buddy.
He discovered,
just in
the nick of time, that the dogfight was a
sham battle being staged by two Jap
pilots. They were hoping
to lure up a
Jane American
plane-and
almost did.

PLAYING DEAD. Enemy pilots have been
known to simulate loss of control when
our attacking fighters come within range
and release long plumes of black smoke
to give the impression that they have been
hit and are out of action.
At times the
ruse has been employed to allay our attack
and lure our aircraft into the range of
other enemy planes.

*

*

U
A DREAM COME TRUE.
Nine

weeks before Pearl Harbor,
a Japanese
soldier
scribbled this note in his diary:
"September
29, 1941. Received a red
letter (summons to the colors) ....
The
inspiring
dream of the coming war between Japan and America during my boyhood days is now a reality."

*

i;{
{;:r
THE GERMANS LIKE STRAGGLERS. "Ger-

man airmen plan well and figbt hard,"
reports Capt. Robert K. Morgan, bomber
pilot veteran of 25 missions over Europe.
"They don't go in much for heroics hut
they're cold-blooded
in their estimates of
results.
They
don't
take unnecessary
dunces
or over-match
themselves if thev
can help it. But the Germans go afte'r

*

1:r

U

A German
fighter pilot shot down in North Africa
was interviewed
hy an AAF Intelligence
officer who closed his report with these
remarks:
--is a typical Nazi bully. He is
full of Nazi slogans without
knowing
what they mean.
He has a guilty conscience about his activities in France and
is afraid of what the French authorities
will do to him.
His morale is consequently low. He appears to be a hahitual
and not very clever liar and his statements
should be treated with reserve."
"A

TYPICAL

NAZI

BULLY."

* *

U enemy goes
MAKE-BELIEVE ISLAND. The
all the way to achieve deception.
Recall
the "floating
island"
that turned up 111
the waters south of the Bismarck Archipelago near New Britain.
Our airmen became suspicious and went
down to investigate.
They found, not an
island at all, but a large transport which
the Japs had cleverly covered with palm
trees and other tropical foliage in an effort to escape detection
in the islandstudded area.
Alertness paid dividends, however. and
the transport was knocked out with direct
hits. The inflammable
camouflage
quickened the end of the Jap vessel. i;{

*

1:[
fJ:
JAP PEP TALK. A Jap commander

in the
South Pacific felt called upon to address
his troops in this manner;
"Endeavor
to forget un pleasant
incidents and to remember only the good. It
is useless to brood over matters as an
hysterical
woman does. We are all thin
f rom lack of food, hut we must not show
a haggard countenance
when we get on
the vessels. There is a saying that 'the
Samurai displays a toothpick
even when
AIR FORCE. September.
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OUR
'" WOMEN
PILOTS

I

By CHARLOTTE KNIGHT
Mrs. Betty Gillies was the first woman to fly a P.47 to an Army airfield.

AT

an east coast airfield a P--i7 roars in
for a perfect landing. The pilot steps
out of the cockpit of the Army's most
powerful
single-engine
fighter and calls
a greeting to the crew chief.
A few yards away an Air Force captain
who had casually watched the ship come
in does a hasty double-take.
He turns to
.L fellow
officer: "Good Lord, do you see
what I see) The pilot!
It's a girl-and
tliat's a P.:!7!"

n

A

Ci7
in full war paint sits at a California base, warmed
up arid ready for
ferrying to the middle west. Two girls in
flying gear step up to the crew chief. "All
set? Let's get going."
"OK,"
he replies good naturedly, giving them the once-over and wondering
if
someone has kidded them into thinking
they could go along for the ride. "I'm
just waiting for the pilots."
"We are the pilots."
In a few minutes
the stupified
crew
chief is watching
the big twin-engined
transport gain the skies in a smooth takeoff with the girls at the l. ',11tr01s.

IN

the control
rower of an Army airfield in Texas there's a puzzled frown on
the bee of the operator.
He'd swear that

10

was a woman's voice asking for landing
instructions.
He checks the pilot's name
-N.
H. Love~~but
that's no help.
It
simply couldn't be a woman pilot for the
plane is a B-25. He turns to the operations officer. Together
they watch the
bomber roll in at 110 mph and come to a
stop. They look carefully as the pilot steps
out.
"Well, I'll be damned,"
says the control tower operator.
"I was right."
Elsewhere, P-51 s, P- 39s, COOs, C-78s.
A-2is and seventeen
diffcrcnt types of
smaller ships are being ferried around the
country by a handful of women pilots, all
members of the Women's
Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron
and all working 'for the
Ferrying Division
of the Air Transport
Command.
The WAfS were expected to be flying
A-20s, P-3Ss and P-40s by September.
The reception at no two fields is alike.
Sometimes the girls are accepted without
question into a fraternity that respects a
good pilot regardless
of sex, but often
enough
the atmosphere
is considerably
more chilly than it is upstairs. These rebuffs the girls have come to accept as part
of the game. More often the reception is
of the plain "I'Il-be-darnried" variety.
Whatever
the reaction, the only thing

that matters is that the WAFS'
apprenticeship is over. Originally slated to ferry
only training and liaison craft, they have
now graduated
to the big-league
ships
and can hold their own with the best of
them.
The girls have been on the spot since
the WAFS was organized
in September
J 942. Their
smooth,
white necks have
been stuck way out and they know it.
They've had to' work hard ;LIll! quietly to
prove to a Jot of doubting
Air Corps
Thomases that they could Llo a man's job.
They've endured everything from patronizingly raised eyebrows to forthright
rescntrncnt, and they've held their silence.
And now they're' s.lying it with combat
ships
and saying it with the blessinss of
the Army Air Fo'rces.
,~
This is no sensation-begging
affair, nor
are these girls interested
in usurping
man's prior' rights in the skies. They ;H'e
not out to compete with men, but they
arc concerned
with doing a man-sized job
and doing it well. Today, woman's place is
where she is needed.
And until this war
is won, that place is in the cockpit of
ships women can fly from factory to field
and, by doing so, release men pilots for
combat duty.
At the moment their numbers
in the
AIR FORCE,
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WAFS may be small, but many more will
come, and soon,
All these women pilots, with the exception of the first WAF squadron
of 2'),
have been, and are now being trained by
the AAF Training Command. When they
graduate they are eligible for membership
in the WAFS.
The two organizations,
although working in close liaison, are independent
setups. There has been some public confusion about the two groups and in some
cluarters it is not yet entirely clear just
who does which jobs. Here it is: The
Women's
Flying Training
Detachment,
organized
by Jacqueline
Cochran,
now
Director
of Women'
Pilots, AAF, is a
part of the Training
Command;
it trains
the girls at Avenger
Field, Sweetwater,
Texas, The Women's
Auxiliary
Ferrying
Squadron,
on the other hand, is an operating unit which takes these pilots and
puts them to work.
A part of the Air
Tr.msport
Command,
it is headed
by
N.LnCY Harkness Love, now executive for
tht: \Xi AFS on the staff of the commandinc: general,
Ferrying
Division,
ATe
He.ulquartcrs
of the unit is in Cincinnati,
l)hio,
To date, four classes of AAF-trained
,\.';uduates have joined the WAFS. They
lcndergo a short period of Ferrying Divi';DO transitional
training and then begin
ju.:cking
out on the different
types of
;11ips they will be called on to ferry. As
it now stands, a girl will be allowed to
check out on allY plane she is capable of
Aying-. Chances are this won't mean the
.nulti-cngined
class, for there are many
ips just too difficult physically for the
'l\/erage woman to handle,
Besides, they
"'.ill be kept plenty busy with one and
t wo-cnuincd
aircraft.
A pilot must make five deliveries of a
particular
plane before she can go on to
the next shi pin a graduated
scale based,
presumably,
on the complexity of the air-

The domestic
ferrying
of
combat planes has become
an everyday job for the fair
sex in the AAF.
craft. In the Long Beach sector, for instance, this scale begins with the PTs and
BTs, then graduates
to A-24s, P-51s,
C-47s, C-60s, B-2')s, A-20s and finally
P-3Hs. This particular range may vary
different ferrying sectors,
The WAFS is split up at present into
four ferrying squadrons,
located at Wilmington, Dallas, Detroit and Long Beach.
Members of the original group of 25 are
stationed at each spot.
Neither the WAFS nor the WFTD
is
as yet a military
organization,
so both
pilots and trainees arc on civil service
status. Pilots receive $250 a month plus
$6 per diem on ferrying missions. They
live in regular officers' barracks turned
over to them for that purpose and enjoy
all the privileges of officers.

in

T HEY

wear a standardized
"attire"
of
their
own consisting
of a grey-green
jacket, sl acks or skirt, tan shirt and an
overseas cap. On ferrying trips they may
wear just shirt and slacks or GJ cold
weather flying suits, leather jackets and,
of course, parachutes and head-sets.
They take no oxygen equipment
since,
like domestic ferry pilots of the opposite
sex, they seldom fly above 12,000 feet on
ferrying missions.
Proud as they are of
flying combat ships, they know quite well
that merely ferrying a ship is one thing
and putting it through its tactical paces is
quite another. They are content to leave
the acrobatics and the combat tactics to
the men in the Air Force they serve. The
girls merely "pick up a ship, fly her, set
her down."
On return trips to their bases after delivering aircraft, the WAFS usually wear

Last minute
map check in the WAFS comfortable
"alert room."
Left to right: Gertrude
Meserve,
Nancy
Batson, Terese James,
Esther Nelson,
Dorothy Fulton
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their reguLttion jackets and skirts, and are
forever being taken for airline stewardesses. They are a little tired of being asked
in airports, waiting for commercial
liners
to leave, whether
"lunch
is served on
Flight 2" or "How long do we stay in
Albuquerque?"
or "Can I get a plane out
of Kansas City tonight?"
If the answer
is merely "J don't know," the passenger
often goes away muttering
under
his
breath about ineHiciently
run organizations and letters
of complaint
to the
president.
Nearly all of the WAFS' waking hours
are spent in uniform.
Since they are
always on call, they tigure there is little
percentage
in wearing
their
civilian
clothes. When one squadron first went to
Dallas, they were there three weeks before
anyone saw a single woman pilot out of
uniform.
One night there was a dance at
the Officers' Club. The girls went all-out
for the occasion and donned long, flowing
evening dresses, fixed their hair into evening coiffures,
pinned
flowers on their
shoulders and arrived at the party. It was
ten minutes
before
anyone
recognized
them.
Women
ferry pilots have little or no
private life. They work between fifty and
sixty hours a week, often longer,
One
girl spent only four nights on her home
base in six weeks. B-4 bags packed at all
times, they must be rcady to go on a
mission on an hour's notice-even
less.
When they'll get back to base is anybody's
guess.
In winter flights the chances of
being grounded somewhere along the way
are high. Last December one pilot, ferrying a PT-13, was weathered in for 21 days
in a small mid-western
town.
At other times the in-between
stops
provide their own drama.
Last winter,
four WAFS grounded
III an l l l mor-, town
narrowly
escaped injury when a violent
explosion
blew up a garage directly opposite their dining place. The same group

and
(kneeling)
Betty
Gillies,
commander
of the
WAFS
for the
2nd
Ferrying
Group,
Wilmington,
Delaware.
Below,
Evelyn Sharp brings
in a C-47.
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w.i-,
trapped
the following
night in a
hotel fire in Springfield,
Mo. and escarted down ladders in the middle of the
night. But the bad luck for the week was
not over. The flight leader arrived at the
field next morning
to pick up her plane
and was greeted with the announcement,
"Oh, we're so sorry, miss, Somebody ran
into your plane last night.
It will take
some time to get it repaired,"
And it did,
On base, you'll find the girls either in
school or in the ready room, School is in
conti nuous session at ferry bases, Pilots,
when not flying, are expected to attend,
It keeps their minds fresh on such subjerts as meteorology,
navigation,
r.ulio
and new techniques in tlying, They like it.
Wherever
they are, their cars arc always subconsciously
listening
for their
own names to be rc,id over the loud
speaker system,
Maybe it's 0(,00 o'clock,
1400, or perhaps they're in the middle of
a coke in the Pilot's Loft.
"Clark , .. Richards
...
McGilvery
... Mi ller ... Scharr."
Names arc up. They report to Operations, collect maps and orders, return to
their quarters.
pick up the B-4s. draw
their chutes, and they arc on their W,lV.
Perhaps they go to a nearby aircraft plant
hv car or if it's a base some d istancc
away, they may fly by Army transport.
They arrive, pick up the aircraft to be
ferried and take off. They fly no night
missions, so unless thcv can complete the
mission an hour before suridovn , thev
land at a previously
designated
airport.
check in at Operations,
send an RON
(remain overnight)
to their headquarters,
find a hotel and fall into bed.

Up

at 0600
the following
morning,
they resume the flight.
After their mission IS accomplished,
they collect their
receipt forms, order ,1 car to the commercial airport, present their Priority BB
credentials
for a reservation
on the next
plnnc-v-and
wait. This is the worst part.
They read, play solitaire, kill time in the
.i ir port
restaurant,
wander
around
restlessly, Finally they are on the plane and
headed for home.
Maybe they get back
to base at midnight.
hut "woman's
work
is never done." There arc shirts to wash
and iron. There are clothes to clean and
p~ess, for clothes must be kept spotless.
This may take until 0300 o'clock.
Bcd,
breakfast,
school. Bv noon, perhaps they
have new orders and are off a "ain,
Sometimes ",etting back is ;~ot so easy,
Once thev'vc del ivcrcd their ai rcraft the
pilots arc' at the mercy of the public carriers. And many fields are hundreds
of
miles from the ~ommercial airways.
Not
in trequent lv that means trains, or worse,
buses - buses
jammed
with
war-time
travelers.
Often tlrev have to stand for
200 miles or more to get to a commercial
airline.
There are times when sleeping quarters
present
their
own
problems.
Several
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WAFS, ferrying Cubs, once had to land
at the Marine
Base at Quantico,
Va.
Anxious
to provide
true Virginia
hospitality,
the Marines
took part of the
VOQ, partitioned
it off with a sort of
"wall of Jericho,"
and posted a sign
"Keep Out: Ladies Present."
This time,
the ladies had the situation well in hand.
Nor arc these women pilots immune
from the flying episodes that keep ferrying from being humdrum.
You'll hear
about the time six WAFS Hew some PTs
from
Great
Falls to Billings,
Mont.
Twenty
minutes
out, the flight leader
noticed all five of the flyers below circling
without apparent
reason. There were no
radios in the ships by which she could ask
the score. She flew down, straightened
them out. Within a few minutes the five
planes started circling again.
the flight leader
came down.
Again they straightened
their course. And
again they circled. This routine kept up
until a distr.iuaht fiight leader located thc
first alternate
airfield she could find on
the course and signalled for the girls to
land-a
tricky business
because of icy
runways, hi",h snowbanks
and too little
room. The leader
landed,
crossed her
fingers and prayed, The girls came down
safely, rushed up to one another and all
started shouting 'It once.
"Look,"
said the girl who had been
designated
navigator of the flight, "I lost
my maps, all of them, twenty minutes out.
I kept circling to let you know something
was wrong and to let someone else take
the lead.
And of course cvcrytime
I
circled, all the other planes followed in-

AGAIN

L

Nancy

Harkness

Love, head of the WAFS.

structions and circled after me. Couldn't
you tell I must he off course?"
But it developed
she had been Oil
conrse all the way, which is the reason
the flight leader couldn't
imagine what
was wrong. With nothing
but a watch
and a compass, the girl had done quite .r
job of navigating.
There arc no Jays off in the ferryinj:
business. The girls would not take them
if there were. Ther
would much rather
stay on base than take '1 chance of missinj;
a flying assignment.
Like the men, thev
would rather fly than cat.
Although
many of the original group
of WAFS arc young in years, all of them
were seasoned
pilots long before they
took these johs.
Original
requircmerus
called for ')00 hours flying time, but the
average for each of the girls in the first
group of 2') members was 1,162 hours.
Mrs, Love has spent the last thirteen
years flying. Before the war she was the
first woman to ferry planes to the Canadian border,
where
they were towed
across the line in compliance
with the
Neutrality
Act. With her husband-now
Colonel Robert Love, deputy chief of staff
for the Air Transport
Command-s-she
initiated many flying clubs in colleges. A
year before
the
organization
of the
WAFS, Mrs. Love worked with the ATe.
She mapped
ferry flights and learned
command procedures and routes.
The first pilot to qua lifv for the WAFS
was Mrs. Betty Gillies of Syosset, Long
Island. She had 1,100 flying hours when
she joined the organization,
holds almost
every kind of rating, was for two years
president
of the "99," an international
club of women flyers formed by Amelia
Earhart.
At present
she is squadron
leader of the WAFS in the 2nd Ferrying
Group, Wilmington,
Del.
L

without
exception,
the girls
composing
the original
WAF squadron
were professional
flyers before the war.
Some were instructors;
several ran airports.
Mrs. Lenore McElroy,
executive
officer of the Romulus (Mich.) group, had
2,500 flying hours and eight years as an
instructor when she came into the \'V' A FS.
Evelyn Sharp, with 2,950 hours, taught
flying in California.
Nancy Batson .amc
to the WAFS direct from Embry-Riddle
Flying School in Miami where she was
an instructor,
Mrs. Esther Nelson orx-r
ated '1 flying school in Ontario,
Calif
Dorothy
Fulton,
who had flown 2.')00
hours, ran her own airport in New Jersey.
Bound together by mutual interest in
flying arid in releasing
male flyers for
combat, these girls, all of them under)~.
have put homes and families behind them
until the war is won. Many are married
and several have children.
Almost
all
have relatives or sweethearts
in the Air
Forces who, they would like to think, arc
as proud of the job the girls arc doing as
the WAFS are of their fighting brothers. 'i':c

ALMOST
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VOCABULARY
Approved

Words

Meaning

Approved

OVER

My transmission
is ended
response
from you.

OUT

This conversation
sponse is expected.

ACKNOWLEDGE

Let me know that you have received and
understood
this message.
I must pause
for a few seconds.
If the
pause is to be longer than a few seconds,
"Wait out" should be used.

WAIT

SAY AGAIN
J SAY AGAIN
HOW DO YOU HEAR
ME?
(Combined

C:. S.-British
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is

and

ended

I expect
and

Repeat.
I will repeat.
Can you hear

Radiotelephone

1943

no

a
re...

Procedure

Meaning
An error has been made
in this
mission. The correct version is ...

WRONG

What
correct

THIS

1$

you

have

version

just said

is incorrect.

transThe

is ...

Instead
of the term "from."
Example:
"Central
Tower-this
is Army 1234"
or
"Army 1234-this
is Central Tower.'.

ROGER

I have
sion.

WILCO

Your last message
(or message
indicated}
received,
understood
and
(where
applicable) will be complied with.

me?

(R/T)

Words

CORRECT/ON

Basic Field Manual

24-9)

received

all of your

Flight

last

Control

transmis-

Command
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North African airfield.
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of aerial operations
on any
front depends to a great extent on the
speed and efficiency of airdrome construction. This is an obvious fact not generally
appreciated.
As Maj. Gen. Eugene Rcybold,
Chief
of Army
Engineers,
has
pointed out:
"A key to air power, the engineers now
lay down in a few days airfields which
a few years ago would have taken months.
Engineers are still the Army pioneers."
Nowhere
has this been better demonstrated than in North Africa.
When U. S. forces first landed on that
coast, there were only nine airdromes
in
condition for usc by our bombers, fighter
planes
and transports.
There
are now
more than a hundred
fields in the same
territory.
Had it not been for ample
supplies of heavy cquiprncnr and the skill
of our aviation engineers,
the victory in
Tunisia might have been long delayed.
From the beginning,
manpower
represented one of our major problems
in
North
Africa. We had several battalions
of aviation engineers.
In view of the size
of the job to' be done and the elements
confronting
us, this was not enough, and
the strength was later doubled.
We were well equipped. however. Each
unit
of aviation
engineers
had heavy
earth-moving
equipment,
rock crushers
and a fairly good supply of dump trucks,
so we were prepared
for construction
jobs requiring
the movement
of a considerable quantity of earth.
This equipment
is no different,
piece
for piece, than that which you would see
on any large road-building
job or other
sizeable construction
project in the United
States. But it is vastly superior to anything
possessed by the British units and probably by the enemy.
For some time after we landed,
the
shortage
of such equipment
created
a
ROGRESS
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bottleneck,
but this was eventually
rectified. Today
in North
Africa
there's
enough heavy-duty
equipment
to handle
almost any demand placed on our units.
Mud
was our chief
antagonist
in
Africa. Our airdromes were bl;ilt during
an unusually long winter and a very wet
spring. We overcame the mud in the only
way possible-by
prodigious
labor.
Our battle with African mud began as
soon as we landed, when an effort was
being made to pull our units forward
from the bases on the west coast.
Initially,
we were able to concentrate
our air strength
around Casablanca
and
as far forward as the Oran area, occupying principally the airdrome named Tafaraoui. But to any engineer from North
Africa
the word
"Taf araoui"
doesn't
mean an airport.
It means a. malignant

The role played by evlerion
engineers in the North Afr;~
can victory is a pattern for
future offensive
operations.
quality of mud - something
like liquid
reinforced
concrete of bottomless
depth,
We still speak of any particularly
bad
type of mud as "Tafaraoui."
At Tafaraoui
there were two partially completed hardsurfaced
runways when we took it on
November
10, 1942.
La Senya, now used as a depot, wasn't
available to us at first because it had no
runways,
and they were quite essential
as we were just getting
into the wet
season. When
the fighting
ships numbered several squadrons, we still had only
Tafaraoui from which to operate them.
I remember a night in November when
many fighting ships were on this airfield
and most of them were mud-bound
because
they
couldn't
reach
the hard-

surfaced
runways
from
the dispersal
points. Something had to be done quickly
so we could get out of there.
Some of
the ships were flown forward to Maison
Blanche,
at Algiers,
which was hardly
better from the mud point of view, but
this move gave us two fields from which
to operate.
Maison Blanche had part of
one hard-surfaced
runway at the time.
Congestion
was equally
shared
between Tafaraoui and Maison Blanche, the
only difference
beinc that we tried to
operate the B-25s, }3'26s and p- 38s from
Maison Blanche, holding
the B-17s and
their fighter cover back at Tafaraoui.
It
was necessary
to fly an additional
160
miles from Tafaraoui,
but there were no
other
airdromes.
At Maison
Blanche,
also, we suffered from congestion because
of lack of any opportunity
to disperse.
It was clear that we had to expand again.
Our problem
seemed to be a simple
one. That is, it could be analyzed simply.
We needed
more airdromes,
dry airdromes,
and some place we could disperse the planes. \X!e knew that a drier
terrain
could be found
in the central
plateau than along the coast. So we went
up into the Telergma
area. There we
found a small postage stamp field, but
nothing
from which we could operate
B-26s.
And it was the B-26s that General Doolittle
wanted to get up forward
to take advantage
of the shorter range.
Telergma
was considered
quite well forward in those days.
From December
2 until
December
7
a group of aviation engineers, with some
French troops and Arabs, made a field
out of Telergma
from which we could
operate the mediums,
and that field has
hardly lost a day's operations
since we
opened it on December
7, 1942. Today,
the Telergma
area has been expanded
until it contains ten airdromes - all of
AIR FORCE,
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them suitable for the operation of heavy
bombardment
planes.
Most of the fields
share some of their hard standings with
their fighter cover. Two pairs of fields are
so situated that they give P- 38 escorts a
satellite field to themselves.
The Telergma fields served to bring the
mediums
quite far forward
and helped
solve the problem of dispersal.
Next,
we heard about an extensive
plateau which had been used as an airport at the desert oasis of Biskra, which
is well through
the Sahara Atlas range
and down into the Sahara Desert, where
it is really dry. We flew down to Biskra
and discovered
that there was a field
which could be expanded.
General Doolittle was so anxious to open up Biskra as
a new base for his B-l7s, and thus get
some of them out of Tafaraoui,
that we
made our first use of airborne companies
of aviation engineers,
two of which we
had landed and were holding back at Port
Lyautey, nearly J ,000 miles away.
We sent troop carrier C-47s back after
them and their equipment
and flew them
to Biskra, Twenty-four
hours after their
arrival we had the first B-!7s come in
from Tafaraoui.
After the shift of the
base up to Biskra, it was never necessary
to go back to Tafaraoui
with the B-17s
because before the dry season broke for
the Sahara, as it did about March! 5, we
had already converted
the Telergma
area
for heavies. We pushed the mediums on
forward,
and the heavies
went
from
Biskra
into the Tclerprna
area. That
about summarizes
the struggle we had in
the early part of the campaign.
Then came the task of kicking
the
Axis forces entirely out of Tunisia. We
began to prepare our airdrome
program
for this second phase of operations.
From an engineering
point of view, the
problem
presented
by the needs of the
Tactical Air Force was most interesting.
Its airdrome
story can be told in terms
of two specific units-the
British RAF
242 Group, under Air Commodore
Cross,
and the 12th Air Support
Command,
under Brig. Gen. P. L. Williams.
The 242 Group
started
out with a
single airdrome
at Souk 1:1 Khemis and
finally developed
this into a group of
eleven airdromes.
All arc built for fightA surveyor and grading machines work
simultaneously on a new airbase site.
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ers. That is, the airdromes
are approximately 4,500 feet long and from 200 to
600 feet wide. They arc distinctively
named after London's
railway stations;
Euston, Victoria, Charing Cross and so on.
General Williams'
Air Support Command came into the picture when the
American Second Corps first fought with
the British under General Lloyd Fredendall in the Tebcssa, Thelepte,
Kasscrine
and Sbeitla areas.

THE

initial
successes
of the Second
Corps permitted
us to put an airdrome
at Gafsa.
It became General Williams'
job to cover the south flank of the fighting forces right up until the time they
were pinched out. or pushed forward, by
the Desert Air Force. For instance, when
the Second Corps was withdrawn
from
south of the First Army it was moved
around
to the north where, under the
command
of General
Bradley,
it later
distinguished
itself so magnificently
in

"THE BEST EVIDENCE"
This story of the aviation engineers
in Northwest Africa. is the best evi.
dence yet presented on rapid airdrome
construction for a large air force in a
new theatre. When I visted this theatre last December, the obstacles of
mud, rainy weat"er, shortage of equipment and difficulty of supply were
handicapping the untiring efforts of
our engineer troops. But more men
and especially more heavy equipment
kept coming, and the difficulties were
overcome. As General SpaatJ: said in
commending his aviation engineers,
they "never failed to accomplish their
objectives in till)e."
The aviation engineer component of
the Army Air Forces now numbers
over 100 battalions. many of which
are overseas. This story of achievement will be a particularly helpful and
stimulating one to the units still in
training at home. It also presents
strong justification
for the special
type of engineer unit and training that
has been developed for the Army Air
Forces. General Davison had assisted
in this development
as commanding
officer of the 21st Engineer Aviation
Regiment in 1940 and later as Engineer of the G.H.Q. Air Force. He thus
brought to his tosk with the North.
west African Air Force an understanding .of their needs that helped build
the fine teamwork described herein.
S. C. GODFREY
Brigadier General, U.S.A.,
Air Engineer

the Battle of Tunisia. We increased
the
number of fields for the 242 Group, particularly up along the coast.
Some of the fields we made never had
an airplane land on them for the simple
reason that the final break-through
came
so quickly that additional fields in this rear
area were no longer necessary. We were
able to make use of fields in Tunisia
which had been held by the enemy.
From an engineer's
point of view, the
key word for the Tactical Air Force was
"speed."
They needed their fields in a
hurry.
In the case of the Air Support
Command,
we found that General Williams' minimum
requirements
called for
the construction
of several fighter fields.
These we built in a succession of groups
as his command moved forward.
At the beginning of the campaign, long
before the February reverses in the vicinity of the Kasserine
Pass, we had constructed
several fields in the Thelepte
area. All of those fields had to be abandoned at the time the Germans
pushed
in through
the
Kasserine
Pass
and
reached the ridge east of Tebessa. We did
abandon
Tebessa
and Youks Le Bain,
pulling back into a group of fields to the
west, hut, actually,
we didn't
have to
sacrifice even the supplies
left behind.
The Germans never got through to these
fields for we were back again in the
Thelepte
area almost
as soon as the
Germans were out of the pass.
While in the Thelepte area we received
word that General Williams wanted fields
built in the Sbeitla sector.
Seventy-two
hours after he made his request we had
completed
the reconnaissance
and constructed all of them. This reflects much
credit on the officers and men who actually did the work.
It is a fact worth
repeating
that in three
days General
Williams actually moved into these fields,
none of which existed 72 hours before.
In building this group of fields I recall
that one company which constructed
the
most easterly of them moved out in front
of the outpost
of the First Armored
Division. The first night, when in checking up on the location of the companies
I went through the lines of this Division,
they stopped me and asked if I knew r
was going out in front of their patrols.
The same field three days later is com.
pleted and ready for aircraft operations.
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I said I was lookingIor a certain engineer
company and asked if it were out in front.
They replied, "Yes, if you mean those
damn fools who didn't pay any attention
to us and took those big machines out.
We think they are about ten or fifteen
miles down the road." I found this company dug in with its defense weapons in
place, already at work, and fully aware
that they were in no-man's land.
General Williams told me he would
trust that group of engineers to go anywhere for him and build any set of fields.
He said that just as soon as he was told
those fields were ready for occupation he
would move his units up without even
making an inspection because he was confident this engineer unit knew his needs
and would supply them.
From Sbeitla we made a considerable
jump forward. General Williams stayed
in the Sbeitla group until the Eighth
Army Desert Air Force was pretty well
along. The Eighth Army had broken the
Mareth Line by this time and moved in
north and west of Gabes. General Williams' next jump was to the LeSers area.
Here we built six fields. The British
airdrome construction units came down
and helped us, so it was a combination .01
American and British manpower With
Arne. ican heavy equipment which finally
finished the six fields in the LeSers sector. I remember being at one of the
fields (called LeSers .') about 1930 or
2000 o'clock one Sunday night. There
were four blade graders working in tandem, slowly trimming the field into final
shape. A convoy of two-and-a-half-ton
trucks, driven by big, husky colored
troops, was bringing in gasoline - tons
and tons of gasoline. General Williams'
scouts, using jeeps by the scores, were
coming in, and the signal trucks were
arriving. We finished the field that night.
At dawn one of his groups of P-40s
moved in and settled down.
The 242 Group and General Williams
continued to fight here until after we
were able to move forward to former
German fields in the vicinity of Tunis and
Bizerte. We had anticipated a great deal
of difficulty with those Tunisian fields
because of the thoroughness with which
the Germans mined certain areas. There
was very little to worry about, however,
because the break came so rapidly that the
Germans had no time to mine them.
However, in one runway of the group
of fields between Bou Arada and Pont
du Fahs we took out 1,788 anti-tank
mines. That sounds as if it were a hazardous undertaking, hut it was D .t. We used
a technique for de-mining an area which
the aviation cn ainec-s had developed in
their schoo!. When we discovered there
were mines in a locality - which we
could do by puttirur men out at intervals
of fifty feet and moving forward each
with one of our excellent mine detectors
-we would close into that area. Having
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Unloading a bulldozer from a transport.

determined the pattern, if one existed,
and where the individual mines were, we
would then send two men forward. One
would creep on his hands and knees and
very gingerly scrape away the earthusually eight to nine inches.
This first man would uncover the mine
and neutralize it. That, however, didn't
necessarily make the mine safe for it
might have heen booby-trr.pped with another exploder screwed in on the side or
the bottom. If such were the case, the
mine would be anchored into the ground.
If you lift or try to move a booby-trapped
mine you set it off-even though the central fuse has been taken out. So the task
of the first two men was simply to uncover the mine and carefully feel around
it to see whether it was booby-trapped.
Next, two more men would come up
and explode the mine. By lying flat on
the ground we were in little danger at
being hit. In fact, we never had a casualty 'while de-mining a field. It took us
about eight hours to take up these 1,788
mines - not a particularly hazardous or
long, drawn-out task.

IF

we had beer forced to apply that
technique to each one of the fields in
Tunisia, however, it would have been
quicker to build new fields. As a matter
of fact, we had selected the sites and
were prepared for the construction job.
The 242 Group later moved forward
from its fighting positions and General
Williams' Air Support Command moved
out from the LeSers group. We built
seven or eight airdromes at the new positions, including one on the beach of a
dry lake. Those were not captured German bases. They were all new.
The problem of General Doolittle's
Strategic Air Force was very much different from that of the Tactical Air Force
and, from an engineer's point of view,
much simpler. He wanted airdromes from
which mediums, as well as heavies, could

carry offensive blows to the enemy. His
targets were Sicily, Sardinia, Italy and
Tunisian ports of Sousse, Sfax and Gabes.
The principal bottleneck of the Strategic Air Force was not so much airdromes as supply. I have described how
they finally worked from Tafaraoui up to
Maison Blanche and then to Biskra.
We knew from the meteorological reports that weather was good at Biskra
until March 15 -the
beginning of the
high southerly wind coming up across the
Sahara, which literally covers everything
with sand. We planned to get out of
Biskra about March 10. We did it by
moving the heavies into the Telergma
group where we already had ten airdromes. There was very little work to do,
since a field that will accommodate a B-25
or B-26 will very easily take a B-l7.
The problem was to get new grounds
for the mediums which had been occupying this Telergma group. We moved the
mediums forward to the Montcsquieu
area where there were five fields -- two
near Sedrata in the v;est and two at
Ouenza in the eaxt-v-a group of fields that
nicely accommodated these planes. One
of the Ouenza fields is as nearly an unlimited field as I have ever seen. We just
arbitrarily decided where to stop. It was
three miles long, all as flat as a hilliard
table. That flatness is characteristic of the
plateau land between the Maritime Atlas
and the Sahara Atlas ranges.
The heavies, having once moved to the
Telergma area, remained in operation
there continuously throughout the campaign and are still using those bases.
Just as "speed" represented the key
word for the Tactical Air Force, and
"supply" the key word for the Strategic
Air Force, the term "permanent construction" is characteristic of the problems we
had with the Coastal Command. This
command was charged with convoy cover
and antisubmarine activities.
Coastal airdromes (Confinued on page 21)
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odfrey Stuyvesant Gilte.Jg.~ TIl has just been
ade a corporal and is bent on overwhelming tile
cal smart set during off-duty hours in a suit of
opicals with shoulder slraps and oversize chevins. It's "no sale" for the clerk, however, who
totes Godfrey excerpts from AR 600.35.

re

mooch. Three dollars

I bring you five on pay.

y. He must get his uuirms from the cleaners for
lurday's personnel inspecm. He'll probably repay
~three and forgel the lwo
payday, but borrow len
~next day. Whal a system.

PX-ograms are almost as pernicious as
Iatrine-ograms am! certainly no more reliable. Staff Sergeant Bellows has it straiaht
from the surgeon's office that all pen~ianent party men soon will be given staphylococcus inoculations preparatory to
shipping to Zanzibar.
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Get Him Paid
Seeing that you are paid promptly, soldier,
and avoiding ernbarrassinj;
moments is a
major interest
of many persons
in the
Army Air Forrr-s, including
the Commanding
General
himself.
Payment
of
troops is a function of command
which
receives the personal attention of all commanding ofTicers. They are responsible for
submitting
to disbursing
officers regular
or supplemental
pay rolls or individual
pa.y vouchers. These should cover ,111 enlisted men either permanently
or temporarily under their command who are entitled to pay. so that payment
may be
made at least once a month (WD Cire.
114, 1943).
Inspectors
check frequently
to see that pay is not delayed. Your job,
soldier,
is to have your Form 2R (Individual
Pay Record)
with you at all
times. You are not in uniform without it.
You should know when entries are to be
made in it and how you can get paid on
it. If you don't know, look up a letter
addressed
to you on the subject from
AAF Headquarters
(February
13, 1943).
It should be on your bulletin board.
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need has been felt for a medium to disseminate Army Air Forces inspection
informotion to the field, and a section of this publicatior. will be devoted
monthly to serving that
purpose.
Helpful
suggestions
and improved
methods of doing the job will be included.
It
is intended that the information
will be beneficial not only to the inspector, but also to the
man being inspected.
Inspection concerns every man in the Army
Air Forces, from the private who pours gasoline inta a plane to the general who ordered
its flight. The man in uniform is either an inspe ct or or an inspectee.
The inspector
is not
immune to inspectian,
for on occasian he himself becomes the inspecte e,
The purpose of inspection,
as stated in AAF
Memorandum
120-6, "is to insure the highest
possible efficiency
of all companents
of the
Army Air Forces and to determine
the degree
of their efficiency at frequent
intervals ....
It must cover every individual,
every activity,
and every item af supply and equipment."
Inspection
reaches
down to check whether
corrections in the sick book have been initialed
or whether technical orders have been properly
filed, but the main mission-fitness
for battleshould, like Pearl Harbor, always be remembered.
The underlying principle af the AAF inspection system is decentralization
to lower com-

Service Record Trouble
Overseas
An

inspector general in the Africa-Middle
East Wing points out in an action letter
that many service records had not been
indorsed
before
they left the United
States. Was your station one of those
which overlooked this?

Plane FactsWorth Noting
Notes from the scratch pad of a technical
field inspector
after making his rounds
inspecting aircraft:
Fuel line clamp loose on line from
wobble pump to carburetor
Oil separator screen plug clogged up
Small
quantity of kerosene in magneto breaker
assembly ...
Bad hose on fuel line between wobble pump and carburetor
...
Hose in need of replacement
at C-2A
strainer
. . . Disconnected
oil breather
line at engl11e . . . Dirty filter in fuel

manders and supervision by their next higher
commanders.
Inspection
is not primarily
a
"dress parade"
affair, but a work-day proposition.
In the job of getting ready for battle, organizations and individuals
are inspected
olong
the line by representatives
of their own and
higher commands.
Then, when they reoch the>
staging area, they are met by a "POM" (Preparation for Overseas
Movement)
team of inspectors from the Office of The Air Inspector,
Headquarters
AAF. This team is composed
01
technical,
tactical,
administrative
and communication experts. They want the answer, from
first hand observation,
to the question,
"Are
you ready?"
To help answer that question with a strong
affirmative,
The Air Inspector
will provide on
these pages tips to inspectors
and inspectees,
activities
requiring
inspection
emphasis,
and
pertinent chonqes in regulations
and directives.
with a question and answer section.
Ideas and
information
from the field are welcome.
AAF
Memorandum
120-6 authorizes direct communication between statian, group, and higher cammanders
and The Air Inspector
on matters
pertaining
to inspection.
JUNIUS W. JONES.
Brig. General.
U. S. Army.
The Air Inspector.

analysis cell ...
Rubber battery overflow
line in need of replacement
...
Indication of oil leak at oil drain fitting ...
Wheel cowling top bolt loose ...
Landing light reflectors in need of cleaning
...
Hydraulic
reservoir filler cap frozen
tight ...
Flap universal joints in need of
cleaning
and oiling.
. Bolt missing
from throttle quadrant
...
Airspeed
indicator
light out
. Front
cockpit
emergency exit handle not safetied
.
Fire extinguisher
in need of refilling
.
Sheared unit on spark plug cooler, No.1
cylinder
Upper rear engine plug not
safetied
Baffle plate nuts loose. NO.2
and 3 cylinders
. . . Left wing spar
cracked at inboard end
Control cables
in tail section dirty
Left wing walk
needs replacing
. . . Cracked braces on
wheel wells ...
Bolts loose and rubber
worn on baggage compartment
door ...
Mooring kit incomplete ... Engine gauge
light inoperative
...
Cockpit light reflector missing.
How
many
of these
points apply to your plane?
AIR FORCE,
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Efficiency Ratings for
Officers
Are you commanding
officers evaluating
the efficiency of officers if' comparison
with that of other officers of similar
grade)
In a tactical group inspected, all
officers of one squadron were rated "superior" on their Forms 66-1, and all officers
of another squadron
"satisfactory."
The
ratings
were obviously
worthless.
We
would like to think--and
have the Axis
th ink-Lthat all the officers of a squadron
are superior,
but this IS not the case.
Likewise, all the officers do not normally
fall into the satisfactory
class.
Ratings
are particularly
important
overseas where
there is frequent shifting of personnel.

Radio C40defor Victory
"Yes, I could take code at about twenty
words a minute
when I finished
radio
school, but now I'm pretty rusty.
I've
even forgotten the alphabet."
Hamlet's soliloquy has no sadder words
than these. Yet squadron
commanders
overseas, desperately
in need of a radio
man for a bombing mission, are familiar
with them.
Unit
commanders
should
see that
classification
cards are checked frequently
to be sure that all their radio men are receiving code practice, whether on real or
simulated equipment.
(A newly activated
squadron
at a Nebraska
base used oscillator tubes and speakers from old radio
sets for code practice before receiving its
regular equipment.)
In training
flights,
numerous
special
messages
should
be
transmi tted between
ground
and flight
operators to augment routine reporting of
position.
You yourself,
soldier,
should
have the initiative to keep off that rusty
list.

Right Tube at Right Time
Most airborne radio operators know that
there is a kit of spare radio parts, such
as fuses, tubes and dynamotor
brushes,
stowed in the airplane.
But how many
check the contents of this kit periodically
to be sure that all necessary
parts are
present, and how many do enough "tinkering"
to be able to spot trouble
and
make necessary replacements)
The ability
to replace the right tube at the right time
may some day mean the difference between
getting
home
for supper
and eating
emergency
rations in a dinghy.

Plenty of Marksmanship
Badges
An

enlisted man wants all that is coming
to him, and that includes his marksmanship badge. Many men have not had the
opportunity
to see how their badges would
show up under a South Sea sun because
AIR FORCE,
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the United States base at which they fired
their course had no badges. Word from
the Philadelphia
Quartermaster
Depot is
that there are plenty of badges and bars
there, and base quartermasters
and supply
officers are advised to forward requisitions
to the depot. (AGO Memo. 5600-11-43).
Prepare for inspection
with a supply of
badges.

Wastage of Food
Conserving
food doesn't mean we must
lose our reputation
for being the "best
fed army in the world."
It means that
you mess officers and sergeants
in the
ficld-i--in Tunisia or Texas--must
check
the waste going into garbage cans.
Wastage can often be traced to the fact
that mess officers are not getting accurate
reports
on the number
of men to be
served. Men are transferred
out, and the
mess officer is sometimes the last one to
be informed.
This is particularly
true in
large consolidated
messes.
Also to be checked is whether there is

prompt delivery of perishables
to bases.
At one midwestern
base, meats were delivered in a spoiled condition.
An inspection revealed that the meats were sitting
out on a depot platform for long periods
because a local trucking concern
which
had the delivery contract did not have
enough
trucks to handle the shipments
promptly.
The quartermaster
then made
arrangements
to pick up the meats in
government
vehicles.

Mail Must Go Through
Mail clerks, where do you deliver the
letters for the men of your squadron?
If you are delivering them on bunks you
are doing an injustice
to your buddies.
Letters
(some with money from home.
and you know
how
important
these
are)
become lost through
delivery
on
bunks.
Note to mail clerks in tactical units:
Have you seen a copy of FM 12-105? It
tells you how to prepare for insp ection in
the handling of mail overseas.

u HERE ARE THE ANSWERS
O. Where can details be found on
the requirements
for service and liaison
pilots?
A. Detailed requirements arc outlined
in AAF Regulation
50-7. February
5,
1943.

O. WD Circ. 303, 7942. directs that
commanding
officers will not require
special
creasing
of shirts by laundries
and cleaners.
Can a man's wife crease
his shirts at home?
A. No. Wearing shirts, the fronts or
backs
of which
have
been
specially
creased, is forbidden.
(WD
Cire. 122,
1943)

O. Can an enlisted
man be sent
back to the United States
from overseas for aviation cadet training?
A. Yes. He may apply for such training through normal channels if he is between the ages of 18 and 26 inclusive and
is physically qualified.
(Note:
Men overseas can also apply for officer candidate
training.)
O. Is there a standard WD form for
maintaining
a record of an officer's accrued leave?
A. No. WD Cire. 55, 1913, provides
that "for the duration
of the present war
and six months
immediately
thereafter,
personal certificates of officers attesting to
the amnunt of their accrued leave will be
accepted for all purposes
withnut
other
supporting
evidence."
However,
to have
available
the necessary information,
officers should keep copies of their orders
granting leave.

O. Does an officer on limited service have a chance to go overseas?
A. Yes. Provisions are outlined in WD
Cire. 86, 1943.
O. Can an enlisted man in an attached
service
apply
for transfer
to
another
unit in the Army Air Forces
for which he is especially
qualified
by
civilian
training?
A. Yes. Under no circumstances will
a man possessing scientific, professional 01
technical skills of which there is an acute
shortage in the Army be continued in an
assignment
which docs not make full use
of these abilities. (Change 3, AR 615-28)_
However
an enlisted man will be transferred only for the convenience
of the
government.
Transfers
will not be made
solely for the convenience of the enlisted
man or his family (War Dept. Cir. 308,
1942) .

O. Can the produce from victory
gardens on bases be sold in town?
A. No. Food so produced will be for
the consumption
of military
personnel
only and not for sale to civilians.
(WD
Cire. 83, 1943.)
O. Can an enlisted nUJIl 5t/ll deposit
surplus funds with any disbursing officer?
A. Yes. He will receive four percent
interest on all deposits.
AR 35-2600.
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'tt INSPECTING THE INSPECTOR
How much of your time are you devoting
to actual
inspections
in the
field? Ninety percent is not too much.
•..
Command activities
function on a
24-hour basis. which means all checks
cannot be made between
8 a.m. and
5 p.m.

Have you rechecked
recently
steps
taken
to conserve
gasoline
and rubber?

Are you contacting
enlisted
men?
Many activities
requiring
correction
can be discovered
by doing so.

Do combat
thoroughly
the

crews
understand
use and operation

of

Extra Spectacles
Many men arc preparing for overseas
movement without extra glasses. Action
to obtain these spectacles should be taken
long before the men reach their final
phase of training.
WD Pamphlet No. 8-5. May 11, 1943,
consolidates all previous directives on the
issuance of spectacles, and provides, substantially, that enlisted men will be issued
two pair of glasses if authorized, as soon
as possible after date of induction. This
issuance will be made at the home station
without regard to movement overseas.
Due to a temporary shortage of spectacles, WD Cire. 131, 1943, sets up a
priority system for obtaining glasses.
Numbers 1 and 2 represent the cases
where glasses are more urgently needed.
Number 3 may be used, for instance, for
personnel in the earlier periods of their
basic training, and Number 4 for limited
service men or other personnel more or
less permanently assigned to stations in
this country.
The most important consideration is to
submit requisitions now. Don't wait until
those last busy weeks before the boat
sails or the plane takes off for parts
unknown.

Good Shooting Takes
Practice
When we talk about the need for good
shooting, remember we are not only discussing the men behind the guns in planes,
but also the thousands of AAF ground
soldiers (officers and enlisted men) who
are armed. POM inspectors call particular
attention to an AAF directive which states
that all men will fire the prescribed course
for the weapon they carry before being
transferred to a staging area or port of
embarkation for movement overseas. Responsibility rests on the unit commander.
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Has compliance been made with WD
eirc. 118, 1943. pertaining
to the disposition of ration savings funds?

the day the morning report shows his
transfer. If he is going to a school at
another arm or service, he needs your help
more than ever.
Many AAF enlisted men are being
eliminated from these schools because
they have not had sufficient basic training of the type given hy the other arms
and services. Air Corps enlisted men
normally receive less basic training than
the men with whom they will be competing. All candidates from the AAF should
be given an opportunity to take hasic
training which will help them prepare for
rns p ect ran in their school. (Letter, Headquarters AAF, June 2, 1943.)

Are you being instructive?
Or just criticClI?

About That Morning
Report

Iif. saving equipment
to be followed
when
sea?

and procedure
forced down at

When an inspection
reveals lack of
equipment.
are you accepting
the answer
"a requisition
was submitted
way back when"? You should check to
see
whether
follow-ups
have
been
made.

Helpful?

(Note to base administrative inspectors:
If the completion of the range on a new
base has been unduly delayed, is anyone
training his sights on the bottlenecks?)

Think Before You Print
Those overworked mimeograph machines
in field headquarters arc due for a little
time off. An effort is being made throughout the Army Air Forces to reduce field
printing
and reproduction
of forms,
manuals, pamphlets, charts, orders and
instructions, unless they are directly essential-not
merely supplementary-to
the
prosecution of the war or the conduct of
official business.
Inspectors too often forget to look into
that room where the Army's version of a
"printer's devil" works and see what he
is grinding out. Is it important? Is it
essential?
This is not intended to lessen or
hamper the efficiency of any AAF installation or activity to any degree, but it is
desirable for each commanding officer to
check on reproduction work and make
certain that it is really needed.

You don't know how to keep a morning
report, sergeant, unless you know how to
reconcile the entries. And how about you
squadron commanders-do
you know how
to verify the entries?

Prepare for Combat
In actual combat, a Nazi or Jap will be
checking up to find out how well you
have heeded the advice of your tactical
inspector during training days. Below
are some of the points, bearing the seal
of approval of overseas combatants, which
your inspector will emphasize to get you
in the best possible fighting shape to
meet the enemy:
Pilot and co-pilot, are you getting in
sufficient hours of blind instrument flying)

Portable LightsWorking?
Take a tip from technical field inspectors
and check your portable field lighting
equipment.
It may - or may not - be
ready for emergency use. Get requisitions
in for shortages now.

Obligation to Officer
Candidates
It is a bright day for the officer candidate
when he receives his acceptance to a
school, but a low ceiling forms when he
notices that his organization is treating
him like an old fire horse that has been
put out to pasture. If you are his CO,
your obligations to him do not cease until

Navigator, do you know how to check
drift reading?
Bombardier, can you run through a
good flight pre-check of your bombsight?
Radio operators, can you perform
emergency maintenance in flight? Is the
interphone system working - have you
checked it immediately after getting into
the air as well as before?
Aerial engineer, has your ship been
correctly serviced? Is the oxygen equipment in shape? Have you checked all
engines?
Gunners, how's your marksmanship?

"*
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begin with a permanent, all-weather paved
field at Agadir, some 250 miles down the
coast from Casablanca,
below the high
Atlas mountains.
We have a paved field
at Sale, just north of Rabat, which is the
capital of French Morocco. We have a
paved
field at Port Lyautey. The only
other
field with
concrete
runways
in
North
Africa is the permanent
airdrome
at Bizerte which the Gennans didn't have
time to destroy.
Probably of greatest interest is the story
of the airdrome
at Bone because it is
typical of the Coastal problem and also
because it is particularly
interesting
from
an engineer's standpoint.
Bone airdrome is built on thc silt which
has been dumped there through the centuries by the Seybouse River. This river
empties
into the Mediterranean
in the
small gulf where Bone is located. We
knew the earth there was nothing but pure
gray silt mud because we had seen the
craters
of several
1,(lOO-pound
bombs
show in;.; pure clay down some ei;.;hteen
feet.
As a result, cvcrv time it rained,
Bone became unserviceahle.
thereby rnak in;.; it very difficult to furnish air cover
for the port of Bone-the
most important forward port east of Algiers.
For a
long while Algiers was the most easterly
port at which lar;.;e ships would put in.
The British
Navy finally consented
to
carrying on as far as Bone, provided we
would furnish adcqu.u e cover.
In five days we built an crncrjrcnry field
ten miles west of Bone, known as Tingley, by using a steel runway mat on a
small bit of sand we were fortunate
enough to find. We knew it wouldn't fill
the l;ill permanently
since it was in the
mountains and unsuitable for night fighters.
We were asked to finish a suitable airdrome for all-weather
opcrat ion-, within
two weeks. The only way we could make
it operative
was to use sand, which was
amply
available
in huge coast dunes.
These dunes, however,
were on the far
side of the Seybouse River. thus posing a
major ri\'er-c~ossing
problem.
In addition, it W;IS raining and we couldn't send
any transports out on this mud l1at.
We dispatched
a battal ion of aviation
engineers
to the site and gave them all
the heavy earth-mm'in,'.;
equipment
in
North
Africa -- turnapulls,
twelve- and
sixteen-yard
pan scrapers with tractors,
and
all the one-and-a-half-ton
dump
trucks Vie could lay our hands on. Then
we had the job of 'gelling across the Seybouse River. We accomplished
this by
startin,'2: with the sand from the dunes
and building a road ahead to carry us to
the Sevbouse River. We then bulldozed
a causcw.rv across the river and carried
our sand I~y road a mile and a half to the
site of the runway.
We fi "ured it would take five days to
cross the Seybouse and finish the road,
and that we could lay the sand for the
runway in the remaining
nine days--proAIR
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vided we didn't get rain, which would
wash away the small amount of sand we
could afford to put on the road.
Or
worse, it might raise the Seybouse and
wash out our causeway.
Luckily, we didn't have a drop of rain
for two weeks. We built the road and
causeway, moved 66,000 yards of sand to
the Bone site and built the runway. The
sand mat varied from 36 to 4~ inches
in thickness over a width of approximately
150 feet. As we got the sand in, we followed with the steel plank. On the afternoon of the fourteenth
day, we put in the
last load of sand and laid the last few
pieces of plank to finish the runway. That
evening we had a cloudburst.
The rain
raised the river and later we had major
repairs to make to the causeway, but the
runway was in and it stayed put.

D [:RING

construction
<the airdrome
was
bombed
by the Germans
two or three
times with 1,nOo-pound
bombs. Twice
they missed the runway by approximately
fifty feet. All we had to do was to scrape
the mud off the strip. The battalion also
had its camp site bombed. They felt they
were veterans.
But, to mv mind,
the
thing that pleased them most was what
this particular runway meant to a certain
crew that carne in one afternoon
shortly
after we had finished
it. A mediw;l
bomber had been out on a strike and
came back over the mountains
in a
thunderstorm.
The pilot had pr;lctically
no gas left, nor did he know where he
was. He didn't know where there was an
airdrome in the vir.initv either. so he decided
the best thing
to do was fly
straiuht
north until he reached the sea
where he knew, because he had done it
once before, that he could crash-land his
ship and save his crew.
He fle\\ north, reached the Mediterranean and then turned west. He 'was
just sitting upstairs waiting for his gas to
run out when a member of his crew shook
him and told him to look down. There
was the longest runway he had seen in
North Africa. He made one sharp circle
and landed on it. The plane didn't have
enough gas left to t.ixi off the runway.
A 'feV:-days before 1 started back l~ the
A bulldozer and "sheep's-Ieer"

States, I went up to Bone and found it
had become the refuge for every type at
craft which had to have a place to land
in a hurry.
I don't think there is a type
of Allied ship which was not represented
there. In order to help save the runway
and also because it was easier on the
ships, we built a "belly-landing"
strip
alongside
the runway and invited everybody who came in with his landing gear
knocked out to use it.
Our airdrome construction
program
in
North Africa consisted principally
in the
building of runways and dispersal areas.
We built very few revetments.
In the
first place, we did not have the materials
or manpower
with which to do the job,
had we wanted to. Moreover,
the German bombing was not sufJicient to require
revetments.
It is my opinion
that the
Germans themselves put more effort into
this work than it was worth, for in vir.
tually every reverted pen of the enemy's
airdromes you could find planes that had
been successfully strafed and burned.
We believed
that the most efficient
method of protecting ai rcraft was to build
individual
hard standings
for dispersal
on the fields or to construct
one very
large surfaced area on which planes could
be dispersed
according
to a squadron
commander's
own desires. This worked
out very well in practice and saved a vast
amount of time and effort.
As it was, plenty of effort was needed
on the forward fields for defensive works.
of which the wel l-k nown slit trench, ;1
ready refuge when enemy planes came
over, was the most common va r ietv. At
first, some of these fields relied ent irclv
for ground
defenses
on the .50-calibe'r
machine guns and anti-tank ,guns of our
aviation engineer batt.il ions
This story of the aviation
engineers
with the Northwest
African
Air Force
is not complete without
mention
of the
headquarters
and topo,!!"aphic companies
which formed an essential
part of the
team. The hca.Iquartcrs companies undertook airfield reconnaissance
and survev,
and general air force camouflage work. '
The topopaphic
<.-ompanies compiled
and reproduced
tar,get .md flak charts
essential
to .iir force operations.
These
units dcrnonstr.ited
in their work the unflagging zeal and dcvor ion to duty which
characterized
all of the aviation engineers
in Northwest
Africa. it
roller ready for double duty.
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AIR FORCE OPERATIONS
IN THE BATTLE OF

P.38 makes a wet landing after raid on Attu.

B'f

BI/;ir;. qen. 'Wdti,a,m t. .PlfH'ri

ARMY AIR OFFICER ON THE STAFF OF THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF
THE PACIFIC FLEET

NE of the principal

challenges facing
American
forces in the Battle of
Attu-v-alrnost
as great as the challengc
offered by the enemy itself~was
the effective coordination
of air, sea and ground
elements
in the face of severe handicaps
encountered
in the weather and terrain.
The Army and Navy air forces had a
task to perform in complete cooperation
with the attacking ground troops, and the
success with which their missions were
carried out is a tribute not only to those
responsible
for the card ully laid plans of
the Attu operation
but to the men who
kept the planes in the air under almost
impossible Hying conditions.
Army Air Force operations
in the engagement were carried out by the Bomber
and Fighter Commands
of the 11 th Air
Force from the recently constructed
air
base on Amchitka
under the direct control of the Task Force Commander.
Army
and Navy aircraft operated in close conjunction during the entire engagement.
AAF planes
participating
over Attu
included
B-24s, B-25s and P-3Hs. The
close, low-level support of ground troops
was primarily
the function of P-38s employing dive-bombing
and strafing tactics.

O
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The B-24s and B-25s were used to bomb
specific enemy
concentrations
and, in
some cases, to drop supplies to ground
troops from the air.
P-40s based on
Amchitka
were used primarily
in local
defense and to destroy enemy aircraft on
Kiska, which lies almost astride the Amchitka-Attu run. The type of Navy aircraft
employed was that best suited for an operation of this nature.
When
the
attacking
ground
forces
stormed Attu from Navy-launched
barges
on the morning of May 11, they advanced
under cover of a fog so thick that men
had to be lowered by their heels over the
sides of the barges to guide them through
the rocky waters approaching
some of the
landing
beaches. But while the ground
troops were aided, air operations
were
severely hampered
by this thick overcast.
The fog on the first day was merely a
sample of the weather which made air
operations
extremely difficult during the
entire action.
Even the distance of 30n
miles between the air base at Amchitka
and the targets
on Attu made every
difference in the world. Time and again,
bombers and fighters left Amchitka under

clear skies only to find Attu completely
fog-bound.
On other occasions. ground
commanders
saw clear weather under the
overcast at Attu and watched in vain for
supporting
aircraft which were grounded
by impossible weather at Amchitka.
Nevertheless
our bombers and fighters
did get through
to deal severe blows to
enemy positions.
Missions were undertaken whenever
there was the slightest
chance of their
successful
completion.
Frequently,
when AAF bombers were unable to get through to Attu, they would
return over Kisk.i and release their bomb"
on enemy installations
on that island.
Seldom did the bombers find a hole in
the Attu overcast through
which their
target could be si,~hted and their bombs;
dropped.
In most inst.inr es they had the
opportunity
to make bornbinu
runs only
when the fog lifted sufYiciently to permit
them to get under it safely.
It might
well be pointed
out that
despite these handicaps
to air operations.
there is no known instance of American
aircraft hitting our own troops from the
air or our troops firing on our own planes
from the ground.
Perhaps the most disappointed
of thc'
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arrrnen partlClpatll1g
in the Attn operation were the gunners aboard the bombers. Except for (he very Lire occasions
when they had a chance to warm up their
guns against
enemy ground
troops, all
they did was wish for enemy fighters that
never appeared.
Jap aircraft finally attempted to relieve
their besieged forces on the eleventh and
twelfth da'ys of the American operations
but both attacks failed completely.
On
May 22, twelve or fifteen twin-engine
bombers attacked a destroyer and a gunboat patrolling
in the vicinity of Holtz
Bay on the north side of Attu but no damage or casualties resulted.
One bomber
was shot down by anti-aircraft
fire.

On

the following
day, sixteen planes of
the same type attempted
to homb Americin troops on Attu hut they were intercepted by five p- .'>~s at ahout 11,000 feet,
well above the overcast. The enemy planes
jettisoned
their homhs and attempted
to
esupe our fighters.
Four of the hom hers
were
shot
down
in flames,
another
dropped into the overcast definitely out of
control aud seven others were seen to go
down smoking heavily.
Only four of thc
original
sixteen were observed
heading
west after the engagement.
One P-.'>H
was missing and another was shot down
hut the pilot was rescued.
As of May 2i, AAF losses in the Battle
of Attu totaled two B-2.1s, one B-25 and
four p-.)~s. The p-)~
Lightnings
had
definitely
proved
themselves
(0
be the
most effective type of fi,ghter aircraft avail.ible to use under such operating
condit ions and at such dist.mces. The feat of
the p. .'>~s in intercepting
the enemy
bombers
.'>00 miles from their hase on
Amchitka was significant in this regard.
Actually, the role plaved j,y the AAF

Despite the "worst weather
in the world," the air arms of
the Army and Navy played a
prominent role in this first
Aleutians offensive.
in the Attn operation
Degan days before
the assault troops established
beachheads
on the island. It was the air job to soften
the J ap shore installations
by bombing
and low-level strafing, and to determine
by thorough
reconnaissance
the most advantageous
points at which to land an
adequate striking force.
Although
the Japs on Attu had no
fighte;s
for bomber
interception,
their
ant i-a irrr.rfr fire was relatively heavy and
except ional ly arrur.ite.
As a result, formation flying vvas not needed from a pro
tective standpoint,
and by flying individually AAF planes were able to divert and
scatter e,nemy ground fire. In this same
connection, area bombing was undesirable
and point hombinI; proved to he the onlv
method of accomplishing
the job.
An opportunity
for me to observe this
pluse of i\i\ F operations
at first hand
came six days before Ame'i,;cn
troop',
landed on Attu. Six B-2 is took off from
Amchitb
to bomh enemy installations
in
Chichagof
Harbor
and in the east and
west arms of Holtz Bay. I was the com-

mand pilot of one of the two l.iber.uors
assigned
to bomb two anti-aircraft
hattcr ies in the harbor.
As we approached
the objective and went in for our hombing run, the Jap batteries
opened
up.
Although their fire was accurate and some
hits were scored, the damage was negligible. They continued
to concentrate
on ll';
after we had completed
our run, permitting the second 8-21 to come in for an
accurate crack at the target unmolested.
Despite the adverse weather conditions,
one command plane flew from Amchitka
to Attu every day while the battle was It1
progress.
Its pilot was Colonel Willian:
O. Eareckson,
deputy chief of the Air
Stalf in Alaska and air orlu er for the
Attu Task Force Commander.
I rode 10
his plane for the first live days of the
r.un p.i ijm , and no t:'ibute I could pay to
this ofTicer would measure up (0 the skill
and eniciency he displayed in carrying out
one hazardous
aerial mission
after another. His 8-24 W,lS in the air over Attu
from ei';ht to ten bours out of every
twenty-four.
Direct contact was maintained hetween
his ship and the Task
Force
Commander,
enabling
ground
troops to take advantage
almost immedi
ately of battle trends noted from the air
by Colonel Earcck son and members
of
his crew.
(Continued

on Page

55)

Here is a typical cloud blanket, almost covering 3,500foot peaks,
with which our airmen had to contend.

Our 8-24s banked into steep-walled
ravines
such as this to strafe Jap ground troops.
This and photo at right taken by Gen. Lynd.

General
Lynd
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A DUCK
For Our
Air Fleet
By

LIEUT.

HENRY
WRI~HT

G.

PEARSON

FIELD

floats have been atL tachedamphibious
to the Army Air Forces' C-47,
ARGE

thereby opening the way to new and important uses for this workhorse of the air
transport system.
By adding this flotation equipment,
Materiel Command engineers have converted the C-:17-military
version of the
familiar commercial DC-3-into
a plane
which can land on water, taxi to the shore
and climb out on dry land under its own
power. Successful tests already have been
made on Long Island Sound, and additional testing is being continued at Wright
Field.
The need for such a ship has become
more and more apparent as a result of the
difficulties encountered in rescuing AAF
pilots forced down at sea in the South
Pacific and washed up on tiny coral reefs
and islands. The amphibious plane will
be able to take off from a land base, set
down on the water nearby the island and
then, by lowering its wheels, climb onto
a beach to load passengers and equipment.
Engineers foresee in the amphibious C-47
the ideal answer to the rescue problem.
Another function of the new amphibian
The pictures
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below

show

the

comparative

The amphibious

may prove to be the landing of this type
of plane on snow and ice in Arctic climes.
Such landings on amphibious floats have
been made successfully, and further experiments next winter may show the
amphibious C-47 to be suitable for this
purpose.
According to Wright Field engineers,
the floats attached to the C-47 are among
the largest of their kind ever built. They
are over 41 feet long, five feet high and
have a maximum width of five feet. The
German Blohm and Vase 139 had larger
floats but they were not amphibious.
The difference in the handling of the
C-If7 as a result of the modification is
relatively minor. The plane's center of
gravity has been moved forward slightly,
and landings arc accomplished in much
size of the C-47's

floats.

C-47 in flight.

the same manner as in a ship with tricycle
landing gear. The load limit is not appreciably affected but the speed has been reduced by the extra weight and drag.
A few modifications in the fuselage
were necessary in order to attach the
floats. The wheels on the floats retract
in the same manner as the wheels on
the ordinary C-47. Small water rudders,
located on the rear of each of the pontoons, arc lowered when the plane is
landed on water. They are operated from
the 'brake pedal and are retracted by a
device which is attached to the tail wheel
lock.
More recent designs of the amphibious
C-47 have utilized the center bulkhead of
each pontoon as an auxiliary fuel tank
capable of carrying 300 gallons. With the
600 gallons of extra fuel, the range of
the airplane is greatly extended.
A limited number of these amphibians
are expected to be put into service within
the next few months.
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flak Suits - Bullet-Prool Vests of the Air
By

LIEUT. ROBERT

Flak
suits for combat crews today are
protecting
the lives of hundreds of AAF
men who have been flying through clouds
of bursting anti-aircraft shells over heavily
defended
enemy positions.
Because fragmelJts
of exploding
arkack shells too often have made it necessary to hospitalize
much-needed
crew
members, special armored vests were developed in England.
Now, many of our
crew members are wearing infantry helmets and flexible armor suits from the
neck to the hips, with a sporran (apron)
protecting
the thighs.
This armor has
proved effective in repelling ark-ark and
20 mm shell fragments-protection
that
has greatly reduced the number of casualties in bombing missions.
Through the work of Col. M. C. Grow,
8th Air Force Flight Surgeon,
sixteen-

v.

GUELICH

pound flak suits were developed because
they could be carried around at high altitudes without exhausting
the crew members. These suits proved their worth on
ten heavy bomber crews who first tried
out the suits of mail. Scores of injuries
and many deaths
definitely
were prevented.
For example, Lieut. Jack Fischer, 13-17
bombardier,
was on a mission
over
Europe on May 21 when a 20 mm cannon
shell exploded
18 to 21 inches from his
chest. Although
numerous small wounds
in the right arm made hospitalization
necessary,
several large fragments
that
might
have caused fatal injuries
were
stopped by the armored vest. Lieutenant
Fischer suffered no wounds on the part
of his body covered by the vest.
The suits have proved
so successfu I
Maj. Robert J. Reed !left I of the
Eighth
Bomber Command
dons the
protective
flak vest
and tapered
sporran,
plus a steel
helmet.

*

Tech. Sgt. Wilbur E. Kloth I right below I, Major Reed's
crew chief,
is
wearing the full vest and apron used
in some positions.
Lieut. J. B. Wilkinson of the Flight Section
at Wright
Field has on the more abbreviated
type which permits
necessary
freedom of action in the cockpit.

and acceptable
to combat
crews
that
British establishments
are swamped
with
orders for them and American manufacturers have been called 111 on production
contracts.
At the Armament
and
Equipment
Laboratories
of Wright Field, special steel
and plastic
suits of armor have been
tested to determine
what materials
wiI!
offer maximum protection
at a minimum
weight.
Types under study include riveted and
cemented
overlapping
steel strips
(approximately
2V2 by 18 inches),
overlap
ping two-inch sCluares of 20 gauge manganese steel, and solid breastplates.
Canvas is sewed on both front and back of
each section. The complete vest is hung
on the shoulders and can be dropped ott
in an emergency by pulling one string.
In the North African campaign
many
pilots and crew members salvaged armor
plate from wrecked
planes which they
wired around
the vulnerable
spots of
their positions. This makeshift protection
often stopped fragments
that could have
resulted in injuries.
The new armored vests are adapted to
crew members
according
to the vulnerability of the positions
which they occupy and according to location of armorplate protection
in the airplane.
Because
their backs arc protected
by the plane's
armor, pilots and co-pilots
need additional protection
mostly in front.
Other
crew members
wear complete
armored
suits that give them full protection.
(Techoique
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Over a Utah highway
en route to an airbase goes a B-17 mobile training
unit of
the Fourth District, AAF Technical Training
Command.

A motion picture projector brings the
Technical
Trainin»
Command's
latest
training
films to 'the attention
of the
ground crews.
Most of the instructional
material
is
angled towards the .urcr.ift mechanic, but
other AAF technicians,
particularly
armorers, are also kept abreast of the latest
developments
in their specialties.
Modifications on aerial machine guns and cannon are brought to the attention
of the
men who service them ,It their tactical
stations.
The compact interior of the mobile unit
contains all the intricate mechanisms
of
the battle plane it serves,
Co-founders
of the system were Maj.

Mechanical Training by Trailers
An innovation

feature of the Army Air
Forces Technical Training
Command 15 a
mobile training unit for visual an.] practical mechanical
instruction.
Big, vanIike vehicles bring the vital inn~r-workings of fighting
planes to aircraft mechanics on the line. The plan originated
in the Fourth District of the T1'C and
now all Districts
have similar units on
the road.
To liken it to a travelling
classroom is
to underestimate
its work. Open its stagelike doors, scan its interior and you find a
complete
mock-up
panel system of the
mechanisms
of a combat plane.
Every
type used in the AAF is represented
by
a mobile unit that keeps its instructional
:;etup in equipment
and modification
canstantly up-to-the-minute.
Successful from the outset, the system
has mushroomed
considerably.
Last summer the first unit was established
for the
p. 38. Today mobile units are touring the
entire country to service the tactical air
forces.
For example,
in ,1 B-17 trailer unit,
there is a complete cockpit assembly up
front with controls and instruments
that
actually work and can be observed in any
uperation.
A cut-away B-17 engine bares
every essential part to close scrutiny, and
a cross-sectioned
propeller is exhibited in
a conspicuous corner.
Nearby, mock-up panels show the construction of the plane's airframe and till'
operation
of its hydraulic
and cool in',
<vsterns,
Another
panel
illustrates
the
strategic arrangement
for fire control apparatus
that prevents
the spread of ,I
blaze set by enemy shells.
Still another
panel traces the entire wiring system of
the ship enabling the mechanic to follow
each minute wire in the circuit.
Technical
construction
of the aircraft
supercharger
and other engine accessories
is revealed by actual cut-away equipment
parts and even a life-sized oxygen system
is carried along for instruction
purposes.
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Arriving at its destination
it drives right
onto the line to display
in panel form the
"works" of a B-17 to the mechanics
who
service the planes.

Gen. Walter
R. Weaver,
Commanding
General of the TTC and Maj. Gen. John
F. Curry, head of the command's
Fourth
District.
Both were not satisfied with
mere classroom
and factory instruction.
Once out on the line, they held that the
men must be further schooled in the practical application of what they had learned
and kept conscious of the latest developments.
Then, too, they knew that the planes
used in tactical units were not readily
available for instruction
purposes. These
Inside the trailer a cut-away
engine
reveals
its working
an onlooking
mechanic.

planes might he kept from the lungar fur
days, perhaps longer, .md when they did
return
to their hangars
the fast maintenance necessary to put them hack in the
air as soon as possible eliminated
the possibility of any further mechanical training.
Th~ answer w.is the development
Ot":l
mobile unit designed to bring to the aircraft technician
on the Iine all the Lcts
about the plane he was servicing.
It was
practical application
of the knowledge
he
had learned in .l technical school and bv
means of .utu.i! visual
instruction
h~'
would he hctter eL]uippcd to diagnose the
ills of an ailing CLift .in.] cure thClll with
speed and 'LiSL;r,lIlCc.
Each truck trailer unit is st.rtEed by an
onlcer in char,gc, six non-commissioncd
instructors,
'In Army driver ,md one 0:two civilian
specialists_ The soldier-instructors are usually l,rachutes of .i 1'1'(
school and experier;c~d hands in machinery. Civilian sl'eci,r1ists arc from the aircraft factories
whose pbnes
arc represcnted by mobile units.
"The Mohile Training
Unit is a good
deal more valuable for 'its purpose 'than
the technical classroom,"
savs Lieut. Col.
Thomas E. O'Connell,
in (-harge of the
fourth
District
Mobile Traininr;
Units
"When
line mechanics
can ~ee and
familiarize
themselves
with
the vital
mechanisms
for the plane's maintenance
they will grasp the fundamental
idea of
what to do and how to do it faster and
more thoroughly."
- Staff Sergeant
Jack
Angell,
quarters

Public
Fourth

Relations
Office.
District,
AAFTTC.

HeadDenver.

B-17 Cyclone
mechanism
to

Cable Tightener
Staff Sgt. Norman
Wolfley
of Allansville, Pa., has simplified the work on the
engines
of AT-I 1 bombardier
training
planes at the Victorville
(Calif.)
Army
Flying School through a new way of adjusting cables on the engine control. He
developed
a new
instrument
(shown
above)
which is a combination
socket
wrench and pliers. It tightens cables accurately and easily. PRO,
WCAFTC.
Santa Ana, Calif.
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Individual Light for Code
Formerly
visual code instruction
signals
were given to aviation cadets at the Enid
Army Flying School by a large light in
each corner of the code room. They had
to glance at a light in a corner, then look
down at their paper to print the letter.
Under a new arrangement,
each code
booth now has a radio pilot light in the
center only a couple of inches from the
cadet" s paper when he is receiving
the
visual code, enabling him to watch both
the light and the paper with a minimum
.imount of eye movement.
Mr. W. B. Teitzcl,
instructor,
states
that the new system allows the average
cadet to receive from one to two words
faster per minute. - PRO, Enid Army Flying School,

The C3.1 B crane, pictured at its birthplace
on a South Pacific island.

Okla.

Safety Device for Tire Inflation
Not long ago a man was killed at Tinker
Field while inflating the tire of a bomber.
Recently
his fellow
workers
put into
operation
a new device which will allow
the pumping
up of an airplane tire to be
done in safety.
General
plans of the device include a
.nct.il bin made of boiler plates into
which the tire is rolled
for inflation.
Through
an opening
in the side of the
bin the tire can be blown up to its proper
pressure
from a regular
air hose.
AtL1ched to the top of bin is an air regulator
which automatically
allows a maximum
amount of air to enter the tire. Gauges
attached
to the air hose register
the
amount of air in the tire at any particular
time and the other one shows the maximum pressure of the control gauge setting.
A red light flashes while the tire
is being inflated.
The idea was advanced
by Miles J.
Smart, foreman aircraft mechanic in the
Landing
Gear
Installation
department,
who passed his designs on to Winfield
Smith, foreman
of the welding
section.
The pair turned their invention
over to
Tinker
Field, where it is now in use.
-

Tinker

Field,

Okla.

Combat's Child-C3-1B

Crane

On arriving

at an island in the South
Pacific, the 40th Service Squadron of the
13th Air Force found itself minus a C-2
wrecker
or its counterpart,
so the engineering
section set to work and evolved
a crane assembly from a meager supply
of parts--mainly
salvage-that
would do
such work as picking up engines, wings
and fuselages, and other tasks which occur in the normal course of aircraft repair
work.
Two non-commissioned
officers, Master
Sgt. Gerald V. Lady, Decatur, Ind., and
Tech.
Sgt. Jack R. Sowers,
Rockwell,
N. C, working
under the direction
of
First Lieut. R~uben Yarri,
Shreveport,
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crane hut it is not advisable for steady use
to lift loads greater than 2, SO() pounds.
it was found. However, this weight limit
permits its use for all aircraft engines,
most wings and other aircraft accessories.
Although
designed
primarily
for use
while waiting the arrival of a C-2 wrecker,
the crane assembly is not replaced by the
wrecker.
On the other hand, it is a very
useful adjunct to the C-2 wrecker, for example in the Iifting of B-17 wing inner
panels or in picking up a B-17 fuselage.
Working
together,
the two pieces of
equipment
do such jobs easily.
Should the designation
"C3-1 B" appear
strange to those familiar with stock lists,
here's the explanation
for it. The letter
"C' indicates crane, the figure "3" was so
used because this was the third one made;
the" 1" represents the "A" frame which
is the same as the original, and the letter
"B" stands for the second modification
made on the present crane. - Lieut. Col.
Franklin

K. Reyher.

Arti#icial Icing ;n flight
Lifting

a fuselage.

La., developed
after two modifications
a
crane since designated
the C3-1B, which
has proved
very successful.
The crane
consists of an "A" frame-boom constructed
of six-inch by one-quarter-inch
channel
iron. The frame is bolted to the rear of
the bed of a two and one-half ton truck
equipped
with a power take-off winch.
The "A" frame is sixteen feet long with
a two-foot base and is welded throughout.
Lifting power is derived from the power
take-off winch at the front of the truck.
The cable is passed by a series of pulleys
over the cab to the base of the boom, then
to an eight-inch
pulley at the top of the
boom to the load which is picked up
either by cables or a hook.
Loads weighing
as much as two tons
have been picked up with the C3-1B
Hoisting

an engine.

There was a time when research projects
involving test flights in natural icing conditions
rarely could be completed
on
schedule because icing areas are stricti y
will-o-the-wisps,
easy to locate only when
you're trying to evade them. Now by the
flip of a switch, ice formations
C3.n be
produced
on prop blades during
flight.
Wright Field propeller engineers,
with
a series of anti-icing and de-icing projects
coming up, resolved to work out a method
by which prop blades could be exposed to
icing in flight tests whenever needed.
In one arrangement
a special spray was
installed
in the tail turret of a B-24.
Water from two large tanks in the bomb
bay is pumped through the nozzle as the
B-24 flies in front of the plane being
flight-tested.
At the right altitude
ice
forms on the plane trailing in the spray.
In the alternate scheme a single plane
is employed.
Here an outrigger spray was
built which throws moisture from homb
bay tanks into the No. 2 propeller of the
B-24 in which it was installed.
To obtain motion pictures of the propeller while it is icing up and throwing
off ice during
flight tests, the Motion
Picture Branch assisted in solving several
problems.
Propeller engineers prescribed
that only one blade be photographed
in
identically the same position during each
revolution at a speed which would result
in a sharp image.
This stroboscopic effect was secured by
synchronizing
the shutter
speed of the
camera with the rpm of the propeller,
thus showing
successive stages of icing
and de-icing.
It was a tough job but the resulting
motion
pictures
show the p,lttern
and
speed of ice building up and being thrown
off of the prop during flight. - Arden R.
Strang,

Wright

Field.

*
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HOSE who think of this war only in terms of youth and the
present generation forget the thousands of men and women who,
though they may have reached their three score years and ten, still
have the skilled hands and youthful outlook needed for dozens of
tasks which must be done to insure the successful prosecution of the
conflict. Many of these young-oldsters have taken their talents into
AAF depots and sub-depots throughout the country. They not only
are performing their duties well but, more important, they are relieving younger men and women for service where youth in yearsand the stamina that goes with it-is a prime essential. Many of
these older wzr workers have left the ease of retirement to share in
the fight against our enemies. Some of them are literally backing up
their grandchildren who are pilots and mechanics, weather otiicers
and mess sergeants. They have turned again to the lathe, the forge,
the saw and the hammer to perform tasks that are just as vital as
dropping bombs on Axis factories or building airdromes in the
jungle. AIR FORCE presents this picture story of a representative
few of the thousands of these men and women who are contributing
so effectively to the Army Air Forces' and the nation's war effort.

T

All
honors
are'
not
claimed by men, C'fen in
the upper age brackets.
Many grandmothers
have
dropped knitting needles
and peacetime
sewing to
become full-fledged
war
workers.
Mrs. Myra E.
Bradburn, 63, who raises
canaries
as a hobby, is
shown
here
repairing
flyers'
clothing
at the
29th Sub-Depot,
Enid,
Okla. She did olteration
work for on Enid deportment store for 21 years.

Six years ago, A. J. Bruce was retired after a half century es
carpenter
for Santa Fe Railway. Today, ot 79, he works the
swing shift at the San Bernardino
ICalif.) Army ~ir Depot.
Oe£j),te his 73 years, Alfred M. Frothingham commutes' daily
from Detroit to his job as mechanic
and blacksmith
at the
96th Sub-Depot,
Selfridge
Field, Mich. In his eorlier years.
Mr. Frothingham
wos engoged
in vaudeville
and blacksmithing, !Ilxcept for his five years in the Army from 1916 to 1921.

Down through
the yeors,
William E. Dusky, 68-yearold pointer ot the 29th SubDepot at the Enid I Okla.)
Army Flying
School,
has
seen many innovations
in
his trode.
He made
his
stort es a painter 54 yeors
ago, and now painting airplane
parts
with today's
paints is a cinch for him.
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Seventy.year-old
Charles
E.
Baldwin
as
a
parachute
jumper
(from
balloons)
at
the age of seventeen,
was
billed as "Professor
Baldwin,
King of the Air."
Now a
driver at headquarters
of the
40th Sub-Depot, Buckley Field,
Colo., Mr. Baldwin takes time
out to inspect modern chutes
and reminisce.
He once performed with Ringling Brothers,
Barnum 'and
Bailey
Circus.

After a lifetime
spent farming and operating
a blacksmith
shop, John C. "Uncle
Bill" Denham, 69, works at the 9th Sub.
Depot.
Harding
Field, La. He has two
sons and one grandson in the armed forces.

After retiring in 1941 as terminal agent of
the Canadian Pacific Railroad, Francis Dow,
68, has returned
to "active
duty"
as a
packer in the shipping
department,
of the
46th Sub-Depot at Houlton, Maine., He has.
one son in the armed
forces
in Africa.
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Seventy~year.old
RodneyA.
r!aterbury,
former
Mt.
Clemens (Mich.) department
store and new:ipaper advertising
exeelltive,
puts
his
long
bookkeeping
experlence to use for the Army Air
Forces. He maintains
daily
stock records
at the 96th
Sub-Depot,
Selfridge
Field.

Newton
M. Rice, 71, is em.
played as an aircraft machin.
ist at the 308th Sub-Depot,
Davis-Monthan
Field,
Ariz.
He, too, is a retired
rail.
roader, having spent 44 years.
as a railway
machinist.
He
is pictured
with
the
Just
Rite Angle alld Bevel Caliber
gauge
wh;ch
he perfected.
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"BET

a dime."
"I see."
"Up a dime. Say, where's Klotz?"
"I'm out. He went to Russia yesterday."
"How about Dick Kight? There's my
twenty."
"By me. Kight's around.
Saw him two
days ago."
"1 play. No, he left for India this
morning."
'T rn out. Let's throwaway
this deck
and get one with some aces 111 It. If
these cards don't get any better, you guys
will have to wait until I get to China
again. The adjutant
over there owes me
47 bucks.
And
it's about
time that
weather
officer in Cairo came through
with the six I loaned him."
"Come on, let's play poker.
I need
some dough myself. I got a date romin.:
up with that British nurse in Karachi."
That's the kind of conversation
you get
around the poker table, when the playc:«
are members of the 26th Transport
Group
of ATC s Domestic Transportal ion DiVIsion. This is a "special mission" outfit, on
call for any emergency-anywhere,
any
time. To these guys, tlying to Moscow or
Chungking
or Melbourne
is about as exciting as going to the nearest latrine.
You sit down beside a couple of them
listening
to the
phonograph
playing
"Coming in on a Wing and a Prayer."
"Say," says Captain Ralph Reed, "next
time any of you guys get down to Natal.
pick up a couple of my shirts. When I
came back from Africa last time I was
too damned tired to get them."
Reed explains
why he didn't stop to
get his :;h;rts.
"There were !jOO,OOO pounds of high
priority materiel piled up at Natal.
Rommel was in EI Alamein
then and the
Allies needed that stuff in a hurry. Our
CO, Lieut. Col. Willis H. Proctor: was on
hand to supervise the job. We had seven
ships, am! in 36 days we moved 3HH,339
pounds of equipment
over to Africa.
All
of us made two round trips a week. Each
plane had a double crew and one crew
would leave Natal at 1700 o' clock and
get into the West African base in the
middle of the afternoon.
We would leave
Africa that night and land back in Nata!
the next morning. The mechanics worked
on the ship for five or six hours and then
the other crew went out. We got two
good nights of sleep out of every five
Let's see, I think I left Natal on Wednesdays and Sundays."
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Four meals on four continents in
three days is not unusual for these
flyers of the Air Transport Command.
Reed hastens to explain that it was all
routine
Hying. Nothlllg
to get excited
about.
Nothing
interesting
happened.
Very dull and monotonous.
A job to do.
"Yeah,"
says Captain
Vernon
M.
Byrne, "after you jump the ditch once, it
gcts sort of boring. The only real fun I've
held was the timc I took 100,000 onedollar bills over to Africa so the ghost
could walk on pay day."
(You find out
later that he has made cleven round trips
across the South Atlantic.)
Captain Joseph E. Kirnm agrees with
Byrne. "Nothing
cxciting happens to us.
It's thc boys in combat who are really
doing the work. Wc just fly around."
"Flying
around"
to Kimm has meant
pioneering
the ai r route up to Alaska,
making ten round trips across the ocean
and flying the first CAn to India.
"The
fellow
who had some fun,"
Byrne
continues,
"was Captain
Alexis
Klotz.
He's been around more than most
of us anyhow.
I think he's in Russia right
now. On one trip he carried 7,000 pounds
of mercury fulminate.
If you sneeze twice
that stuff will blow up. If I know Klotz
he just set it down nice and careful like,
yawned,
and made a routine report to
operations.
His flight plan called for four
stops but with that delicate load on board
he made it in two."
"Speaking
of odd cargo," says Kirnrn,
"Why don't you ask Reed about that stuff
he brought in from Iceland?"
Reed laughs.
"Oh, I just picked up
some Danish pastry in Iceland one morning and my wife and I had it for dinner
that night in Washington."
You ask about the kind of cargo they
usually carry and are told it is all critical
materiel or high-ranking
dignitaries.
As
a matter
of fact, the 26th Transport
Group claims: "If we haven't flown you,
you're not a big shot statesman."
Most of
the time, the men don't even know the
kind of cargo they have in their ships.
Somebody walks over 'and starts playing
"Wing
and a Prayer"
again. That reminds Reed of the time he was flying a
CAp to Africa.
About an hour out of
South America, he lost his gasoline cap
and the gas started to siphon and leak
into the cabin. They cut off the radio for
the slightest spark would have blown the
ship to hell and gonc. They just had to
11)' around praying until the gas got low
enough.
And they couldn't contact their
base or any curious gunner to announce
that they were friendly.
What kind of weather do they find?
Byrne says, "Around
Africa you'll find
a lot of fronts, but they aren't much to
worry about if you play it safe.
Go
around or underneath
them and look for
AIR FORCE,
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holes. The best thing to do is run parallel
down the coast of Africa and hunt for a
spot to get through.
But don't try to tear
into the fronts at medium
altitudes
or
you'll get yourself a pretty rough ride."
"That's right," Reed adds. "Stay down
around i,OOO feet. You'll find that the turbulence is very much lighter. But be sure
you arc out at sea before you start letting
down to 1,000. Otherwise,
you'll spread
yourself all over an African mountain."
..All you have to do," Kirnm says, "is
listen to your :briefing oflicers. You get
bricfed from station to station by experienced men who know their business.
Everyone
of them has flown your route
and they go out on periodic flights to
check up. Just do what they say."
"Around
Puerto
Rico, the weather's
different,"
says somebody
whose name
you don't get. "Down there, you'll find
a lot of severe electrical storms. Keep out
of the clouds and you'll be all right. It's
a good idea to put your wheels down so
you can handle the ship better. That slows
you down and gives you more control."

You

find out that these men run into
all kinds of weather. One day they are in
a hot climate and the next day it's way
below zero. They start out in khaki and
wind up in electrically heated suits. A lot
of peculiar things can happen when you
fly from hot weather into cold, or the
other way around. Your oil tanks should
be covered in cold weather, but when you
get into the hotter climates be sure you
remove that cover. In the hot countries
don't screw the gas tank caps on too
tightly because the gasoline expands and
you are liable to burst a tank. If you use
a thin oil for winter weather, change it
the minute you land wherever
the temperature
is high or it will congeal and
you'll never get it out. If you are flying
through severe icing conditions and your
manifold
pressure starts dropping,
don't
increase
the throttles.
You are losing
speed because of the ice-just
apply heat
to the engines, don't boost the manifold.
Captain Reed gets up and says, "Let's
go down to the enlisted men's quarters
and talk to the men who know that kind
of stuff." You walk down to a day room
and run into Master Sergeants We1ls E.
Brown, Clyde W. Nowlin
and Leo
Zulkowsky and Sergeant M. A. Greco.
Brown helped evacuate Java and flew
in the last American
plane out of the
Philippines.
Zulkowsky
ran the first survey route of Greenland
in a B-24. Greco
has made nine round trips across the
South Atlantic.
Nowlin, a charter member of the old Ferrying Command,
made
the first ferrying hop to Russia and 34

J.

other crossings over both oceans.
Their
experiences"
"Routine
flights,
nothing
much ever happens."
Nowlin
does admit that when he landed after his
first trip to Moscow, they put a yardstick
into the g,lSO]inc LlI1k to check their supply and it came out completely dry!
They talk about the fact that they never
know where they're going until two hours
before the ship takes off. "When we went
on one trip,"
Greco rcca lls, "we were
given maps [or both Russia and Japan.
Just bcfore we left they told us we were
going to Casablanca."
"Talking
about Africa," says Nowlin,
"if you have to make a [arced landing
there the bush will seem deserted,
but
there are few places you can land without
being seen. Just 'wait a couple of hours
and some natives will come to investigate.
Be sure not to frighten them with a display of firearms.
While
waiting,
don't
leave your ship. It's easier to find a plane
than ,1 man.
If yOli burn the oil from
your engines it will give out a heavy black
smoke which is easy to see from above."
"And watch out for the Wags around
Africa,"
Greco adds.
"The Wags
are
African soldiers serving the All ies. They
do sentry duty and they only understand
two words of English-'stop'
and 'go.'
When they say 'stop,' freeze or you'll get
a couple of feet of cold steel through you.
Don't play around with those boys."
You ask for maintenance
ti ps.
Zulkowsky
says, "Be sure to keep your
radio off when you transfer gas in a B-24.
The slightest spark will blow you up."
"And
when
something
goes wrong
with your radio equipment,"
adds Brown,
"don't take the set apart. Check the plugs
and fuses.
Instead
of ripping
out the
equipment,
look for the minor troubles.
You'll
usually find a loose plug or a
blown fuse causing the difficulty.
And
when the radio won't work on compass
position, nine times out of ten the trouble
is in the inverter.
Check it thoroughly."
"And tires," Nowlin
continues.
"In
cold climates you check tires for leaks tv;
spitting on your finger, putting it on the
valve and seeing if any air comes out. Be
sure to blow the vapor out of the valve
when you're finished.
Otherwise,
it wi1l
freeze, expand, and you'll get a flat tire."
"Tell the mechs," says Zulkowsky,
"to
carry enough tools with them to do their
jobs. They'll be getting places where there
just aren't any tools."
Together
they agree that everybody in
the crew should know how to do every
job. When
you arc flying for ten and
twelve hours at a time the fatigue element
plays a big part, and if one man gets
tired somebody else can relieve him temporarily. It's always a good idea for everybody to know everybody's business.
As you close the door on the enlisted
men, one of them is saying, "Drive into
town with you? Not the way you handle
a car. It's too damn dangerous;
''i,'
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day in some sections
of the
United States, Army pilots hear the
words, "Army Flight Control advises.
followed
by such warning
messages as:
"Heavy icing vicinity of Cleveland between
5,000
and 7,000
feet.
Advise
change in al ti tude."
"Your destination
closed to all except
instrument
flights due to low ceilings.
Advise landing
at alternate
or continue
CFR to Redfield."
"Violent
thunderstorms
along
your
route. Advise you proceed via Yorktown
to destination."
These and dozens of other warning
messages arc keeping Army flights in this
country out of serious trouble.
No longer
is the military pilot a "lone wolf" of the
sky. Today for the first time in U. S. military aviation, a system is being installed
to plot and trace the progress
of every
military airplane engaged in point-to-point
flight in this country.
This system is being set up by the
Flight Control Command, Winston-Salem,
N. C Specially trained flight control officers arc being placed in control centers
throughout
the United States to trace the
progress of each airplane and stand ready
to dispatch emergency warning messages,
with minimum Joss of time, through communications
stations nearest the pilot.
Here's how the new Pilot's Advisory
Service works:
A pilot, while planninj:
his flight, selects the radio range stations
he will call en route and lists these on his
flight plan.
All flight plans are sent by
the operations
oflrces to the flif~ht control
centers for the area, whether the flight is
on or off the airways, Cl R or instrument,
day or night. Every flight is plotted, either
on the airways fl ight progress boards or
on specially designed magnetic maps,
Take a look at a flight control center
in action.
Before you is the maj-netic
map with ma rkerx scattered
over it. A
moment
ago a flight plan rarne in by
interphone
from a base operations
office.
Within
a few seconds this flight plan is
in the hands of a control officer who inspects it to sec th.it all necessary information has been furnished.
An abbrcvint ion
code is used to mark up a slip of pane"
I~iving the serial number of the airplane,
its type, its air-speed,
the pont
of departure,
destination,
actual time of takeoff, estimated time en route and the radio
ranges which the pilot will contact.
This slip of paper fits into a slot in the
top of a movable arrow marker which is
placed on the magnetic map at the point
of take-off.
Every fifteen minutes
this
marker is moved along the stated heading
for the flight consistent with the airspeed

E

VERY

ARMY FLIGHT CONTROL

HEAD9UARTERS. FLIGHT CONTROL COMMAND

At the AAF Flight Control Center in
East Boston,
Mass .• Lieut. Franklin D.
Harrington,
Jr .. maps the positions
of
military
planes
in the control
area.
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Two officers note the movement of aircraft from the magnetic map
while the East Boston control center CO, Maj. William L. Thorburn.
studies flight plans and progress
reports coming in by teletype.

of the plane. From time to time the positions of aircraft are adjusted to coincide
with pilots'
position
reports
which are
relayed through
range stations.
At any
moment the flight control officer can tell
you with surprising
accuracy where each
airplane is and through which radio range
the pilot can be contacted.
Meanwhile,
other officers in the flight
control center are collecting data on weather conditions
in the area. Sources of
weather
information
include
the Army
Weather
Services, United States Weather
Bureau, and data furnished
by pilots' reports on ceilings,
icing, turbulence.
etc.
From this composite
of information
an
analysis of weather
movements
is made
and studied in terms of the weather conditions likely to be met by each flight.
While this is in progress, another control officer is receiving position and arrival messages, and the teletype is hammering
out warning
notices concerning
fields that are closed, runways under construction, hazardous obstructions,
practice
tactics that are a menace to planes, and
other valuable information.
Thus, at his finger tips, the chief Army
flight control officer has complete
information
on weather,
changes
in radio
navigational
aids, tr athc and practically
every other hazard about which the pilot
should know. This is the information
on
which Pilot's Advisorv Service is based.
Let's, for example,~ take the story of a
warning message that got through to one
pilot and not to another. The two planes
take off from nearhv fields for the same
destination
on cross-country
instrument
flights. Their flight plans come in to the
flight control center and are posted on the
Army flight control plotting maps. Every
fifteen minutes for two and one-half hours
they are moved along on the map. Suddenly the forecaster receives information
of unexpected
bad weather.
A severe
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Lieut. Joseph
W. Reeves
checks a flight plan while sitting
in
the control position.
Before him are the Flight Control Panel.
weather
sequences
and other data pertinent to a pending flight.

cold front is pushing
rapidly across the
line of flight. closing both the destination
and alternate airports of these aircraft.
A
warning is prepared
and interphoned
to
the range stations nearest the two planes
as indicated on the map plotting board.
Within less than a minute the pilot of
the first ship, who has made regular position reports and whose radio is tuned to
the range station, hears the attention sig-

nal, a sputter of "dits" in his ear. He
switches over to "voice" and hears the
radio range calling him. Responding,
he
is told, "Army
Flight Control
advises
heavy icing thirty minutes ahead of you.
and your destination
and alternate closed
due to low ceilings.
Suggest you reverse
course and land at . . ." Th is pilot has
no love for heavy ice or low ceilings. He
executes a lEW-degree turn and in a few
moments is si pping a cup of coffee with
his feet planted on a stout plank floor.
the other plane is moving
rapidly toward the heavy weather.
Flight
Control is getting anxious and has every
range station along the line calling the
pilot.
A dance band or other diversion
keeps his radio tuned to everything except
the range stations that are trying to reach
him.
The weather is thickening.
The pilot
plows on and finally calls his destination
as icing becomes a serious problem.
An
hour after the other plane is safely on the
ground, this pilot is informed his destination and alternate are closed by low ceilings.
In reversing
his course he encounters even worse weather. Before long.
heavy ice is dragging
the plane down
rapidly.
In the nick of time most of the
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crew bailout, but the pilot jumps too late.
Here were two planes that took off at
about the same time, traveling
the same
route toward
the same destination.
In
one case the flight was safely terminated.
In the other case, a potentially good pilot
was killed, a crew demoralized
and a
badly needed airplane was destroyed-all
due to lack of proper radio communication
with the right stations at the right time.
This is not a bedtime story pulled from
thin air to help put the children to sleep
Too often Army Flight Control
tries to
raise a pilot with an important radio message without success. Sometimes the plane
runs smack into the trouble and only by
resourceful
action is the pilot able to
bring the airplane and crew home safely.
At other times Flight Control
watches
planes go on and on to certain disaster
while warning messages go unheeded and
the pilot and crew either get a free parachute ride or end up in a tangle of wing.;
and twisted props on some lonely hillside.
Army Flight Control
will be nationwide in its 'operations
by December
.')1.
19-1). On June 1. 19.1) it was activated
in the Seattle and Boston Flight Control
Centers.
Early in July four more centers
went into action, in the New York City.
Washington,
D. C, and the Oaklan'd
and Burbank. Calif., areas. Several other
centers were to be activated this month.
Base operations
offices can inform pilot,
of areas in which Flight Control is offering the Pilot's Advisory Service and pilots
should plan their flights accordingly.
Full use of radio facilities is part of th<:
essential training of the yount' pilot and
his crew.
It is force of habit with the
older and more experienced
pilots.
Use
your radio; tune in on every radio range
on your route. You may be the pilot they
are trying to locate. And use the Pilot's
Advisory
Service
whenever
you
pass
through
an area where it is offered. j~
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How the U. S. Army launched
its first great land-air offensive across the Owen Stanley
Range.
On July 21-22, 1942, the first units of
a Japanese
army under
General
Horii
succeeded
in landiru; at Gona Mission.
Allied air action against the Jap naval
unit of three tr.insports,
lwo lighl crui:
ers and three destroyers was intense but
insufficient
to prevent
the beaching
of
some 4,400 troops and supplies.
One
transport was set afire and l.er.unc known
as the "Coria Wreck,"
to be used later
by the Japanese in an interesting
manner.
This J'lp army W:IS subscqucntlv
reinforced by several thousand additional men
and by September
27 had crossed the
Owen Stanley Range, driving to within
32 miles of Port Moresby.
Here Allied resistance stiffcned and a
strong defensive position was established
at Iorabaiwa Ridge.

THE PAPUAN CAMPAIGN
W

the Papuan campaign
ended
in January,
1913, with the Allied
occupation
of Buna, Gona Mission and
the Sanananda
sector, and the complete
destrmtion
of Genera! Horii's army, there
came to a close the first fully inreurared
land-air
offensive
ever undertaken
by
United States forces,
The action was most signifiGlnt.
Air
power was used to its highest advantage,
not according to old and narrow concepts
of air support but with an eye to all its
man ifol d functions.
In fact, the tr~lilsport of ground troops
and supplies over difficult terrain with ,1
vast resultant saving of time and life was
conccdedlv
the air 'arm's most important
contrihution
to the victory. Bombardment
and strafing
operations
were relentless
and effective.
But always they were subordinate
to the mass hauling
hy air of
ground
troops,
artillery
weapons
and
supplies.
Prol.ablv
sixty percent of the Allied
ground troops were flown by air across the
Owen Stan lev Range and were landed fresh
and in full force close to the battle lines.
The troops flown to combat amounted,
conservatively.
to a full division.
Our aircraft also transported
jeeps, machine guns, Befors, 25-pounders
and even
some 105 howitzers. Other supplies were
dropped
continuously.
Our record day
saw approximately
350 tons transported,
and a fair daily average would he around
115 tons. The distance was 110 miles
HEN
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from Port Moresby to the front.
H was this campaign, moreover, that
witnessed our first mass air evacuation of
casualties.
All Allied sick and wounded
were flown back across the mountains, accomplishing
in less than an hour a journey which normally would have recluired
a couple of weeks by donkey-back.
While no comparative figures arc available, it is believed
that our air units
hauled more-on
a per ton-mile hasisthan the Germans at any time in this war.
Proper evaluation
of the Papuan campaign calls for a brief review of its development and of ,the circumstances
with
which our forces were confronted.
Strewn along a New Guinea beach are Jap.
barges
wrecked
in an Allied raid.
Heavy
strafing has stripped the palm trees.

11'

is noteworthv
that the Japanese never
gained
air superiority.
From July 20
19i~, to January 23, 19cJ3, they raidcd
Port Moresby
only about thirty lime;
with no re.i llv serious results
and molested our gr~unl! forces on\; occasion
ally. Our .ur units lurassed their drome,
at Bun,l and elsewhere, knocke,\ out n1<111\
enemy aircraft and later, when our offensi;e was under way, completely
dominated the skv.
However, 'before
our air power could
be brought
into full play, it was necessary to recapture
the landing
field at
Kokoda, on the enemy's side of the Owen
Stanley Mountains.
Thi~ was a slow, costly process. Ground
units had to drive the Jap back up the
jungle track, wiping him out of ravines
and pockets in dense foJ iage where observation was always difficult.
Six weeks
were consumed
before our troops succeeded in fighting back across a gap in
the range to take Kokoda on November
2.
By November
1 a landing strip at Kokoda was ready for our use and suppl ies
for our troops began to be flown in. The
Japs retreated six miles or so down the
Kokoda-Wairopc
track to make a stand
at Oivi, but they were subjected to such
heavy ground attack and strafing from the
air by Beaufichters
and A-20s that on
November
11' they were forced out of
Oivi with considerable
losses.
In this phase of the operation,
our airmen kept the enemy's supply lines under
daily attack. Particularly
heavy bornbin s
and strafing of Wairope,
Kakendetta,
Po
pondetta,
Soputa,
Sanananda
and Bun.i
was done by A-20s, Beaufighters and B-2()s.
One of the important
troop transport
operations began on November
5. American units were flown from the Australian
mainland to Port Moresby and from there
AIR FORCE,
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across the mountain
range to the east
coast of Papua, at Wanigela
Mission.
By
November
15 the whole force with its
supplies
had been landed at Wanigela,
from where it set out on foot for Buna.
Japs had obtained
some reinforcements but these represented
only a fraction of their casualties.
Reports at the
end of November
indicated
that some
S.OOO to 9,()OO of their troops were dead,
wounded,
sick or missing, and that their
force had been reduced
from appr oximately lc,,()()() to, at most,LOOO. General
Horii had drowned
in a crossing of the
Kumusi River.
After the defeat at Oivi, the next real
stand made by the Japanese was on the
coast east of Soput.i.
Enemy resistance
was soon reduced to three sectors: Buna,
Sanananda-Soputa
and Gona Mission.
Gona Mission was the first to fall. The
Japs held
strongly
defended
positions
and, despite the fact that our A-20s, P-40s
and Bcaufighters
reduced all buildings to
wreckage
and repeatedly
strafed
their
lines, stubborn
resistance continued
until
fJlied ground troop reinforcements
were
flown right into the forward area. They
vcnt Jirectly into action and Gona Mission was finally occupied on December 9.
At Buna there were two fronts-the
"New Strip" area and the Giruwa Village area. In the former, the Japs had
sturdy pillboxes
impervious
to 81 mm
mortars
and 25-pounders.
Tanks,
however, finally broke the deadlock.
Resistance around Giruwa was also obdurate until the enemy was overwhelmed
with
fresh
troops
flown
from
Port
Moresby to nearby Dobudara.
Air attacks had leveled the Buna Government
Station and other buildings
to
ashes (although
much credit for this destruction must go also to the 25-pounders
of the artillery).
But it was not until
THE

"A New Form of Campaign
General Douglas Mac Arthur issued the following statement on January 24, 19.13:
"The destruction
of remnants
of the enemy
forces in the 5anananda
area concludes
the
Papuan
campaign.
The Horfi army
(lieutenant
General
Tomatore
Horii commanded
the estimated
15,000
Japanese
troops
in
Papua)
has been annihilated.
"The outstanding
military
lesson of this
campaign
was
the continuous,
calculated
application
of air power
inherent
in the
potentialities
of every component
of the air
forces employed
in the most intimate
tactical
and
logistical
union
with
ground
troops.
"The effect af this modern
instrumentality was sharply
accentuated
by the geographical
limitations
of this theater.
For
months on end, air transport
with constant
fighter
coverage
moved
complete
infantry
regiments
and
artillery
battalions
across
the
almost
impenetrable
mountains
and
iung les of Papua and the reaches of the
sea, transported
field hospitals
and other
base installations
to the front, supplied
the
troops and evacuated
casualties.
"For hundreds
of miles bombers
provided
all-around
reconnaissance,
protected
the
coast from hostile
naval
intervention
and
blasted
the way for the infantry
as it drove
forward.
"A new form of campaign
was tested
which points the way to the ultimate
defeat of the enemy in the Pacific.
"The offensive
and defensive
power of
the air and
the adaptability,
range
and
capacity
of its transport
in an effective
combination
with ground
forces
represent
tactical
and
strategical
elements
of
a
broadened
conception
of warfare
that will
permit
the application
of offensive
power
in swift,
massive
strokes
rather
than
the
dilatory
and cosily island-to-island
advance
that
some have assumed
to be necessary
in a theatre
where
the enemy's
far flung
strongholds
are dispersed
throughout
a vast
expanse
of archipelagos.
UAir forces
and
ground
forces
were
welded
together
in Papua,
and when
in
sufficient
strength
with proper
naval
support,
their
indissoluble
union
points
the
way to victory through
new and broadened
strategic
and tactical
conceptions."

Rifles and ammunition
salvaged
in action around
Buna are brought
back by air to an Allied
base.

tanks and other ground units had forced
withdrawals
from the pillboxes and had
captured
the Buna drome,
driving
the
Japs into a grove on Giropa Point, that
an end was finally brought to the enemy's
resistance in this sector on January 3.
The Sanananda-Soputa
sector was the
most difficult of the three. Here the Japs
held out until January 23. Our aircraft
pounded
the area relentlessly,
making it
a mass of bomb craters and wreckage.
from November
2 to January 23 there
were 43 missions directed against Sanananda. These included strafing operations
by Beaufightcrs,
A-20s and P--lOs, and
bombing by 13.25s, 13-26s and B-17s.
Japs held on doggedly
however,
in an area about .t mile in diameter. even
after they had been surrounded.
But they
were at last broken up into small pocket~,
which gradu,l1ly succumbed to our ground
troops.
Except for minor
mopping-up
activities,
the campaign
ended on january 23 with the Allies in complete possession of Papua.
Air power had contributed
to the success of this offensive in three principal
ways: the transport
of troops and supplies; the prevention
of worthwhile
reinforcement,
and the harassment
of enemy
supply lines.
These operations,
all under the direction of Major General Ennis C. Whitehead, commanding
the advance echelon
of the 5th Air Force with headquarters
at Port Moresby,
were accomplished
in
the face of severe weather conditions and
difficult terrain.
The Owen Stanley Mountains
rise to
14,000 feet at certain points and almost
always the ceiling above the range is low.
Rain falls every day in this area, with as
much as forty inches a year at Moresby
and perhaps triple that in the mountains.
Also, there are tremendous
thunderheads
THE
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running up to 25,000 feet or more. Most
of our flying was done between daylight
and noon.
Customary
ideas of air support had to
be dispensed with, since it was extremely
linr.] to define targets. The japs rarely
presented massed troops against which to
direct attack and because of the jungle
observation
was always
difficult
frcqucnt lv impossible.
Results could rarely
be determined.
In bombing and strafing operations our
air units had to attack well ahead of our
own ground
forces to avoid casualties.
The l~ost c:ffective means by which enemy
targets could be defined was through use
of smoke shells.
Conditioned
by these circumstances,
our combat operations
developed
along
the following
lines:
P-39s am!'p-'lOs were assigned the bulk
of our fi,<.;hter work. Strafing was carried
out prinrip.il ly by P-40s, A-20s, B-25s
and B-2()s, in concert with such Allied
planes as Beaufighters.
Heavy bombers,
including
B-17s, were utilized chiefly to
attack convoys and prevent successful reinforcement
of the enemy.
Our A-20s, B-2,)s aml B-2()s dropped
many demolition
bombs on build invs and
storehouses,
with much resultant d'~-;ILlge,
and dropped an unusual number of fragmentation
bombs on Japanese troop concentrations.
Bornbardrncn t operations,
however, cannot be considered of vast im-
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portance.
It is probable that, under the
difficult conditions
affecting observation
and tar zet definition, field artillery would
have b~~n more effective had it been possible to get enough of it into forward
positions.
All combat missions were flown from
Port Moresby,
1] 0 miles
south of the
main battle area and across the Owen
Stanley Range.
Scant fighter opposit ion
was encountered.
There were some Zeros
and other planes based at Burin, but many
had been destroyed on the ground before
the offensive actual Iv was bet!un.
While
Jap
figl{ter
opp~sition
was
mcauer, their anti-aircraft
lire \vas something else again. At many points it was
quite heavy and was used adroitly.
Antiaircraft
guns
were
continually
beiru;
shifted fr~m one emplacement
t~ anoth;r
for purposes of surprise and were naturally well-concealed.
The "Gona 'V{T reck" was transformed
into an anti-aircraft
position which, despite repeated
bombings
and strafings,
was effective r itrht to the end of the
Papuan campaigl~.
Our air attacks certainly
contributed
much to the final victory.
During November
extensive
destruction
of supply
dumps and gasoline drums was accorn-

plished,
numerous
barges
and
native
canoes being used by the e:1emy were
strafed and set afi rc, and the Buna Drome
was rendered vi.tua llv useless.
During
December' two large-sc:de
attempts t~ land reinforcements
were opposed by our air units. And, while some
troops were put ashore in both instances,
the attempts were not in themselves very
successful.
Of the J;lpanese who landed
many were destroyed by strafing, several
barges were sunk or burned,
and their
stores, drawn up on the beach, were left
smoldering.
What probably was another
reinforcement
attempt,
in January,
wa s
broken up far to the north nc.i r Lac.
Despite the acknowledged
importance
of these and other opc r.u ions, however, it
is c1e:11'that in view of the bad weather
and b:ld terrain the handlin e of ground
l!nits v.as the key to the {it~~d OL;tcome.
It was in the t~ar;sport of such units and
their supplies
that our air power was
most useful.
Loading
and unloading
of transports
W,IS handled
by crews of the ground
units, arid the work went smoothly from
the very outset. Bulky equipment
was invariably broken
down into small loads
for expeditious
handling.
The planes used were mostly converted
AIR
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Japanese OppOSItIOn was extremely determined. They were hopelessly outnumbered and knew it, as the rather pathetic
entries in their diaries revealed. But they
fought fiercely and with high morale.
Had our ground forces been required
to march 110 miles through jungle and
over mountains to reach the front, had
we not been able to transport by air sufficient reinforcements to bring about relatively quick decisions in certain areas, the

DC-2s, DC-3s and C-47s, all flown by
pilots with troop carrier training. Landing fields were built quickly as our
ground units progressed. No mats were
used, for our engineers found it fairly
simple to construct strips in the open
savannahs of the area merely by cutting
the grass and doing a slight amount of
leveling. This situation obtained only in
the Buna area, however.
Throughout
the Papuan campaIgn,

Here's another quest for information,
please. Chalk up five points for each
question correctly
answered.
If you
score Ninety, the next higher rank is
none too good for you. Eighty is excellent; seventy, good; sixty, fair, and fifty,
below par. Watch out for the flak.
Answers are on Page 44.

5. An aviation cadet
Smith is addressed

named

a. Cadet Smith b. Smith
c. Mister Smith d. Candidate Smith

6. What

loss of Allied life and materiel against
this stern opposition would have been infinitely greater. And there is no estimating the amount of time that would have
been consumed in gaining the victory.
Thus, the Papuan campaign, first largescale demonstration of a modern groundair offensive by the U. S. Army, was
eminently successful and was-e-tc ground
and air officers alike~an impressive preview of things to come.

*
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1. What ;$ the armament in
the B-17 belly turret?
a. One .30 and one .50 caliber
machine gun
b. Two .50 caliber machine guns
c. Two .30 caliber machine guns
d. One .50 caliber machine gun
and one .20 mm cannon

7. Identify

a. 1st Air Force
b. 2nd Air Force
c. 3rd Air Force
d. 4th Air Force
1. Tampa. Florida
2. Mitchel Field. New York
3. San Francisco. California
4. Colorad'o Springs. Colorado.

J3. What is the shortest

air distance from Dutch Harbor to
Tokyo?

this airplane:

a. 2840 miles
c. 3185 miles

The navigator in the P-39 watched
the lead plane chandelle up. do
an Immelmann. a half.roll. and dive
steeply away.

out of range, starts to come
in, what is the best thing
for an aerial gunner to do?

3. What is pilotage?
a. Flying by use of maps and reeognition points
b. The 26 year old age limit established for AAF pilots
c. The approved method of flying
through an overcast
d. Elements of flying taught in
pre.f1ight school

4. The best way to prepare
your eyes for night flying
Is by
a. Putting a patch over one eye
b. Looking steadily at a red light
for approximately ten minutes
c. Wearing night adapter goggles
for about half an hour
d. Eating lima beans
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b. 2260 miles
d. 1900 miles

14. Find the error in the following statement

2. When an enemy fighter, just

a. Hold your fire until he closes
so as not to waste valuable
ammunition
b. Give him a burst and let him
know you see him even though
you can't hit him
c. Call out his position and look
around for other enemy planes
d. Apply for Officers Candidate
School

a. Hitting the earth from a para.
chute jump
b. A complete victory over the
enemy
c. Sighting land when you come
in from over water
d. A term describing the hill-enddale-like nature of the terrain

J2. Four Air Forces have permanent Headquarters
in the
United
States.
Associate
each with its proper Ieeetion.

is the recommended
way to thaw a frozen hand?
a. Use hot water
b. Rub snow on it
c. Exercise vigorously and allow
blood to warm it
d. Put it under your armpit or between your legs

What is a landfall?

8. You are low over the ocean
in enemy territory and your
drift meter isn't working.
How can you determine
wind velocity?
a. Call nearest weather station
b. Watch the white caps
c. Wet your finger and stick it out
of the side of the plane
d. Throw something out of the
ship and watch it fall

J5. Army
nurses, no matter
what their rank, are never
saluted by enlisted men.
a. True
a. Texas
c. Louisiana

J7.

in

b. California
d. Georgia

In the AAF the word "mosaic" most commonly refers
to
a. A reconnaissance plane
b. A temple in India
c. A composite photograph formed
by matching a number of photographs
of contiguous
parts
taken from the air
d. A tribe of Arabs in North
Africa friendly to flyers

9. When a newly commissioned
officer receives his first salute, he traditionally
a. Initiates an additional salute
b. Never returns the first salute
c. Pays out a dollar
d. Buys a drink

b. False

J6. March Field is located

J8. Identify

this airplane:

JO. What is wave bombing?
a. Torpedo attacks made by drop.
ping bombs on the wavetops
b. Coming in low over the waves
c. Attacking a target in waves
of planes
d. Using 100 pounders and lneendiaries
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The notched knob at
left must be oriented
with break in lighted
"e" flashed across
the room.
Recorder
(below)
clicks wheQ
the setting is correct.

ott
\taG '.
Bif <J. -/I. B Mcldo./J
WRIGHT FIELD

vision testing machine that
A
determines the ability of soldiers to
see objects at night is now in use, and
NIGHT

may soon be placed in the Army's classification centers and gunnery schools. The
machine was largely developed at the
Aero- Medical Laboratory at Wright Field.
Earlier in the war it was discovered that
airmen who made the poorest scores in
night vision tests generally returned to
their bases with the poorest night combat
results. This finding immediately stimulated extensive study of the peculiarities
of night vision.
Scientists recently have discovered that
an entirely different part of the eye is
used to spot objects at night than during
the day. One can see objects most distinctly at night by looking, not at but to
eitber srd e of an object, while during the
day the clearest image is obtained by
looking directly at the object.
Here's how scientists explain the phenomenon:
The eye has two different sets of nerve
elements, cones and rods. The cones, located in the center of the retina, make it
possible to see objects in daylight or
under artificial lighting. Through them,
colors and fine details can easily be distinguished. The cones are concentrated in
the center of the retina and are scattered
thinly toward the periphery. These cones
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are of practically no use in discerning
objects in dim light.
The rods, on the other hand, are most
numerous toward the periphery, away
from the center of the eye. For this
reason, objects are distinguished at night
by the rods because they are about 1,000
times more sensitive than the cones in
dim light. Perception of color and detail
is a function of the cones, rods are good
only for spotting objects in dim light.
Hence, under darkened conditions, objects can best be seen by looking to one
side-from
five to ten degrees off center.
The cones in the center of the eye constitute a "blind spot" at night which few
individuals know they possess.
ARMY scientists at Wright
Field's AeroMedical Laboratory, working with the
new night vision tester, discovered that
the lowest-scoring individuals of any
group tested need approximately ten
times more light to discern objects at
night than do the highest-scoring individuals.
translated
into combat terms, this
means that lowest-scoring airmen see an
object only if it is twice as large as that
same object viewed by men with the highest scores. In more vital terms, it means
that those having the best ni~ht vision
can see an enemy plane at twice the dis-

tance than those with the poorest. This
may well mean the difference between
success and failure of a mission.
According to the scientists who developed the machine, the average individual
has a wide range of night vision and,
moreover, men from the country have a
more highly developed sense of night
vision than those from the city. Experiments have shown that five percent of any
group taking a night vision test for the
first time fail in the test because they cannot immediately accustom their eyes to
looking at an object off-center instead of
squarely in the middle. Less than one
percent, however, fail the test entirely
after being given a second chance.
The night vision testing machine,
which will enable the Army to classify its
men as to their night vision aptitude, consists of two parts: a rotating white disc
(located twenty feet from the subject being tested), in the center of which is a
black letter "C" with a one-inch break in
it, and a manual recorder with a Cshaped knob which the individual must
match with the "C' on the revolving disc.
During the test, the rotating white
circle with its black "C" stops forty
times, each time in a different position.
The duration of each stop is seven seconds, and after each stop is an interval of
nine seconds of darkness. At first, the
AIR FORCE.
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You don't have to be endowed
-with cat eyes to see obiects at
night. This tells you why. and how
you can best adapt your eyes for
night vision.

Lighted "C" flashed on screen.

white circle is f.rir lv hright. hut with each
succeeding
five slC;ps the 'light hcromes
more faint so that bvt h« time the test is
concluded, only thos~ with superior night
vision c.in ddect the roun.] patch of li,l.(hl.
There are eil.(ht kvcl-. of hr iuhtncss, each
level with fi\e successi\(' ,t~ps arid c.u li
>lop in a diiTcrent I,o,ition.
Dur ins; the «vcn
«x on.ls
that the
white cil:cle is illumin.uc.i.
the indivi.lual
must plclle the "C' knob which he is
operatin,l.( in the idcntic.1] position of the
'C" shown at the other end of the machine. \X/hen the li,!.(ilt ,l.(oes orl. he is permiitc.d .uiot hcr three seconds in which to
make a (IU ick c1un,l.(e on the recorder if
he feels he might li.ive made ,1I1 error.
An
electrical
impulse
then
registers
whether he has correctly coordinated
the
two Cs. J.arh of the correct m.uchim«
is
recorded and the total store at the e~d of
the test reveals his r.u inu. /\ rl ick lets the
student
know whether' he lus "hit the
m.uk" c.u h time the m.uh inc rel.(istels.
On the present system of scoring, those
J,;dting from 31 to 10, inclusivc , are .il-ove
;I\('r,l,l.(e: those with scores from 21 tO)o,
avcr.u;c : those from 11 to 20, below
aveLl~e. and Jess than I 1, unsatisfactory.
It ~uluires half '111 hour for one's dyes
to hecome accustomed to seeing objects in
dim light. Therefore.
men taking the test
arc either pLiced in a .l.rrk room for that
lcncth of time hefore the test is hel.(un, or
the}' .i re eCjuipped with red goggle~which
achieve the same effect.
The night vision tester is operated by a
single individual
who can test from 250
to 300 persons a day. i'~
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COMMANDING

GENERAL, AIR SERVICE COMMAND.

'EM FLYING everybody
has
adopted
this slogan.
But the Air
Service Command is really in the business.
The Command's
mission is "to maintain
the maximum
possible percentage
of aircr.i l t furnished
the Army Air forces in
combat readiness."
And the activity of the
ASC is it business.
On Decernber
16,
1912, the ASC was re~rgwized
on that
basis-"the
artivit ies of the Air Service
Command
arc more closely related
to
those of business
management
than of
military operation;
the Air Service Command is an industrial
organization
managed by the military."
This is big business, too. Eight months
ago figures on the ASC far exceeded comparahle
ones for General
Motors,
repUkdly the world's
biggest corporation.
The Command
had more personnel
and
warcliousc
space, and it handled
more
material.
The ASC is operated by 300,000 civilians, and the military management
consists
of approximately
fl,OOO officers. Another
7,000 olJicers and 1 'jO,OOO enlisted men
arc under its command being trained for
Command
activities overseas. The civilian
personnel
represent eighty percent of the
total civilian employees of the AAF. In
contrast to employees of most other government agencies, only a very small percentage
of these civilians
arc stenographers
and
clerks. In the ASC they are highly skilled
mechanics,
technicians,
engineers, administrative assistants and executives, The officers, excepting those with service groups,
air depot poups
and the related training
activities, were commissioned
mainly from
responsible
positions with our large peacetime corporations.
These officers bring their experience and
HP
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knowledge
immediately
to bear on their
job and find a minimum of military procedure to deal with. The problems
they
find in the ASC may be bigger than those
to which they were usually accustomed,
and time is always pressing, but the principles arc similar and the solution" of
some of these problems have given the
Command better systems of property control and maintenance
methods than have
ever before existed.
In fact, when aerial
puddle-jumpers
become commonplace after
the war, the ASC will already
have
solved, in principle, the problems of supply and maintenance
in the age of flight.
The ASC has already trained enough personnel to give such industry a good experience level.

How the world's largest "corporation" functions under a
decentralization program.
The Air Service Command
is the typi.
cal expression of modern war. Its organization illustrates the fact that a distinction between industrial activity and military operations is no longer clear-cut. The
Command
represents a merger and it successfully transfuses
industrial
experience
and etfort into military action.
Having recognized' its status as an industrial organization,
the ASC has abandoned the traditional
military staff and
introduced
a component
into the armed
forces which embodies a new concept.
It
was found that the staff organization
was
not adapted to ASC operations.
The activities of the Command
did not divide
themselves
along the lines of the usual
staff functions
but of the functions
of
supply, maintenance,
and personnel
and

trarrung.
Experience
at sub-depots
and
control depots had shown that this was a
natural grouping.
Our headquarters
followed suit. The real change effected in
the ASC headquarters
was not in the
alia ndonmont
of staffs as such, because
their functions
are still exercised
somewhere among the divisions,
special sections and administrative
otticers; it W,lS
the decentralization
of authority
at the
same echelon. The commanding
general
designated
those officers who formerly
had been his advisers only, to be definitely responsible
for certain functions,
and gave them sufficient authority to discharge this responsibility.
And now when
he requires advice his experts arc at hand.
Overall
planning
was established
as a
function of the control of/icc.
A standard
or-ranizat ioual framework
was developed
a~d al! echelons
of the
ASC were o,g,ll1ized alike. The chiefs of
the divisions
at Command
headquarters
were the big operators
and h,ld the responsibility
for their respective functions
throughout
the entire Command.
This
same relation exists between all components at any echelon. Thus, activities which
had been traditionally
organized along the
concept of installation
or command
were
organized
vertically
without
regard
to
location.
idea of management
was introduced to the ASC with specialists in organization,
procedures
and adruinistrative
practices. The commanding
general was
provided ,1 control room where the status
of his program was portrayed and all the
information
leading to necessary decisions
was available.
The control room of the
ASC, which is closely guarded
became
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of the nature of the Command's activities,
probably presents as complete a picture of
the AAF program and operations as exists
outside of Washington.
The committee type of operation was
adopted. Instead of a piece of paper, outlining a proposal, being routed through a
series of officers for comment and then
back again when the comments have been
considered, the responsible persons are
informed of the problem and called as a
committee; final decision is obtained without further delay. The flood of paperwork
between echelons was reduced by the application of straightline control and personal contact between echelons.
Most AAF personnel are familiar with
the ASC through contact with sub-depots
which are only the terminal activities of
this Command in the United States. As
a result, they frequently arc unaware of
the huge activities which support these
sub-depots and keep the supplies flowing
overseas. More supplies are now required
overseas than in the United States. The
supply division has devised automatic
supply tables, pack-ups and ingenious
crating procedures. The automatic supply
tables are lists of supplies by type airplane for a certain number of combat
units, usually thirty- to ninety-day periods,
and are shipped without requisition in
accordance with movements of plane. Operations from various theatres and changes
in design of plane cause these tables to be
constantly under revision, and the ASC
sends observers overseas to report on these
matters. Pack-ups represent a method of
putting supplies together for special purposes, eliminating unnecessary unpacking
and recrating on the other side and special requisitions.
In the United States the supply division has numerous depots for special purposes and by teletype controls the distribution of hundreds of thousands of
items. If a part is required for a plane out
of commission and the sub-depot is contacted, it is not just the sub-depot facilities that are being tapped but the whole
supply setup in the ASC, because if that
part is available anywhere in the United
States it can he located immediately on the
same network system of property control.
But these operations are routine and
do not represent the magnitude of the
supply division's task. The real problem
of the division is to analyze consumption
data, study strategical problems and tactical operations in order to determine
proj ected requirements for planes of the
AAF, and those furnished our Allies
under lend-lease. The job of preparing a
spare parts consumption list for a new
type of plane is so difficult in itself as to
be mostly "by guess and by God," but the
revisions necessitated by experience and
changes of design in the plane after it
has been in combat all over the globe
stagger the imagination. By the time a
stock is established it may be obsolete.
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its career. Maintenance activities extend
from the repair of the most delicate instruments in the world to the replacement of whole wings on the biggest
planes, and from air-conditioned instrument shops to canvas maintenance shelters in the middle of the desert. The headquarters of the maintenance division may
PERHAPS
the best way to explain what
be in Dayton, Ohio, but it is affected by
the maintenance division does is to begin
weather conditions all over the globe~
by saying that this division at Command
sandstorms on the desert and the cold of
headquarters receives all Unsatisfactory
the Arctic. A small army of manufacReports and issues all Technical Orders.
turers' representatives is in all parts of
Whenever there are American planes
the world acclimating their type of planes
there are T.O.s. They are almost a part of
to the combat conditions encountered and
the plane itself and those who operate
reporting back to the maintenance diviaircraft must be as familiar with them as sion and their companies.
they are with the planes and their tools.
The maintenance division does the
The job of publishing T.O.s is probably
work and the supply division furnishes
the biggest continuous editorial activity
materials with which the work is done,
in the world. T.O.s are printed in all lanbut it is the personnel and training diviguages of our Allies to accompany lendsion that supplies both the men who suplease aircraft. They arc distributed to ply the materials and the men who do
every part of the world where there is an
the job.
American plane. Most frequently this is
Obtaining trained civilian personnel is
accomplished by microfilm sent to over- now out of the question. In fact, it is
seas activities where reproduction and dis- hard to obtain personnel of any sort, and
tribution are handled by publication ccn- the men who have been trained through
the years are being drafted. Consequently,
the personnel and training division now
relies almost entirely on the procurement
of women who are then trained in the
complicated terhrriques of aircraft repair
and maintenance. Thirty-nine percent of
our present employees arc women.
The problem of employment in the
ASC is complicated by the fact that our
installations are, of military necessity, removed from the large centers of population, with consequent housing and transportation problems. In the face of the
many difficulties surrounding our reliance
"Gatta Get Those Spares"
on civilian personnel for basic operations,
ters. The sheer bulk of T.O.s is not of
the personnel and training division has
great significance; it is their standard of
come to be a sociological service spending
technical excellence and accuracy which
almost as much time with the problems of
represents a publishing feat. furthermore,
housing, transportation and recreation as
it is not their world-wide circulation
with the routine personnel procedures.
which is really impressive but the effi- But, as the largest employer of civilian
ciency of the distribution system and the
personnel in the AAF, the ASC is making
rapidity with which it can be effected.
every effort to comply with the spirit and
The story of Unsatisfactory Reports is directives of the War Manpower Comprobably the most dramatic aspect of the
mission. The policy of utilizing civilians
ASC. It is these thin red sheets of paper
in order to release soldiers was adopted
that come into headquarters at the rate of
years ago and today every emphasis is
8,000 a month which frequently tell a
on the improvement of functional effistory beginning with some pilot's death,
ciency in order to effect savings in manthe end of which will be the saving of
power. Stenographic pools and a system
many of his comrades' lives. These URs
of office management have been estabare the means by which the collective exlished. Occupational Standards are the
perience of thousands of pilots and mebasis of all personnel actions and the usc
chanics may be brought into the solution
of machines in all operations such as the
of the deficiencies of our aircraft and thus
preparation of payrolls is universal.
enable their constant improvement.
Yet civilian personnel does not repreBut the maintenance division is far
sent the division's primary responsibility
from being a paperwork organization. Its which is to furnish trained ASC groups
shops perform third and fourth echelon
and air depot groups for overseas service.
maintenance on all AAF planes. ProducThese units are probably the largest and
tion lines of aircraft industries may make
the most complicated of the basic organthe plane but the maintenance division
ization in the AAF, if not in the whole
makes it over again two or three times in
(Continued on Page 55)

But the supply division is on a day-today basis and is in constant contact with
manufacturers, returning obsolete parts to
the production line and flying critical
parts directly away. It is safe to say that
nowhere in the world is so much material on such a fluid basis.
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BE READY FOR ANYTHING
(Confinued

their bodies.
Soldiers who weren't killed
by the blasts were' finished off by Marine
:,ayonets.
'We worked closely with the Marines
and Navy all the time," explains
Lanphier.
"And
raids would be made by
groups of planes. Sometimes, for example,
we would fly along at 30,000 feet in P- 3Hs,
with ,l flight of P-40s several thousand
feet below us and perhaps some GruI11mans sever.tl thousand
feet below them.
"We were so high, in fact, that it was
entirely possible Ior the Grummans
to get
into a scrap without our seeing or knowing,
thing about it. When they wanted
to ric .s, they called tbe P- 3H a 'highaltitude fox hole.'
"But, seriously,
everybody
out there
knows that the P- 3H is good, and far
superior
to the Zero.
It Ius an exceedingly fast rate of climh, high speed, long
range an.] its guns throw plenty of lead.
And it's pretty sweet having two engines
when one gets shot out miles from home
and the other brings you back."
That business of getting back, say both
Mitchell
and Lanphier,
really taxes a
pilot's ability.
In the Solomons
campaign
missions
were long and were flown in all kinds of
weather.
Time and ,Ht,lin, planes would
go out on escort under extremely hazardous conditions and upon their return have
to land after dark in a heavy rainstorm
with no landing lights. Enemy bases were
always close and the Japs alwa.ys outnumbered
our aerial forces by four or
five or six to one.
"Both
living and fighting
conditions
were a.bout as tough as I want to see
them," said Lanphier.
"But don't forget,
ANSWERS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

n.
t,L
IS.
17.
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(h) Two .50 caliher machine guns.
(h) Givc him a burst and let him
know you see him even though you
can't hit him.
(a) Flying hy use of maps and rccognition points.
(c) Wearing
night adapter goggles
for ahout half an hour.
(c) Mister Smith.
(d)
Put it under your armpit
or
between your legs.
7. Spitfire.
(h) Watch the white caps.
(c) Pays out a dollar.
(c) Attacking
a tHget in waves of
planes.
(c) Sighting land when you corne in
from over water.
First Air Force, Mitchel Field, New
York;
Second Air Force, Colorado
Springs, Colorado:
Third Air Force,
Tampa,
Florida:
Fourth Air Force,
San Francisco,
California.
(a) 2840 miles.
There is no navigator in a P-39.
(h) False.
16. (h) California.
(c) A composite
photograph
formed
by ma tchiug a number of photographs
of contiguous
parts taken from the
air.
18. Lancaster.

from
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it's dl1l'd)'J going to be rugged
for a
fighter pilot. As this war moves into new
areas our men will again have bad food
and bad quarters and will again be outnumbered,
probably.
That sort of thing
can't be helped.
All you on
do~as
Mitch says~is be ready for it."
"That
raises another
point,"
added
Mitchell.
"Phvsical
condition.
I can't
tell you how important it is for a man to
he in shape when he gets to the front.
"In the Pacific, for example,
it was
terribly hot all the time.
Many a man
came out there in poor physical condition
and got sick. You just can't fly when
you're sick, though lots of them try and
as a result get hurt or killed.
"Especially new men. They don't want
other pilots to th ink they have lost their
nerve. So they conceal their illness, take
otf when they should be in bed, and too
often don't come back.
"If yOll .i:c in shape and have stored
up plenty of physical energy, the chances
are you won't get sick at all."
Mitchell paused briefly, his face troubled
and serious.
"Here's a tough thing to talk about,"
he said finally, "but it's the truth and
should be realized. The majority of pilots
who get lost arc lost on their first two or
three missions.
"Perhaps
they grow rattled and leave
a formation.
Perhaps they're sick. Per.
haps they don't know their equipment
well enough and something
goes wrong.
Perhaps they are not familiar enough with
the ship itself, with its climbing or turning capabilities.
Acrobatics
will correct
this; it helps you get so used to the plane
that you can do things in combat that you
will never remember doing.
Or perhaps
they arc just not expert enough at night
flying or instrument
flying.
"A squadron commander
can and will
provide
last-minute
training
in combat
work. But the prime responsibility
is the
pilot himself.
He must take such advantage of his training here in the States that
he is ready when he gets to the front.
"If he does that he has little to worry
about. Our planes and cqui pment arc far
superior to those of the enemy. Our ground
crews do a wonderful
job of keeping the
ships in fighting trim and they get a kick
out of it when you bring down a [ap,
"All that's expected of you is to know
how to bring them down."

*
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IS HE
KIDDING?
We don't know whether
he is or not, lady-but we
agree with you that it's
time for him to pass on
that copy of AIR FORCE!
How about it. soldier?
Share your copy of the
service journal with the
other men in your unit.

PASSITON!
AIR FORCE,

September,

1943

TARGET FOR TONIGHT •••
Well planned and brilliantly executed night operations are becoming more and more important. They depend in large 'measure on excellent
night vision-a faculty which this amorous airman obviously doesn't have.
And if he were up 12,000 feet-without
OXYGEN-his
e{fective
night vision would be only about half what it is now because of anoxia. His
chances 0/ locating that "target for tonight" would be practically zero.
(If by now you're wondering how to kiss a girl through an oxygen
mask, CHECK WITH YOUR OXYGEN OFFICER.)
M ore good advice: You can adapt your vision to the dark by wearing special red-lensed, night vision goggles or by staying in a dark room
for thirty minutes before a night flight. Eat foods rich in vitamin A-carrots, spinach, eggs and the like. Keep your windscreens clean, and USE
YOUR OXYGEN
FROM THE GROUND UP AT NIGHT!
With a little study on this night vision problem you won't have to
worry about the "MISS" in "NIGHT MISSION."
(This is the first of an oxygen
AIR FORCE,

September. 1943

series prepored

for AIR FORCE by the Flight

Control

Command.-Ed.)
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ow that Civil Air Patrol has become
an auxiliary of the Army Air Forces,
its members
at more than 1,000 flying
fields throughout
the United States want
nothing
more than to be given further
work.
CAP was formed a week before Pearl
Harbor
as a division
of the Offtce of
Civilian Defense to rnobilrze the civilian
pilots and planes of the country for volunteer wartime duties.
From the beginning, a large and steadily increasing part
of its work has been of a military nature,
carrying out assignments
for the Army
Air Forces.
A short time ago the entire organization was transferred
to the War Department by Presidential
order.
Robert A.
Lovett,
Assistant
Secretary
of War for
Air, declared:
"The transfer is a recognition
of a job
well done and it is motivated by the desire to make the Civil Air Patrol more
directly available to perform its services
to the armed forces."
What the disciplined
and uniformed
volunteers
of the CAP can do and earnestly want to do may be briefed
under
the following headings:
1. Flying services including coastal patrol and light-plane
courier work to relieve military personnel
and aircraft for
other
assignments;
and ground
duties
such as guarding airfields and planes.
2. Training
of thousands
who
are
headed for the Army Air Forces.
3. Maintaining
civil aviation facilities
as a wartime auxiliary and as the foundation for post-war development.
The last point could be important
to
Army pilots, navigators,
servicemen
and
others who desire careers in aviation after
the war is over. If home town airports
become overrun with weeds, progress we
all want to see will be retarded.
Meanwhile. a good many Army pilots owe
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their lives to the fact that these fields
have been kept open for landings.
The CAP has enlisted HO,OOO citizens.
The minimum age is sixteen and most of
the youngsters join the service as soon as
they are permitted. The oldest CAP pilot,
A. 1. Martin, is 81. He has an airport on
his farm near Montour Falls, N. Y. Some
of the lads who got their private licenses
on Mr. Martin's farm are flying for the
armed
forces in various
parts of the
world---and
there are more coming.
Approximately
100,000 private pilots,
a comparable
number
of student pilots
and 25,000 privately owned aircraft were
in the United
States at the time this
country entered the war. The initial task
of the CAP was to mobilize pilots and
auxiliary workers, such as radio operators,
mechanics
and photographers,
into a
military type organization.
a National
Headquarters
staffed
by a. dozen officers of the Army Air
Forces, a Wing Command
was activated
in each of the .18 states and subdivided
into groups, squadrons and flights. From
the wings on down, the CAP organization
is composed
of civilian volunteers
who
receive no salaries and pay their own expenses, except while on active-duty missions. Then they are paid a per diem to
cover living costs and a moderate hourly
rental for the flying time of their planes.
The largest
and most important
of
CAP's
active missions
to date is the
Coastal Patrol conducted from a series of
special CAP bases along the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts from the Canadian Border to
Tampico,
Mexico. The Patrol keeps a
UNDER

CIVIL

AIR

PATROL

constant daylight watch over the shipping
lanes as far out as 100 miles at sea.
Early last year, when enemy submarines
began to take a heavy toll of tankers and
merchant ships within sight of shore, the
Civil Air Patrol was ready although
its
organization
had just begun to function.
The volunteers came with their planes,
radios, monkey
wrenches,
$1.9H kapok
life vests and very little else except their
boundless
enthusiasm.
With no federal
funds for many weeks, though aided by
contributions
from the oil companies, they
carried on from their improvised
bases,
spotted subs and summoned
Army and
Navy bombers to the kill until the subs
were scarce in the waters they patrolled.
These "Flying
Minute Men," as the,
were called by Maj. Gen. Follett Bradley,
then Commanding
General
of the First
Air Force, kept tiH:ir scuds
so well that
U-boat
commanders
crash-dived
at the
approach
of CAP planes, not knowing
they were unarmed. It was months before
bombs and depth charges were hung on
these little airplanes at General Arnold's
orders---and
to good effect.
With the success of the first ex pcr imental bases, the protecting
chain was
extended,
first on the Atlantic
seaboard
and then along the Gulf, until the last
,gap was closed. Thus the heavier cqui p
ment of the Army and Navy was released
for other theatres or for patrols further
out.
By close cooperation
between
the
Army, Navy,
Coast Guard
ancI CAP.
sinkinus close to the mainland
were rc
duced month by month.
These CAP Coastal Patrols, stilI operating along the enti re Atlantic shoreline,
<
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have flown more than 75,000 missions
The Civil Air Patrol. with an
involving more than 20,000,000
miles ot
enviable record already on
over-water flying. They have spotted more
the books. comes to the War
than 170 enemy submarines
and sevenDepartment ready to take on
teen floatinj; mines, often in the path of
even more work.
troop convoys. They have reported
~n
vessels in distress, observed hundreds
of
irregularities
at sea, made hundreds
of
special investigations
and flown thousands
of convoy missions.
Bombs have been dropped
against S 1
enemy submarines,
at least two of which
have been listed as definitely damaged or
destroyed.
These arc in addition
to the
subs which the Army and Navy have accounted for on radio cdl from CAP. The
patrols have located 352 survivors of ship
and plane sinkings.
In the course of these missions, twenty
CAP airmen have been lost at sea and
four in accidents over land. Seven have
been injured seriously ;\11,1 79 planes have
been destroyed.
Flying over the ocean in
single-motor
land planes
is hazardous,
especially in the winter when Hights are
maintained
at temperatures
far below zero.
Inland there have been three fal,dities on
Army courier missions and three on volunteer missions. making a total of thirty
CAP members who have lost their lives in
the service of their country to date.
High standards
of maintenance
have
been achieved
under the most adverse
conditions.
By pooling their funds and
by private contributions,
the men on the
bases have developed
first-class
repair
centers,
sometimes
at sites where they
have leveled fields and erected the buildings by their own labor.
They arc ingenious
in devising
their
own methods
and equipment.
On one
northern
base a remarkably
successful
machine for thawing out motors in cold
weather was built from an old oil drum
and the bellows from a forge. In highwing planes the cabin is immediately submerged when forced down on water; to
enable
pilots and observers
to escape
under such circumstances,
a lever device
This CAP pilot on a training mission drops
to low altitude
to identify
"survivors."
was invented to pull off the door hinges
CAP plane set to drop food supplies
were held from right window of plane
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to icebound
on a sixty-foot

freighter
on Lake
line and dropped

be; ore crashing.
Special flotation
,>.:;ear
also has been fabricated
on the bases.
CAP's
Southern
liaison
Patrol
thes
along the Mexican border,
in cool'eration with the Mexican Government,
to
spot irregularites
and stop illegal crossings in either direction.
Operating
from
bases similar to those of the Costal Parr ol ,
the liaison pilots follow every bend in
the Rio Grande, flying so low that they
can read the license numbers of suspicious
autos and give personal
descriptions
of
individuals spotted.
More than 1,000,000
miles have been flown on this service
without a single Lltality or serious injury
to personnel.
When CAP took over this
job, an Army unit previously assigned to
the work was transferred
to other duties.
Most of the CAP pilots cannot qua lify
for military duty. One of the pilots all
liaison patrol lost both legs flying in the
last war yet, with artificial limbs, he not
only flies but even marches in the drills
at his base. CAP duties involve no draft
exemption.
Many members,
hopeful
of
going
into the Army Air Forces. arc
working
to build up qualifying
flying
time and experience on CAP missions.
Potential] I' larger than the coastal and
liaison patrols is the growing network of
inland
services which CAP has established.
For the Second Air Force, CAP
pilots coordinated
by the Washington
State Wing arc flying on regular routes
and schedules totaling upwards of 20,000
miles daily. More than 2, ')00,000 miles
have been flown on this service to link
widely separated Army posts which otherwise would have had to use Army planes
and personnel
at high operating
costs or
rely on slow ground methods.
Pilots
who
know
the
terrain
f1v
through
the mountains
rather than ove'r
them, winding
low along the valleys.
They have carried approximately
350,000
pounds of cargo, often including
urgent
parts and materials,
and 40,000 pouches
of Army mail.
In the east, CAP planes arc standing by
at sub-depots ready
(Confinued
on Page 56)

Erie. Fifty-pound
to deck as plane

bags
came

of food
upwind.
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always thought that if my end as
an Army pilot came, it would happen
with a 20 mm shell exploding in the cockpit during fierce combat with a FockeWulf.
1 didn't know that plenty of pilots'or, rather,
would-be
pilots'
careers are
ended less bloodily during flight training,
particularly
in primary.
Sometimes
over
half a class are victims of the Messerschmitt May tag in the washing-out
process. It may seem ruthless, but it's a way
of getting only the best possible pilots to
fly Uncle Sam's hot ships.
How do they determine if a cadet isn't
up to the high standards and fast pace of
training?
Let's recall my final check ride in primary at Thunderbird
Field, Arizona.
Lieutenant
Gillesby and I are adjusting
our parachutes beside an innocent-looking,
blue and yellow Stearman.
1 knew I had
to give him a good ride or 1 would be
washed. 1 hadn't passed the others. I was
nervous, desperately
determined.
The lieutenant,
blonde, big, solid-looking, smiled reassuringly
at me. Well, I
thought,
at least it's different
from the
movies. The lieutenant
and 1 aren't in
love with the same girl, and he isn't torn
between vindictiveness
and "Mister," the flying officer said, "I want
you to relax. Then take me up, and How many hours do you have?"
"Thirteen,
sir."
"Solo?"
1 shook my head.

I
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'I see," he said, "Well, the ship's all
yours. 1 won't take over at all unless 1
want to demonstrate
something. You take
it off, climb to 2,000 feet and show me
power-on and power-off stalls. Then climb
to 3,000 and do a two-turn spin. After
that, gliding turns to 500 feet, and let me
see some S-turns across a road. Maybe I'll
pull a simulated forced landing on you.
Then take me home,"

I knew the routine, all right. In the
past three days I had ridden with three
different civilian check riders. 1 had been
put up for check when I hadn't soloed
after eleven hours and twenty minutes of
dual instruction.
If my landings hadn't
been off, 1 might have soloed. Now I was
being checked on all I had learned to see
if I were good enough to be given additional instruction.
Now we were in the plane, the prop
was turning
over, and the cadet wingwalkers were throwing
me well-wishing
looks. I released the brakes, turned it and
went S-ing toward the take-off point on
the runway.
I paused just before take-off and put
my goggles over my eyes. I picked out a
reference point on the hor izon by which
I would try to keep the Stearman straight
on take-off.
Muttering
the
old
cadet
war-cry,
"Habba
Habba,"
I pushed
the throttle
full forward. The engine roared and the
plane shook, gathering
speed.
I pressed
right rudder to correct the swing to the

stick forward to lift the tail off. I noticed
1 was swerving to the right. Too much
right rudder. Then as I corrected, I overcorrected,
and I swerved too far to the
left. [was now fishtailing
and bumping
along the ground, almost airborne, and I
was relieved when by pulling
the stick
back slightly I was up in the air where
the ship was more easily controlled.
A
poor take-off, I had to admit. Get on the
ball, I told myself.
In flying, you don't have to be a 1,000hour veteran to tell if your piloting
is
bad. Even with my microscopic
time, 1
could tell when I rolled out too abruptly
in turns that I was not smoothly
coordinated.
I was now thinking
of the stalls and
recoveries
I'd do.
It is an important
safety maneuver,
particularly
the recognition of the exact second you are in the
stall, to enable you to recover before you
go into a spin. A stall occurs in almost
any position,
climbing,
turning,
where
airspeed falls off and controls mush ineffectively. To recover, you should recognize the stalling point and then apply the
proper correction
for a recovery.
In the
recovery, drop your nose below the horizon to pick up more air speed and increase the engine power.
At about 2,000 feet I made some turns
and hanks to make sure no planes were
below me. I then tried a power-on
stall
What you do is set the throttle at cruising
and then go into a steep climh. This I
did, and soon the Stearman was shuddering uphill
with its airspeed
down to
sixty mph. I kept pulling the stick back
as the ship wanted to nose down. Then
the controls began to mush. Now-!
I jerked the stick forward and shoved
throttle
full forward
and pressed
right
rudder, in one motion. The nose pitched
down and I held it below horizon in a
glide. But, damn it, I was veering definitely to the left. I hadn't used enough
right rudder.
I did other stalls but somehow I just couldn't get those three movements of stick, throttle and rudder properly synchronized.
The stalls were roughly
executed.
I was glad when I finished the
last one.
I went up higher for a two-turn
spin.
After seeing that the area below me was
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deal, I put the plane in a power-off stall,
hut instead of recovering, I pulled the
stick all the way hack, held it and then
kicked right rudder. The nose dropped
off to the right, and I soon was twisting
nose down toward the earth which looked
like a spinning platter of houses and
fields.
A spin and a recovery from one is a test
of many things-timing,
judgment and
keeping your head in a bewildering, befuddling position. In most maneuvers a
gentle, silky touch is required on the controls. But in recovering from a spin you
have to use smooth but definite violence.
Sure, I can tell you how to do it. Now
watch me. I have started revolving to the
right. I have picked a house as a reference point. It is upside down. I have
gone 180 degrees around it. Now it appears right side up in the view below me.
I have completed one turn. I still keep
the stick back. Full right rudder. The
house becomes upright again. I kick left
rudder, pause a fraction of a second and
dump the stick forward. The plane shudders in the stress of recovery. And now
I notice, instead of gliding, I am plunging
straight down in a dive. I have pushed
the stick too far forward.
I pull the stick back to get out of the
dive before I go into an outside loop, and
for pulling back too sharply in my eagerness, Newton's law of inertia punishes
me. The plane comes up but my body
wants to keep going down, particularly
my stomach.
LIEUTENANT GILLESBY, up front, says
nothing through his speaking tube. Maybe
he's too scared to talk, I tell myself
humorously.
I made gliding turns to 500 feet and
picked out a road for S-turns across it. I
did a fair job correcting for drift, which
is one of the purposes of the maneuver.
I completed my turns the same distance
across each side of the road.
And when Lieutenant Gillesby cut the
throttle suddenly, I made a pretty good
simulated forced landing. First, I put the
nose in a glide to maintain flying speed,
then made a turn into the wind for approach to a fairly level green field. It
would have been an OK forced landing.
With throttle forward again, I headed
for home and my biggest test-landing.
The idea of landing a plane is simple.
Gliding in with motor idling, you merely
stall the airplane a few feet off the
ground.
The first problem is to fly the correct
approach to the field or get into the "pattern," which changes with the direction
of the windsock or tee. You first fly downwind outside the field, then make two
ninety-degree turns, finally gliding down
into the wind.
I got into the pattern at 500 feet and
kept watch for other planes. I made my
first ninety-degree turn, straightened out
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This former aviation cadet
gives a straight-from-theshoulder account of his washout in primary and his feelings in the matter.
and looked rapidly for a landing lane
clear of planes. I found it and then cut
the motor to make my last ninety-degree
turn a gl iding turn. Because your airspeed is lower in such a turn, your airfoil
reactions are less effective so I generously
gave plenty of left rudder. I thought the
ship would never stop turning. I had
given enough rudder to turn a 1'1ying
Fortress. After some violent fishtailing, I
finally established a straight glide down.
I watched a fixed point to see if any
cross wind was causing me to drift. It
wasn't. Otherwise I would have had to
dip one wing slightly into the wind and
use a little opposite rudder.
The ground was steadily coming up to
meet us as we glided over the edge of the
field. Now only about fifty feet. Shifting
my eyes, I looked down below. The
ground was going past in a blur. Idiot!
Remember what your instructor told you:
look ahead to a point where the ground
doesn't blur. I did but I lost my refer-

ence point ahead. Confused now about
my actual altitude, I instinctively pulled
the stick back to take the plane out of
glide and into a stall. But with too much
airspeed left, the plane zoomed, and now
I could see I was going to stall-but
about twenty feet off the ground. Never a
dull moment with Charlie!
I pushed the stick and the nose of the
plane down to gain airspeed. I gained
some but before I could pull it out of the
glide, my wheels hit the ground and the
plane bounced-but
hard. That was unexpected and a little too fast for me. I
pulled the stick back to stall it and keep
the tail down, but still the plane had too
much airspeed and it leaped some ten feet
off the ground, then bang, down again
with a terrific jar. Still worse, the Stearman began veering to the right.
Lieutenant Gillesby grabbed the controls and, in a fast blur of movement,
Illustrated

by James T. Rawls

averted a wing-scraping. He retained control of the airplane, taxiing back to the
hangar. I felt ashamed of myself.
As I got out of the cockpit to talk to
Lieutenant Gillesby, I knew what the decision was.
But I asked anyway, "Well, sir?"
"Mister, you don't have it. Not enough
coordination. Your turns were rough. You
don't match pressure on rudder and stick.
You muffed your stalls because you
couldn't coordinate all the movements requircd.
I don't know the reason for that
bad landing, but it was bad. Sorry, but
r will have to recommend you for elimination."
THAT was straight from the shoulder.
Automatically, I saluted and left. My
eyes smarted, for it is damn hard to take
a defeat of hopes and dreams.
MyoId instructor, one of the civilian
flyers employed by the field, saw me in
the flight room and tried to cheer me up.
"You can still fly. You just can't learn
fast enough. The Army wants men who
have a high degree of aptitude because
they have to learn fast-c-first in PTs, then
BTs, then ATs and finally in even hotter
combat ships."
"If I only had some stick time before
I came here," I mused. But then I got
realistic, "But, hell, my trouble is coordination, or a lack of it."
"In that case," he said, "we are just
saving you from some fatal mistakes you
might have made later in a hot ship."
I was too disappointed, however, to appreciate the implication that Lieutenant
Gillesby had saved my life.
I joined the other wash-outs in another
barrack.
"Why did you wash out?" is the question we eventually ask each other.
The answers may be evasive as, "Oh, I
gave the final check rider a rough ride," or
perhaps some more bitter comments on
the check riders' judgment.
Most of those who are eliminated
usually fail, as I did, because of insufficient coordination. There are others who
carelessly get into such accidents as
ground loops and can't survive the checks
given after an accident. There are some
victims of airsickness. Others wash because they disobey regulations, engage in
dogfights or formation flying before they
are ready. A very small percentage is
eliminated because they have threatened
cadet officers or have overstayed passes.
The number of men who wash out
always strikes one as being wasteful. Most
of the boys can fly, and fairly well, too.
But even I, disappointed as I am, can appreciate the Army's aim. It wants the
cream of the crop. to make the best pilots
in the world. The standards for Army
pilots haven't been lowered in this war.
you don't believe it, ask those young
men who have ridden the Messerschmitt
May tag. 1:>:
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DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE CROSS

MAJORS:
Ron,lId
D. Hubbard,
Herman
F.
Lowery,
Kenneth
McCullar':'
(Also
Distinguished Flying Cross wi th Oak Leaf Cluster),
Robert
F. Strickland.
CAPTAINS:
James R.
Smith (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross). [ran
Sussky.
LIEUTENANTS:
Bernard
E. Anderson,
Kenneth W. Howat (Also Purple Heart. Distinguished
Flying
Cross and two Oak Leaf
Clusters to Air Medal),
Robert G. Oestreicher.
SERGEANT \'Vilbert R. Burns.
PRIVATE Ray' J.
Matr hitt ".

DISTINGUISHED
LIEUTENANT
Air Medal).

SERVICE MEDAL

GENERAL Delos C. Emmons
MAJOR William G. Benn.

(Aim

SILVER STAR
COLONEL Leon W. Johnson.
MAJORS: Harvey
J. Scandrett
(Also Distinguished
Flying Cross
and Air Medal).
John A. Thompson
(Also
Distinguished
Flying
Cross).
CAPTAINS:
Thomas
T. Dabney
(Also Air Medal),
Fred
P. Dollenberg
(Also
Distinguished
Flying
Cross and Air Medal), Justus A. Emens (Also
Purple Heart),
Curran L Jones (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross with Oak Leaf Cluster
and Air Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters),
Thomas
G. Lanphier,
Jr. (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross).
LIEUTENANTS: John G. Brennan, Henry D. Chism, jr., Leonard E. Edington
(Also
Distinguished
Flying
Cross
and Air
Medal),
Paul Pestel, Byron R. Work
(With
Oak Leaf Cluster),
R. W. Yundt
(Also Distinguished
Flying
Cross
and
Air Medal ),
STAFF SERGEANTS: Fred J. Best, Adolph Buda,
Clarence E. King (Also Distinguished
Flying
Cross).
Torn P. Rogers
(Also Distinguished
Flying Cross).
SERGEANTS: Arthur Karlinger*
(Also Purple Heart*),
Robert B. Lowrie (Also
Purple
Heart),
Ollie
Michael
(Also
Air
Medal).

OAK LEAF CLUSTER TO
SILVER STAR
LIEUTENANTS: E. J. Nossurn, Horace E. Perry.
PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Edward Van Every, Herbert M. Wheatley,
Jr.
• Post b xrn ons
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PURPLE HEART
LIEUTENANT COLONEL Stuart M. Porter. MAJOR
Chauncey B. 'Yhitney*.
CAPTAINS: ~)hn A. E.
Bergstrom"',
hi ward W. Rohinson.
LIEUTENANTS: Kenneth
L. Alspaugh,
John D. ',awford.
Donald
Eaken,
Marshall
L. .orshey,
David L. Gaede, Paul J. Gruesser, Thomas L.
Hayes, Jr., Arthur
N. Inman
(Also Distinguished Flying Cross and Air Medal with Oak
Leaf Cluster),
Donald
J. Kundinger,
Joseph
F. Kane*, William
A. Lorence, William
W.
O'Neil,
Arnold
W. Postel Ie, Burt H. Rice,
Eugene A. Wahl.
WARRANT OFFICER Jack E.
Day.
MASTER SERG.EANT Edwin
F. Rhodes.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Almond
E. Caird,
Thomas
J. Coburn, Otto T. May. STAFF
SERGEANTS: Nicholas T. Brozack, Carl A. Knutson, Myrvan R. Morley, Gerald H. Watson,
Terrel
Henry Wood.
SERGEANTS: Oscar R.
Billings,
John
G. Cottros,
Archie
Cothern,
Eritrco E. Del Vecchio*, Ray L. Draper, Bobby
H. Gordon,
Russell L. Hultgren,
Charles E.
Stafford,
William
R. \'Vhalon.
CORPORALS:
Edwin W. Burns, Jennings
G. Beckwith, Angelo P. Delucia, Leonard K. Florence. Carroll
J. Ferguson, Darwin A. Garrett. Harold Kissel.
PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Robert R. Kelley':'. J. B.
Sparks*.
Edwin A. Tischhirek,
Anderson
G.
Tennison*.
PRIVATES:
Jack H. Feldman*,
Stuart H. Fiander*.
Stanley R. Foster, Leo E.
A. Gagne*.
Rohert
H. Gooding*,
Joseph
jcdrysik".
Bethel L Kniphfer,
Roderick
O.
Klubertanz*,
Otto
C. Klein*,
Andrew
J.
Kinder*.
John
A. Mayberry,
Russell
M.
Penny*, Hal H. Perry':', Clarence M. Poulsen,
William T. Rhodes*, Halvor E. Rogness*, Anson E. Robbins':'

DISTINGUISHED

FLYING

CROSS

CAPTAINS: Robert C. Beebe, Raphael Bloch. Jr.
(With
Oak Leaf Cluster
and Air Medal),
Howard
Burhanna,
Jr., Robert
M. Creech,

Robert E. Hawes (With two Oak Leaf Clusters
and Air Medal with two Oak Leaf Cluxtcrx ) ,
Earl R. Kingsley
(Also Air Medal with Oak
Leaf Cluster),
Clayton L. Peterson
(Also Air
Medal), Wayne H. Rathbun (Also Air Medal),
Lloyd L. Reynolds, George Simmons (Also Air
Medal),
Richard
Taylor
(Also Air Medai).
LIEUTENANTS: Malcolm K. Andresen, Walter O.
Beane, Jr. (Also Air Medal),
Jesse M. Bland
(Also Air Medal),
Hubert
S. Bronson,
Bernard Cederholm,
Andrew Cook, J r. (Also Air
Medal),
Thomas
D. Dejarnette
(Also
Air
Medal),
James W. Egan (Also Air Medal),
Irving A. Erickson
(Also Air Medal),
Cleveland D. Hickman, Glenn L. Johnson (Also Air
Medal with three Oak Leaf Clusters),
Robert
S. Knight, Melvin C. Lewis, William
G. Newman. John Y. C. Roth (Also Soldier's
Medal
and Air Medal),
Glenn J. Schaffer (Also Air
Medal
with
Oak
Leaf Cluster),
John
F.
Stroup, Anthony
C. Yenalavage,
Howard
N.
Young.
FLIGHT OFFICER Wilbur
M. Hackett.
MASTER SERGEANT Gust D. Portl. TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Nicholas
J. Andreas,
Anton
TBudgen, William
Ludkiewicz,
Daniel F. Morton, Jr., James
R. Shackelford
(Also
Air
Medal).
STAFF SERGEANT Theron
R. Jones.
SERGEANTS: Jack Archer, Clarence L. Campbell
(Also Air Medal),
Charles J. Geyer, Albert
K. Will.
CORPORALS: Elmer F. Awtrey, William C. Myers.
PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Louis
D, Gardiner,
John R. McNellis.

OAK LEAF CLUSTER TO
DISTINGUISHED
FLYING CROSS
COLONEL Emmett

O'Donnell,

SOLDIER'S

Jr.

MEDAL

CAPTAIN
Alexis
Klotz.
LIEUTENANTS:
Dale
Davis, Elmer J. Gedeon. Robert Kernan,
Paul
M. Lindsey*.
Harry Patteson.
MASTER SERGEANTS: Howard
W. Deal, George M. DunAIR FORCE,
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can. TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Kenneth
Addis,
Richard J. Barrett, Jr. STAFF SERGEANTS: Forrest M. Beckstead,
George W. Gunn, Douglas
H. Logan, Clarence
L. Singsank.
SERGEANTS:
Wayne C. Martin, Victor P. Minkoff, Howard
S. Petersen.
TECHNICIANS FOURTH GRADE: Edward J. Dowling,
Malcolm
B. Levison.
PRIVATE Joseph W. Adrian.

AIR MEDAL
MAJOR GENERAL George F. Stratemeyer.
BRIGADIER GENERAL Frank A. Armstrong
(Also
three Oak Leaf Clusters to Distinguished
Flying Cross).
COLONELS: Walter W. Gross. Kenneth B. Hobson, George F. McGuire.
LIEUTENANT
COLONEL
Dale
O. Smith.
MAJORS:
Donald J. Green, Francis H. Matthews,
Marvin E. Walseth.
CAPTAINS:
Benjamin
C.
Adams, Archibald
D. Anderson,
William
H.
Arthur,
James F. Berry, Edward
D. Black,
Howard
F. Butler, George C. Cranston.
Kenneth C. Dempster,
Charles G. Esau, John E.
Fox, John K. Hall, George W. Haney, Carl
David
Hoffman,
George
K. Hughel,
Frank
MacDougall
Hunt, Donald M. Hyland, Virgil
Ingram, Jr., Lawrence E. Jarnig'llJ, Jr., Edward
L. Jenkins,
\Xlilliam D. Jernigan,
Ralph E.
Jones,
Jr.,
Jacob
P. Sar tz, John
Urick.
LIEUTENANTS:
Louis
M.
Abernathy,
Lloyd
Adonson,
Peter K. Arpin, William
E. Ayres,
John A. Balaban, Junior
M. Barney, Charles
J. Barr, Jack Best, Rachel N. Bethune, Ralph
A. Birk, David B. Bishop, William
Emanuel
Black, j-., Alfred
D. Blair,
Raymond
W.
Boggs, Charles
Felk, Clyde V. Knisley,
Jr.,
Martin
E. Lichle, AII,m R. Lind, Herbert
E.
Lindhe,
Marion
G. Lloyd, Robert H. Long,
William
A. Loudermilk,
William
D. Lown,
Raymond Lunenfeld ", Alvin M. Lusk, Raymond
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B. MacDonald,
Donald
1.. McKay, Edward
Joseph
McPherson
(With
two
Oak
Leaf
Clusters),
George
R. Mason,
Thomas
F.
Magruder,
Harrison
L. Marshall,
Paul M.
Means, Orval H. Michelson,
Maurice 1.. Minett, Howard
A. Moore,
Charles E. Morris,
Clement K. Miller, Albert C. Nauru, Edward
R. Neff, Joseph H. Nesbit, Kenneth LOgie,
Jr., Clifford R. Oliver, Ben 1.. Parker, Harry
G. Peterson, Michael G. Phipps, Ray 1.. Pittman, Belah O'B. Price, Darwin E. Rasmussen
(\'(!jth
O'lk Le'tf Cluster),
Levon L Ray,
William J. Rhodes (With O'lk Leaf Cluster),
John E. Richards, \Villiam M. Riddle, Charles
F. Rogers, Arnold Z. Rosoff, Hardin E. Ross,
Jr., .Joseph P. Schilling. Jr. (With
Oak Leaf
Cluster),
David Herbert
Schreiner,
Meldrum
L Sears, Robert 1.. Shedden, Robert E. Speer,
Arland Stanton, Roger P. Stcin*, Benjamin .J.
Stone, Jr., Floyd F. Strohl, Don L. Sutliff, LaVern B. Terrell, Don,dd V. Thompson,
Walter
E. Thorne,
Oliver
E. TiJli,
Fred Herman
Towne, .Jr., Claude A. Trotter, Jr., Robert F.
Valentine,
Robert C. Velan, Hussell M. Vifqua in, Irving W. Voorhees,
Jr., Harold
E.
Ward,
Lucian K. Wernick,
Robert W. Wert
(With two Oak Leaf Clusters),
Roy E. Whittaker (\Xlitll Oak Leaf Cluster),
Robert H.
Wilder,
Rayburn A. Wilks, Howard
C. Williams, Jr., Raymond R. Yahr (With
two Oak
Leaf Clusters),
Edwin A. Yelton.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS: Walter
B. Belleville,
Jr. (With
two Oak Leaf Clusters),
John F. Clark, Lawrence A. L. Craig, James G. Dorsey, Leslie
T. Figg, Jr., Clarence \Xl Gilmore, Robert A.
Guy (With Oak Leaf Cluster),
Leslie O. Hansen, William
P. Hoben, Howell G. Hubbard,
Charles E. Mayhugh.
STAFF SERGEANTS: Elmer
J. Alifano, Mark A. Battles, Sebron D. Bristow,

John D. Thomson.
SERGEANTS, Francis L. Bennett, Warren
Riley Bishop,
Carl L. Bixby,
Maxwell
A. Blue, Gregory
Bournazos
(With
Oak Leaf Cluster),
Harold }. Brothers (\Vith
Oak Leaf Cluster),
George A. Burke, Mc rv in
C. Bush, James B. Cahley, Joseph
F. Conchiglio,
Thomas
W. Crook, Jr., Jimmie
N.
Davis, Carmen C. Dimuzio, Clarence W. Durbin, Theodore
.J. Elfrink, William C. Ficlds
James P. Fitzgerald,
.Jr., Curtis N. Fosler, Zane
A. Gemmill,
Graham C. Hancock, Donald
R.
'Hardwick,
\Xlillis
D. Harris,
Fr'lI1klin
P.
Hohmann,
Claude D. Hooks, Jerry D. Johnson, Donald L. Kerns (Also O,tk Leaf Cluste-r
to Silver Star), Rohert Knight, Alton D. Leman, Henry T. Lukowski,
Peter G. Lupica,
Theodore
.J. Nast.i l, Carl C. Nclson, SUn ley
E. Nichols, John L. Nixon, Edgar L. Phillips,
Morris T. Quate, Louis L Rom.mc lli . COR.PORALS: Herman
C. Detwiler,
William
M.
Donahoo,
Charles R. Dunn, Snlv.uorc L. Ferraro, William
E. Filgo,
Irving
W. Krause,
Edward M. Lemons. William Malone, Andrcw
C. Mitchell.
PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Donald
}. Raber, Ch'lrles H. Seltzer. William T. Wimhish.
PRIVATES: Jack Holloway.
Stanley A.
Douglas,
Philip
O. .McGovern,
.Jodie
B.
Thornell.

OAK LEAF CLUSTER TO
AIR MEDAL
MAJOR Donald
J. M. Blakeslee.
CAPTAINS:
John L. Ryan, Reynold A. Soukop.
LIEUTENANTS: .Jack Cohen, William .J. Crumm, Harold
E. Snider, Ashley C. Woolridge.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS: Karl 1.. Masters,
Robert G. J\fumaw. STAFF SERGEANT Harold F. Lightbown.
SERGEANT Bernard
J urosck.
CORPORAL Jack
E. Leverone.

*
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HERE we

go again, mechs. Gather 'round
and pick out the boners. A fighter plane is pictured this month and it seems that there are a
number of things happening to this P-39 which
aren't strictly according to T.O.s You should
be able to spot the mistakes as easily as
shooting fish in a barrel.
Naturally at advance
bases in combat
theatres
and often in extreme emergencies
in the United States, you'll find it necessary
to improvise and use the ingenuity that makes
AAF mechs supreme in their job. But as long
as you can, it pays to use the right tools and
methods for the job; those skillful tricks used
of necessity in the combat theatres can only
52

be done by mechs who knew how to do things
the right way in the first place.
This month's picture was posed by men of
the 88th Repair Squadron, Air Service Command, Patterson Field, Fairfield, Ohio. Left
to right, they are Private First Class Joseph
Buffamonte, Staff Sergeant Peter Kasprzyk,
and Privates First Class Frank J. Cussio and
Gene Rankin.
They deliberately
acted out these boners
in the interest of better maintenance
procedures.
Crew Chief Kasprzyk can point out seven
mistakes in the photograph.
They are listed
on Page 55. Can you find any more?
AIR FORCE,
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ON THE
RU

CONSCIENTIOUS ABOUT

URs? •••

Upon discovery of a failure in any part
of an airplane it behooves
the mech to
report it. The reason for URs (Unsatisfactory Reports)
is to eliminate 'rouble at
the source, saving lives and planes as well
as headaches
for mechs ON THE LINE
who have to cope with the defect.
It's
your responsibility
to make use of URs.
What happens to the UR you fill out?
It goes from your hands through a subdepot, a depot or field unit to Air Service
Command
Maintenance
Division
engineers. It is studied by them in addition to
getting careful scrutiny by manufacturers
and AAF laboratories.
Frequently action
is taken by the Materiel Command if design or material is involved.
Of utmost
importance,
URs furnish
necessary
information
to enable corrective measures to be developed.
Without
them, flaws and failures may go unheeded
and are repeated.
Complete statistics are
kept on all URs and the number of failures reported often determines
the action
required. The clinic studying and adjusting the faults must have representative
figures on which to base its study.
See
AAFRegulation
15-54 for complete information on URs.
So turn 'em in. men. Those URs are a
vital AAF instrument.
MAINTENANCE

AT BORIN9UEN •••

It is the boast of many engineering
officers at Borinquen
Field, Puerto Rico,
that the base, if necessary,
could completely break down and rebuild any airplane in the AAF.
There, at one of the principal stepping
stones on the route to England,
Africa,
the Middle East, Asia and other points,
they have to be ready to service or repair
every American
airplane
flown by the
United
Nations.
An enlisted
man or
civilian at Borinquen
may be called on to
work on an A-20, B-17, B-24, B-25,
B-26, A-29,
A-30, C-54, C-53, C-47,
C-87 and heaven knows what else.
The big problem is to keep abreast of
supply
requirements.
Parts and other
stock needs are anticipated
far in advance
and flown from Air Service Command
depots.
At Borinquen
they do both
second and third echelon maintenance
and
operate on a 24-hour basis at all times.
Chief concern is engines
but they also
AIR FORCE, September,
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LINE
carefully
check hydraulic
and electrical
systems, and, occasionally, even armor and
armament.
Construction
at Borinqucn
was begun
in 1939 and the base was just about
ready to operate when war broke out, having been through a period when it was
little more than a tent city. In fact, experience gained there in handling
maintenance work right in the open showed
the feasibility
of operating
exposed to
sun, wind and the elements.
Now there are several gigantic hangars
with a German-designed
roof, reinforced
in a complicated
manner,
and supposed
to be hurricane-proof
and able to resist
direct bomb hits.
Salt water corrosion is the great worry
for mechs there, because
the salt air
causes corrosion in planes even when they
are just parked.
Men at Borinquen
recall many of the
early planes to go through after the war
started. These included LB-30s and B-17Es
sent out to reinforce the 19th Bombardment Group in the Southwest Pacific.
Several hundred Puerto Rican civilians
now work at Borinquen and have become
quite proficient. They are naturally good
with their hands. One, formerly an artist,
is operating
the plexiglas
department.
Another is a high-grade
propeller expert
and many others are skilled with fabrics.
Classes are scheduled constantly to keep
all enlisted men and civilians acquainted
with new developments,
and training
films are shown frequently.

A monthly
maintenance
roundup prepared in collaboration with the Air Service
Command and the Technical
Inspection Division. Office of
the Air Inspector.
SHARPS AND FLATS •••

We heard of a case in which a nail was
found in the tire of an ambulance,
ready
-apparently-for
emergency duty on the
flight line. Drivers of crash trucks and
ambulances
ON THE LINE must make
an inspection
of their tires and running
gear immediately upon arriving
at duty
posts. You might loll behind the wheel
all day with nothing
to do, but if an
emergency
comes up everything
must
click. When a crash truck or ambulance
is needed, it is needed right now!
WHO'S

HOARDING? •••

At an AAF flying school using BT-13
aircraft,
21 tool assembly
cam moving
wrenches
were found in storage. These
wrenches
are used on hydromatic
propellers and no hydromatic
propellers
are
used at that station.
One wrench should
have been issued to the transient aircraft
crew, another to sub-depot
engineering,
and the remainder
reported
as excess
equipment
as outlined
in AAF Regulation 65-2.
Keep
in mind
that tools
hoarded
at one station
probably
keep
planes grounded
at another!

'*

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

1. Tholl

shalt not
turn propeller without
checking
ignition
switches.
2. Tholl shalt not
warm tip engine.f without wheel blocks.
3. Thou shalt not
leare airplane u/itb ont checking parking brakes.
4. Tbou shalt not leave airplane
without locking controls where applicable.
5. Tbon shalt not start engines
without seeing that crew is clear of
propeller.

6. T bou shalt not taxi airplane if
not qNalified to do so,
7. T hott shalt not clean engine.f inside hangars with inflammable f!uid.f.
8. Tbou shalt not leave cowls where
they will be bloum away by other airplanes taxiing or warming liP.
9. Thott shalt
not me jacks withalit being JUre of
capacity.
10. ThoN shalt
not leave a job
until a final check
indicates that it is
finished.
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TRAININ' ,AIDS

A MONTHLY REPORT ON FILMS, LITERATURE AND SYNTHETIC DEVICES IN AAF TRAINING

SYNTHETIC DEYICES
men who deal with synthetic trainT
ing devices use the term "mock-up"
to describe one broad category of their
HE

wares. Generally, it may be defined as a
replica or facsimile model which looks
and acts enough like the real thing so that
the student may use it effectively for practice or study.
Hundreds of such gadgets arc in effective usc in the AAF training program.
Some are made in local workshops of
training activities, some are factory-built.
Mock-ups used for practice by students
usually arc life-size models. Those in-

tended for demonstration or study may be
reduced in size for easy handling or enlarged to permit effective demonstration
to large classes.
Typical of this type of training device
are cockpit mock-ups in current use at
AAF training stations. By using models
of this kind instead of the real thing,
students may be familiarized with specific
types of airplanes without the necessity of
grounding operational equipment. The
three cockpit mock-ups described and
shown on this page will illustrate the
possibil ities of such devices.

P-40 Type Mock-up
Instrument Trainer
P-40 trainer shown here was developed by the AAF School of Applied Tactics, Orlando, Florida. Designed
to orient new pilots, this cockpit has the
regular P-40 instrument and switch panel,
landing gear, landing flaps and cowl flap
controls with functions simulating those
in actual flight.
On the front of the trainer there is a
complete set of controls so that difficulties
in the flight of the trainer may be set up
at any desired time. For example, the
landing gear may be locked and the student required to make necessary correction. A fuel tank selector valve may be
used to check the pilot in using the correct tank in take-off and landing.

T

HE

8-17F Cockpit Instruction
Panel
B-17F cockpit mock-up shown
here is actually a series of photographs, which have been enlarged and
mounted on panels at appropriate points
so that the whole set-up looks for all the
world like a cockpit model.
The panels were designed to assist inst;lldors at the Hobbs Army Air Field,
Hobbs, N. Mex., in teaching pilots the
operation and flying characteristics of the
HE

T

.urcraft.

This method of instruction was deiigned and used originally at Luke Field,
Ariz., about two years ago. Since that
time, it has become widely recognized and
many have suggested that it be made a
standardized
training procedure.
This
teaching method is supplemented by other
mock-ups, charts, diagrams, training films,
film strips and other training aids.
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AT-6A Cockpit Mock-up
cockpit
adds to the
C
life of the airplane, engine and
.mxiliarv equipment. To teach this techtechnique

ORRECT

nique and to provide a method by which
the student may practice until good procedure is instinctive, the AT-6A panel
shown here was devised.
In addition to the instruments, which
simulate those of the aircraft, the student is provided an index and a set of
publications for additional study.
WHERE TO GO
Information on the availability
of training
films and film strips, aircraft recognition materials, synthetic training devices and train1ng
literature may be obtained from the Training
Aids Division, Army Air Forces, Park AvenueJ
and 32nd Street. New York, N. Y.
-
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THE AIR SERVICE COMMAND
(Continued

army. There is the task of welding all the
arms and services together with Air Force
personnel
into a single organization.
The
training of such an activity is compl icated
by the different sources from which the
men must be procured - the different
sources of their technical
training
and
technical
control.
If the magnitude
and
complexity
of the ASC setup
in the
United States can be appreciated,
then the
grort number of men required to perform
the similar functions
all over the world
can be understood
and the job of the
personnel
and training
division
in furnishing these men realized.
The establishment
of the Command
in

from

Page
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accordance
with
the principles
under
which it was reorganized
was not without
its problems.
A general re-education
of
all the personnel
was involved in order
to get them to appreciate the difference
between technical control and command
control, on which straight-line
organization is based. It took some time to convert officers to the fact that a committee
was not a "bull session" or a conference
but a temporary
unit of organization,
more analogous to a board in its type of
action.
It was
difficult
reconciling
straight-line
control with standard Army
administrative
procedures which are basecl
on the concept of posts, camps and sta-

AIR FORCE OPERATIONS IN THE BATTLE OF ATTU
(ConTinued

In addition
to its observation
operations,
Colonel
Earerkson's
Liberator
joined
other aircraft in strafing enemy
positions.
This naturally
called for lowlevel flying, much of which had to be
done through
fog which billowecl well
below the 3,500-foot
mountain
ridges.
Some of the beac'l recesses into which he
flew his plane to reach stubborn
enemy
ground positions were just lart~e enough
to permit the B-21 to turn around without crashing into one of the vertical walls.
One of these recesses was behind Sarana Bay. About sixty Jap troops, with
two trench mortars and two machine guns
had stationed
themselves
behind a small
embankment
bcing
the beach to oppose
any landing in that area. Despite a 200foot ceiling which completely
obscured
the top of the ravine, Colonel Eareckson
twice took his B-24 into the narrow recess, banking
vertically
around
the Jap
position and materially reducing its effectiveness with machine gun fire from the
nose, waist and top turret of his plane.
Although
enemy troops spotted in foxholes were strafed occasionally
from the
air, the usual procedure
was simply to
make their position known to the ground
commanders.
In this way aerial observation
aided
considerably
in
reducing
casualties caused by enemy snipers and in
accelerating mopping up operations.
A striking example of the manner in
which the element of chance enters into
combat operations
took place during the
first days of the battle, when a small U. S.
scouting
force of some 350 officers and
men who were attempting
to cross a
knife-like
ridge in a flanking movement
were observed
from the command
Liberator.
These
troops
had landed
at Scarlet
Beach and were working their way back
of the enemy concentrations
along Holtz
Bay to come in from the rear just as our
northern
force attacked down the beach.
AIR FORCE,
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Observers in the command plane were
aware that the scouting party was turning
in too soon and was headed toward a
deep, fog-filled ravine back of the west
arm of the Bay. Late in the afternoon, a
map giving proper directions was dropped
for the troops, along with twenty parachute loads of food, medical supplies and
ammunition
dumped from another B-24.
But the map was never received: it was
found tangled in the tail structure of the
command Liberator after it had returned
to Amchitka.
The next day a B-21 carrying additional supplies went up to locate the party
but it crashed on one of the fog-hidden
peaks. On the third day, although
they
could not be seen through the thick fog,
it was apparent that the troops fiad slid
down the sides of the ravine and were
facing the fire of the Japs who had them
bottled up from the beach.
Food and
ammunition
were dropped into the ravine
through the fog until the little band was
finally relieved by the advancing northern
force which fought its way down the
beach.
little piece of paper catching in
the tail of a B-2'1 had cost the scouts
many casualties and the AAF an elevenman bomber crew and a B-24, not to
mention
equipment
and flying hours
which might well have been spent in
other phases of the operation.
This incident also serves as an illustration of the lengths to which our airmen went time after time in supporting
the Attu landing.
All air personnel
participating
in the operation
did a magnificent job considering
the handicaps encountered.
The work of the navigators and radiomen in taking the planes through
the
worst weather in the world and bnnging
them home again without a single major
error on their part was superb. The pilots
THAT

tions rather than on a division of activity
by function,
irrespective
of where
the
function occurs.
In the end the Air Service Command
has profited tangibly by its new organization. The number of planes out of commission due to Jack of parts or proper
maintenance
by the ASC has decreased.
The new organization
has improved
our
overseas activities despite a lack of adequate overseas control.
Considerable
reduction in estimated
personnel
requirements has been accomplished.
The Air Service Command
is now in
full swing. It is realizing the capabilities
of its personnel and the system of organization it has perfected---and
these are
being expressed
in action everyday
in
AAF combat operations.

*

flew extremely
hazardous
rmssions
day
after day with coolness
and efficiency.
Maintenance
crews, who operated
under
anything
but ideal conditions
on the
ground, kept the fighters and bombers in
topnotch flying trim.
To the men of the Army Air Forces
must go a large share of the credit for
the success of an operation
which reclaimed the first piece of American territory from the enemy in this war. j.':r

MISTAKES

IN "ON
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PICTURE ON PAGE
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1. Lets get on the he<1m. men. You
know a P-39 is always towed properly
with a towing bar. Reference:
T.O. 011-')0.
(Incidentally,
consult T.O. Handbooks applicable
to each airplane for the
recommended
method.
When
a rope is
called for, it's length should be three and
one-half times the tread of the airplane.
Reference: T.O. 01-1-')0. The rope should
not he around
the scissors or tied with
loose ends. See T.O. Ol-110FB-2.)
2. What is this' The tire on the right
landing gear is really soft-in
fact, almost
flat. Obviously
this will break down the
sidewalls
of <1 precious
rubber tire. and
turning a corner will strain it even more.
Reference: T.O. O.I-lO-1.
3. We don't like to keep harping on
this, Sergeant.
since other crews in previous pictures have made the same mistake. But. once more. no objects should
be placed on the wings. This applies to
those chocks you have there and also to
the mcch peacefully seated thereon.
4. Wanted for safety: Men walking,
one at each wing tip. We cau't see the
right wing tip hut there's no one out at
the left.
5. Say you, were you raised in a barn'
The cockpit door is open, and it should
be closed while
the airplane
is heing
towed. What's
more, a man should be at
the controls.
6. oi, oh. One prop blade is pointing
downward.
Surely at least one of you four
mechs knows that when towing an airplane with a threc-hlade.l
prop, one hlade
should always be at twelve o'clock.
7. And what about you two extra men
on the tug' Did you come along just for
the ride'
If you don't have anything else
to do, you could he out at the wing tip.
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CAP cadets
at Des Moines,
Iowa.
Upon
graduation
from high school,
many CAP
cadets
enter the AAF for further training.

CAP AT YOUR SERVICE
(Confinued
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to fly emergency shi pments where they are
needed Tracking missions to give practice in' sighting' to anti-aircraft' gun and
searchlight crews, tests of the aircraft
warning system, camouflage inspections,
blackout observations and other miscelIancous
missions involve thousands of
miles of flying each week.
Searches for lost Army planes are conducted by CAP as a matter of regular
routine in many regions, especially in the
west. Flying slowly and at low altitudes,
with pilots and observers trained in
methods of precision reconnaissance, the
CAP puddle-jumper
planes find what
they are looking for. In one instance,
wreckage was found by looking up rather
than clown. This Army plane had crashed
along a canyon wall.
Many CAP squadrons have developed
elaborate ground units with transportation. first aid and communications facilities. The Nevada Wing has formed some
excellent cavalry units to go to the scene
of accidents spotted in the mountains
from the air; it also has motorized and
foot auxiliaries. The New Hampshire
Wing has ski units for the same type of
missions. Michigan has parachute units.
The purpose of CAP has been to get
ready for missions that will he useful to
the Army Air Forces. Volunteer flights
and squadrons in all parts of the country
have drilled, trained and conducted practice missions so that every member will
know what to do in emergency.
On many occasions when Army planes
have been in distress, this CAP ground
training has resulted in a safe landing
for the aircraft. One evening in an Ohio
town, a private pilot and his wife, hoth
CAP members, heard a plane circling
overhead. They notified the police and
fire departments. A field was illuminated.
They flashed landing directions with an
auto spotlight in a code they had learned
in CAP classes. After the Army pilot
had landed, it developed that he had
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Cavalry
unit of the CAP Nevada
en route to search for lost Army

Wing
plane.

been in CAP and had learned the Morse
signaling that saved him from a crash.
The Coastal Patrols have made possible
the rescue of more Army airmen than the
total of their own losses. The survivors
of the "ghost" plane which flew to
Mexico after the crew bailed out off
Florida were first spotted by CAP planes.
Near a northern base, when an Army
fighter pilot bailed out and was injured,
his crashing plane set the woods afire.
Skimming the tree tops through the
smoke, CAP pilots located him just in
time for a rescue.
of these missions is the intensive
training in military procedure, aviation
and civilian defense subjects which is
required for all members so that flying
personnel will learn military discipline
and ground workers will understand the
fundamentals of flying. While CAP does
not give flight training, its courses cover
much more than the requirements of a
private pilot' s license. Members are encouraged to learn to fly at their own expense and thousands have done so in the
CAP program.
Practice flying missions include area
searching, bombing with flour bags, picking up messages and dropping supplies
by paper parachutes. Mobilizations and
maneuvers are practiced. Since there have
been no enemy air raids yet. CAP units
have not been called on for the homeguard duties for which they were originally formed. But many a squadron has
shown what it could do by going into
action during floods and other natural
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disasters, performing
aerial reconnaissance and relief duties as well as guard
and labor tasks on the ground.
In addition to missions for the Army,
CAP conducts extensi ve courier services
for war industries. Often, by rushing in
vitally needed supplies, the stoppage of
assembly lines at war plants has been
averted. Recently the departure of a fleet
of Army trucks was dcl'lyed. by lack of a
shipment of tie rods. A CAP courier
plane from Cleveland dropped the parts
by paper parachute and saved many hours.
Through its training program and its
detailed Jiles of personnel, CAP has been
able to furnish many specictlly qu.i lificd
men on relluest from thl' armed forces;
upwards of 15,000 of its members have
gone into various branches of the service,
including the Army, Navy and Marine
Corps, as well as into flight and ground
school instructor jobs and to the airlines,
CAP women members, compnsing
about ten percent of the total enrollment,
have gone into the WAACs, WAVES
and WAFS. The commandant of the
Marine Corps Women's Auxiliary, Major
Ruth Streeter, is a former CAP officer.
CAP units in all areas arc now engaged
in a drive to find wel l-quahtied aviation
cadets for the Army Air Forces and encourage them to visit cadet examining
boards. The CAP has its own cadets, in
addition to its regular organization. Each
local CAP squadron or flight is authorized
to form a counterpart unit of cadetsboys and girls in the last two years of
senior high school. Hundreds of these
units, with a membership of approximately 20,000, have been formed. The
young people get the same drill and training as the adults in CAP and are thus
given a running start for military service.
CAP members are authorized to wear
the Army uniform with red shoulder
loops and silver CAP insignia as distinguishing features. Officers of the patrols and inland units are commissioned
in CAP with ranks up to major.
Because these men who cannot go to
war are doing their duty on the home
front, there is reason to hope that the
post-war development of aviation will be
much more rapid than otherwise would
have been the case. In addition to the
big airlines and flying boats which will
encircle the globe in peacetime commerce,
it is predictable that a great network of
feeder lines and air-mail pickup services,
together with a great volume of private
flying, will be developed with light
planes, gliders and helicopters.
In the tens of thousands of ai rcraft
which thus can be used there will be opportunities for many thousands of the demobilized members of America's military
air services. That is one way in which
CAP, by maintaining local air progress
even in the grounded areas where civilian
flying has ceased, is trying to do a service
for every member of the AAF.
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FOR YOU A
Army Emergency Relief is available at ALL times to ALL military personnel regardless of rank, grade, branch or component - and to their dependents. regardless of
relationship.
AER may be consulted on all problems involving the personal affairs of a soldier
and his dependents. When assistance or advice is needed, contact the Army Emergency
Relief Officer at your station: dependents may apply at the nearest Air Force station.
Army camp or direct to the Air Forces Branch of Army Emergency Relief, 703 Maritime Building. Washington. D. C.
Assistance may be in the form of a loan, cash grant or relief in kind, depending on
the nature and worthiness of the case. AER will also aid in arranging for prenatal care
and hospitalization of wives of Air Force men, for hospitalization of dependents, and
for employment of dependents and discharged personnel.

When in need of assistance ... Contact

